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"Page 285.

"Chapter 6.,

A,:K Errors of radiD ILrection finder, connected with radiowave

propagation.

6.1. Effect of the abnormal polarization of electric field.

To R-ternal e•uipment/device of radio direction finder besiles

the teirrestrial normal-polarized wave, can approach !isa the waves,

reflected from upper air. In the general case the electriz field of

the wave reflectad contains the vertical and horizontally polarized

componpnts, mare~ver dimensional orientation of the components of

electric field, and also the relationship/ratio of their implitudes

-• and phases change in time.

Ths. radiati3a patt,,rns used at present in the radio Jirection

finders of antenna systems in radiowave pLopagation at ii angle to

the horizon usualLy do not coincide for vertical and horizontal

component; e. actcic field. Therefore the resulting raiiition pattern

• "."" _ -,".:"
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for a total field does not coincip with radiation patterns far field

f•I component. We see earlier that with amplitude direction-finling

method, utilizinj an antenna radiation pattern of the 3ystem of radio-IIdirection finder for a vertical (or horizontal) electciz field, it is

possible to daterDine correct bearing on radio station. From that

which was presented ic follows that during the determiaition of
1'

bearing from tcie resulting radiation pattern they are obtained in the

get:eral case of er-or. Since the parameters of the refLezting ionized

* layezs of the atmosphere continuously change, changes the

polarivation of radio wales, and also error in time. Thay are called

poiarizational errors. In phase direction finders the simultaneous

reception/procedure or both components of electric fill ilso is led

to errors.

Page 286.

As is known, on ultra short waves under normal conditions, does

not occur the reflection from the ionizel ladyers. On mid3le and long

waves the reflection from upper air is observed mainly by night;

thereform on teies? waves polarization errors are develope. to the

most powerful degree by the night and they are freq,,antly called in

radio diraction fLtduLVs "night effects". Dn short waves the

reflection from upper air occurs during all days.

p.
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Siitic the pr•sernce ot polarizational errors is not connected

with a chinge in the direction ot propagation, the p~lacizationalA

errors of radio lirection finder one should relate to tool houses,

44

As tie basis of the elimination of polarizational errors, can be

placed one of the following principles:

"1) The use ')f the antenna of the system at vhosa ralLation

patterns for vertical and horizontal electric fields would coincide

completely or at least in that part from which is det-r3iied the

* bearing (for axamle, application/use by the antenna of system with

the diverse framework) 
A

2) decreasa lown to the miLimum limit of reception/proceduie of

one of the componants electric field, usually norizontal (system with

the spavel antenais, the compensated for framework and so forth);

3) taLe elimi.ation of the reception/procedure of tha wave

reflected and the preservation/retention/maintaining of

reception/procedure one of terrestrial normal-polarizal field (the

sampled-dint systems of direction finding).

Polarizatiomil errors are the rapidly changing cafo Eýrrors aria

their average value with sufficient time of direction finling is

I

' ........ ... .. . .. .. . . . .. ...
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clos" to zero.

In order t3 leccease the manifestation of these errors, usually

in the radio direction finders, constructed according t3 the second

principle, are ticen with dir.ction finding several readings and is

designed average bearing.

i•.

Page 287.

6.2. Determination of error due to the abnormal polarizatioro of

electromagnetic field.

Let us exami'e aztion on the radio direction finlar of

terrestritl and ct±lected radio waves.

Let the aleztric field of terrestrial wave has elliptical

polarization and it it is possible to decompose on E, - v?,rtical

component and -i,'1 - horizontal component in the plane of

propagation.

FOOTNOTE 1 Hare inl1 throughout phase is cotinted off ralitive to Ej.

K
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EN D F OTNOT E.

The horizontal coiponent of terrestrial wave in the plane,

perpendicular to direction of propagation, at a great listance from

transmittr atteauates and it is Pqual to zero. The decrease in the

horizontal field the greater, the greater the equivalent ground

. conductivity.

The _•l-ctric field from uppec ionospheric layers of wave

reflected contains components: E,,ci'O - vertical field: E02e'°'

horizontal fiell in the plane of propagation; Eosei. is a

hoLizontAil. field in the plane, perpendicalar to the plane of

popagat i. n..

In the case af the linear polarization of the electric field of

the wave reflect,ýI, which has amplitude E0 , the phase *.a the angle

of polarizatioa V and the dngle of the slope of a front of wave ,

its components will 1:e: Ecos y cosPei' - a vertical fiell; E.CcosYsinlel*

- a horizontal field in the plane of propagation; EsinJe", - a

horizontal field in the plane, perpendicalar to the plane of

prapagat ion.

Let us desigiatte: HIiF (a, 0, () effective height aad

Ir • -• •
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directional characteristic by the antenna ot system for =omponents

- the electric fielI of wave in the plane of propagati~a: dI, F2 (, 0, |i)

- the saue characteristics for a component electric fiell in the

V plane, perpondicuLar to direction of propagation.

Sometimes f3: ia the antenna of the system of radio Jirection

finder directional characteristic F((, 9, 0) can be prasaated in the

form of the produzt of two characteristics: ,i,1, 8) - in aorizontal

plane ani f (;) - in vertical plane, i.e.,

SF (•, •, 0) == , q •') ,

where 0 is an anILe of the direction of the oriented rilio station

with the initial referpnce line of bearing; a is an angle of the

orientation of directional characteristic ot relatively irtitial
p -

reference line.

Page 2,98.

Let us writa condition for the reading of bearing in tke general

case:

G {EHF, (a, 0, [ 0) + E,e"I-H3F1 (, 0, 0 - 900) +
--]-E, 1e'"[1 . -- R~eII•'+'•'I HF1 (a, 0, •) -J

-F E,,e1 '"[ -+- R~e'(•+"°IH, F, (", 0, [ -- 9O•) -1-
A- E.,e 1 '[l j-R~ e'*'v'"]H,F, (z, 0, I)} -- gt , (6.1)

"I I

AI
J1
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FOOTNUTE 1 In th'! case of propaagation of VHF or. top, E.r example

from aircraft, F.1 = La 0 and E01, Eap, E. 3 in different

relationship/riti~o arp emitted by the antenna of aircrift.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

where Rk, iri. the module and the argument of the coefficieit of

terrain echo of the vertically polarized field; R2, ', [- the

same for horizontil-polarized fiell 7, i, is the dolaying phase

earth-refleztel wive relatively falling directly for vertical and

horizontal fiFli.; G is an operation of determining the bearing

(obtaining the mtximum, minimum and so forth) ; g is the required for

obtaining bearinj result (zero, the maximum value of lug/lobe, etc.).

From Fig. 6.1 it follows that if scisors are arrangellocated at

height/altitude hn. thqn -n in (6.1) will be (see Fig. 6.1)

.. (AB + BC) AD- h. sin

where AU n3•n BC i; the increment af the L-ay/beam, reflec~td from the

earth/ground, D - mirror image C and BC =D.

4t

~ir -- .- ~- --- ~---~-- -
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For a goniom tLric .ystetiu from n of the vertical wire antennas

whe, th(' s*tparatizn of antennas is much less than tha w3valength, we

ha ve: F(aO, ( )a=, sln (- O)cs.

F-,(, C, p)==cos (a--)

Page 289.

iA

112 dapenls a the diagram of connection of antennas (U-,

H-shaped, (atc.). It. we substitute these values in (6.1), then by

formulas (1I1.3)-(II1.7) can be calculated amns and bearing errorAba,

and also ratio A/B. Error increases with an increase in ratios H2/fit

and Eo,/F.o (wita an increase y1, and also with an increase of angle

S"For the char3cteristic of the degree of susceptibility by the

L antenna of the system of amplitude radio direction finder to errors

due to abnormal polarization is introduced the concept :f the error

of standard wave - AMCT. This is that polarizational error which

appears with the lirection fincling of one abnormal and

plane-polarized wave reflected when 450.

For a frame radio direction finder with the rieaiing 3f bearing

on zero audibility.
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S• /-/~, --- H ., F, (a,, 0, [1 -sin (a -- 0),
•i - F. 01, 0. P) Cos ( 0- ) sin $

Set/a-suming in (6.1)

E1=E-=Eq,,-0,E*,=Eecosy, E, 3=BsinT, %I==,---0,

from condition g = 0 we will obtain for the polarizationil arror

tg = tg (A -0) = tgysI +R-e"+,e

tgysn~I+ Rie'l'o"'

If we at an angle T understand the angle of the p~lirization of A5
the resulting wava taking into account terrain echo ani to suppose

that the phases of the vertical and horizontal componiaat3 of electric

field coincide, then we will obtain --

tg Mn = tg y sin •. (6.2)

This r-xprassLon is obtained into §3.3. The error of the standard

wave of the framework at 1 = 4450 is determined from the condition

tgAQ,,=0,707 o-r ALo=35,30.

The methods of the practical determination of poariizatianal

errors are given in chapter 9.

-I

I'
I
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I. •

C ~AA

'I

Fig. 6.1. Course 3f ray of the wave reflected.

Page 290.

6.3. Systains of radio direction finders, free from polirizational

errors.

System with the iiverse framework.

The .1esc-A.ibel (into §3.7) system with two diverse fcamework is

almost completely fvee from poldrizational errors, since the
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<2 •.•ihorizontaL compsriant of the field reflected is not creitel errors -•

I I with direction finding.

riain disadvantages in the systems with the diverse framework

they are:4

t 1. Saarp daenease in the sensitivity ot system with the

elongation of wave.

2. camplexity of engineering goniomatric system wit.t diverse

framework. goniometric system of two pairs of the diverse framework

"whose planes must be parallel, has different sensitivity Eor the

different angles 3f arrival of wave. Sensitivity is equal to zero for

direction of propigation, perpendicular to the planes of the

framework.

Is necessiry instead of each framework to take two matually

perpendicular :haiged over framework (in all are obtained eight

frameworks); as a result the system strongly becomes :zmpLicated. At

the same time, ratary system possesses large inertia, whi.h increases

time of the taking of bearing.

3. Presence in radiation pattern besides two zecas, letermining

accurate bp.aring, an additional two false minimums of auiibility of

I
aI
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signal. It shoull be noted that the last/latter deficienzy/lack is

not iirtually essential, since "the falsae,, minimums with the

direction finlinj of the waves reflected are strongly are blunted ani

slightly differed from the true.

Furthermore, is required large thoroughness in canstruction and

in the production of system with the diverse framework; thus, for

instance, it is nacessary to fulfill with high accuracy the

"parallelism of the planes of the framework (0.1-0.2 0), the identity

of the di.3tances of the framework of receiver, etc.

%Z

Systems with the spaced antennas. Different connection Iiigrams.

The operating principle of such antannas is describae earlier

(§§2.2, 3.b, 3.13. Antennas, are constructed so that the external

system woul] ba a:cept ed only vertical component of electric fiell.

Page 291.

The exception/alivination of the reception/procedure of horizontal

component is led to the elimination of polarizational err)rs.

Sometimes on ultr3 short waves is realized the reception/procedure of
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one horizontal copponent of field.

ThI simplest system is the so-called H-shaped system (H-shapedK ~system).. The pattern of the. connection of 'the vertical vice antennas

in H-shaped system is shown in Fig. 6. 2.

L" Emf from each of the vertical wire antennas will be

feed/conductel to coils K by the horizontal pairs of the wires of

identical size/dimension (bc = ce = hg = ge), arramge/l)lated at very

close distance fcgm each other. As a result of the complete i~entity

of wires in them, they are induced under the effect of horizontal

electrical field of emf of identical value and identiail : hase.

Difference these _mf, forming voltage on coil K, is equal to zero, so

that on system operates only vertical component of electric field.

Therefore polarizational errors must be absent.

In order to ensure the absence of reception/prozeluri! to the

horizontal parts )f the antenna, are necessary not only the equality

of the lengths of horizontal wires, but also identicdI. llads at their

end/leuds. The loa. of horizontal wires are the upper and lower

L •halfdipoles ab, ae and HF, df whose parameters in the g;a.ral case

are different lua to their location at the different height/altitude

above the earth/ground.

K'•.. j
u I;I
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On sliort ini ultL> short waves sometimes for the aquition of

loads from halfdipoles they raise above the earth/ground antire

"aptenna system. It is possible lower halfdipoles to take somewhat of -

the smaller length than upper, but by thase they stealy from upper

and lower halfdip)les only in narrow freguency band.

A

ii •'"I

f..[:I
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"* c

dA g " j

f~ ~

Fig. 6.2. H-shapa3 system of spaced antennas.

Page 292.

Therefore this method of a decrease in the polarizationiLL rr:rs must

not consiler azcatable for a wide-range radio direction finder.

Furthermore, tha Dptimum difference in the lengths of apper and lower

halfdipoles depenis on the parameters of soil, i.e., it is variable

for the different building grounds of radio direction finler. The

nearer the parameters of soil to dielectric, the lesser its effect on

asymmetry.

Other reasons for the polarizational errors in H-shaped system

they are:
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a) t-irrain a_•ho of the field,. created by current in the screen

M offa!-of fed•, and the induction to them emf in vertical. conitors.

-A

b) the presaace of the communication/connection between the

wires of feeder and input circuit of receiver.. _

The analysis of. the components of the polarizati~alL error of

"H-shaped system is uiven in [6.5].

H-shaped system can be applied in the form of the rotary pair a.f

antennas. In its this form frequently they utilize on short and ultra

short waves. Antenna system rotates around motionless c=e-iver or

together with it.

"It is possible to also apply goniometric H-shaped system. f"

Goniometec with rtceiver in this case they place in cabin, which is

located in the center of antennas.

on n waves th ow ate tawen us o ho vertical upr- iatendas (dt

and 4W in Pig. 6.2) are taken usually shorter than upper, and for the

balancing of the load of horizontal wires in lower wires, are

connected the 3quilizing capacitance/capacities C (2ig. 5.3). In this

form Hi-shaped system is called that which was balanced (or

equilibrium). To Eit capacitance/capacity C so that they we;.
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equivalent to the Load from upper dipoles on large wave band, is

difficult. Balancing of H-shaped system is applied thecefEre with the

limited wave bdni.

Are known tra cases of applying the balanced H-shape. system,

also, on short waves. J1

_.A.

A:

-':-v

Y£I

:.I

i1
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KIa

C C

S-

Fig. 6.3. nalancei H-shaped system.

Page 293.

In VHF range sometimes is reilized intenna system with the

dipoles whose orientation can be changed for the reception/procedure

either of horizontal or vertical electric field (Fig. 3.51).

Ghe error of the standard wave of the virtually realized

if-shaped systems lie/rests within limits [1.10]:

at frequencies, close to 10 MHz, 40o

at freguencies, close to 1 MHz, 30.

S.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._p. _ . .. ..
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at frequencies, close to 0.3 MHz, 4-80. 4

Widest use will receive besides the described two systems als-' a

U-shaped system aad system with conversion transformers. -j

Operiting principle U-shaped of system is shown in Fig. 6.4. The I
reception/proceduce 3f the hori7orltally polarized component of the -:

electric fi-eld of electromagnetic waves they strive as fir asI

possible to deareise. For this, are placed the herizontl. parts of

the antennas (feeders) at certain depth on the order of 1.5-2 m, 19

where the horizontal field is attenuate/weakened 1, anl ilso is

applied the syst3u oL the grounding of the shell of feeders.

FOOTNOTE 1. Feadars are placed below depth of soil freazing where the

parameters of soil are more cDnstant during one year. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The degree of the weakening of the horizoatal iatemsity of field

at depth 2 m lue to absorption in the earth/ground is shown in Fig. A

6.5 for the case of two soils:
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6 10, 0=10-2 64

Key: (1). Qen. (2),. Fiq. (3). humid soil. (4). dry sAi.

From curve/graphs it follows that at depth 2 m with v 10-3

1/Q-E, the minimua wedkeniiq of the horizontal componant in the range

of waves 20-3000 a ranges from 2 to 7.5 times. With a = 1)-P 1/99v it

changes from 8 • 16 .inies.

Thus, with gcound conductivities less than 10O? 1/2.u,

especially on sh)ct waves, weakening is very small and one fill-up of

feeders into the aarth/ground operates not very effectively.

-;-i
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IM If 1,

Fig. 6.4. T1-shapeul system.-

Page 294.

l ,too i]
s.:o

S70

3000M(,ru1 MWI":

6 - 10
---- 400

Mlot to I ZW

Att12 '0 2

a 0 0 0 0 60 0 705 SO to 20 V0 U0 50 60 70 tojf

Fig. 6.5S. Ueakeaingi of the horizontal component of fiel 3,t dapth 2

Mi: 0=01OAV' OM0M

jtI
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Key: (1). MHz. (21. Weakening by horizontal component, times. ]

Page 295 .;

I f h1rizonta[ electric field excites in the shell of feeder

*-certain voltage/stress EeG then by applying careful grounding of 7

the end/leads of the shell of feeder it is necessary ta attain a

maximum dacrease in this voltage/stress on the end/leads 3f the shell

and in feeder. I

A
The harmful voltage/stress, transmitted from shalI into feeder,

w Il be
E4, kEnaT.-z+Z 0 R~

where .Z, is resistar/resistance of grounding of the enl/lead of

the shell of feeler; Zo.0- - the resistor/resistance of the half of

the length of shall, Zo0- jp0tgrmS,; ma, pa - propagition

constant in.1 the wave impedance of shell. is a half of the

length of shell; k - the coefficient of the transmissi•n 3f the

voltage/stress fc3m the end/lead of the shell into the feeder of -

antenna.

Than is less i.e., how carefully is done grouriding, those
Z06

A

Asi
34

_ 5I

_ -. ~ -
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less 4o and is better the polarizational protection of U-shaped

systel .

Besides a good grounding under antennas for a decrc33e in the

i "harmful effect of horizontal field, is applied the supplatentary long

wire, Lonnectel with the shell of feeder and packed in the

earth/ground its as continuation (Fig. 6.6). By this is reached the

symmetrical location of the vertical wire antenna of relitively

secondary horizontal field and dezreases the action of t.is field on

antenna. The extension of the wire can be grounded.

.1......... 7 7 1 .

Fig. 6.6. Supplementary elongation of feeder.

Page 296.

I:
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4-
Alcpaluj -

20.0• 9 o zo Iso o 5o z1,.00 o zo 0 o0 40

- I -" ! I

L•-',,o, , \J.

II

I

ft.-I 30

Cl J mbcu _ _mam

-60 - ---- 1 - - -

-90o -o 5• , J0 40 f ,

• "b "7L

Fig. 6.7. ComparLs:n :)E results of direction finding by frimework ani

U-shaped system: a) good results; b) average results; L.) poor

re su 1 t s.

-so-II I II-- - jL I
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Key: 1) 1 hour after approach. (2)1. Framework. (3). Syatax with the

spaced antennas. (4). Error, deg. (5). Time.

A

Page 297.

Depending on the conditions of propagation, the qlity of the

Ap
work of U-shaped system can somewhat change. Figures 6.7 gives good,

average aad poor results of the work of U-shaped system [1.101.

U-shaped system with the buried into the earth/grounl feeders is

applied in places with large ground conductivity, when o >/ 10-2
1 -4

1/V.m., With su:h soils is observed the noticeable weakening of

horizontal field it depth 1.5-2 m and, fu-'thermore, sufficiently is

easily attainei a good grounding of shells of feeders.
4

For the best proteŽction from the reception/procedure of 4

horizontal field, it is possible the feelers of U-shaped 3ystem to

place above or tinier counterweight in the form of wire gluze. A

radius of counterweight for each antenna is designed from that

consideration so that not less than 90o/o power of radiation current

would ba zloseJ t3 counterweight. This frequently is led to the fact

4-

i,
.-- ii

- . ~ -- - - - - '-,-.--.
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that a raiius of zounterweight is obtained the equal to three-four

heights of antennis. Work [6.7) gives the calculation of the optimum

number of wires of grid during their laying along radii under eoc-k

antenna. the pattern of the fulfillment of the grid-of r-ili- -

dir.ction finler Ls shown in Fig. 6.8. Grid consists of square cells

with side d.

-4

t.4
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I I

I | -

Fig. 6;.8. ScheaatLc form of grid.

page 298.

The separation c.ii ba calculated from the condition so that the

overall length of wires during parallel laying was equil to the

length of wiras with their radial location. If according to

calculation accorling to [6.7] radius of grounding ur.lac aach antenna

it is equal to r, the number of wires n, then the separation in mesh

is obtained equal by d r wr/n.

Grid usuallr assembles circular shape, with radius R = b + r (2b
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- the sepiratian af antennas). On the perimeter of grid, ire soldered

the lengthening wires whose length one should fit so that would be -•

realized the effective grounding on the perimeter of Iril on all

frequenc:y band of the radio direction finder, i.e.,

resistor/resistan:e earth referenzed of the soldered to the perimeter

of grid wire must be equal to zero. For this, along the length of

wires, must be placed the odd number of quarter wavelengths of radio

i ~direction find/ar (taking into account the shortening of wave in
I.

soil). The total number of wires is seleated order 100 with the

alternating lengti, calculatei for the different waves of range.

Figures 6.9 shows results of use of wire gauze with 3oil by

conductivity o = 10-3 I/Q-re. Diameter of grid 31 a, tha

size/dimensions oE mes.i 0.6 k 0.6 m. Is investigated ridio direction

finder with 4 spi~ed antennas; the height of antennas 7.3 m,

separation 7.3 m. Feeders a;'e placed to the earth directly under

rA

In Fig. 6.9 ire plotted the polarizational errors wiich are

determine] at freluetcies 3-9 MHz with the aid of the heterodyne,

raised, so that aagle 0 '110.

I
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Fig. 6.9. Polarizitional errors of U-shaped system with grid.

Key: (1). Error of polarization, deg. (2). M1Hz

Page 299.

Angle 7 it composes 750. in curve 1 are plotted/appliel the

polarizational ecrors of system without grid, in curve 2 - with grid

with the soliared to its edges 36 groups of wires, each group

consisiting of three wires in consecutively changing 20, 15, 11 m

length (a total ,f of 108 wires). Curve 3 gives errors with the same

gril with 36 ;roups af wires, each of two wires with a length of 15 m

even 25 m (72 wires). In curve 4 for a comparison are shown the

polarizational errors of the same direction finder during

installation on sail with good conductivity a = 3.:10-L 1f/2m and with

buried on depth 1.5 m feeders [6.4].
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On thp basis of availaole material, it is possible to arrive at

the conclusion that during the application/use of a metalLization of

the surface of soil it is possible to estabiish/install U-shaped

system in soils with the average conductivity, greater thin 10-O

1/Qom. In ground :onductivities 10-3 1/Qom and less one should apply

H-shaped system.

In [6.8], is described the simplified method of the

metallization of ths earth/ground in by four-antenna to U-shaped

system in the raa;e of frequencies 1-7 MHz, which consists in laying

above each feeler of the antenna not of circular grid, but metallic

band meshes.

Let us note the difference in the method of the alizination of

the reception/prozedure of the horizontal component of electric field

in IT-shaped and H-shaped systems. In U-shaped system thi3 elimination

is based on the sczeening of horizontal feeder. In H-shaped system

the reception/procedure of horizontal field is eliminated as a result

of mutual compensation; the loads of both wires of horizootal feeder

must be completaly identical, i.e., system must be symmetrical, which

is virtually connected with those determined to difficulties.
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In syFtem with conversion transformers (Fig. 6.101 is placed the

problem to facilitate the achievement of the symmetria 1 iding of two

wires of .torizontiI feeders. The lengths of the halves of the

K" vertical wire antennas are different. In order to eliminite the

effect of the dissimilarity of loads from these dnteunns-on the

horizontal wires, the latter are includel through conversion

transformars witi small capacitance/capacities between windings.

Page 300.

The lesser these capacitance/capacities, the lesser is developed the

asymmetry of vertical condutors and the lesser the ercor of radio

direction finder lue to the reception/procedure of horizontal

electric field.

It is possible in the lover halves vertical dipolas to

include/connect compensating chains (on the long waves of

capacitance/capacity). Then is obtained system transfor=ac balanced.

Is applied also transformer system with the grounlel vertical

wire antennas., Im this system for a decrease in the

reception/procedure of the horizontal component of elactric field, is

requireo Desilas small capacitance/capacities between the windings of

transformer the even better grounding of the vertical wire antennas.

.=
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As will be siown that the characteristic of susceptibility by

the antenna of system polarizational to errors was introdaced the

error of standard wave.

In the U-shape, system of radio direction finder and in other

1 systems wrhose ee9lers are placed in the earth/ground or it is close

above the earth/ground at height/altitude less v aa. in-presence

of one coming in from above electromagnetic field, the polarizational

error is completely determined by the angle of the sL3?a 3f a front

of wave 0 and polarizatio, r of electrical field component. These

systems taey characterizc by the error of standard wava.

For the rai3?d H-shaped system, especially on the ultra short

waves where delivery head can reach several wavelengths, the

differences of the phases between that wxich falls afl tat which was

reflected from th? earth's surface (or sea) the components of

electric field for vertical and horizontal polarizatioms they can be

different. Becausa of this to the maximum of total field (directly

coming in and reflected from the earth/ground) for horizontal

polarization can .-orrespond the minimum of total fiell f3c vertical

polarization and vice versa.
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Fig. 6:.10. Antnj!k circuit with transformers.
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Thuo, at the point of direction finding considerably changes the

relatinnsbip/ratia of horizontal and vertical electri= fields. The

polarizatLon of tie resulting field depends on distanca of

transmitter and delivery head by the antenna of the system of radio

direction finder. This can lead to appearance at short distances from

the transmitter of large polarizational errors (the horizontal

component of electric field it is great, in verticil zlosa to zero).

At large distances from transmitter, when the angle of incidence of

wave front become-3 more than the angle of slip of Brewster, phase of

refl.ction coeffi:ients for a vertical and horizontal ele:tric field

they become identical and the relationship/ratio betweea vertical and

horizontal radiation fields is retained during change in iltitude.
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So [6.2 1, at frequoncy 130 Mhz, during the

arrangement/permutation of H-shaped system at height/altitude 4k and

during propagatiai above humid soil (a 10'2 1/-m, = 10)

Brewster ingle is equal to 200 and with the direction finling of

aircraft which files at height/altitude 1500 m, the described

phenomenon occurs at distances to 4.5 km; above sea the angle of slip

of Brewster is elaal to 840 and this distance reaches to 16 km. At

large distances tiR real relationship/ratio between the vertical and

horizontal components of electric field is restored.

For this reason susceptibility to the polarizational errors of

the raised on height/altitude antenna systems of radio direction

finder to conveniently characterize by the relation of effective

height foa the horizontal and vertical electric fiells H2 /111 for any

angle of inciden:e in the determined parameters of soil.

This same ti:e parameter is convenient for the characteristic of

susceptibility to the polarizational errors of phase riliD direction

finder.

To compare ii the LrelationI to the polarizational errors of two -1

radio direction finders, if the characteristic of susceptibility to

polarizational errors of one of them is assigned in the form H_/11,,

and anothar in th? form Mc, is difficult.
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At the large angles of the slope of a front from the ionosphere

of the radio waves reflected of radio direction finders with the

spaced vertical wLre antennas, increases the relation of voltages

from horizontal and verticdl components electric field ani increase

polarizational errors. Occurs this because with an increase 0

reception of vertical field, proportional cos 2 0, decreases, but the

reception of horizontal field barely depends on angle 8. On short

waves the range of the steep waves when increase polarizational

errors, is located on distances to 400-500 km of radio transmitter.

Furthermore, with an increase in the wavelength deteciorates the

relationship/rati) of vertical and horizontal receptions, since

effective height for a vertical field falls, and tor horizontal it i3

retained approxiiately constant.

System with the diverse framework does not possess these

deficiency/lacks, since in it voltagcs from the reception of vertical

and horizontal fields are propoLtional to cos 0, i.e., they fail

simultaneously with an increase !. The relation of the reception of
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horizontal ani v-rtical fields of this system does not lepend the

odes of wavelength.

Let us give some statistical materials, characterizing RDP

systems with spaced antennas [1.10)

Fi4. 6.11 anl 6.12 gives percentage error distributions of
bearings in night time on systems by U-shaped shieldel, balanced with

II

transformers and 3btained on rotatable loop. These figares are the

result of processing several thousands of night observations on

medium-frequency waves.

It is interesting to corapare the mean square errors of the

indicated systems, obtained as a result of these experiments. In Fig.

* I 6.11 mean square errors are equal: U-shaped system shielled 2.40,

rotatable loop 12.o40. In Fig. 6.12 mean square errors ar- equal:

* system balancel with transformers 10, rotatable loop 3.4o0

Page 303.

If all results are converted to the mean square error of

rotatable loop into 12.40, then we will obtain the fAL3winq

comparative errors of systems in the degrees: rotatabla loop 12.41;

Isystem U-shaped shielded 2. 4: transformer balanced (balan-ced) system

15q
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From the comparison of given data with the error of standard

wave of framework (35. 30) it is evident that the average quadratic

H: -operating error comprises approximately 35-40o/o of ercor of standard

. wave. Hen:ce it is possible to draw a conclusion about the permissible

error of standard wave with the assigned operating error.

Were the dtt9Mpts to use for the compensation for the reception

of horizontal field to the framework the supplementary horizontal

wires, connected with framework [6.61. However, such 3yst-ems did not

find practical application/us, as a result of the high dependence of

the requiced compensation on frequency and soil of the installation

of radio direction finder.

IL

•.°
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Fig. 6.11. Compariscon of the accuracy of direction finlini by the

framework and tha U-shaped system.

Key: (1) Errors. (2) . Shielded U-schaped system (14500 obsarvations)

(3). Framework (3500 observations). (4). Error, deg.

fig. 6.12. Comparisaa of the accuracy of direction finding by the

framework and the balanced system with transformers.

Key: (1) errors. (2). system, balanced with transformer (3549

observations) . (3 . Framework (3530 observations) *(4) . Error, deg.

Page 304.
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Circular antenna systems with acute/sharp directional

characteristic to a lesser degree are subjected to polarizational JA

errors, than system with cosinusoidal characteristic, foc the. A

• ffollowing reasons: .-

a) t~e average value of the projection of feeders on any
direction smaller than the diameter of spacing of the antennas: A

consequently, the less effective height for a horizontal electric

.4
field;

b) the voltages in feeders store/add up not cophasally:

c) feeders have the best screening because of the large

size/dimensions of wire gauze of grounding.

The protection of phase systems on polarizational errors depends

on the workmanship of an antenna-f ee er system.

System with pulse transmission.

3
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To decrease the polarizational errors is possible, ipplying in

the oriented tran3mitter pulsing. For the realization )f this method A

of direction finding transmitter, intended tor direction-finding,

must be supplied with special equipment/device for the

emission/radiation of momentum/impulse/pulses. In this case not the

output of recapt•r is included the cathode-ray tube on s:reen of

which it is observed both momentum/impulse/pulse of terrestrial wave

and the momentum/impulse/pulses, reflected from ionospheric layers.

Virtually it is possible to obtain several (to 6 and mora)

reflections from layer E, several (two and more) reflections from

layer F, and also the diffuse reflections, near and remote. Imaqes on

the screen of catiode-ray tube lag behind each other to the time, I
caused by the supplementary distance of propagation, determined by

the height/altitude of reflecting layer and by level of reflection.

The schematic diagram of equipment/ievice for a pil.sa radio

direction finder is shown in Fig. 6.13.

The momentumlimpulse/pulses, taker by the framework or another

directional antenna, create voltage on one pair of plates of

cathode-ray tube. To another pair of plates, is fed the sweep

voltage, synchronized by the local oscillator of low frequency whose

frequency is regulated to its coincidence with the pulse repetition

frequency of transmitter. Thv.H on the screen of cathode-ray tube are

-• • ---. , • a•_•• . , ' • = • r-•-• =••" • • •'• . -i
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obtained an the madium-frequency waves of image, analogous Fig. 6. 14.

Page 305. -

The fi3st peak corresponds to terrestrial wave (Fig, 6.14I), the 41

second (but sometimes and the third), that came is s3aewh•t later,

corresponis to reflection from layer E (Fig. 6.14b), E " the first

reflection from hlyer E, E2 - the second so forth.

Direction fiading is reduced to the rotation of framswork or

search coil of goniometer and finding of the situation, when

disappears the image of the first peak from ground ray (Fig. 6.14c).

This method of dicection finding is led to release from

polarizational errors, but it it is possible to use with mission time

of momentum/impulse/pulse only up to determined distanaps from

transmitter, thus far the pulse duration is not greater than

difference in the transit time of terrestrial and reflected waves.

Knowing the pulse duration and being given the height/altitude of

reflecting layer, it is possible to calculate the maximum distances

of direction finding.
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Fig. 6.13. Schematic diagram of pulse raiio direction fialer.

Key: (1). Feed. (2). Time/temporary scan. (3). Pulse signil. (4). '

Receiver. (5), Amplifier is low. it is frequent. (6). 3witch

"Bearing-Aux. razaiver". (7). Circuit of scan. (8). Aux. receiver.

(9). inclusive-off. (10). Frequency regulator of scanning/sveep.

(11). Telephones. (12). The regulator of 1-f applifier. (13). Feed.

£LL J"J~

Fig. 6.14. Image ain storeen of cathode-ray tube. (Sweep fcaquency is

two times greater than the pulse repetition frequency).

11

.--- .~.- -- -

" I• m"'• • •i • •-.'I'-.4 • ;•,•..I
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Fig. 6.15. Images of momentum/impulse/pulses under different

conditions of propagation of short radio waves.

3- 1 ,S fl r:654, F, 5 1, 
.1LS F F

I,)

Fig. 6.16. Ranges of diffuse reflection. ,

Key. (1). Radio transmitter. (2). Radio direction fialer.
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on short waves at tube face, appear the images of riy/beams as

at Fig. 6. 15.

In Fig. 6.15& after the image of ground ray (ZL) there are two

groups of scattered rad.ation S and LS whose sources ace at different

distances from direction finder.

Figures 6.16 depicts the predicted paths of radiowave

propagation for obtaining image analogous Fig. 6.15a. By zrosses are

A
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marked the possible ranges of diffuse reflection from the ionosphere

(S, - the near range of scattering, S2 - the remote range of

scattering). In Fig. 6.15b the detachable wave follow the reflections

! from layer F (sim;le F1, twofold F2 and triple F3). Image F2 is lost

against the background of the scattered (distant) refle~tion LS. In

Fig. 6.15c terrestrial wave is absent. Image F2 almost overlaps with

d.Lffuse reflecti)2s. Under specific conditions can appear also the

images of reflections from layer E.

Page 307.

It is possible to carry out direction finding on any of the

depicted momentum/impulse/pulses. On terrestrial wave 12 3hort waves,

the bearing is reliable, th-ws hke'*ierror due to reflection are absent.

Bearing on first reflection from layer E is most reliable of the

bearings on the reflected beams, since from layer E wave :omes most

hollow, also, with minimum lateral deviations.

A deficiency/lack in the method is the wide emission band of

transmitter and the creation because of this of the interferences in

pulse transmission to adjacent channels of communicati)z/zonnection.

The receiver of radio direction finder must possess tha broad

passband of freguencies. So, with the duration of

momentum/impulse/pulse 300 ps the passband of the frelaeo:ies of the
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receiver must be order 5 kliz, with the duration of

momentum/impulse/pulse 0.5 ps, the passband of the frcauencies of the

receiver must be 3.10' Hz. A

8.7. i

6.4. Lateral davittions of the radio waves of skip band.

With the reflection of electromagnetic waves from tha ionosphere

on short waves basides a change in the plane of polarization, are

observed the phenomena of lateral deviations aud radio interference.

As a result of the fact that at reflecting layer has the

changing in time -.orizohtal gradient of ionization, the surface of

layer seemingly become undulating. As a result in any point of layer,

appear the changibg in time slope/inclinations# calling the lateral

deviations of radio waves, i.e., the bearing error and change in the j
angle A. Table 6.1 gives the root mean square values of the angles of

the slope of layers E and F and the average speed of their change

into the laytime are frequent under conditions of calm ionosphere

[6.11). The BMS slope angles change approximately inversaLy
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proportional to frequcncy. Rate of change iL the slopefin.'lination

lie/rests within Limits 0.4-0.5 deg/min. In night hours in summer the

angles of the sl~pe of layer increase not considerably in comparison

with the daytime, while in night hours in winter ankd daring the

ionospheric disturbances - to two and are more once.

Page 308.

When wave passes in the plar.-, which separate/liberates the

darkened part of the earth/ground of that which was illuminated is

obtained the horizontal gradient of ionization, which appears as a

result of illumination change. Calculations show that fr this reason

the slope/inclination of layer cannot t'e more than 10.

The period oE slope deviation for any direction of raflection

varies from one to 30 and more minutes.

Any slops/iazlination of layer can be decomposed on transverse

and longitudinal. The lateral deviations of radio waves are caused by

the transverse slope/inclinations when standard to layer is deflected

in the plane, perpendicular to the plane of great circle, the

containing direction of propaqation. Longitudinal slope/inclinations

(standard to layer is deflected in the plane of great ciczle) are

produced change in the angle •. The oscillation/vibrati3as of the

- - .. ' - -- --
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slope/inclinations of layer are led to slow changes in the bearing in -•

time with the period of change from 1 to 30 miin and scre. -

Let us designate: ' is an aungle of the rotational axis of

layer with the plane of wave front; 6 is angle of the slope of layer I

of relatively horizontal plane; hn is a height/altitude of layer; Dio

-- distance is transmitter -direction finder.

AI

I!
I.

0 14
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.Table 6. 1. Effective values of the slope/inclination of layers

accordin9 to data (6.11].

Ii) - T 'Cr'eAIeuu Ck*.
• (3) CPeRI XUS~pa,,e.| poTe *I""&-

oQ caAo X . MO HN bshCOT8. -afS _

__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ NS FIV ou"N N I E

B 3.7-7,3 100-130 1,1 1,4 1.8 0.5 0.5
F - 1 4,3-4,6 230-330 1,4 1,4 2 0,6 0.5

F--2 5,0-7,7 260-520 1,8 1,4 2,4 0,4 0,3

F-2 5,0-7,7 240-500 j,5 Ij 1,8 0,4 0,4

Key: (1). Reflection from layer. (2). Mz. (3). Fquivalent.-

height/altitude, km. (4). Average quadratic angle of the slope, deg. j
(5). Averdge rate of change of angle of the slope deg/min. (6)

common/gEnaral/tatal. (7) (ordinary). (8) (extraordinary).

A .5)C ANl8, C I

Fig. 6.17. Errar lue to lateral deviation.

I
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Then with single reflection, as this follows from Fi;. 6.17

(earth/ground it is assumed to be the plane), the azimuth deviation

of radio waves a, from the plane of great circle transmitter -

direction finder will be

ig A, - tg(4 sin ',). (6.3)

Aan higher layer and the lesser the distance betweea the

transmitter and the direction finder, the greater the a=rrr &A due to

the slope/inclination of layer.

In (6.3) , ctg o, where 0. is an angle of incidence in

the wave on layer; therefore

tg 4, = tg (8 sin .) ctg •,. (6.3'-

64pon consideration of the sphericity of the earth/ground formula

(6.3') assumes the form

tg A, = tg ( sill 'n ) ctg . Cos t,

where t is a haLf of the central angle between the transmitter and

the direction finder. For the small distances
cosq 4)x I H tg A, =tg (8siný) ctg c,. •

For the large distances

Cos 'b' sinl A, tg A,== tg (8 sin 'l) cos *t.

S. . .. . . .. . . ... . . .
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If one considers that with reflection from layer F2 the ingles of

"incidence lie/rest within limits *o 30-700, then must be fulfilled

when ' = 900 equality tg A, (0.34-1.73) tg 6 or approximately at

Ssmall angles8
sala eAs, (0 ,3-,g 1,73) 6.

.n the presence of two reflections, if the first 3f them is

characterized by values 6t. .,, hca1, the second - by values 62, h' C•l,

the complete lateral deviation of emission/radiation will be

t Ag,._hit (tg,si , 3'1 g~ (6.4)

assuming the statistical characteristics of lateral leviations

at two mirror points identical and lcn1 =Iica,-•-h=Icl, we will obtain

that depending on the statistical covaunication/connectiar between

j slope/inclinations 51 and 6 . the variance of error of bearings will

Sbe: - in the absence of the correlation between 61 ani 62 Aý=l0A&,

during the total correlation

With an increase in the number of reflections of error due to

lateral daviatioa3 rapidly they increase. In all cases with the
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number of reflections, greater than one, the nearer the mirror point

to receiver, the more powerful affects the reflection at this point

the error of lateral deviation.

FPig ur-es 6.18- gives for---a radio direction -finder..with -..

cosinusoidal directional characteristic the averaged lapendence on

distance of variance of error due to lateral deviations separately

for day and night [ 11.4].

It is experimentally establish/installed that if we zonduct

direction finding at two points, equally removed from rlio

transmitter and vwich are located at a distance to 80-10) km one from

another, then the lateral deviatio:'s of bearings at these points

. approximately coincide, i.e., thi coefficient of the correlation of

the slow oscillations of bearings is close to unity.

Page 311.

Thus, the conditions of the reflection of raiio waves from the

ionosphere at the pcints, spread on 40-50 kin, are apprcxisat.ly

identical. With ai increase in the distance between the reflecting

points, the coafficient of the correlation of slow oscilltions

falls..
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With the distance of mirror points apprnximately by 100 km

(between radio direction finders distance approximately 200 kin) the

correlation coefficient between slow oscillations is alraidy close to

0, coincide well only statistical characteristics of the

oscillations.

,A
Simultane3usLy with the oscillations of bearings with period -•

1-30 min are observed changes in the bearings with much more

prolonged period. The nature of these oscillations is not completely

establish/installed. Is observed the difference of avecaga diurnal

bearings of relatively average bearings for long time. rhere are

seasonal variations of average bearings. These changes in the

bearings are not explained by the effect of near envir~nient, since

the introduction 3f corrt,•.tions on the local oscillator does not

eliminate them.

Reason, apparently, consists in change in time of the

characteristics of soil and parameters of the environment with the

antenna of system.

Since so on %ultiple-pronged radiowave propagatioa smallest

laterul deviation has the wave, which underwent one reflection, was

proposed the method of a decrease in the lateral deviiti~as with the

reception of telegraph signals by the isolation/liberation of wave
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with one reflectian.

Figures 6.19 depicts the echo telegraph signal in the presence

of two ray/beaus.

.-d

I-r

iii

;I
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I I Ive'

rig. 6.18. Dependence of errors due to lateral deviation Erow

distanrce. -

Key: (1).- Square of mean square error, deg?. d.2). Night. (3). Day. I

For convenience i2 the image, component signals are shown one under

I\ I

another. The resulting signal can be equal or to sum (s~lid line), ou A

difference in the components (dotted line). In radio liraztion finder 41

it is possible to have such equipment/devict: which would

open/disclose receiver from each beginning of telegraph signal to tile

time, correspgndilt to presence one of first reflection. Then all

.1
Page 12. I
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other echo signals are excluded and bearing must have the smallest

error.

For this, realization they utilize following. Betweem the first

aad second reflections from layer F, must be the differenze in time,

required for the passage of path, of approximately equal to two

height/altitudes reflecting layer. considering that height/altitude

of layer 300 kim, the time betwoen first and following reflections

must be on the orier of 2 ms. Into radio direction fin:ec is inserted

special equipment/device with the aid of which they opmntlisclose its

only to 2 ms from the beginning of each telegraph sign, &ad thus is

realized direction finding on the first reflection. In tvw-channel

automatic direction finder without the acceptance of special measures

on tube face, are obtained separately tha bearings, which correspond

to the first ref•ection and cumulative effect of all reflections.

For the larg3r duration o0 premise/impulses, image brightness of

the first reflection is much less than total signal, which impedes

reading on the first reflection.

Usually for the direction finding of radio stations, it is

abstract/removed time less than it is necessary for the averaging of

the slow oscillations of bearings. Therefore, it is not represented

to possibility of decreasing the error due to the slow oscillations
of bearrings by means of the averaging of readings.
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r..l
(IQ,

Fig. 6.19. Adlition of the first and second reflections of telegraph

signal.

Key: (1). First reflection. (2). Second reflection. (3). Resulting

signal. 7'

P'•ge 313.

A decrease in the lateral deviations it is not possible to also

achieve by the simultaneous direction finding one and the same of

radio station on two diverse radio direction finders ana by the

calculation of averaye bearing, since the coefficient af the

correlations of literal deviations at two points at a distance to 100

km is close to unity.

In radio direction finders with the larger separation of

antennas luring the multiple-pronged propagation of error due to

-A
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lateral deviations, 3.s less than in cosinusoidal systems, because of

three-dimensional/space selectivity and the preferred ceception of

more intense wave with one reflection, when lateral deviations have

smaller values.

* 6,5. Radio interference of skip band.

Radio waves =an simultaneously be reflected from layers E, F1,

F2 , after undergaing reflection one, two and more once. with

reflection from any layer due to the local heterogeneities of layer

("$roughness") occurs the partial scattering of radio WIV23.

Furthermore, with reflection is observed magnetoioni=

splitting/fission into usual and extraordinary waves. It is concealed

by shape, the oriented signal can consist of the large number of

component ray/beams, which interfere between themselve3, soreover

each of the retle~tel beams is usually accompanied by the beam (cone)

of scattered waves.

In the examination of the passage of the wave through the

ionized layer, it is assumed that the ionization of layer in vertical

and horizontal directions changes independently according to normal

law, moreover reflection affects the local heterogeneity of layer in
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range with the size/dimensions of sides approximately i £ 500 m.

.1

On output fc~m layer, the power of the incident wave (after

losses in layer) is distributed between the correctly reflected beam

and the beam of scattered waves. -The relation of the p~wer of

fundamental-ray/beam and the total power of the beam of scattered

waves [6.15]

AA

where 4' the dispersion of equivalent phase displaz.sant as a 4

result of the passage through the layer, which depends on the

characteristics of layer and frequency. -q

Page 314.

At l3w values Olt < 0.5 rad

Experiment showed that at f,.'equen:y 5 MHz q = 2.5 and 0,, 0. 3 cad.

The angular iistribution of power in the beam of sc3ttered waves

has the dispersi~a

with sM.ll

S,, ,-
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and power in beam has the normal law of distribution.

The coefficient of the correlation of the angular spectrum in

two antennas at a distance 2b is designel from the foraula

R (2b) 
[e 

-2

When *•, smaller than 0.5 rad,

7i)22b
R (2b)=-e

TVhe root mein square value of a supplementary phase difference I
at these two points is determined from 'bt and R(2b):

.V I - ,'(=q

and the r~ot-meaa-square deviation of bearing oc, caused by

scattering ray/beam with the reflection which is determined from

condition 4vb/f sin ao=v,, will beo

Vith small 2b/a

A
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Calculations show that scattering radio waves is determined mainly by

layer E, even when reflection originates from layer F.

Since to direction finder can come several ray/beams, which

underwent single and multiple reflections, due to the interference of

these ray/beams are observed the oscillations of bearings within

large limits. For example, when the radio direction finder are

approached simultaneously two ray/beams of approximately identical

intensity and tha angle between them is very small, but a phase

difference is close to 1800, is obtained the deviation 3f bearing to

1 900. In Fig. E.20 OA - the fundamental reflected beam, which is

F propagatel along arc of the great circle; OB is the sezoni

supplementary ray/beam, which forms small angle 6 with OA. The

strength of the magnetic field of the second ray/beam Hg has a phase

differenca relative to the magnetic intensity of the fundamental

ray/beam HI, close to 1800. The resulting magnetic field Hpa

corresporils to direction of propagation OC. This direction is

displaced with ra3pect to the fundamental ray/team OA in angle i,

close to 900.

A phase difference between the interfering ray/beams can take

any values, and the iisplacement of the resulting direction will vary
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within the range 3f 0 to . 900.

The height/altitude and the characteristics of a333phere

layers, which affects reflection and scattering radio wave, rapidly

change with period from fractions of a second to five aml more

seconds. The period of rapid oscillations increases with i decrease

in the-frequency ind in night hours.

With the same period occurs a change in amplitude aai phase of

component waves, and also of amplitude and direction of the resulting

fiela. Simultaneously changes its polarization. Appear the rapiA
13

oscillations of bearings due to the phenomenon of intecf.cence and

alternating/variible polarization of the field reflect.l, which reach

to ± 900.

I
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Fig. 6.20. Onset of large error due to two-beam interference. I

$: I
K Page 316.

In the pres~ace of radio interference, change the

size/dimensions and the form of the image of bearings ýn the screen

of the cathode-ray tube of two-channel radio direction finder - from

linear the bearing becomes elliptical and even circular.

Let us examiae, as they change in the presence of two-beam

interference bearing error, the length of image, i.e., the length of

the transverse, and the ratio of small and transverses 3f image on

cathode-ray tube.

In accordanc? with formulas (5.11) and (5.10) for a radio

direction finder with cosinusoidal directional characteristic for a

bearing error A we have the expression

4

l.4
-I
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•.,"•!:" ~kt sin'j2ý, +"2k sn •%cosip

* ~~~~~~tg 2A ________ __•: 'I ", t 2A -----I + k' c,•s 2ý,• + 2k cos T. COS t'"'

the length of the transverse of image it will be

=/cos+k'cos'(. A) 2k cos A cos . A) cosy';

the ratio of the axes of ellipse is determined from the formula

A _ sin' A+ k' si,, (4,. + A) + U sin a sin (V,+ A) cos•
'~ V'eos+ k' cas (4's+ 6) + 2kc'5IO(4,A

ior a special case of two-beam interference at the angle between

them '. = 100 ani in the relation of strength for ray/besms k = 0.9

are designed the dependences of the bearing error A, of tae length of

the transverse of image LA and the ratio of axes A/B on a phase

difference 0 between the strengths of the field of ray/beams.

Results are cepresented in Fig. 6.21a.

From the curves of Fiy. 6.21a, it is evident, that at the

maximum length of the transverse of image (B = 1) and ths minimum

value of ratio A/3 (it corresponds to a phase differenca of the

interferiag ray/baams . n 0) be;z-ing error _ Error and the

ratio of the axes of ellipse are little affected until the length of

image becomes les3 than 25-30o/o of the maximum and A/B > 30-40o/o.
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I- Cple imo.mm

4OPJU 7l00 -Q~;;ha K0.0. 'p -=4

C-axUM Pfipef
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-4'0

of phase.1101,'4VN18o
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Key: (1). Lower limit. (2). Avc age value. (3). The upper limit.

(a). Cosinusoidal system. (4). Larqe-base system. (b). Cosinusoidal

system. (5). L0wer limit. (6). Average value. (7). The upper limit.

(c). Cositiusoidal system.

With even smaller size/dimensions of the major axis (aa, the large

ratios A/B) the arror can grow considerably. Therefore, if operator

takes single reading with small image size and large ellipticity, he

can obhain large error.

In Table 6.2 are designed the bearing errors, calculited along

the transverse of image on the cathode-ray tube of tw)-uhannel radio

direction finder in the pr')sernce of two-beam interferenze.

Th. rapil oscillations of tearing due to interference can be

averaged for time of directioi, finding by means of the taking of

several -aadings and calculation of average !earing. Sinze all the

value,, uf a plaz," difference o from 0 to 2v are equiprobable, if we

take the particular readings through equal time intervals, without

considering chang. ini the signal amplitude and the ellipticity of

image, the error of the averaged bearing it is determined by its

arithimptic: mean value kithout taking into account of sign A~p:
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2.

1- [ arc tg k=iIn92+, + 2kSIn+sein c I,.
" 2 1 +0,,o,.. +0 os + , Co.

Ontegral determination in the general case difficultly. At the

low values of the errors when A o k sin 4, cos 0, integration gives

-zero value for arithmetic mean error, i.e., -

2%
60)= , k sin •,cos T 0. -A

0

Table 6.2. Bearing Rrrors with 0 = 0 and 0 w for tha Iifferent

values of k and

OWIISKpi a rPnyYcbx

k 11O pM I.+,qCII,,,x

p ., 0 1 4 V.-
0 i 0,5 - 9 4

23 -43,3

10 4,8 -55,3

0,5 ,3 -3 I

0 3,3 -- I0

Key: (1) Jog. (2). Error in degrees at values.

S... .. • ,r+, r•'• 'r' • . . .. - _ ..' '•-' '•, , • •• ,.• •
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Fig. 6.22. -he "tlr.dence of the correlation of errors on the time

between the oise:vation: ooo- experimental data;- calculated

curves.

Key: (1). Correlation coefficient R(T). (2). Experimental data. (3)

s. (4). Intervals between readinqs, s.

Page 319.

Numericdl icktetjration error function (Fig. 6.211) shows that by

means of the averaging of bearing it is possible to abtiin an error
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less than with 0 = 0. However, if one considers that virtually it is

possible to take readings during amplitude reduction of signal only

to 4-5 times relatively maximum, then a decrease in the acror not

very greatly in comparison with reading with 0 = 0.

Does arise question, as frequently one should take tfte readings

of bearing, as does affect the averaging time for mean error and of

which decrease in the rapid oscillations of bearing it is possible to

achieve virtually? A

Figures 6.22 gives two obtained exparimentally the curves of the

dependences of the coefficient of the correlation of readings R(T) on

time interval T between readings (6.141. The theoretizal Itependence

R(T) on T takes the form

R(T)-e r.

moreover from the curves of Fig. 6.22 it follows that To 0.3-1 s.

Page 320.

The curves of Fig. 6.22 show that if the time intarvil among

readings is more than 1-2 s, then the coefficient of the c:orrelation

of adjacent readiLgs is close to z.ro, readings become inlependent

variables.

Si --
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The coefficiant of the correlation of rapid oscillations on the

radio direction finders, spread w•ore than on 200-400 M, it is close

to zero. Therefore the averaging of rapid oscillations is possible

also by the calcalation of the average value of the bearings,

undertaken simultaneously on several radio direction finiars, spread

for distance larger 200-400 m.

The affect :f averaging time for the dispersion of tie rapid

oscillations 3f b3arings is represented in Fig. 6.23. Averaging was

realized automatically, i.e., readings ware taken after every 0.08 s. A

For averaging time 10 s (125 readings) the dispersion le.-reases 4

times (dezreasa i. the root-meCan-square deviation 2 timefsp , a

decrease in the Aispersion 10 times is achieved at the averaging of

the readings, undertaken approximately after 40 s [8.32].
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Pig. 6.23. Effect of averaging time for the dispersion of the rapid

oscillations of bearings.

Key: (1). Dispersion of average from the p of readings. (2).

Experimental baths. (3). Average dependence. (4). Time of

observations, s. (5). n - number of the readings, undertaken with

interval 0.08 s. (6). Dispersion of single reading.U!
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"Fig. 6.24. The dependence of the root-mean-square deviation of

bearings from the distance: 1 - single readings; 2 - averiged

readings; x and a - experimental data. A

(1). Errors, deg. (2). Distance from radio direction finlar, Aile.

Page 321.

Processing tfte results of the direction finding of rtdio

stations with ranjes 1000-5000 km on goniometric spaced-antenna

direction finder ghowod that the dispersion of single reidings in

daytime hours has average value of 10 deg2. It can be ieareased 10

times, i.e., it is led to 1 deg2 by means the averaging of readings

during 5 min (10-12 readings at intervals 20-30 s). Dispersion on the

order of 1 degz hive average for 1-2 hours bearings and the average
-j

_ _ I .__"°' . .. . . -- -. . ' _ _ • . _ ". .* , . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . ..
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diurnal bearings of relatively mean for the wide interval time.

Therefore an increase in the averaging time of bearings is greater

than that that is required for a decrease in the dispersion 10 times,

i.e., to 1 deg 2 , it is inexpedient. At the same time, with taking

-more frequent than after -20-30 s of the readings of this lecrease in

--the dispersion (1D times) it is possible to achieve with lirection

finding during 30-40 s (Fig. 6.23).

Thus, under conditions of the normal passage of cai:i) waves in A
daytime hours it is expedient to average bearing during 33-40 s.

In night hours and in the low-frequency part of the range of the

short waves when the period of rapid oscillations increases, time of

direction finding is expedient as far as possible to ia-cease.

Figures 6.24 depicts the obtained on goniometric ralio direction

finder dependence ori the distance of the average quadriti:

oscillations of the single readings of bearing relative t0 dverage

values for 10 min. In this same figure are given average quadratic

oscillations of bearings, automatically averaged after 41 s (16

readings at intervals between readings 2.56 s).
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As a result of the-_av-era-ging of fluctuation_ they decrease from two

Kto four times (on the average 3.3 times). Figures 6.24 sh~ws that the

minimum spreads 3f bearings are observed at a distance 15.0-4000 km.

", With a dezrease in the distance, they increase faster thin with an

increase.

I During appli-ation/use in radio direction finder by the antenna

of system with azte/sharp directional characteristic due to the

manifestation of the three-dimensional/space selectivity af thp-

fluctuation of bearings from radio interference have the smaller

* values than in as an antenna to system with cosinusoidal

characteristic.

-We give the following comparative resul.ts of the sepirate series

of observations on goniometric radio direction finder anl on radio

* r direction finder with acute/sharp characteristic direction C6.161.

Dispersion of readings due to the rapid fluctuations of tie bearings:

1) layer F1, frequency 11 1iz, in the daytime:
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- on goniomatric radio direction finder 1.6 degm:

- on radi3 Iirection finder with acate/sharp dire:tional

characteristic 0.17 deg 2 ;

2) frequency 5 MHz, at night: . .

- on goniometric direction finder 18.2 deg2;

- on radio direction finder with acute/sharp dir--tiOnal

characteristic 1.4 deg2 .

With twofoll reflection the rapid fluctuations of b~irings

grow/rise. The value of rapid fluctuations depends on the character

of soil at mirror point from the earth/ground. It is expe:imentally

establish/install ad that the smaller fluctuations are observed, when

after the first r.flection from the ionosphere wave falls on sea

surface, but not when it falls to the earth. This is -explained to the

facts that the coefficient of scattering radio waves with reflection

from sea surface is less than from the earth/ground.

Let us designate the dispersion of the rapid fluztuations of
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bearings with sinjle reflection from the ionosphere by (1,. The

dispersion of the rapid fluctuations of bearings after tis second ]
reflection from tie ionosphere, if after the first wave reflection

falls on sea surface and angular scatterigg with refleztibn from sea -•

it does not incrase, will be

,- ccost 8 61-

where 61 ind 62 ire angles of incidence in the wave on ioaospheriC

layer with th. first and second reflections.

Page 323.

Factor coszsj/cos26 2 considers that the bearing error is

proportional sec 6.

If after the first reflection from layer wave fall-s to the

earth, than, by aonsidering the coefficients of reflection from the

ionosphere and the earth/ground approximately identical, we will

ob ta i n
2_3coos' a,62•_ co_'8, 61'"

At frequenci3s, greater than NPCh maximum usable

frequency], wian the ionization of layer is insufficient for the

normal reflection of radio waves, can occur reflections from the

'_
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individual mov.ad in layer heterogeneities with large ionization or

from areas of the ionosphere from the required for reflaction given

frequenzy by ionization, that are found aside from other great circle 7

"transmitter - direction finder", In such cases are obsarved large

alternating/variable errors due to large-lateral divergenzes.

Identical licge errors with the same radio station cin be-

observed on several radio direction finders, spread up t3 large

distance fto dozens kilometers).

Suszaptibility by the antenna of the system of radio direction

finder to interference errors is conveniently characterized by the

mean square error ;. which is obtained with let us accept two

coherent plane electromagnetic waves (main and supplaeantiry), when a

phase difference * of the strengths of the field of thes_ waves in

center with the antenna of the system of radio direction finder

varies from 0 to 2v.

It is accepted that they remain constants:

'.- an angle in the horizontal plane between the directions of the

arrival of two waves;
-f

S- angl-e in the vertical plane of the iirection of mai• wave:

, ,, . .. • . .- ."•.,• •,•-- .. . ; -,,.-.[ • . .. . ...- . ,"
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02 angle in th- vertical plane of the direction of supplementary

wave;

k- relatiou of the strengths of the field of supplasamtary and

main waves (k <1).

Page 324.

If tie ercar which is obtained relative to the direction of the

arrival of main wive under the indicated conditions ani with certain

phase difference •, to designate by A. then

aa-

We give the formulas of calculation a for a cosinusoidal

system and systems with the cyclic measurement of phase ii high

frequency.

Cosinusoiial system.

Error A is d.te~mined by the formula (5.11), in whi-h let us

F)3
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replace k with relation . =r and p -- . We assume that

in view of smallness A it is possible to count

-- 4 4• + tg' 2'

V Then

21c 2msi n' 240 (2r sin ,co.,

* ~0
+ r' sin 21,)'

+(2r sin+, corny + r' sin 2+,)' df.

At low value j'

2R

2 1_ (24,.), (' + cus y)' ef
T n a ij(I+r'+2rcos y)'

0

Producing the replacement of the variables tg(0/2) x, after

integration we will obtain for 0, 2 . 2( a,,)re)' (for .'*, 60  the error

of formulat less than 6o/o).

For any values #o the expression for a, will be [(p133

2 r2 sin' (I - r' cos 2+.)
V 1- (,6.5)+r4", 2(I--r'cos2+.+r')"

Page 325.

FI..
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Radio direction Einder with the cyclic measurement of phase in high

frequency.

In §5.3 it is obtained expression (5.25) for a bearing error

with the lirection finding of two ray/beams:

SCos y
tg A s , s sinX*

After the substitution of value for Y from (5.24) we will

obtain

& I A. ,4 sn 4, (6.6)
tb -0 -8 1, - (a, -8, cos ÷°)'

where

2= b cos 9,;

8,•bcos

a= 82+ -- 28,8, cos4•o;

s=2 Ik cos J1, (a) -- - cos ?1, (2a) +...

From expression (6.6) are derived the approximati3n Eormulas,

which give upper and lower limits for [ [6.13], so that
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0> > cat-

The upper lisit for *-
)r;, in_.

-o . .. .. ... (6.7')
a-- * I(0,-- ~osco

Lownr limit for af

CP
iii

wherp'

T -v [ I .( m a ) ] ' + R 1 . ,

moreover p; i• ta~n !• as t.o fulfill the inequality

Paqo 326.

[j

I(

._ • <
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If angles 01 and j32 considerably are distinguishel aid '. is

small, then it is possible to use the approximation formulas for a.

and oa,:

'-A1

4 ~*1+
.. . '.- sin , , r. . . . ....

041 ;z

With the lar;e separation of antennas, when (2w/M)b -b ,

formula (6.6)- (6.7) they are simplified:

all oil Y2 r (6.8)

Folmula (6.8) it is possible to use with the suffiziant accuracy

when 2b > 2X.

The investigation of error a. showed that it incceies with an

incr--a.i 4 (to lefinite limits, it is analogous to the :urves of

Fig. 5.6). krror also increases with approach/approximatian to the

equality of angles 01 and 0. Figures 6.21b depicts to the dependence

of error on t.ie separation of antennas for the following cases:

F ..' t . . .. ." ' '
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ý. 5.44', k0=O,9, P,--30, &=-450 ;

• 5044', k 0,9. -330, 530.

F From curves it is evident- that at low v.alues:-$ -and-D,-x-13,- -

with an increase In the separation of antennas the error 0, little

decreases. A noticeable decrease in the error can be obtaLned with

the very large separation of antennas 2b >, (1O-201).

With large + .an increase in the separation up t3 (--5)k is led

to noticeable dec-rease a.. A further increase in the separation

affects smaller; furthermore, errors themselves become smill.

Page 327.

Virtually f•c an effective decrease in the interference errcrs,

it is expaiient t3 increase separation to (4-5)X.

Th. zonclusians, obtained for a system with the zy:lic

measuremrant of p.%ase in high frequency, are approximately valid also

for by the ante of the system of phase radio 4ire:tian finder and

radio direction tinder with acute/sharp directional char&:teristic

'4
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with the identical separations of antennas of systems.

6.6. Special feature/peculiarities of direction finding on different

wave bands a-nd__s.alection by the antenna of the system of radio

direction fii-nder.

Direction findinq on very long and long waves (frequency is less than

100 kHz).

The characteristic features of propagation of very t 9

frequencies they ire insignificant absorption in soil and ability

because of diffraction it is comparatively easy to go Lr:)ind the

earth/ground. At short distances from transmitter, smaller 300 km,

predominates ground wave. The strength of field does n:t lepend on

time of days and year. Spatial waves have small relative to suppress

waves the strength of field. At these distances polarization normal

and in ralio diraetion finders are applied frame antenna systems with

rotatable loop or with two motionless framework. Two lumubile

frameworks not always coaxial of symmetry - they can be issembled so

that are -ontiataJ their lateral sides. The noncoincidenca of the

phases of field on the axis of the symmetry of both framzwork in

S ": " - m =, " : J ' " , 4
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these waves little and is not led to beariny errors.

•i. With an increase in the distance all more predosiaatas sky wave

above the terrestrjial. From the ionosphere the wave reflected can

have, especially into night hours, an abnormally-polarizal component

of electric fiell.

Of the framawork appear polarizational errors.

According t3 experimental data at frequencies 16-20 kHz,

polarizational errors reach values in daytime hours by the summer:

- at distanm3s 250-600 km approximately to 90,

- at distances 1000 km approximately to 60,

- at distancas 1500 &w approximately to 30.

SPage 328.

In the night dre frequent the errors they grow/rise:

at distances 200-400 km to 200,

~ £
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.4
- at distanz.s 1000 km to 100 [6.201.

Is possible the application/use of systems with the spaced

vertical wire antennas according to U-shaped diagram with goniometor

or with the phase reading of bearing [8.261...

ADirection findin; on nediuni-frequency waves (frequency 1)3-1500 kgz). "

Absorption in soil on these waves is more than on 132g, it

increasing with a decrease in the ground conductivity sl with an

increase in the ftequency. Terrestrial wave has vertical

polarization, but its range decreases with an increase :E absorption

in soil.

a he most chaeacteristic features from the ionosphere of the

1. Negligible intensity in comparison with grourd wsies in A

daytime 'Jup to powerful absorption in layers E and D, whereupon on

shorter waves absorption grow/rises as a result of

approach/approximtion to the frequency of gyromagneti:: resonance.

A
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On the high latitudes in the daytime hours of winter months,

sometimes there is sky wave, since losses unler these :nlitions are

small.

.2. c~nsi.1arable intensity of these waves in dark -time of days at
distances from dozen kilometers and more, which is expl.aiaed by

powerful decrease in losses in ionosphere due to decrease in

electronic concentration and collision frequency.

3. At three distances where there are sky waves, is ,bserved

fluctuation of intensity, which occurs due to interference of several

ray/beams. The oscillatory period is from second to sevecil dozent

minutes.

4. PalarizatLon of those who were reflected wills elliptical or

linear, that changes orientation in the course of time.

In daytine haurs on these waves, predominantly it is not

reflected from the ionized layers of the atmosphere of

electromagnetic waves, but there is one terrestrial

normally-polarizal wave.

Page 329.
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Therefcre is possible error-free direction finding by the radio

direction finlar3. which apply frame antenna systems.

H~owever, sometimes can come in the daytime and from layer E

reflected the wave of weak intensity. Due to the effect 3f the

horizontal compoftent of the electric field of the wave reflected

appear the daYtime fluctuations of bearings. For this Ca31orl the

average for day bearings by one and the same radio station can

somewh-at zhange from day to day.

Figuces 6.25 depicts the average values of bearings for day to '4

radio stations, designated a, b, c, d. The fluctuations :of average

bearings from day to night reach ±1.5-20. separate bearings during

day can have larja divergences.

In night hours Aue to the action of the intense waves reflectel

are observed the night effects (effect of a normally-polarized

field). They most powerful are developed during 1-2 hours to rise and

sunset anI during 1-2 hours later rise and approach. In 3outhern

latitudes powerful, night effects are observed in the course of entire

night.,

Nlight effects are manifested during the use of frme antenna

uyq4stmý in tha fo)llowing phenomena:
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1) bearing does not remain constant, but it chanjess "goes for a.

2) in radio lirection finders with the reading 3f bairing on the

minimum, sometimes do not succeed in obtaining the complete

-iU disappearance of audibility and changsthc;p.aiomfo antenna-

effects; in two-:-mannel radio direction finders sometimes the image

of bearingj on catiode-ray tube takes the form of ellipse from the

changing orientatLon of major axis and with the alternating/variable

relationship/ratio of axes;A

.)occur cha~ges in signal strength, the intensity :)f signal

drops to zero at times (fading).
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Fig. 6.25. Daytima fluctuations of bearings on medium-fraguency

vaves. 7

Key: (1). deg.

iN

Page 330.

more powerfuL night effects are observed with the direction

finding of the radio transmitters whose antennas have Large

horizontal part (far example, L-shaped), since this antenna emits the

horizontally p~larized component of electric field. In terrestrial

wave this component rapidly attenuates; from the ionized Layers of

the atmosphere, it is reflected.
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On the basis of the available data on prolonged lirc.-tion

" finding by the ground-based and ship radio direction finders of

different radio stations in the range of waves from 500 to 10000 m to

.. the different hoars of days it is possible to arrive at fI1lowing •,

conclusions [6. 10, 1.10]. .--

If transuis-Lon occurs above sea and there are no errors due to

coastal effects, then with loop antennas at distances to 110 km (60

nautical. miles) t.te mean error of direction finding is approximately

20 for th. laytix3 and for night observations. At a distance to 200

km and during the propagation of the waves above sea 3f 90o/o

observations hava an error not more than 20, but maximua arror
6J

reaches approximately 40.

During radiowave propagation in dry land, the avecage diurnal

accuracy 3f direction finding into 20 is obtained at a distance to

40-100 km dapendiLg on the wavelength, power of transmitter and

character of soiL.

With th. lir•ction finding of aircraft by the framework from the

eartl/groaind on the generally accepted for this purpose wive X = 900 a

a errors Au. to .iight effects for distances to 150 km it lie/rests

A
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within the permis3ihle limits.

If on shortar waves, on the order of 400-600 m, the fluctuations11~1of bearings in night hours reach to ±900. then with the elongation of
the wave -of the fluctuation of bearings decrease-and 33 wave 10000 m

S6do not exzeed 30.; At large distances (more than 2000-.kin) night .

- errors ae:rease. rhe reason for this consists in the fact that the

wave reflected comes to direction finder at very small angle to the

horizon. In this :ase,, as can be seen from (6.2), error with the

S.• direction finding of an abnormal-polarizeal field falls.

.K.- Page 331.

In mauntainois country the night effects begin to be developed

earlier than in plains, which is explained by mo-:i rapid deakening of

terrestrial wave.

If is placed the problem to carry out direction fidling mainly

into daytime hours or the 24-hour confident direction finding at

small distances (tz 150-180 km on sea or to 40-50 km on dry land),

then it is possible to use frame radio direction finders.

For the diraztion finding, free from polarizational errors, are

applied predominantly the goniometric systems with the spacedl

-- -- .-.- . -- -
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antennas, assembled according to the diagram of U-shapal system or

according to the iiagram of transformer system, and also phase radio

direction finders.

Directlion -finding -on short waves (1.5-30-H.Z).- ....

"The conditions of the direction finling of short wives depend on

distance of the oriented transmitter, the wavelength and upper-air

conditions. For the varied conditions of direction finding, it is

expedient to apply the different antenna systems of radi3 direction

f inders.

At sitort -istances (to 20-250 km depending on the wavelength,

power of transmitter and giound conductivity) the direction finder

approacies one terrestrial normally-polarized wave. Ecc:C-free

direction finding of short waves it is possible to carry 3ut,

applying any antenna systems (framework, the spaced aateaias, tie

diverse framewor-k). It. is mcst expedient in these distances to apply

frame antenna system.

From the ioaisphere the wave reflected can appear either at

certairn distance, after will virtually disappear terrestrial wave or

V.m
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when terrtstrial wave still it does not decrease so, so that it wouli

be possible it not to consider. In the first case thre is a dead

spot, in the sac3ad case will appe.ar the section where simultaneously

there are terrestrial and reflected waves.

The limits of dead spot for any wave depend on time 3f days and

year, on the power of transmitter and parameters of soil, The greater

the ground conductivity, the further is propagated the terrestrial

wavy, and is less diead spot.

Page 332.

In lead spot both reception/procedure and the direction finding

are unreliable. There can exist only diffuse reflections with

direction finding of which are obtained the inaccurate beirings of

the chanying value, any in no way is obtained bearing. ii dead spot,

all antenna systems are equally unreliable, since the iirection of

the arrival of th. scattered ray/beams has usually no relition to

real direction i, radio station.

At ttiose Jistances where there is terrestrial and sky wave and

where sky wave composes only several percentages from terrestrial

wave, and consequently, there are no polarizational errors, it is

possible to utilize any system, including simplest - •rau-. At large
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distances, where sky wave grow/rises, it is necessary Lo ipply the

antenna system, fcee ftom polarizational errors.

When selectiig by the antenna of system, free from polarization

"errors, o1,e shoutI proceed from the fact that at abrupt/steep angles

of incidence (• • 60-650) the quality of the work of system with the

spaced antennas z•nsidorably deteriorates. This is explained to the

i7 ,facts thba rplationship/Latio betLeen the vertical and hocizontal
[ • components of elaztric field, proportional cosa f3, de-r-aies in

comparison with propagation along the horizon/level:

--,,i•,) ---6( cos',j= 0,25 (yxyuiiiiýecu 4 paia),
- npui 1 800 cos' • 0,03 (yxynllci.cm 6oee ,lem

13 30 pa3).

Key: (1). with. (2). deterioration 4 times. (3). deteriorition is

more than 30 times.

This difizi3,Icy/lack, as we see that does not have iny the

system with the diverse framework, since the receptio)n/pc3ceLiure

vertical :oimpoaeit this systc[B does not depend on 0, but the

reception/procadureý of the horizontal component of electric field is

proportional to cos 3. As a result of this, the relati:.asip/ratio

between voltaje/stresses from horizontal component ani fr:e vertical

comporient .lezfri: fiel'I lecreases with an increase in the angle of

,-I
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incidence. Only waere the angle of incidence lie/rests within limits

approximately 0-450, one should apply system with the s5paed

[ antennas. This carrespinds to distances from transmittar, to high

approximately 400 kia. At the distances where this angl- cinges from

(45 to 60-650 (ra.ges 400-600 kin), a system with the diver3e framework

has small a~1vantalps over the system with the spaced antennas and

finally at angles of incidence 60-650 to 900 (range ti 400 Km) must

be applieJ systea with the diverse framework.

Page 333.

On- shoull a•phasize that system with the diverse framework it

is expedient to apply only in those distances where it -i x E.xjlicit

advanta'ges on iccracy in comparison with system with the spaced

antennas, since system with the diverse framework is lass sensitive

and bulkier.

From Fig. 6.26, which represents the dependence of listance from

angle of incidence for reflections from layers E, F, an] F2 , it is

possible to establish/install for the specific conditions of

propagati3n thos? ranges at which it is axpedient to use )ne or the

other dntenna system in the radio direction finders of short waves.

The indicated in figure ranges arC some average.

i
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In night aoucs the relationship/ratio between the vertical and

horizontal components of electric field deteriorates in comparison

with daytime hours. Therefore, as a rule, at night polarizational

errors appear mova pDwerful than in the daytime, and also increase

lateral divergences.
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Fig. 6.26. Depenience of angle of incidence on distance: 1 - diverse

framework are muza better than spaced antennas; 2 - diverse framework

are somnwhat better than spacedI antennas; 3 - diverse framework and

separated antennas have approximately identical accuracy..

I•ey: (1). Frame systems are not used. (2). Distance, kin.

P ge 3 34~.

At tie very large distances, close to antipodes, the direction

finding becomes impossible. Or the system, free from p:larizational

errors which only anl it is possible to use here are observed the

changing in time ceadings. This is explainea to the fizt3 that from4

the numerous eaission/radiatians, passed approximately equidistances

.!

-i
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of directinn finir, most intense prove to be the elizt roagna tic

vibration3, passed, although somewhat longer patt,, coar•5?onds to

this dire:.ti.on, waich is changed in the course of twenty-four hours.

Since the uparatinq eLrors of radio direction finder to a
considerable degree depend on the susceptibility of rlii direction

finder to polarizitional errors, the problem of a decrease in the

standard pzlarizational error is extremely urgent. Simaltineously

witth this stands the problem of a decrease in the errors iue to

lateral divergences and interference. For an increasa if the accuracy

of direction finding where this is attained, one shoull ipply antenna

system with the large separation of antennas or utilize several

diverse radio direction findeLs (2-3) for the directi:n finding of

just onR tcansmittýr. Direction finders must be spre.i up to the

distance, Ireater thati 200-300 m. Furthermore that in this way are

averaged :!rrors with direction finding, it is possible a=zording to

the character of readings on separate equipment/deviza3 aid by a

different_ in the readings to judge the conditions of liroction

finding and the raliability of bearings. It is very us-fat to

available in simultaneously working radio direction finlers difterent

external systems - with the spaceft antennas and the .ivBeC3

framework. Tha.ratically mean error must with this diroction-finding

method vary in proportion to where n - a number is

simultaneous of wýrkiny identical radio direction finders.
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Direction finding on ultra short waves (30-300 MHz)

At t.eeso fraluencies the direction finding is realized on

terrestrial wave. The direction finding of utilized d:l. of the radio

communication of the scattered from the ionosphere and the

troposphere waves is very difticult. The range of transuitter depends

on the height/altitude of the antenna location of transmitter and

receiver.

Page 335.

At the smill heijit/altitudps of the location of the transmitting

antenna, the strength of field from the vertical wir;ý iatnna. is more

than from horizontal, iince the horizontal component of electric

field rapidly attenuates at the earth/ground; at the higa altitude of

the location of the trinsmittina antenna vice versa. rhls, at these

frequencies are possible the waves of any polarization.

Within the limits ol the city where there are many structures,

and al.,,o in broken ground to receiving antenna, comes the resulting

I;
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field from the transwitting antenna and from the refleaztia.y

object/subjacts4 rherefore the direction of arrival and the

polarization of wave can be connected with direction aii ,olarization

of the triansmittin.j antenna. The inequalities of soil cause an

increase in the absorption and a decrease in the transmission

distance. At distances, large of dir-ect/straight visibi)ity, is

developed the effect of the troposphere.

On ultra shbrt waves are prodomin%..rtly applied the ridio

direction finders with rotatable loop or rotary pair )f aitennas

either i a f -er base radio direction finders withd.4.IA4/ or

line-soutce antenfa by system from the spaced antennas. Sometimes in

the rotary pair :f antennas, is provided for the possibility of a

change ir the orientation of antennas for the receptiaa/pcocedure of

the field of vertical and horizontal polarizdtion. 4

In by an antenna to system with motionless antennas ire utilizel

the following principles of the reading of the bearing: too-channel,

phase -.. ch the cyvlic measurement of phase in high fre.iupncy, with

scanning of acute/sharp directional characteristic, et:. When

selectin• by the intenna of system it is necessary to :onsiier that

with an :Lncrease in the separation of antennas decreisas the

influenc;e of qnvironment., which very is substantial for the radio

dirPction finders, wo'7king on ultra short waves.

4

-I
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Chapter 7.

Vo

I-I

!•iCALCULArI)N ,IF AWENNA SYSTEMS OF RADIO DIRECTION F£4DER3.A

7.1. PralLminary ;ansiderations.

Page 336.

TI- lunl'jItal charact.rCistics of z aii direction finder arg

its accuracy and 3ensitivity.

Accuracy is letermined by the averale qiuadratic (3r ivcarge

arithmetiz) valua of the random angular error of radio iLce:-tion

finder., Tie cozpn ents 3f the Eandom 4ngalar operating ecror of radiu

direction finder ire examined in §§2.4, 4.1-14. 12. 5.3, 6.1-6.5 and

11.1. In the dasiLir :f Lradio direction finder, after ica sele:ted tha

principle of dica.,tion findinig, the roethod oE the reliij :f bearing

and the uso'd aatFna system, is designed or is rat•a/stLmxt.l each

:I
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componerit ,rr3r i~d is determined the total random err~r :f radio

direction finler.

Th spens,.tivity :f radio direction finder is meis-ral by the

strength :f fiell, which is required for providing t--a assigned

subjective .Lrczr 3f the reading of bearing. last/latter it causes the

required for the reading of bearing sense of the voltage/stresses of

signal ani noise )n the input of receiving indicator. r.i3,

sensitivity - thi3 is that minimum strength of field with which is

obtained the aac?3sary sense Df the voltagc/sttesses 3f 3ignal and

noise on the inpat of receiving indicator.

A; it is shjai into ý2o5, the sensitivity of rail) ILrection

finier is improvbi with a decrease in the factor of nois- N of the

input part of rez-eption indicator, a decrease in its pass~and and

with 9•.-cA il the product Dý, wh-re D is a dice=tive gain of

antenna, ii- the ibfficiency of antenna feeder circuit.

Page 337.

After repLazin] D by its expressiun (see §2.5) and after consideLing

that 11 ý inuIIi dhere In - radiation efficiency, iii, -- the

efficiency of the feuder, which connects antenna wit. tie input of

receiving indicatDr, let us explain that for an improvement in the
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sensitivity it is nezessary to increase the paramoter by the antenna

of the system

H',

where H. and R.- effective height and effective resistanze by the

antenna of system.

With the aulLtory method of the realing of bearing on the

minimulm for an i.kcovement in the sensitivity, it is necessary to

also attain an in:rease in the slope/transconductanca 3f the

differential characteristic of directivity at zero. hn ia:rease in

this slopa/trans--onductance is required also with othec oaithods of

reading (sum-and-lifference, with modulation on input, etc.).

Faztor of n3Lse N depends on the transmission gain Ecom intenna

on the input of c•ception indicator. Taking into account the small

difference of the optimum factor of nois. and noise fi-ct3: with the

maximum trcnssis3Lon gain of input circuits of receiving indicator,

initial calculation of input circuit we produce, on the 3isis of the

condition of 3brtining the maximum of the transmission of

voltage/stress (57.3-7.10). Subsequently noise factor, it can be

checked and the corresponding values are corrected (§ 7 .2),.

Duriig the cilculation of input device, it is n.-.ssiry to als3
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consider the coniLtions of the tuning of input circuits 3E receiving

indicator. In tho majority of contemporary receivers, t2e tuning of

input cicZuits is united with the tuning of all remaLnL2i circuits of

receiver. Therefoce the detuning of the first duct of receiver unler

the effect of antenna coupling system must not be great, ahich limits

the permissibla -mmunication/connection of input circuit with

antenna system.

For an increase in the parameter by the antenna 3f 3yStOu 8 a it

is necessary to obtain a maximally possible value for WT and for i

laximu'm txey reach by the appropriate selec-tioi oE

size/limensions aid constructions of separate antennas ani by entire

antenna of system (by the appropriate selection of the turn number of

the framework, by the correct selection of diameter ani

height/altitudes of separate vibrators and constructloa tide 3f

groundings, by t2? selection of separation and numbers of antennas of

system, etc.).

Page 338.

The efricLcncy of feeder n4, will be the greater, the aairer to one

KBV of feiler. Eliality KRV = I corresponds to the condition of the

matched load, when load impedance is equal to the wave iazedance of

feedpr. It shoull be noted that when KIV = 1 considerably is
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facilitated the design of the input part of the receiving indicator,

since in this case it is easy to compensate for reaction by the

a,.-anna of system to inclined input circuit and to obtai the optimum

value of noise fie:toc on all working frequency band. In 54.12 shown,

that when KBV = 1, the possible dissimilarity of the piarmeters of

high-frequency cables is led to minimum instrument ecrrcs. I1

explained this to the facts that when KBV = 1 there ire no resonances

in antenni feeler system and the dissimilarity of cell/elaments and

the possible asymmetry of antennas is not created large acrors.

Thus, are obvious the positive qualities of the agrý.ment of the

loads of the higq.-frequency cables, which connect antennas to

receiving indi:at:c, with the wave impedance of cable. This is

especially expedient, when antenna system is arrange/L):ated at a

great distance, alual to several wavelengths.

Therefore lu:ing the design of antenna feeder system, it is

necessary to examine the possibility of the selection of such

construction of antennas during which is provided in all working

frequency band antenna matching and feeder. For this, is Ls known,

are applied large-diameter vertical wire antennas (with small

wv will use varti-.al wire antennas with the thrown in :ell/elements L

and P (§3.1) and 3f the diagram of the compensation Or tia reactance

of vibrators with the aid of the concentrated cell/elements or the
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cuts of long, line and, etc.

When it is ant represented possible to achieve agceament by the

selection of construction or antenna circuits, sometluýs between

feeder ani load, zonnect the special adapters, serving foc the

transformation of the impedance of antenna into the affe:.tive

resistanca, equal to the wave impedance of feeder. Finally, if the

switching on of the cell/elements of agreement is impossible or it is

inexpedient, is applied the mismatched antenna feeder system.

Page 339.

In this cise it L3 desirable not to have resonances in system in

working fcequency band and to obtain KBV of feeders as :L~se as

possible to unity. Sometimes in antenna feeder system it is necessary

to switch on supplementary effective resistance in order to decrease

the manifistation of resonances, if cannot be avoided them.

From that viLch was presented it follows that ace possible three

versions of the calculation of antenna feeder system aad the input

device of the r,:aiver of the radio direction finder:

1. Direct c3inection of feeders to the mismatched with feeders

loads (antennas) and obtaining maximum attainable in the working
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frequency hand of the transmission factor and sensitLvity. In this

case, it is neces3ary to consider the effect of the reiztion of the
resistor/resista,•ze if antenna feeder system for the tining of input

circuit: must be accepted measures to the limitatian 2f ilstrument

errors iu- to tha possible dissimilarity of the cell/elezants of

system anI asymmetry of separate antennas. Calculations ire given

into §§7.3-7.8.A1

2. Applicati~n/use of cell/elements ot agreement btdoeen aptenna

and feelpr. MatciLng device is necessary to select, taking into

account the law of change with the frequancy of lodd ispe.ance. T3

usually previously salve the guestion concerning the iivisdahility of

applyiing the adapters of the agreement of loads is not c.aresented

possibli. This question is solved as a result of the corresponding

calculations.

3. sametie5 is possible impedance matching of intevia with

feeder without application/use of supplementary cell/elements. This

corresponds to the use of wide-ravge vibrators (§3. 11. T.i

advisability of making one or the other decision must b? letermined

as a result of design.

7.2. Coaffizieint )f the rnoise of input circuit.

F -
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gienThe majority ot liagrams examined balow of input :ir:uits can he

giveit to the c:mm)n equivalent diagram, presented in FL;. 7.1.

Let tis designate:

X., R:,- the jet/ceactive and effective resistin:3 of antenna

(zonvertDI to th3 input of receiver);

LI, R-I are iiductance and the effoctive resistanza ot coupling
I

coil;

Page .340.

c 2 , L 2 , R2 aze capacitance/capacity, the inductima InI the

effective resistaice if resonant circuit;

P..- aoise lalp resistance;

K - the =aupling coefficient of the coils of duct i.il

commu•nicatiori/cor.iection.

-I

I
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Let us find the resistor/ro'sistances, introducel by prim.ry

circuit in sezonlary:

AX(X+x,) =- -'(X, + X.), (7.1)
;'.i

2 (P. R,) '(R. + , (7,2)ZI

"whore

z.--V'(A'. + x 3)' +- (R. -t- R.)'; x1 w .L1; ,,. Ko'1

For ductii lat us intLroduue the Aesignations

wL, - . (X. + X) X',

4kTB -- Pa.

If one assuia.s that the sole noise suurce is antenni resistance,

then the square of the effective value of noise volta;a il secondary

duct will be

P, Pofn'Ra,

and the s•it•re DE noise voltage on the t~rminal/qrippFgs )f the duct

P
2

u2 - " 1__- P_.,,R.
,,a' (X')' + (R2 + AR)' w,'C (X'), + (R, -+ AI•)' W(C
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X RA 11

RAN

Fig. 7.1. EquivaLent diagram of input circuit.

Page 341.

If we coasil.r the action of all noise sources, than the square

of complete noise voltage on the grid of the first tube will be

expressed by

U2 = P, (n'R + n'R, + R2 ) (7.3)

I(x'), + (R, + AR)'] w2c2

Henza we Jetacmine noise factor:

UR, - R, . (X')' + (R. 2N= T- = 1 + + + _,-' ,_Ra ,R

(7.4)

Let us eximiae the case, when noise lamp resistance is very

small, so that list/latter term in expression for a i)is- factor can

be disr-yarled.
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Thz Eactor :f the noise of Bidde then is equal to

N n--, +7.5)

From this eKpression it is evident that for a d-cc-•ee in the

noise fautor it Ls necessary, as far as possible, to increase n. rhis

can be reached by an increase in the coupling coefficient K and by

the appropriate 3slection of valua L1 . Hance it follvws tiat K must

be sel•cted by as large, as this is possible structurally. As

concerns th. indui:tanze of coupling coil, then with it3 increase

change bath numerator and the dpnominator of expression f3r n.

Furthermore, iuriLg practical fulfillment simultaneously with loadiug

in the coupling coil increases its effective resistan:_e. Usually it

is possible to c.3siýor that th. coil Q of communication/:onnection

has constint valua Q,:

R, 1

Takiag into iac:unt these facts, we will find the most

advantagqomis valaa L1. For this purpose, let us write the

expanded/.•cained expression for n2:

(X, + RL,)' +I+)

let us substitute it into formula (7.5) :

,.,L,_i', (X2+CoL,) + + (. Q-,
Q *R Ra (jK/(LiI.

-4
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Page 342.

Sweepini s.is expression, disrega rding small ter (j, 1 )/Q1) 2 and

banking tervis with identical degrees wL1, we will obtiin

,N + 10- Lk + 1 -(7.6)-i ., ,+•V.•/•-I•LR.'

Thp zinimum if :aise factDr is obtained, when

K=,o, = L 2+R " (7.7) •

where zn= YR: +X.2; Q,=-L;

The substitutioin of this value onLImoLIODT in (7.6) gives

tho minimum value of fdcto- of the noise

.-Q ,r_/. r_ ] +,,++ (7.8)

From last/litter formula it is evident that the •u:pLing

coefficiunt must be undortaken maximum (this noted eirli-r than).

FurthJ;ziore, it is necessary to easure the maximum energy factor Q2
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of resonant circuit and quality Q, of coupling coil., ALta)ugh the

latter affects tti? vluo of noise factor considerably weaker than tha!

energy factor of cesonant circuit and coupling coeffii.•nt.

If we by a designate the relation

then noise i actoc can be represented in the form

N=~~ 14+ ' a
Q. VKQ' (a I

KlV -(, 12 (7.9)

Page 143. ,II
Last/latter formula makes it possible to rate/estimite the

effect of a diff.--enoe in the inductance of coupling coil fcomr

optimum value on the vilue of noise factor..

Let U; examine the appli.ition/use af the obtaiaed f3rmulaq to

differnt type antennas, by the differing character of reactance.

1. Reactanca of antenna we have ind,|ctive charaztpc (Žramework).

X& = wL.,

g/[((iL) + R2i Q,
(7.10)

..-
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Formula (7.13) shows that the inductance of caupLiln coil must

be les'u7 than the Lnductance of the frameworK.

Aczoriiftg t3 formula (7.8), disregarding value 1/ýt in

comparison with Qat we will obtain for a minimam faztor of

the noise

1+ I + -+i} (7.11)

On Fig. 7.2. is represented the graph/diagram of the dependence

Nmu, on f:r the case when Qa-Qa.

2. Paactanca af antenna is equal to zero. The optimlm inluctance

of coupling 7ail and minimum noise factor will be

(wLI)o.n=T,' • •
= ý-, (7.12)V-, +'

, -- - 1. (7.13)

Page 344.
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3. R-actminca of antenna has capacitive charactec. Disregarding

the effective resistance of antenna, we will obtain optimum

inductance of coupling coil from

(•tm,, ]/ Q,PQ'T .1 (7.14)

This expression determines the optimum tuning of tha antenna

(m'/c,),., I • Q; ..Q (7.1 5)

Minimum aais? factor will be

K2Q. I + I/NKQ +Q' (7.16)

From expression (7.15) it is evident that the rasoniana

freqg¶en:y the antanna of circuit in this case must be higher than

operating frequency.

Th? obtained formulas make it possiole to calzuLit_ the

cell/elements of input circuit of receiving indicator, if is known

antenna resistanca dt the input of receiving indicator ill it is

possible to disr.3jari the noise resistor/resistance of input time.

Since antenna resistance does not remain constant over a wide uange

of frequencies, tie formulas of present pardgraph can b.e ippliýd only

for thE z7ilculati~n of the cell/olements of input with nirrow
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frequenzy haul i.n dnteina t:esistance can 0e considered -oustant,

and also for a comparison at the vdrious fcequenuies 3E tie operatin

rangF of miniPum =oetficient ot noise with coefficient 3f noise,

obtained as a resailt of the cilculations, given in ta- sa|seqaent

paragrap!is. Thesa calculations ace carried out on the basis of the

requiremfnt for atai.ning the maximum transmission fi-t:r of input

circ uit.

XI

V

Ai
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;i. 7. . f

lr ,, 2;

r:o e5 1~ .

SFig. 7.2. Fact•r )f the noise of. frame direction finder.

Key: ( d). dB.

Page 345.

7.3. Calculatian ,f the effectiveness of spiral loop.

Sim•lest liagram of the framework is shown in Fig. 7. 3.

The framework, which has the operating inductancB L, and

effective vesi3t.iace %o, is tuned with the aid of coni3,is.r/capacitzL•

C. If we, Jesignite iwf, inlduced within the framework, af E, than

A
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with resonance, when

wL,

current I,,, in tha duct of the framework is equal to

Vcltage oi -)ndenser/capacitor, suppLied to the gril of thp

first tuha, will be

VC t,, t R- (7.17)

RatiD 1/wCRO = wL/Ro Q is the quality of the fcriw.worK. rhus,

for th- transmissi3n gain the simlle spiral loop we will obtain

, --Q" (7.18)

The effectivenass of spiral loop. i.e., the ratio of gri] voltage of

the ±irst tuba UC r' to the strength of field E will be

where S is an arFi of t•ie tramew.ork, m?:

X- wavelength, m;

N--- turn nurmber.
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VFig. 7.3. Circuit diagram of spira] loop.

* ~Page 3~46.

In the balai:;ed network of the switching on of tha framework

(Fig. 7.~4) Or, th-3 grid of tube falls only the half of the voltage,

which is receivedI on condenspr/capeicitor.. Consequently. affecti ent-ss

will be

It sioull n:)t be supposed that. the i~ffectiveness :)f the balanc-3

network is two times lower titan asymmetric one. The ti.-t is that R0

in the given abovB farmuIas on(, should undeŽrstand as eff:ý,tiva

resistanc~e, equivilernt to all losses in framework am] t-a~ connected

with it ::rcutat', including rt-sistoL/resistance, equivalent to lossos

in the circuit of the grid of tube. With the balanced natiork of the

inclusion this canponent/term of resistor/resistance 1?=:?ase3 4&
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times, which leads to an incredse in the factor of ras~a~ice and,

therefore, effectiveness.

If nacessary to 3verlap wide frequency band is p333i le the

application/use ot the subdivided framework. Transition from one

"partiai L' an'] on Inothter is realized by switching on of tie larger or

smaller tarn number of the framework. Th. inoperative (MiLe) turns of

the framework remxin in this case extended ox are closei short. A

"deficiency/la-k in this method lies in the tact that the presence of

dead turns can cause the asymmetry of the framework, ta -mrf:re, an

increase in the ifttenna effect. FlLthermore, the presevcs of dead

turns lea3s to an incr4,ase in the attenuation, i.e., t) 3 fall in

quality and effeztiveness of thte framework.

Ahotler math:)d af the overlap of wide wave band consists of the

application/use of diagrams of shortening (Fig. 7.4a) sal of the

elongation of tha wave of the framework (Fig. 7.4b). In tie diagram

of shortening in .•arallel to the frameworK is included the

self-inductor L,,.
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C

map

Fig. 7.4. Diagrams of the wave band of the framework: a) shortening;

b) elongation.

Page 347.

A-'

The resulting inluctance therefore decreases and the fiiasework is

tuned to shorter wave. Eiuivalent di&gram for the cal1:lition of

effectiveness in the case of the shortening of the wave of the

framework is shown in Fig. 7.5. Let us dasignate imp iJ,5A. between

points a anid b (t) the right of them) by Zo1,:

Zu b"Ro " Jwt.
Zub -• u'-•L.C +j•R,,C"

Voltage across capacitor U,, will be equal

E (Rn + JtaLm)

-- (- LX) -- jw I[.-+-L, + ,R.,C--'L,,LC)'
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Voltage acr3;s capacitor maximum, when the imaginary part of the

denominator is turned into zero. Disregarding low value RHRoC

in comparison witi the others, Le~or ance condition we wiiL obtain it.

the form

T. -+L. (7.20)
L-Le L'c

where L- the inductance, which zonsists of tia

parallel-zonneztai inductatice of the framework and shortening coil.

After supplying this conditian in expression for U, and

disregarding R,, in comparison with nLg in numerit~c, let us find

voltage a.ross cipacitor at the resonance:

UL0 ----LEq. (7.21)~a, 4- L•

In formula (7.21) O' i; an equivalent energy factor of ti-It. It is

A
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obvious tmat QO ace less than Q.

"Tha transmis3i0n gain of the framework is equal to
I'

Q(7.22)

i+R +

where Q,--the uauLity of the shortening :oil.

~Ecuc

Fig. 7.5. Ejuiva1.nt diagram of the framewotrk with sh6rtaming.

Page 348.

Effectivenes3 p, is equal to

pu, hieQ'.

In tae case 3f the elongation of the wave of tha frimework (Fig.

7.4b) oin b- witiaut change used formula (7.18) of the transmission

gain. one should only consider that hearth Ro here is impLied the

total resistanae 3f the framework and coil. Although the transmission

gain is obtained much the same, as for circuit Fig. 7.3, in this case
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effectiveness is obtained lower, since the turn number of the

framework is taken smaller than this would be possibly ii:ing

application/use oi the same wave of the diagram of adjustad framework

without elonga-cion.

Let us pause at t'ae question concerning the sela--ti•m af the

fundamental parazaters of the framework - its diameter (or side) and

turn numbers. From the viewpoint of obtaining the greatest

effectiveness to favorably make the lineir dimensions 3f the

framework largast possible. Therefore them one should select by as

large, as this allow practical considerations - convaiiea:e in the

arrangement/parmutation and rotation. With the assigned linear

dimensions of the framework for a work on one fixed/rezirled wave, it

is possible to fit mast advantageous turn number. The existep.ce of

optimun for a turn number is letermined by the facts that the

effective height of the framework with an increase ii t13 turn number

grow/rises, and tie transmission gain beginning with certain turn

numbpL ills as a result of a sharp incidence/drop ia piLity [7.1].

ViLtually aloays problem oi work with one framework in certain

frequency band. In that casp the turn number of the fiamework is

determinal by its iniuctance which is assigned by capacitance value

of alternating/variable condenser/capacitor and by thia selected

diagrain of input :ircuit. It shotild be noted that tha framework and
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espp.cially the wires, which connect the framework with ra.3eiver,.I

possess a comparatively great capacity. Because of this miximum I
capacitanze of alternating/variable capacitor is requical greater

than for the oveclap of the same wave band in usual dnuts. I
if necessary ta averlap wide frequency band when it is required

to relate the framework of receiver. expedient to use the diagram of

inductive coupli•i with the unadjusted framework.

Page 349. :

on the 49.cul ti•i of this diagram, is reduced also the zilculation

of frame 3ystem froin goniometer. This calculations are given into

§7.4.

7.4. Calcalation of the effectiveness of the framework with inductive

coupling.

Unadjustel framework with inductive coupling.

I

In t.•is :•. Iig. 7.6), disregarding the effeci- of the .

ji

"I
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self-capa:itanc:f)f the framework, its impedance we will obtain in

the form 1
Z. R.• + R. + im, (L. + L.).

Circuital cacreat of the framework is equal to

A•
R. + R-; ., + 1, (0 L, + L,) •f

The introduz.d itsto secondary duct resistor/resistin~e is equal

Az. , = "----(R. + ,), ',L ? (0+e)-

where M ig the •uatual inductance of the lucts of the [cax~w:rk and

input (se:ondary|:

M-=--K /V(L, + L,) L,,

Total impefdance ,f secondary circuit is equal

Z'+i' (Re ' R,0' Z, + AZ, R= O(R. + R+' - CO' (L. + !,.T-+

+ j t'(t,+L,).I' +

+ j L, - • e, R,)+.,L. ••i]
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4.

Fig. 7.6. Circuits of the switching on of the framework with

inductive coupling.

Page 350.

In the presence of resonance the imaginary part of this

expression is turcied into zero:

, (R,+R,), + C)(L, + L,),

Since Ro + 31 usually is considerably less than 4(L 3 + LI), in

the denominator 3f last/latter term it is possible to liiegard first

term. Then we will obtain the approximate resonance conlition

Le±Lg 1AIcC, I
All

We see that the effect of the core zircuit, equivialit to a

decrease in the inductance of secondary, by value

Al' K'L 2 K LL,.

+I
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where Lch- the part of coil Lew conne:ted with LI,

Al=KL VLCDLA.A

sinca this •iange does not depend on frequency 1. it easily can

be zompztsisatel for corresponding increase in its own inductance of

the secondary duct L2.

FOOTNOTE 1. This is correct only neglecting of the

capacitance/capacity of the framework, i.e., when .

ENDFOOTNOrE.

The resistaL/resisvance of secondary circuit in the presence of

resonance is equiL

M2
Z's pas R2 •-(L + ) (R +, -Rj)- R s +-

W• z,+z,,(, + R,).

Ducing the i3Livation of thii formula, we also disregard member

(R0 + nj)? in comparison from w2 (Lo + L,)?.
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Page 351.

Let as detecmine now voltage across capacitor ift tti? presence of

the resonance:

Oc""-----Iz .•c,=-•., L. + LC .
f Aal ( Al

All4•'A L,H -L, -j-- L, ) •

zoo =02 (R, + R,) + w(L# + L,)

Again. disr.larding (RD + Rs) 2 in comparison from uZ(L * L+ ) 2,

we find the amplitude of voltage across capacitor:

U0+ ,/& (7.23)Aft
R (Lo.jL,) (R, + Ri)] (L E, . (2)

We hance fial the transmission gain

,Al /L, - aL
k + , (7.24)ka(R.+R, + (L,+L,)
R, + L (R + R.) (L. + L.)

We convert List/latter foLmula. Introducing designation a

LI/Lo and taking into account the equality

M G •__ R, R, • -- R,
K,. - l -__ (L,+ ) 'P, .

+ . R
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we wil.l obtain

~La

wherp 61, 62 - ci:uuit damping of the framework and input.
A

Diffrentiating this expressioli on i and equaliziig zero tgr the

target/purpose oE the deter-rinatioL of maximum ka, we obtxin :ompleta

cubi- equation raLatively a. Taking into account that neac maximum

value k, varies little, for simplification in the cil.:ulation

al,.issibly to fiari optimum value a, after placing in the last/latter

formula

Page 352.

It is really/actuilly

K2 L <;.

Under these assuiptions

aoT -- (7.26)

and

._
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(2 - '.) a, + I< L

x (7.27)2a, + K 2, -a .

on Fig. 7.7, is given the graph/didgram of the iepialenca kaNac

on KL at tthe li.ferent values of the ratio 6t/'62 and when L,.ýL,.

From curv3/graph it i; evident that ka mgce grow/cise3 almost

proportionally K, to the values KJ,, approximately el1al to 0.5-0.6.

with a further in:rease KL an increase in the .!ffectiveness occurs

slowly.

Lat us axinLe i: I1sidtL-catiuu- by choice ot the pircmaters ot tha

fcamework for the case of the unadjusted framework. Frz Eortnula

(7.27) it is evilI!nt that k;I mi,,1 c the unadjusted fritn•work

inversely proportional to square root of its inductance.

Tt is conzeiLel1 by shape, the effectiveness of system is

proportional to vilue

2.SNI, I

Page 353.

"1 ? q" ~ l~l~l •- •lIlwl • " 11•It•ll• •F• '•' •.,•i•l ~ i•• - ]~v,•,•- '- ._ .._.• ,•-_ a
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Consequently, the area of thi framework it is alvintigeous to

make laigast p~st;Lbli.

When seleztiig turn nulmber N. one should consider that value La

also depends on Np. rhis dependence takes the following farm:

L, A + BN1 , + CN,

where A, B and C - the coefficients, determined by siza/limensions

and the form of tie framowork.

VaIiL. u ,,'VA at small turn number grew/rises almost

proportionally NI,, and then with large N,, it appraa:.-as Limit

1imn

A considerable increase N. can lead to the fact that its own

wave of system will render/show within working wave bail, as a result

of which 3ppears ionuniform efltctiveness in range and tha whole

series of complicitions during the use of the fraaewa(r ii raiio

direction finIar. Furthermore, in this case are not isel the derive]

above formulas (sinco we are disragaried Co).
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0.20-,

0 42 0,4 0,6 0,1 1.0KII

Fig. 7.7. Dependence kAAm8I on K• for . spiral loop fitj inductive

commnunicat i on/coai .i ect ion.

Page 35i4.

Ther'efore they ara usually satisfied by achievement Q0-95o/o of

limiting valua limiting at the same time its own iave of the

framework (taking into account the capacitance/capacity :f lead

wires) by value (.5-0.. z1 ).,.

The unadjustad framework possesses somewhat small.ar

effective:nss thai inclined. rhe loss in the applicati~n/ise of

inductive coupling the greiter, the higher the quality 3E the

framework. on the other hand, the application/use of inductive

" ~I
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coupling provides the large uniformity of effectiveness laring band

selection of wvvIs and therefoce it gives favorable results with the

very wide wave band, which requires the large number of switchings of

partial ralnges.

Goniometric syst.a with the locked framework.

Effeztivenes3 goniometric uf system of two mutually

perpendicular framework is equal to the affectiveness Df :otatable

loop with the inductive coupling which has the same diagrim of input

as in goniometric system with the maximum communication/=onnection of

the coils of goniometer. on the basis of this on the calzulation of

goniometric of system with the framework are used the formulas,

derived for the cilculation of the framework with iniumltive coupling.

In the case of the work of goniometric system in VPry wide

frequency band, i-o applied the following methods of the realization

of switching partial frequency bands: complete switchiag )f

goniometers (or tieir exchange) over partial ranges, switching the

sections of search coil, application/use of diagrams af aLongatian

and shortening for search coil and the application/use of

intermediate untuned circuit.
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3wit,'1.in; g3)i:teLs over partial frequency bands is the best

method froým purely electrical point of view. However, tftL3 method i •

bulky and very c33plicates mounting. Switching the sections of search

coil of goniometer is applied very rarely, since it is extremely

difficult to carry out this switching during fulfilling of all-

requirements in tie relation to the symmetry of diagram and

winding/(.:il, in the absence of spurious coupling ana. sILlne3s of

octant arror of g•niometer.

The use of a circuit of elongation and shortening of search coil

is mos't widely used.

Page 355.

For the calculati3n of the circuit of elongation, are lircctly used

formula•s (7.25) ai• (7.27) of present paragLaph.

Let u:- give the calculdtiuii al the diagram of shortaning,

presented in Fig. 7.8a. In accordance vith the alrealy used

previously methol let us find equivalent emf and coupled impedance in

the circuit of search coil:

Es .s RZr RL Al.

L- , +I., ( +L,)' [+otR,-- IIP(L,-L,).

S.. . . . .. .. " ". . . ... .. . . . ..
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Let us desigiate the changed due to coupled impedin:.•s

parameters of search coil L',i and R'.. Then to farther

calculation is subject diagram Fig. 7.8b. It is completely similar to
the iiagram of th? shortening of the framewock. For determining edge

stress and a resonance condition, we utilize formulas (7.20) and

(7.21), rap-la:ing in them only the designations:

103 EE2_______ (7.28)

RIM + _ Ro R'. +

, K

AL L

p.'. = h, , (7.29)

+ - R.
L2

In tiis formala are known all values, with the exception L,,

since they are determined by the calculation of that rin;3 on which

shorting is abse.l. Thus, the calculation of the diagram 3f

shortening is redJced to determination '11,. then L, tid to the

subsequent che:kiaq of effectiveness from formula (7.2)1.

Fig. 7.8. Diagram of goriiometer with shortenting.

------ --
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Page 356.

Diagram witm intermediate untuned circuit (Fig. 7.9) i.t is

expedient to use, if it is necessary to decrease the caiztion of

frame duct to the tuned circuit. On effectiveness it can be favorable

only with the very ldrge number of frequ.ncy ranges. F:r Its
A

calculation let us find emf, induced in intermediate :ir:uit:--

M )YLAL-
L+ L CA" IKLA +L L

The introduad into intermediate circuit resist3r/casistance in

this case we disragard, since it is not inclined, and therefore the

effect of coupled impedance is small. The maximum of .it )ccucs when

LAo,,,=Lo and it is equal to

E ,t, f fIn,, =- E , - -

To further :ilculation it is possible to use the formulas

(7.24)-(7.27) ýf this paragraph, replacing in them Lo op L,,. The

transmission 4iia of system is determined by the formula

4

-!
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(2- .K.,•, +K•K•. 2 ' --
4 , +X(2 L 2, S2+K

L2 Lao2 i

ThO effectiveness of diagria with intermediate cic:iLt is equal

to the effectiveness of the diagram without intermediate circuit,

multiplied by KL---. In usual values KL'-0,5-• 0,7 this
2

corresponis to a lecrease in the effectiveness 2-4 times.

4
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_J

q psI?

Eppn K1,1

Fig. 7.9. Diagran of gouiometer with unaijusted interualiite circuit.

3

Page 357.
I

It loop antenid is referred from re.eiver and is :zovected with
its input by long feeder (for example, with the aid of coaxial cable

in ship radio direction finder), then in the given calculitions

instead of inluctive reactance of framew3rk uL0 and of eof. 1Il,. willi

enter those who ware converted due to those who are given below

formulas (7.38)-(7.40) of resistor/resistance and emf :f the

framework. For a decrease in the manifestation of resonin:es

sometimes at the .nd/lead of the feeder of receiver is connected

supplementary effective resistance in parallel to the loil of feeder

or consecutively witi. it £7.13].

i

I
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7.5. Calzu].ation )f effective height and input antenna resistance of

system with a small separation of the vertical wire antenaas

(cosinusoidal l•lrctional characteristic)

The Antenna system in question is either the rotary pair of

antennas or n of nationless antennae arrange/located in the

apex/vertexes of correct n-corner iron.

A

Let us examine the possible ways of futfilling furilzental

requirements on tie calculation of by the antenna of system -

obtaining minimum instrument errors and best sensitivity of radio

direction finder.

In §54.5 and 4.8 is given the calculation of tha arrors,

producei by the iLfferent types of asymmetry. It was shown, that the

value of errors and diffuseness of the minimum at dir_•cti)n finding

is determined by the dissimilarity of amplitudes and phases of

currents in separate vertical wire dntennas, and also by the

dissimilarity of the geometric dimensions of antennas and feeders.

The small disagreement of the parameters of separate -fmaeias and

I
I
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feeders near the resonance frequency of antenna-feeder 3ystem

produces the sharp inequality of amplitudes and phases of currents

and, therefore, large errors and the diffuseness of tha minimum.

Experiment shows that with the usual accuracy of the proluction of

antenn-a feeder system it is possible to ensure the acezaptible level

of errors, if the resonance frequencies of system differ from workers

by 10-15olo. Therefore resonance frequen:ies are se.la--t91 so that

they woull lie/rest beyond range and would differ by the indicated

value from one of the extreme frequencies of the range.

Page 358.

From calculations it foilows that the natural fregu32cy 0). of

antenna feeaer ci:cuit is expedient to take lower than smallest

frequencies of range •.., since in this cise the effectiveness of

radio direction finder changes in the range of frequencies less than

vhen selecting the natural frequency the circuit (on, highar than

greatest Erequenzy of range om1amc. This is evident from Fig. 7.10 in

which are constructed for certain special case two curve3 the

dependenc.s of th3 effectiveness ;f radio direction finder on the

frequency when a, ri, and 01>I,,M. In the first case the

effectiveness :haiges over range less. Furthermore, on short waves

when selecting natural frequency by the antenna of circuit higher

than frequencies of operating range the inductance of the field coil

- ~ -.- -wad
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of goniometer can prove to he so insignificant that obtaifting in the

qoniometer of uniform magnetic field becomes difficuLtly ittained. In

"this case, also Dbgins to be leveloped the magnetic distortion ot

" oniometer as a result of the effect of the wires, which :onnect

field coils with feeders.

In wide-rinja radio direction finder sometimes it is necessary

to rptain the resonance frequencies of antenna feeder 3ystem within

the limits of the frequency band of-the 'radio directiua finder. In

this case special importance has the careful adjustment of system on

the sections of the frequlencies, close to resonance.

In order to decrease the manifestation )f asymmatry luring

approach/ipproxization to the resonance frequencies of antenna feeder

system, one should as far as possible to lower wave anteaaa

resistan:e, eithar introduce attenuation into feeders or select entry

impedance of receiver, close to the wave impedance of feeder [7.71.

Earlier wm)ra obtained equivalent diagram (Fig. 3.331 and formull

for the calculation of the current of search coil of goni:meter

(3.72).
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'45

Fig. 7..10. Effectiveness curves of radio direction fimriir.

Page 359.

.1.

If search coil of goniometer enters in the inclined gril :-ircuit of

the first tube of reception indicator and the capacitance/capacity of

tuning is designated by Cc, that for a grid voltage 3f the first tute

we will obtain

whence "•/a effectiveness of goniometric system with a Intannaa will
//

be /
/

/

/
/

/

/

//
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PA E

+o 2Ma. )GCE.,M2  (7.31)
[(Zn. + k'(63)W,+ Zu + Z&*+ iwZ)JS"E I

whern N n/2 is i number of pairs of antennas;

10 - effaztive height vapors of diametrically oppasite antennas;

Ln-=Ln-. 4- equivilent according to diagram inductia--e in antanna2i
circuit;

L1 - is inductance of the field coil of goni~metar:

Lis the iluctance of search coil of goniometer;

Z1, .h- iI&d irapeddnce of search coil;,

is mutual inductance according ro the diagria: I

Me:=A1 Jako I

V .2
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4at~o:-K V L.L= is maximum otutual inductance between the o:ils of

goniometor;

K - maximum 7oupling coefficient in goniometer %21 zoupling

coefficient in equivalent diagram;
n

Z.* -2Z,) 2 Z, .cos,, (7.32)
In•|I

impedance of the pair of antennas, referred to current in the field

roil of goniometeL: (ý3.10).

Page 360.

In tht case 3f the rotary pair of antennas bi.a.ce K, Lt

and L, they xre related to the input transformer of receiving

indicator.

The problem :oncecninq application/use in the diagrim of

intermeiiita untuted c:ircuit must he solved, combining requirements

of sensitivity and one-handed tun*ing.

For the calculation of effectiveness P, by the iattaina :f

system it is requirel to letcrmine the parameters, entering the

I
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formula (7.31).

Effect of the number of antennas.

For an increase in the effectivenezs at the base ýtltitude of

single vertical wLre antenina, it is possible to incearisa the numbeL

of antenn.ls and trie saparation between them. TIhe value )f separation

is limited to the maximum error of separation, which is •aserved on

smallest wave :f :perating range. The permissible separation with the

assigIned error in;reases With an increase in the number :f antennas.

Thus, an increas-j in th(- number of antonnas is led ti in Lncrease in

the effectivenass not only Le*zause of the number of antennas, but

also because of an increase in the perMIssible Separatioa-.

For the quantitative deteuminlition of the effect 3f in increase

in the nuabe.r of antennas by effectiveness, let us turn to formula

(7.31)

Calculations show that the total resistance of the pair of

antennas Zn,, littLe depends on the number of antennas.. Therefore

Under" the condition of the prvsorvation/retention/maintaiiing of the

resonance fcequenzy of the Ddir of antennas, we have

LLI
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Z¢,d -+- iwL10 t con.st.

If coupling cnef~icient in goniometer does not change, then we come

"to the conclusion that L/,,1 and A:t, they do not depend 3a the number

of antennas. Froi formula (7.31) it follows that in this case the

effectiveness by the antenna of system pa is proporti)nai t3 squace

root from the numger of antennas. Effectiveness changes also due to a

change in the effective effective height H0 , which affects separation

2b, diffa7Nnt for the differeit number of antennas (3ee rable 4.1).

Page 361.

Calbulatian of affective height and entry impedance of inten.a feadar

system fzom the pair of antennds with the direct connazti~n of

antennas to feeders.

9

We give the aacessary for further calculations formulas from tha

theory of long ijies '3.1, 3.4).

Let voltale En be connected through resistor/resistance 2Z to

the input of feeler. Let us designate 14 , , - tie c.nstant

.1
:.4tI
I
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of phase displacement, attenuation and propagation constizt of

feeder, mareover

lid,
-,= •, + j,',~,, m, ,,ni/ ; m = •

' - the dielec~ric constant of insulation of fieeder;,

P4- wave impedance;

I4- the length of feeder;

Z -= pd, ct h1a.

Then output resisance at the end/lead of the feeder will be

I + th eA th Y4,l4, __

Zu ,th (y•I/ + Oa) P0 , + th y,

2. cth Y:I14,+ -p =,RmbI-x + jX0.bx. (7.33)
--- :' Z. + P+, Cth ÷14,4

Voltage on tie end/lead of the feeder is expressi oy the

formula

a i x B C 11(.U,14, + o.) = E,(c1 m,, + •,, s ,,

(7.34)

Wo convert (7.33) and J7.34):
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~/ (4--P~)ch~ *~+2~p*sh 2P*I*I +IUp'? -2) cosn 2m* bp -.

-.- 2~p~sin 'u~,I,(7.35)

Pi 1( , +Z2) sh 234,1.b +
4~2 p2hu ~ +) ch 2pe,1. + 2R5 pb sh 2ý 43,p -i

+ 2Rd.* ch 2)q*lJ
+ -~42 a) coon 2mpf I'- 2X~p# sin 2m,1,] U 76

* p. I2 _. -2) In2 el,+

~" J(zl + p",) ch 2ý14, +I 21?.p# sh 2P,1.J

+ 2Xa p 4 cosn 2/nj. 4

+ i(pj - z2) cosn 2molt, - 2X, pp sin 2m~loj 7)

Page 362.

ZaVR+ .

Wh en

Za R pip anid Xa 0~,
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•I that

Vch 2  , . Eae -A + th ,a_-

F. The field coil 3f goniometer it is possible to in-lIle/connezt

consecutively ar ?arallel in tf.e feeder of antenna. Let as examine

these cases separately.

Figures 7.11 gives schematic ind equivalent dia.gC1us for

calculatioi; by tha antenuca of system with the series connection of

the fiol•l roil of qjoniometer into feeder from antennis (rU-sha.,•p

system). In figura "Za-" R.,+JX.1 and, Za2 -Ra 2+iXa2- are

impedances of separate antennas (its own and introduced from the

adjacent antennas),, referred to the current antinode in antenna; Ea, Eh,,-Im

and E. 2=EheJb - eamf, induced in antennas.

.-
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. j

-11

El-

28,

IMA

Fig. 71.11. Selqueatial switching circuits of field coil (3-shaped

system): 3) s:thaitic diaq gav ; b) equivalent diagram.

Page 363.

Let as convert resistor/resistance Za, and eof R., af left

vibrator to the p~int4 of the connection of field coil. Disregarding

the attenuation 3f feeders, we will obtain the formulas

(7. 35)- (7. 37)
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E. psEzh.e -.m

cs m#,, + (R", + X2,) sin' m,,1, - Xpa sin 2m#1e
(7.38)

p" costm,+ (R21€ +X,) + (R tntre, -+ X11)isn n 2mole- '
(7.39)

p 4, 1[ 92 -R , t I X 21) sin m ot # co s m 4,1 #+ X . ,p b --

Xa "-= p42cost ,.tZ# + (R.'. + X~j) sin$ ,.,l# --

-2X.11 p, sin' m..*]
4 '-X,,pI sin 2m.$I (7.40)

For the right vibrator of expression for Ro and Xo remain the

same, for voltage 'E0 (at point b) in numerator (7.38) instead of

e-Jmb one should write em•.

the voltage it points ab with off field coil will be

E s--- = E, - Ed. (7.41)

The affectiv: height, of the antenna feeder system of the pair of

antennas E rom (7. 38) and (7.q) when z.,.,'--Z,=Z is obtainel equal to

A
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2 sin mb h,p*

V" *4 m , + (R• + X2) On'., *to* -X~p, si 2m•,7A
(7.42)

Entry i'mped12ce 3f the antenna feeder system of the pair of

antennlas, in reference to current in the field coil of gormiometer,

will be

ZA6 = = -- + Zo.

With the coilete symmetry of system Z.-Z 6  ini therefoLe

Z&.p 2Z. - (R. + JXX). (7.43)

Page 364.

Formulas (7.42). (7.43), (7.39) and (7.40) they serv. for the

calzulation of effective height and resistor/resistance of antenna

feeder system when it is necessary to consider the

resistor/resistan2es 3f vibrators /a. If it is possible to disregard RA

in comparison with X& and to count that

X, -- p. ctg nt., --- tg--•-,

where Pat ts - wave impedance and the length of vibritor, then

--4
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formulae 1,7.39), (7.42), (7.40) and (7.43) can be simplified

0I
2 sin mb g --i-

in ( + -L- sin m,14 , ctg nl,
px. (p4, sin m4,/0 - p. cig 1 ! !'o± m,)

p4, cos mn4!0 + p. ctg mi. sil lI,,

I - Ctg ml. Ctg rn4, 4.

(7.45)
ctgmd,,/ +- - ctg mi,

Za 2X ,. (7.46)

F'guces 7. 12 gives schematic and equivalent diagrams for

calculation by the antenna of system with the parallel =•rjnection of

the field coil of goiiometer into feeder from antennas (H-shaped

system).

3.

4

.I
• • ~l - - ,•'_71 ._.' .•. .. . ..,,••.• . . •-. • -t w• . . . . .' _ . ., .. . . . . ... .-,,, . . . •-• •-- =-i
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II

Fig. 7.12. circuits 
of parallel 

connection 
of field c:)il (H-shaped

system): 

,% 
sZAheitic 

diagram; 

b) equivalent 

diagram.

Page 

365.

In Fig. 7. 12 designations 
the same aks in Fig. 7. 11. Voltages 

H0

a2 and 
resist 

or/resistances 

Z.6, 
and 

Z,62 
fro 

eazh 
i tenna 

at-

and E.
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pointscb of the connection of field coil of goniometer are designed

from the same formulas (7.38), (7.39) ani (7.40), that ALso for the

case of the serie3 connection ot field coil.

The total voLtage from both of antennas on the terminal/grippers

of field coil with its disconnection/cut.off in accordaaicB with Fig.

7.12b will be

Ea2Zai t6IZl
-Za61 + Za42  - adl4- Za•2

Entry impedaice if antenna feeder system on terminkLfgrippersab

is d.termined by the expression

Zaj= Z061Za6 2zaq 4 5j + Z062

When diagram is symmetrical, then

Expressions for H1o and Z,4 in the cise of parallaL :onaection ot k

field coil of go-iiumeter into the feeder of antennas will be

In mb hp#
C03

3 m ~ RI~ +X,2) sin'm1-p, gi *i,#1

(7.47)
Z 2 -- R".a,5 + X,,,. (7.48)

* U... -*-*
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where R.6 and X,6 they are designed from formulas (7.39) Ind (7.40).

Page 366.

If it is possible to disregard resistor/resistan:a R. in

comparison with X& and to count that in this case

X . --p, ctg m t., h . - L- " tg L-- ,

we will obtain tha calculation formulas
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2 sin mb t l

F m c € + Kd - sin m0€ ctgfill

(750 2 ps Ra4 -==-O. (7.50)Xa• - --f ctg ,.44 + •-ctig m1,

When I.< and b formula (7.L44), (7.45), (7.49) and

(7.50) th-ay are :)3nsiderably simplified, since it is possible to

count

-n----,-2 cosnp -1b=- 1,2 2

Ctg 1?4lb= .-#I, ct9 MIN= rotA

and the product of sines equal to zero.

Then for the series connection of the field coil
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.•'l2,xI.b 2tl ,b2',// -- , /.I • -- ( fl . , , ' (7.51) :

[a' 2 pi,. sin ml, sin rn4,!0 - p.cos nit. Cus ninl4

cos mr lo sin nil.+ -L cos nit, sin niplt

2 2 (7.52)
in-. rn:1" , i(C, ;- C-

For t.he paraLlel connection of the field coil

HI _- __ (7.53)

(7.54)2w•--- 2 (C•n +Con)'(..4

where Coo C4) arp linear capacitance/capacities of vibrator and

feeder on I a of Length;

C,=I Cqn0Cj,,[ are complete antenna capacities aIl faedbr.

Page 367.

Xi
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From formulas (7.51) and (7.53) is visible the impart: Lce of a

decrease in the crldtion for an increase in thb affective

height of system. For the possibility of the calculation of

effectiveness according to formula (7.31) we will exaiaeL the

questions of selazti~n n and of calculation HO and Za... rk3 parameters L,

SZ., K ann Cc arE establish/installed during the calculation of input

circuit of reception indicator. Procedure of calculation L,,4 is

clarified below.,

-1
7.6. Calculation of H-shaped system.

Fundamental ind the equivalent diagrams of the piir of antennas

are given in Fig. 7.12.

For -alculation is assigned the frejuency band of the radio

direction findeL ,,--f.

A

Let us calculate first of all antenna-dipole. The La•gth of

halfdipol? It wa will select on the basis of the fact that in

vertical radiatiom pattern will not being gaps. Must b? alde the

I
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672

condition

1 < 0,625X..,..

The diameter of dipole 2a it is desirable to take as possible
large, so that by an iticrease in the diameter is impr~ve1 the

Co. ps, RL, Ra, X8. pe
agreement of lip:Le with feeder and increases Ho. Ve will calculate 4

of dipole in tne canye of frequencies h.,--•,c. and also it. for

this same frequency band. Considerations on selection 3f 5eparation
210.

2b are presented aarlierw On the basis of construction, we determine

It is selected or we design feeder. It is desirable s3 that P0 was

of one orier or is more than p.. We design from formulis

(7. 47- (7. 50) Z6 and Z, qO,5 Z•, and also

The- inductance of field coil L.==--! it is selectal go that the

natural frequency of the antenna feeder circuit of the piir of

anteninas, which c3nsists of the pair of 3ntennas, feeler and the

equivalRrit field :oil ot goniometer L,,o (see Fig. 3.33). it was

located oatside working frequency band 1mv,,--,.t.c

Page 36b.

Fiyurwos 7. 13 depicts the dependence of the reactiaca of antenna

feeder circuit (taLking into account the rasistor/rebistanz:es,

S. . . . . .
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intuoducoi from other antennas), undertaken with opposits sign (--X.,D)

on £f-equenuy. rwo Possible stcaight lines for tr, oý L,/ N are

given in this same fiure. The natural frequencies of intenna feeder

circuit are determined by the points of intersection of curve -X,4,

and straight linas aL.v; they are selected so that they differ by

10-15o/o from the extreme frequencies of the range , and fa,,c), I

As shown eacLier, it is profitable to stop at strLi;kt line,

giving interse:ti~n from curve at frequency less o),,,. Straight line

.L11 • determines the inductance L,, of field coil, for examale

AB I

if the self-capacitdnce of fipld :oil car he disregarded.

Irn the general case the resistor/resistance of the field coil of

goniometer X4 is parallel connection of inductance L. sid of coil

capacitan-e Ca. rierefore, if if is not possible to disregard

capacitance/capacity C., hen

-I, - L,,Co(0

and in the prect-Aing/previous example

- 2- '..,,. (I-i- AB ... , (7.55)

.. • ) o
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SI .

W:: t:

* Fig. 7.13- selection ot inductance of field coil of goniometer.

I'I

Key: (1). Resist)c/resistance.

Page 369.

In §4.8 are Jerived flie dependences of the errors of

spaced-antanna dicection tinider on the different reasons for

asymmetry of inta•na feeder system and is made the conclasion about

the need for designing this system, so that its resonaize frequencies

lie/rest Dutsilet.e working frequency Land of the radio direction

finder.

Lot4 us examiae, which limitations this requircsamrt ?[.aces on the
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selection of size/dimensions of the antenna of system.

Let us dismiatle/select two cases:

1) tae rezeption/procedure of the vertically polarized electric

field ;

2) thpe re=eption/procedure of the horizontally polarized

electric field.

Reception/procedire of the vertically polarized field.

Consi2eriin that in the center of system the phase of electric

field is equal to zero, we have for emf in dipoles (sea Fig. 7.12a)

E.,,, -- Eh,,e ,

where

2x:= -• b cos 1) cos .

Docompose exf E., and Ea, into phase E*, and nonph2sa E1 , terms:

E,= ,(cos (p- jsin y) = E,, 1 , + jE,,,,
E,, I Eh, (cos + I sin (p) -- E, --,
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~i1 Ior

!E.* Eip, cos ( -- bcos ,cos,

EIII'Sin b~ bC(S1  cos').

-I

K - Phase the c:uponents of emf determine one-act current, nonphase

" - the pus.--pull zurrent, passing through the field coil of

goniometer.

Page 370.

It is obvious that phase the components of emf in bilanced

network will not create cu:rent in field coil, i.e., tme voltages at

points a and b will be equal to each other IFig. 7.14a). Equivalent

diagram ftr the unvjle-cycle current of system will obtain form as in

Fig. 7.14b, with 3hoct circuit instead of the coil.

Nonipiase th3 components of emf of right and the left of dipoles

store/add up, and they will create in field current ail. The

equivalent diagrai of system for a push-pull current will take the

form, depictei oa Fig. 7.15, where X,. is the reactance of the field

coil of ygniometir. in Fig. 7.15 are designated instantineous values



A
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eiuf.

R050nance c~ridition for a singjle-cy--le current froi Fig. 7. 14b

Kwill he

Xa+pb tg M4I14, 0

or, coiisilering that

X& P. ctg ml3

we hAve

p4, tg /no I'p .p~ctg mt.3 0,

whence

p-V

'4

-~0 (7.56_ __ )
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Fig. 7.14. EquiviLent 
diagrams 

for phase currents.

Fig. 7.15. Equivalent 
diagram for nonphase currents.

Page 
371.

In order 
to 

avoid resonance 
for a single-cycle 

cr rre s 
t, it is-.. .-. I

-I
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necessary to satisfy in working frequency band the conJition

Ia -± arcctg( $ tgrn11) (7.57)

Let this resraance occur for frequency, to 10-15ofo of larger

maximum frequency of range. Let us designate a and md, for frequency

by 10-15o/o higher than maximum by ma ani m40. Then supplatentary

limitation for the selection of the length of balfdipole 1, a t the

selected length 3f feeder lo) will be from (7.57):

1. e. -/aet 73'

During the zilculation of resonance frequencies for i push-pull

current, we proceed from Fig. 7.15b in which is reject/thrown the

half of antenna feeder system and therefore Xna is repiad by 2Xm.

the conditioa of the absence of resonance for a push-pull

current in the field coil of goniometer, as this follows from

equivalent diagram in pig. 7.15b, coinci'Aes on conditi3n for the

selection of the inductance of field coil. Thus, during the corr-.x't

selection of the inductance of field coil this condition

automatically is satisfied.

Reception/procedure of the horizontally polarized fiell.

B-- = i • I• ""u . . . . : ,. .. •".". - _. - • . .•.,.••,• ..... •,.,'--•- -•s'• ,,•e+ • o ... • • - ÷ - • "• "'-"-"• . ..
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? In by normalLy working H-type antenna to system the horizontal

coi,ýnnnt of ele:tric field is not produced currents in the field

coils of goniometer due tc the symmetry of system.

If in system appears asymmetry (for example, ineltiality of

resistances of ori• of the half-dipoles relative to the

resistor/resistanes of other half-dipoles), then the carrents, which

take place in the halves of field coil from horizontal field, are not

counterbalanced.. kre observed the reception/procedure 3f 2ocizontal

field and polarizitional errors. So that asymmetry of system strongly

does not manifest itself, the reactance of system in working

frequency hand for phase and nonphase voltages of horizontal electric

field must not be equal to zero.

Page 372.

for the horizontally polarized field, inducing emf in feeders,

the feeders must be considered as single-wire, and lower and apper

halfdipol-s - as -onnected in parallel between the end./leads of

single-wire feeae:s and the earth/ground. E;juivalent diagram for this

after becominv it is depicted on Fig. 7.16a.
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Let p', - tha wave impedance of the feeders, consilarea as

bunched c~nlustor3; it depend on outer diameter of the shells of the

feeder

3333p'• =0' ohm

where C',, is i iLnear capacitance/capacity earth refecenced both

feeders, n p.

The halves 3f the field coils of goniometer as are included in

parallel. Sin-a .arrents in these halves are directed to reverse

sides, the resulting inductance is close to zero and raiztance them

can be disregardai.

In figura CS - the capacitance/capacity of coil earth

referenze;

_. shunt cesistance of upper and lower halfdipoles.
4

Let, as ear[ler, field at the center of system his h.ero phase.
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d•co X._ Y

SdEa d E, I° a-

" I' "*• -" n1

Fig. 7.16 o EquivaLent diagrams for r Pception/procedure of

horizoatally polarized field.

iL
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Page 373.

The electromotive forces, inducei in the cell/elements of right and

by the left of hIlves, equidistant on x from center, can be expressal

thus:
dE., dEe-J'r.-dE¢ -- ]dE,~,, } (7.58)
dE,, dEe' = dEF4, -jdE,,,. J.

Phase the cosponants of eaf dEd, are directed both in one side,

nonphase dE11,,, - into different. J
M

If wa accumLate the beams of feeders into two-wira :ircuit,

then aquivalent liagrams for phase and nonphase stre3s component will

take the form, depicted on Fig. 7. 16b and 7. 16c respectivaly.

.i

Phase current occurs besides C.. therefore in Fig. 7. 16b

connection with C. shown by dotted line.
I

The :zonditi3i of equality zero of the reactive component of

resistor/resistance for a phase current (Fig. 7.16b) will be
IX + 2p'4, Ig,,W4, =o0.

-'l the feelacrs as of bunched conductocs m 2w/k - propagation

I.-:
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constant.

After replazLng X,=-•-p ctgml,, we will obtain from (7.59)

Conlition of equality ze'o of reactance for a nonphlse current

(Fig. 7. 16 c)

X ,4 0g ml'$ O. (7.60)

The equivalent length of feeier I', is obtained as i result of

the accouit of tacminal capacitdnce/capacity Ca and is latermined by

the condition
2

ctg ml, W% * 2p'4. ctg mIl - p' cCC.

cg'4 - 2 ctg'I, + 2 -

or approximately I
', , + r (7.61)

41•

Page 374.4

Substitutinj in (7.60) the value

xa----- pH ctg rill,

we will obtain f:c the resonance frequency

1. ( -r-u 4 Lt ctg ml',), (7.62)
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where i'b it is 1*teLlnined by equality (7.61).

In order to wavid in the working frequency band of the radio

direction finder of the resonance frequencies of the inteana feeder

system for tha r.eception/procedure of horizontal electric field,

expression (7.591). arid (7.62) for 1, they must be mada at
V-

frequencias, which lie higher than working frequency bai] of the

radio direction finder. Let us designate ma value for m at the

frequency, gratec than the maximum freqiency of range bj 10-15o/o.

Then must he made the conditions:

,. arcctg [4 tgn..].(.

Ing

Calculation of effectiveness.

ThM •',tjimum -oupling coefficient field and search coils has

smallest valu? at the extreme troquency of the working fraquency hand

SmI
-- 0 ' "".._ =•.. .... j
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of the radio direction finder, thle closest to natural frequency

intenna feeder ciccuit, It is Uasiyned from the formula

wher'e Q*is an energy Lacto:- of antenna circuit;

-the ea;ýrgy factor ot input circuit of receiver.

Lot. us assuma tý,at in gou jometer froze the viewpoint of the

permissibtle oz-tarat erroLrs it, is possible to take coupling coefficient Kr.

1.5i srdectad for K of goniomneter swa~ler of the viLues Ka andKr

The duct of sairzi coil we design, on the basis of assigned

ad just able capacitor, over] aps anid selected dliagram 3f iftput circuit.

page 375.

We cakuck cnl :)ed irnpsdducebs from b~y the antenna of c;ircuit into

th' gll c ircuit -)t the firsit tubt±. If thle introduced reiztance

Cantnot be CompenSated fol. ill the rankje Of treguencie-s, we decrease K

or is :nt:rocluced intoi diaqram intý!rmediate untunel circ;uit.

Afttur t h: dIflermin~it ion of all call/elements of the input part

of the oldt is, directý1 ior. ftinder, we- design the off-rt i vCaaa )f the
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antenna feeder system of the pair of antennas and entire radio

direction tinder.

7.7. Calculatian •r U-shaped system.

The separation between antennas 2b is selected fra the

"considerations of the permissible error of separation, th. height of

the vertical wire antenna In - on the bisis of verti.iL lirectional

characteristic.

Separate vertical wire antenna we design just as in Hi-shaped

system, orily one should cousideu that for the asymmetric vibrator o f

U-shaped system PS, Rz and h, they will be two times 133s than for

the symmetrical vibrator of H-shaped system.

Coupisi impelances due to the communication/conne:tion between

antennas are determined from curves or from formulas, 4iven in the

Courses of antenrus [ 3. 1, 3.4]. In Fig. 7.17 are desigiit9d the

distances betweea antennias, which determine these

resist oL/r es ist auce..

FuLt ho'r we dtoIrmine Z=-7.Ra-jX - couj".ta i.1zput
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antenna resistanz. Is selected the type of feeder, i.a., we finJ

that p. The Injth of feeder I1 vp take, on the basis of the

construction of system (with the buried feeders, with the feeders,

placed unier wire gauze, and so forth).

L1 We d esign Za.mZ6x=R'+jXa from formulas (7.391 irid (7.L40) or

(7.45), (7.54). Impedance

Z.¢ =Z . +4Z=2Z,..

!I
The effective height of the intenna feeder system 3f the pair of

antennas Ho we design from foxmulas (7.42), (7.44) or (7.3i).

I
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1 1%

7 22
I2I 4 I

Fig. 7.17. On the calculation of mutual impelaeces.
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Page 370.

"The inductan-e of field coil .t is selected so thit the natural

frequency of the intenna feeder circuit of the pair of antennas

• Itogether with the field coil of goniometer (Fig. 7.13) wis located

outsido working frequency band o.,I! •.

Let us :estrLct the effect of asymmetry of systems by means of

t this seloction ot the size/dimnsions of system so thit would not be

developed the zes)nance phenomena.

In ý.i.3 it is shown, that for the limitation of current in the

shell of the feeder, created by the reception/procedure 3E the

horizontal component of electric field, must be made the condition
Z3 --" Zat;

wher e Z., - earth resistance of the shell of feeler aid Z., - the

internal resistanze of shell earth referenced at the point of the

connectiort of groand. For this, the resistor/resistance Z..,(p must not

be turned into zaro at frequencies of range, i.e., on must be the

resonance of the shell of feeder in the range of the fralaencies Df

the radio direction finder.
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T pass to tha examination of selection 1,, and L,, of

antenna-f eeler system. It is analgous with that, as we this are made

during thi anaiysLs of it-shaped system, was decomposed by eof inducel

in antennis, to piase and nonphase components, we will obtain two

equivalent diagrams (Fig. 7.18) for phas- and nonphase =)vponents of

emf. In figure C. - the capacitance/capacity of field -oil on
screen, Z, - inpuit antenna resistance.

Phais. currents (single-cycle) are closed through Cn to the

earth; nonnhise zurrents (push-pull) are passed through L,, (Ci, it

does not &ffect).

For the cal::alation of currents, it suffices to examine the

halves of system; thus, diagrams can be simplified (Fig. 7.19).

o-f
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<1o

ZA Z __
- a-

ZA Z's

Fig. 7..18. Equivalen~t diagram of the U-shaped system: !iif:)r the phase

4' component of currant; b) for tl'c nonphase component of current.

Page 377.

on Fig. 7.131, the resistor/resistapce of the

capacitanze/capazity of order C11-io up is much more thia the

resistor/resistanze Df field coil. Xne. Therefore it is possible to
Cal

consider feeder loaded to capacitance/capacity -2 .As we this ace

made in thr calculation of H-shaped system, instead of, including-,

*it is possible ta lengthen feeder to valtae A, moreover

2

P4, ctg /i (I4, + Ale)
po 0b MCtg rn6!* + I

Let us iesigeate t11 m:-MVtht hs

oo nt
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The zonditian of a sharp increase in the single-ayzL3 current

(from phase camp-ient emf) will be equality zero of the reactance of

diagram Fig. 7.*,9& in reference to points 1-2. i.e.,
lI

X,, - pd, ctg mIl', == 0

or p. ctg "Il/ Pd* ctg tmol'b ==O, (7.64)

moreover 1', diffars by 3-40/o from length 14.,

If we compara equality (7.64) with the equality

p. ctg ntil + pbctg t4, 14, -- 00, (.7.6.l')

that not lifficult to conclude that, since1',l,(I,O3-1,O4) 1,,*h9 frequency,

which corresponds to equality (7.64), is lower than fr.agncy which

corresponls to ejuality (7.641), to 3-4o/o.

N

1

I

SII
- ,r-------------------------------------
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FZA ZA

..

Fig. 7.19. Diagriss of the halves of the U-shaped system: a - for the

phase component 3E current; b - for the nonphase coapoment of

current.

Page 378.

Let us turn to expression for X,+ (7.45) and (7.46). It is

obvious that equality (7.64') coincides on condition X,,= oo

Approximately with this same conaition coincides the Aarivei by us

for circuit Fig. 7.19a resonance condition.

So taat the resonance does not lie/rest at working frequency

band, it is necessary to satisfy the inequality

1<g arcctg (7.65)

moreover k and nt. they must be undertaken ior the fregua-icy, lying

to 15-20)/o higher than upper boundary of working fr~qua.aiy band.
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Resonance condition for a push-pull current (fr3a tia nionphase

components of emf of antennas) in diagram Fig. 7.19b zoin.ides on

condition of the ibsence of the resonance of an entire antenna feeder

system of the pair of antennas on the basis of which is conducted the

selection of inductance L". Thus, no new limitations from Fig. 7.19b

for the selection of the elements appear.

Duving the calculation of effectiveness Pa we are gaided that

which was presented into §7.5.

7.8. Calculation of transformer and balanced systems.

Calculation of transformer system.

Fundamo'ntal antenna circuits of system for the cases of applyin]

the asymmetric and symmetrical vibrators are depictei an Fig. 7.20a

and b.

We *assume that the effective resistance of vibrators can be

disregarde .

[-
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Let us designate:

A

X.a =-X.,- the inpat reactance of vibrator;

ta, and Eat - amf, induced in vibrators (left and with ri;ht);

h- the effective height of vibrator;

Lit antenna inductance of the coil of transforma-r; I
L,- the irluctance of the feeder coil of transformar;

A',lfK4VLa--.4

Page 379.

The equivaleat diagram of system is shown to Fig. 7.20C. Let us

convert voltages %ad the loads of both antennas to points ab and Cd

of feeders (Fig. 7.Od)1:

LIX.,, + L. (I - K2ilX 4-, , X.+-•X.,, +• I*L
Afto Af,wh.E -]nib

A1., __ _____

AI,w 1011b,A' j. 1x,+ •L. =[J e,, b J
(7.66)

where 2 1ni E2 - the valtages, convertel in secondary circuit of

A
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transformer from the left and right of vibrators respeztively.

Thus, the calculation of transformer system is reduced on the

calculation of the H-shaped system which has for each aatanna (see

Pig. 7.201) entry impedance is designed from the formult

XoL. IX..+ ,.(1 -- (* 
.. 

KP-
x ,- + (7.67)

and effective height is equal to

, ,'-L ' (768)

where

Xxr -- pa ctg /I,.
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/-• t-o Lo LN L'V .o to ,

) La tL to L

XA [D T XA
4n 

• 
"CEL,,E cht e(M r 

M r '"

4,w~helma Mv ~ My LA2=EhieL~

X ex I X OX 9

Fig. 7.20. Transfrmer system of radio direction finlac.

Page 380.

Balanced Ii-siaped system with the feeders, arrange/13cated

directly •n the eirth/ground (Fig. 7.21a).

This versi'i ot the balanced iH-shaped system differs from system

examine. earlier 3ymmetrical H-shaped in the facts that vertical

component of el.-.rical field induces emf only in the upper

halfdipoles of vibrators. Therefore during calculati3n :.3 should

consider a series of additional considerations.
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The effective heiglit of the- single vibrator

tg -

m "

The effective height of antenna feeder system from the pair of

aatennas is compated according to formulis (7.47) or (7.53) with

coefficient of 2 in denominator. It is assumed that Z', - the

resistor/rtsistan:e, which replaces lower halfdipole, is fitted so

that on all working frequency band
Z ' = OZ,

where Z,,, is complete entry impedance of vibrator, in raf-rance to

the points of th-e switching on of feeders.

The resistor/resistance of vibrator, in reference to the points

of the switching on of field coil o,) is computed as H-sitped system,

by formulis (7.43), (7.50) and (7.54). As before
Z ,, O,5Z6..=

In other respezts the calculation does not differ from the

calculation of symmetrical H-shaped system.

Balanced If-shapeJ system with feeders, elevated above the

earth/qrouii.] (Fil. 7.21b).

14v
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Emf is induz•a in upper halfdipoles by length lt and in lower

halfd'.poles by length III. Fquivilent (replacing) resi3t~rfrasistance Z9

is seleztad equal to resistor/resistance earth referenced vertical

condutor by length , (BY in figure).

"Page 381.

Thus, impadances :f halfdipoles of point A are identizil. The

effectivw height :f the vibrator

/ I, +- hel, (7.69)

where h,1  - the effective height of upper halfdipole, is letermined

from the formula

/it .

- the effective height of lower halfdipole. Takin; into account

that it is loaiai on top anid therefore it has approximateLy uniform

current distribution / . i,

Then for Ii, on the basis (7.69) we obtain with small init,

fill,

I -9 , 2
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In other respects one should use the method of the zilzulation

of symmetrical H-shaped system.

7.9., Matching devices.

Let us examiie devices and the diagrams, which ensuce impedance

matching of antenna with the resistor/resistance of fe.la:. The

character of mat•hing devices to a considerable degree •pends on the

width of the section of the frequency band, in which it i3 required

to carry aut agreament.

"For antenna natching with feeder at the fixed/recorled

frequency, mainly in VHF range, are applied single-stub, louble-stub

. and three-stub agreements.

singlo-stub agreemuent, or V. V. Tatarinova's jet l:)?p, are

applied in the opafn air feeders.
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LUa

1) 
18 

L

Fig. 7.21ý Balancj3d H-shapod system.r,

Page 382.

Short-circuited stub is connected to the feeder of antean•i in that

place where conductance is equal to (pc- the vave inpelince of

feed1er). The length of loop is selected so as at the points of its

switching on to compensate for r,,ctive zonductivity of tie feeder of

antenna. Then feeier proves to be loaded on Pq,.

Double-stub agreemernt they apply, when the feeder of antenna is

carriedI out in t.•a form of coaxial cable and the movement by it of

jet/reactive loop is impossible. Two Piezes of cable (133s) with the

II
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movable short-cic:uiting pist:ns are included previously in the cable

of feeder at zerttift distance from each other, for example in X/4 or

3/8 X, moreover the first piece is incluled in parall3L t) the

connection of antenna. bTy a change in the length of the first cable

(loop). they attai. that the conductance in the place of the

co-inectioii of the second would be equal to After thi; by a change

in the length af the second loop is obtained the compensation for

susceptance of the feeder of antenna. Double-stub agraveit is RA > P'P
possible thus far Ra>P¢ with the distance between loops Vf4 and y

with listanca 3/8 X. With the nonfulfillment of these conditions,

additionally is znnected at certain distance from th, sa.eond still

the third piece af cable (third loop). The designatian/picpasa of the

first twu loops is obtaining in the place of the conneztian of the

third - conductance _ Then by the adjustment of the laigth af the

third loop they attain the coMpon!ation for the reactance of the load

of feeder and agveement of feeder. Three-stub agreement is universal,

used luring any antenna resistances.

If antanna resistance is at the fixed/recorded frequency

effective resistance Rn. then for its transformation int0 the wave

impedance of feeler P can be used the quarter-wave section of

feeder with wave impedance PT,==1Ra'P•'.

Page .383.

I

I
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kifith the ail of this quarter-wave cat of line, it is possible -to

obtain the agreetant of feeder, also, during any impedance of

antenna. For this, the cut of line is connected in the neirest node

or voltage antinole. In the first case the resistor/resistance of

feederR',p-pqcK6H (reactance is equal to zero) and PTP4 V- " 'Ki. in the

second ca3e R" and PT

mono to fit such wave impedance Pr and the length LI of cut

cable, so that it will match at the assigned frequency any

resistor/res;istance Z.--=R1 -+-jX., with any other resist3r//resistance

Z--=-R.t+jX,x. this zise, (8.13]

where A R1R•: - X',tX%;
B R11Xnx + R31X.;

C RRx -- Ri;
D= Xsx -- X11;

"IT is a phase cpnstant of cable.

TlL 3e.5crib.l methods provide the agreement of feeder in narrow
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frequency hand.

When antanna has constant effective resistance Ra, for its

agreement with the wave impedance of feeler in the rialal ,f

frequencias is applied the cut of line with the smoothly or gradually

changing linear pirameters, for example .xponential faal.r or

transformzr with the concentrated cell/elements. The length of the
5

cut of line with the changing parameters determines the minimum

frequency by which the reflection coeffi-ient at the ealflead of the

feeder, which goas to receiver, does not exceed the determined

permissible value. The transformer it works the, the aea:er it to

* ideal.

Ileal is th- transformer which loss-freeta and leakage flux,

inductive reactaa•:es Df its windings the much more transformed

resistor/resistan. es.

Page 384.

Approach/ipproxinition to these requirements to more easily achieve

during the application/use of ferrite core transformers [4.5]. As

matching ýransformer can be used the tour-pole from raiztive

cell/elemants. CaLculation of this type transformers is given in
(7.9 ].
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-• To e~pand the frequency iiLnd of the agreement of effective

Ie. resistance with tie aid of the quarter-wave section of line is

-I2 possible )y the sipplementary switching on of compensating

short-ci-cuited stub.

V
In textbooks on the calculation of antennas, are itvan mare

-etailed lescriptions and the calculations of indicated mitchingV devices [3.2, 3.3, 3.5]..

To tie questions ot the range agreement of impedance from the

concentrated cell/elements with effective resistance are ledicated

(3.2, 3.3]. ia [7. 10], is examined the possibility of obtaining in

this case with the aid of passive linear four-poles ind transformer

in the riquir.- frequency hand of the maximum KBV.

Passive netwvrkR serve for the compensation for reactance, and

transfor.,rer converts the effective resistance of antenni ii:to that

which is requirel. Investigations will show that during the assigned

r change in the complex resistance maximally dttainalle KBV and the

band of the frequencies of the agreement fmic -- u,,,,--- ire mutually

connected. Improvement of K8V is led to Jecrease Afl aia vice versa.

If antenna resistance in certain fre.quency band the eguivilently to

i consecutive or pacallel circuit from cell/elements L,,, C,, R1,

moreover resonance frequency of duct - ,7-,, then mt-hing

I-
i.I
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condition with the infinite number of cell/elements in 2atching

device they are determined by the equality

A-Q (7.70)

where Q is an enecgy factor of the duct of the substittition of

antenna resistanz. on frequency fa.

The higher Lne antenna fieltd gain, that is less - ith that

which was assignal KBV and vice versa.

Page 385.

Better agre-m.ant Ls obtained if the matchiiag four-pole is catenary

with terminal trtisfarmer. Examples of the schematics of matching

devices are given to Fig. 7.22. The transformation rati) if

transformar must be fitted so that at the medium frequeri'y fa KBV

corresponis to parmissible.

Th• guality of agreement, i.e., KBV and at the issigned

value of 2, depenis on the number of cell/elements in vat:hing

device. On Fig. 7.23, is given the dependence attainable KBV on the

given hanlwidth aE the agreement Q- with the number of zell/elements

in the matching four-pole k 1, 2, 3, and -.
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As ::in be sean from Fig. 7.23, the application/use of more than

two cell/elements of agreement is led to very insignificant

improvemeat of matching conditions and does not justify itself. In by

direction-finding znteana for system it is necessary to ipply several

i~eentical matzrtia• devices, in the number of utilized antennas. In

order to facilitate fulfilling the requii.ement for the ilantity of

the characteristizs of all matching deviceý, it is expadient to
V.

"manufacture them only from one cell/elemwnt L, C (k = 1).

allow/assuming c•£tain deterioration in the matching :;nlitions.
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k ZA

W) 44

P PIP
Fig. 7.22. The schematics of the matching devices: a) iritanna is

equivalent to series connection R, L, C; b)antenna is equivalent to

parallel -onnecti:n R, L, C.

Page 386.

Are levelapal the methods of the calculation of th- parameters

of the laIder network of agreement. For a single-element =ircuit

parameters L and C are designed from the formulas

and L (

where B is the co~ffi.cient, determined on curve/graph fig. 7.24.

rI
£I
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The Sevice 3E.agreement consists of reactive cell/al13ents, and

therefore it does not lead to power losses in antenna and to

deterioration in the relation of the voltages of signal &ad noise

(sensitivity). H3vever, for obtaining in the large band of the

frequencies A/,. of sufficient KBV, it is necessary to available in

antenna the small quality Q. The diagram of agreement contains

transformer that transforms the effective resistance :f imtenna

circuit. ro prepare broadband transformer with large transformation

retio is virtually difficult. Finally, agreement is possible only in

that limited frequency band, in which antenna circuit can be replaced

with the tuned circuit from the concentrated cell/elements.
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Fig. -,-pa,, of oif

"atnao suppllve r reativ cell/lmns

For. 7.2. epsen ine ov ery h ie wide frequenc band fof obanigth.o

frquality QagFagemn, can be required the inclusion oft supeetrfetive

resistanca into iatennla circuit and then the sensitivity of
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receptioui/procedure detetiorates. Deterioration in the sasitivity

with the 3xpansi~i of the band of agreement approximately

proportional to sluaLe root of the ratio of the expanled land of
4-

matching to the band, provided with antenna field gain (see Pig.

7..23)..

When is admissible a decrease efficiency in the antenna feeder

system, it is possible to also use the diagrams of tie igeements.

presentel in Fig. 7.25 in which according to th(. idea of their

construction is provided the switching on of supplementacy effGctive

resistance.

L
I1 1

r
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tto

wit ofth bido aremet

0.5 Z.0 3, , 5 3,0 a

fe

Fig. 7.2L4. Dapeni~nce of the calculated coefficient B on the given

width of the band of agreement.

Fig. 7.25. Diagrams of agreement with tha switching oi 3f active

ce ll/elpem nts.

Page 388.

In these liagrams Z-= -P" At the output of the diagrams of the

agreement where is connected feeder, resistor/resistanza sill be:

(pp + zf)(PI
for circuit a Zia- 2 Pill,

2pp + M+7-
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for circuit b Z -ZAp, + .

~~-.~~ ~lZ ~ p t

Aisuzing thit the feeder from receiver is loaded f~r wave

impedance P,, we will obtain for a transmission factor from antenna

to the input of the cable

S+Z,
[.jj

i.e. transmission factor decreases two times in comparison with k,,

in diagram without agreement. How many times deteriorates the

sensitivity of ra:eption/procedure. The indicated diagram of

agreement can work in how conveniently wide frequency banil.

In (7.12], i described the method of tke selection 3f the

cell/elements of the diagram when the loss of sensitivity can be

decreased under the condition of admissibility for KBV 3f the value

smaller than unity.

Resistor/resLstance , is approximated by the chain/network

of the tuned circuits. For the practical target/purposas ,f

sufficiently taking the number" of ducts, equal to the roumdad re/,#,o, 4
flax,,. 4n'l Opr~f ! fPyveL , y f , t At 4-j - ee M~ ',n . -V 1f y !f 4 kr 'Pý 4'

,-f 0'• ,,ap peritv.s on th" section of the fregua.i:Les where

te active part :f the resistor/resistance R, is changed

II
' -.nm t • . _ . n • •m| • ,
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insignificantly (usudlly between two antiresonance), then in parallel

chain/network it Ls p3ssible to include/connect instead of p,

resistor/resistance Ra and to take Z 2==ixa

Page 389.

By the switching 3n of transformer with transformation ritio RA -2

is achieved ag.,eement. The transmission gain will be

V'. (p4, +lZ.,) Rn. P4- + Z7. =From relation • , Z)R. -- A it is evide~t that the diagram with

transformer gives larger transmission factor, than diigrau without

Stransformer, if ai > 1 and Z,,< -. Diagram with the transformer

virtually can voct in the range of frequencies with overlap 2-2.5.

Sometimes fbr agreement is applied the cathode folloser to grid

of which is connected the antenna, and to the resistive Laad oa'

cathode - a feedcr (§3. 14).

7.10. Calculation of the input circuit of receiver for the matched

antenna of system.

III

I,
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The equivalent diagram of input circuit is depicted on Fig.

7.26. For the matched antenna output resistance of feeler, connected

I %to the input of raceiver, is active and it is equal to the vave

impedance of feeder.

I. FOL" a figure the condition of optimum coupling (wilL be

rMe.- =I t€+R, -- a4- s KoQ, aQ (7.71)

"where a=--, z' 3p--'L. R, ps.

I0.

- --
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Rt Le L-1 R

AP~ r 41

Fig. 7.26. Diagram of input circuit.

Page 390. 3i

From tthe vi.=point of obtaining the maximum relation of the

voltages af signal and noise (without taking into acc•uat of the

noise voltage Af the first tube) is required larger coupling

coefficient (see §7.2). The maximum transmission gain, which

corresponds A, 17, is designed from the formula

SoL, (772)

For an increase k1,,ao,, one should take quality J2 p~ssibly

larger. The seleetion of inductance L2 is determined by fcequency

band ani by adjustable capacitor. Let us determine the permissible

value 02-

in the tuned circuit from antenna faeder circuit, ar3 introduced

I•
-I
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the resistor/resistances

W2 o (7.73)

A_____=__ +a'

AD,z
S!!: Staggeriug from action Ax is determined by the expression

a.' _ý
wL1 I +i W_ K•

or

&.•- K'Q,a'
-- , .-. , (7.75)

In opt-imIM couplimy • = ,. ('",7)

Input cirzuit is disturb/detuned not only due t3 tha effect of

the reaction of antenna feeder circuit, but also due to in inaccuracy

in the coupling of the block/module/units of variable cipicity. The

first reason affects much more powerfully. Let us supply requirement

that at midband frequency (Dep detuning due to the effect of reaction

would be not more the half of the passband of the tungi zircuit,

i.e., so that would be made the requirement 0 -.5 or according to

formula (7.75,) for a midband frequency

a 0(7.76)

Page .91.
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Expression (7.76) serves for the selection of the ialuctance of

the coil of the antenna feeder of circuit:

.. 6• I~ '~ I'meP '

Entry impedance :)f circuit from antenna feeder system -.ia be lesignei

by the formula

p jA + -, +-

-or

K_ Q,,L, ( gwL1 (i R• ~ ~ ~ R z.j=wL # ., 1-ýý-Q+\---R..+jX~.V.

In the optimum coapling when are satisfied conditions (7.71) and

(7.75'), Rx--==pd, and X.==O.

If due to the imprecise coupling of the block/module/units of

variable Capacity the inclined grid circuit of the ficst tube obtains

the supplamentary detuning, which is characterized by value

SQ AC (7.77)

that this will lead to a change in entry impedance ani to the

appearance of reflection from input circuit. A change im 3rntry

impedance will be

K
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AR.I RIIK'Q. lp-
Axel -"SP AL' 9 IAX, OF , ̂ -I Aq

pe -•- r* + 'T-4+ •

In the optimum coupling

4R, 2a

PX, I-+a'

Coefficient of ra-.lection of voltage from input circuit in the

optimum coupling

_____ I___A_.___ pI

2 t.,

Page 392.

In §4.12 sh~wn, that for the limitation of errors due to the

dissimilarityr f the o L ectrical lengths of cables the traveling-wve i

ratio of the loal of feeder must bej

K 0.4,

whence the permissible reflection coefficient was equal to

I --1 Kr.. I -- 0, = 0,43. •

Th• permissible staggering is determined by inequality Aj1<2pto,,

.:

I
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or &li< 0.86.

From (7.77) it follows that energy factor of the taxad circuit

must be selected, on the basis of the condition

24~ 1,76

c AC

For example, if AC/C 0.05, then Qz . 1.76/0.05 and 4z 35.

Thus, we will determine the parameters of all cell/alements,

entering input ciccuit of receiver. Further calculation is conductei

by formula (7.72).

7.11. Compensati32 far antenna effects.

In S544 4.5, 5..3, 6.5 was shown, that on a wvhl. szries of

reasons ii the directed system appear composing emf, out af phase to

900 from the fundamental of emf.

These cowposing it is possible independent of the re2sons, which

created them, to :ompensate for otis and the same methois.

%-
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The process 3f the compensation for those composing amf. that

differ in phas. t0 900 f£Lom the fundamental of emf, is called the

compensation for antexina effects.

With visual direction-finding methols it is not i:;33ted ta

compensat? for antenna effects, since extra-phase euf are not created

in them such lifficulties as in auditory radio directiDn finders,

and, furthermore, the process of compensition increases time 3f

direction finding.

Antenna -ffa;ts also less appear in systems with the large

separation of antennas, than in cosinusoidal.

Page 393.

Therefore flither the compensation for antenna aff?.ts is

examinel in conn.a3tian with radio direction finders with the reading

of bearing for audition on the minimum and with antenna system with

cosinusoiial direZtional characteristic.

The :ompansition for antenna effect lies in the fazt that in

input circuit of thu directed systein artificially is intr~duced
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supplementary emf, equal in maynitude and opposite on the sign of emt

of antenna effect. This supplementary emf can be obtainel from the

auxiliary antenna or the auxiliary framework. The coapensition for

aaitenna effect compulsorily must be that which is contr•oled, since

the value of anteana effect depends in the general casa oan the

wavelength, direction of propagation, time of days ari year, and also

on othpr reasons (humidity and the connected with it degree of

insulation of antenna and surrounding object/subjects, tae upper-air

conditions and so forth). To ensure the constant equality of the

value of introduced emf and emf of antenna effect duriag :hanges in

these reasons is virtually impossible.

Rejardless if tne fact, is applied or is not applied

compensation, must be accepted all measures for the aliziaation of

antenna Pffect, since with its high value are unavoidable

supplementary instrument errors.

Introduced for compensation emf must differ in p•ise from the

fundamentil of evf to angle, closest possible to 900. rhe

nonfulfillment of this condition uan lead to an increase in the

resulting inphase component of antenna effect and, tetefEre, to an

increase in the angle of shift of Learing.. For this, explination let

us examine vector diaytdm (Fig. 7.27).
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IOn diagris E1, aesignates ezaf of the framuework, E., is emf of

antenna effect, oat of phase by the relatively first :)a izigle WCa'

J
-A

K4

A
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WAI Ex Ep _
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FiJ. 7.27. Veztor• iacram of the compensation for intanna effects.

Page 394.

It is decomposed ER to two composing; E'-ERcos(pa in phise with Ep

and E".-•Easklo,, t.at out of phase to 900.

Let Dhase-c~apensating emf be assigned and equal to T..

Regulatinj the value of emf ot compensation, we must fit it so that

it component/term E",,. shifted relative to EI, on phas-1 t3 900, will

be equal ind was )pposite E".. In this case E"', and E"', th-y average

out and we will obtain clear, clear zero positions. Ccns_•uently,

But
E"€•-E,, sin ?., EH' - E. COS •x.

Hence

E,, sin P - Ea siZI y.,
I; sin yp-' C S, s t- .- -i ,
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Stncd/adding up now E',( and E'., we will obtain the tot.;.1

quantity of cophisal emf, not dependent from the dirq:ti) of the

incident wave:

If relation _ negatively (as this is represental im figure),

then El•>"f-, nd the amount of the displacement of the minimum

because of compensation will increase. When ?_- tg9•,! , E'=-- E',.-e.

the displacement will not increase.

If enf of aatenna effect depends on direction (effeat of the

return emitteLs), then the condition of the compensation for the

nonphase zomponent of antenna effect and the condition of obtaining

complete zero with direction finding E1,X sihl(P--0) 'E'.-iF' 1 =O cease t :-

be independent variables, since amplitude and the phase '£ in this

case, as it is shown, are also function p. During the different

installations of the handle of the compensation for intenna effects,

can be found the different positions of the framewvrt, wicih I

corresponi to the minimum of audibility. Only by method successive
-i

corresponding of, revolving simultaneously the handle :f the I
compensation for intenna effects and the framework, it is possible to

4

I
I
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find the leepast minimum, which corresponds to bearing.

Page 395.

With the us. of additional antenna for the compensation for

nonphase field from return emitter, are possible suppla.aatary

V errors. Nztually, in the process of the compensation for emf from

nonp!ase field, i3 introduced into the framewoLk the sezondary

stress, cophasal with emf, induced within the frdmework by the field

of transmitter, which produces error with direction fialiag. In order

to restrict this supplementary error, it is necessary to restrict tha

permissible value of compensated for nonphase emf.

Let us examine in more detail, to what is led the

application/usa DE a compensative antenna during the elimination of

the action of field E"1, (§5.3). The auxiliary antenna affects the

field
-(E +E',,) +-jE".. (7.78)

Then the antenaa is c:trongly detuned and theretore emf within the

framewor/., inducei from antenna, coincides in phase with 9mf, induced

in antenni circuit.

Let us desi~iate hn that which operates high-compensation

antenna kp the ss-alirtg factor of emf of antenna into voltage within

.- A
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the framework fr3a antenna. Then the condition of the reiling of

'/ bearing far zero audibility will be

jIp JE sin (p - 8) - (E'o. + jE"o.) sin (4 - (i] -

-- k~A,, [(E + E'o,,) + jU 0111 t, 0. (7.79)

For this fulfillment of equalities, it is necessary that

individually the ceal and imaginary parts of it are -=usLL to zero.

Physically equality zero of real part means that the

communication/connection of the framework with antenai, i3termined by

coefficient k,,,. ).ie should contirol so as to eliainate nonphase

component emf of the framework, induced with the fie[l 3f return

emitter and, thu3, to obtain puce/clean of zero audibility. For this,

must be

BE",H sin (+ - 8) (7.80)
E + F,',,

After substit-uting (7.-01 in (7.79), ve will obtain

/I 7~;Am(-8 0

or

Lt sn(,"- ).- E~, I .- -E ,-m (,p -- ) -: 0.
allP + Ur.ýT->iti 0)J0,

Page 396.

Thus, :ophasil with the field of transmitter field :omponent ot

rer3•iation (1',.,,))when the compensation for antenna effa.t. is present,
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seemin~gly grow/tisen and stops

L + -, ' (7.81)

The 3ffect 3f component E"olt is develop-d in the fact that of the

radio direction finder, which has the compensation for nutenna

effects, )row/risas the bearing error. Bearing with the zontrolled

(before obtaining of the complete zero audibility) c3spea3ation for

antenn'a effects will differ from bearing without compensatioa.

Limiting maximum supplementary error, i.e., relation--E!, thereby in

accordance with (7.80) we limit value kil,.

If we suppos? that E',j,==0 and to allow during -ompenzation.,, ,

supplementary ercor a = 20, then of formula (7.811 f:ilbws tha-.0¢,Ih , 173/1 ,•;•

S0.03 or E-,, _V•-.To=0,173, Therefore must be made coniiti ------- '

which limits siximum permissible emf of the compensation for antenna

effects.
A

The circuit idgaLdM of the compenlsating open antmnni is

represented on Fi. 7,.28. The commnunication/connection of antenna

with the circuit of the framework is here undertaken In.u:tivef The

value of :ommunization/connection is regulated with the aLd of

variometer L1, L1, L 2- Its winding, the circaital of the framework, i•.

divided to two parts L, and L 2 1 connected round trip :f t~e framework

for the preservatLion/reterition/maintaininy of its symmetry.
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Page 397.

Duriig the practical fulfillment of the compensitinj antenna,

must be observed the also following conditions:

1) antenni must not have direct/straight

communication/connection with the framework;

2) antenna must be vertical or weakly inclined. Sigaiticant

horizontal parts -art cause supplementary quadrantal deviation, since

antenna with the leveloped horizontal part can be consil.red as

capacitive duct;

3) antenna Past be weakly connected with the framawvrk in order

to eliminite the affect of a change in the communication/zonnection

for the taning of the framework;

4)on short wave, in order to avoid the appearance 3f those whor-.

are changing with a change in the wave of phase differences of emf of

the framework and antenna (due to the effect of incre~aat), antenna

is assembled in tie center of frame system.

A
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Besides the examined inductive coupling of antenrai with the

framework, is possible also the application/use of capacitive
is

coupling.

The diagram of the compensation for antenna effect3 in

goniometric systea in no way differs from diagrams in system withaI
rotatable loop, only everything that whizh was discus-se the frame

duct, her? it is related to the duct of the selector of goniometer.

It should be noted that with respeot to a change in the value of

the requiced compensation for antenna effects it is p3ssiole

approximately to judge the character of the reason, which caused

diffuseness of the readings of bearing.

Let as give several examples.

i.n presen-e only of its own antenna affect and ii:ect

reception/ci-cedure, sign of required communication/conne:tion with

auxiliary antenna for elimination of diffuseness of beariag is not

changed during ratation of framework through 1800. The vilue of

required communizition/connection remains almost constant,

independent of the direction of the oriented radio static2 (with the

constancy of wavelength).
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2. For ship cadio direction finder usually is obtained

t dependenca of coSuUnication/conne-tion, required for zipansation for

antenn'a effects (liffuseness of bearing), with auxiliary intenna on

direction of oriented radio station, close to semi-cirzaLir. This is

explained to the facts that the diffuseness of bearing is caused

mainly by reradiation of the masts, tubes and other 3bja:,t/subjects,

analogous in :Ati~n to detuned antenna, to the maximum of

communication/conmection usually they are observed with tie direction

finding of the rilio stations, arrange/located perpendicularly to the

center-line plane of the ship, in which is arrange/locatel return

emitter.

A
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LAf Ll

LI L.2L

Fig. 7.28. Cir-cuit diagram of compensative antenna.

Page 398.

3. Value of required communication/zonnection wit iauxiliary

antenna at presenre from ionosphere of waves reflected usually

sharply is changed in time.

4. If auxiliary antenna is insufficiently detun-l ili oriented

field elliptical, then compensation for diffuseness can bring to

obtaining false minimums with direction finding.

5. During compensation for large antenna effects, zia appear

bearing errors (7.81).

4

17
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7.12. Cilzulation of the cell/elements of the compensation for

antenn.a effects.

In practice most frequently is applied auxiliary detmned

antenna, the indu:tively circuital framework (Fig. 7.23). The

equivalent circuit of the communication/connection of the framework

with anteana is shown to Fig. 7.29.

On equivalent diagram are designatvd:

L, - inductance of the framework;

L2 - inductance of the winding of the variometer, :3mnected in

duct framework; f~r simplicity coil L2 is not divided to too as to

Fig. 7.28;

L - inductance of the winding of variometer, caine:ted in

a ntenna;

C, - the capacitance/capacity of the duct of the fcrsework;

Za equivalent antenna resistance (on Fig. 7.29 C,) ;

A
Io
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"75
C - the zapacitaiace/capacity of antenna lead-in;

K

kE h/!• is emf in antenna.

In cilculatin we will disregard the effective resistance of

"antenna circuit, taking into account its detuning.

V

Therefore ZpjXa=--JpaCtgmIa, where :'a, lais wave ispolance and

the geometric length of antenna.

,'
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I' '

Iv£ 11 1hA

Fig. 7.29. Equivdlent diagram of the communication/connaýtion of the

framework with antenna.

Page 399.

rn further tcmulas we proceed from the direct conne:tion of

antenna to input circuit of the framework. If antenna is :onnected t3

the radio direatian finder through the long feeder, then ane should

convert emf in antenna and its resistor/resistance far tL end/lead

of the feedet th-? formulas §7.5.

In the majority of cases, the antenna is taken sliLL langth in

comparison with tke minimum wavelength of direction finding and it is

possible to count which X4 is capacitanze, ioe.,

X, - -1-.
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In calculations of auxiliary antenna we proceed from this

prerequisi te/prezise.

Let us d.sigiate parallel connectiom L3 . Cj by Xz:

jco, iC", : •

i-x,

Then (Fig. 7.29)

, -I ,, % -* I _ _ = -Ž' !_
e .L, •,L, (A , . \±A j' 8

but

X, X-X, I cL 9  I c'LaCg

where

-- _) - resonance fiequency by th,., antenni 3f :ircuit.

<o 0, 7(t),.
Frequency Na usually is taken or c.,1  1,4 ,IiaH., where ",,

and to,,aim- the miaimum and maximum frequencies of range.

With the assigned antenna of capacitance/capacity C2 and C3, arL

known. Baing assigned o,, it is possible to determine

L ? -= (C, + C .)

)I

4.
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Page 400.

We convert expression for the amplitude of current 12:

be
Ea, - ./'tl,= •-fha,m.ta[ 1C, -T (7.82)

II

where Ala,= i) LL,

A

K is a coupLing coefficient between coils L2 and L3 variometer;

it is determined by the selected construction of variometoir.

be-

Let us desigiate tho ratio of emf of au~tenna effects to emf from

J

the frame reception/procedure by a: then must be made th3 reguiremont

/ap ,'.-p- Eha, 1,C,(7.83)

wher• eor a ship )adi= direction finder _sually 0.1-0.2; for the

44

coastal ae= of 0.t5-0.1.

A
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From formauls (7.82) and (7.83) is determined itkdacýti nce Lz:

La 7 ( )I
9* J

Substitutial expression for L3 and taking into account that--=

we will obtaia final calculation formula for inductin.e La:

L,(S) -- 1 L.. (7.84)

Calculation is conducted for the wave of thl ramle if radio

direction findev, most differing from its own wave anteatl v%.

In tae •ase if calculation L2 and K for a goaiomatci; system in

the communicatioilcoanection of artenna with the duct of search coil.

one sh-ould insteal of hp substitute P Nu where p is effe:Liveness of

goniometric systat; 6, is circuit damping of selector.

Page 401.

Usually L2 4 0.1L,; then the effectiveness of frire

reception/pru.edute falls in.significantly from switching on 1.

consecutively witi L1. If L2 is obtained ldrge, then one should

increase h,, and aroduce translation, after assigning L2 = 0.1L, an'

value P. From (7.94) is deteumined that ha and then is designed

altitude of reguiced antenna.

.4-
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Let us determine the detuning of frame duct due t: the effect of

antenna. The intcrduced from by the antenna of circuit into frame

duct reactance is determined from the equation

C 
2  

4I
AX -iL-'- - - L,

A relative change in the reactance of the framewvrk dill be

determinel from the expression -4

3.¥ K'L --=
-=T "

The detuning of frame duct in frequency will be

I AN I K'2 L

so that during the compensation for antenna effects loes not

change tha audibLLity of the oriented radio station due to detuning.

value Af must be less than 0.5 passbands of the duct 3f te;

framework, Calzulition Af one should produce for a wave, :losest to ka.

If Af/f it i.; great, it comes to increase Ip'l and to prolice the

translation of the cell/elements of the diagram of the zampensation

for antenna effects.

7. 13. Calzulatin% of unidirectional reception/procedure.
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Cosinusoilal racliatioii pattern makes it possible to Jetermine

two values of bearing, which differ by 1800. For deteruiiing

single-valued bearing, is applied the combined reception/procedure

into the Erameworc and the open antenna with cardioid radiation

pattern (§3.8).

Page 402.

For obtaining the diagram of reception/procedure in the form of

cardioid, it is necessary to obtain current in antenna by that

cophasal with emf in it. This phase coincidence is obtai•ad precise,

if antenna circuit is inclined into resonance with incident wave, or

approximatrly, if in circuit of antenna included high eft;chive

resistanzc. DiagrLm with the tuned antenna due to its complexity will

not find usp in radio direction finders.

Are examined below diagrams for the single-value3 Iz•teLmination

of bearing with aaditory direction-finding method. The pitterns of

the d=te'-min'.tion Df single-valued bearing with visual

directior,-finding methods are examined during the description of

visual d1irection-findiny methods.

DiagrcLm with the unadjusted vertical wire antenna and spi:al loop.
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In diagrams with untuned antenna, it is not possibt_ to obtain

accurately the phising of emf, induced in the circuit of the

framework from antenna, and emf, induced within the framawork it is

direct. Let us examine, which degree of the disagreement of the

phases between these of emf is permissible Lrom practicil point of

view.

In the circuit of the framework, operate two electromotive

forces: eaf 4p, indaced in it it is direct.

F', -jIzE cos 0

and emf E/", induced in it by antenna,

!L" E( . (cos c . j Sill p).

In list/latter formula we as-3ume that the means of .aommunication

of antenna with the framework causes phase displacement ýf euf Ed

relative to current in antenna to angle w/2. Real factor •==j

represents the ritio of the module/modulas of eaf, inducel by aritenni

within the framework, to emf in antenna itself. 0 is a phise angle of

current in anteani relative to emf in it. The resulting liantity of

emf within the frtmework will be

E a - , jE[-- h. c,s )-- "(' Ccos •f y,:'l sin p].

•.z
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Page 403.

The module/modulus of this value

Ep.,-- EVý (- hp cos 0 + yha cos V)' + ('fh. sin 7)'
-- Eh)/(-- cos 0 + a cos )' -3+ (m sin T)',

wh e r e :a -- h,
whereis relation of the amplitudes of emf, induced

withihn the framework through antenna circuit it is direzt. The

amplitude of resuLting emf at 0 = 0 and 9 = 1800 will be

St,. o-- Ehp•/(a cos • -- ), ÷(asin ?)',
E•, •.= h• V(a cos rp + I)' + (a sin ?).E 1. 03 IO = Eh, , 7-c-.s? -

The relation of these two values characterizes the lifference in

audibility during the rotation of the framework throug 1800 and,

therefore, clearuess of the determination of side. This sense he is

called the coefficient of the unidirectional reception/procedure

(aCos / ,+ 1)2 + %2s1nh 1 + 0a+ 2acos ? (7.85)
*(a cos y-- I)'2 +. a Isin S I i-u'- 2aCos y

Value e (in dB) as a fuaction of 0 and a is represented in Fig.

7.30.

Usually they accapt, that for the clear determl.nation of side

the difference of audibility duLing the rotation of the framework
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through 18u 0 must be not less than 10 dB. FLom curve/graph it is

eviden~t that tki.3 difference in audibility can be. providel with a >

0.6. With this thin is more a, the greater phase displaceeent can be

allowed. so tor a-O,6 y.,Ice.= 2 0°; for a-0,8 M.paccJ30o asn for.•. Ia- 1,0 T•..V•-3S0

. , /\ Witk a furthar increase a t it decreases. Therefore one ought not

to select a > 1.

S20

fo
0.6

5 0.

Oa(-0.k2

QO 2030 *0 50 60 7V0 890 ,'

Fig. 7.30. Clearaass af deteLmination of side depending an phase

displacement.

Page 404.

The patterns of the determination of side with tha use of
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I I untuned antenna ace represented in Fig. to 7.31 (7.31a - the diagram

of the lirect coupling of antenna with the framework, 7.31b - the

diagram of inductive coupling) .

After desigi•ting Cs antenna capacity, C. the I
capacitance/capacity of antenna lead-in, P, the resistcr/resistance

of framework, C ttie capacitance/capacity of the tuning of the duct of

the framework, from the calculation of equivalent diagram 7.32a, we

will obtain

C. sin 11:1a (7.87)
C,+ C.+C

t K(P R.C (-C,-+-C (7.88)

Knowing the parameters by the aatenna of circuit selacting a and

0, according to that which was presented above it is possible to find-Rn

and C. Cl1cul3tion is performed on longest wave of the ringe, where

obtaining one-siled reception/procedure presents greatest

difficulties.

Li
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.71

'7o

PageCe05.

Rip

C T-

L 94 C

Fig. 7. 1.,o

Fig. 71..Pattecis :)f determination of side: a) diez 3itching o

of antenna; b) antenna coupling..

C,,q R RR

Fig. 7.32. Equivalent patterns of determination of side: i) direct

switching on of antenna; b) inductive antenna couplin;.

Page 405.
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Equivalent iiaqram for the case of the inductive coapling of

antenna with the framework is given in Fig. 7.32b.

In order to exclude resonance by th. antenina of Cir:Liit from I
working wive bini, antenna inductance of circuit should select, on

the basis of the condition J

-Lu<c 1 . (7.89) A

During satisfaction of this condition, disregarding wL, in

comparison with I/w(Ca+C,), we obtain the calculation facaulas I
iR (f (7.90) -tg - A Ra (Ch + C,)'

S= - o,'AC, sin T, (7.91)

M=h-, w'MC. sin q. (7.92)

Course of computation is following: they determia. tftat Lj,

after substituting in (7.89) the greatest frequency of operating

range (•,,,,- Is dateamined tho coefficient of mutual inductance, for

which are.assigned by the inductance of zoupling coil im the circuit

of framework L, aid by the coupling coefficient K. In order not to

cause a nrticeable decrease in the inductance (and in the effactiv.

height,) of the frimework, they accept L, = (0.05-0.1)LO. •oupling

coefficient is selected within limits K ,.,,...--.2-0,4. Calculition they

conduct foL K(0,5-0,7)K,,,,e-. Further, after assigning z, Dy formula I
I2
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(7.92) are found sin 0.

This determination is conducted for the lowest freuaency of

range. Kn)wing 0, by formula (7.90) they find that R,. Piially,

through Fig. 7.30 or (7.85) they find e. If value e for lowest

frequency is satisfactory, is conducted checking k at tha higher

frequency of rang?.

Compiring fpomulas for the circuits of direct and inductive

connection of antenna with the framework, it is possible to see that

the diract coupliag provides high value y, which is favorable. on the

other han., the diagram with inductive coupling is more 3eniing.

Specifically, in work in several partial ranges in cirz-,it with

inductive couplin; to more easily ensure optimum conditions in all

partial ranges by switching coil La.

Page 406.

in tne insufEicient value of emf from antenna and th?

impossibility to increase its height/altitude applies ini the channel

of antenna amplification. Due to the complications of Jiagram and

control, that appaar luring the application/use of the tuned circuit

in antenna circuit, they are limited to the application/u;e of a

cascadu/stage of aperiodic amplification.
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Diagram with the ana'justed vertical wire antenna and the unadjusted

framework.

If the framework is not inclined, then eat store/add up in the

tuned cirzuit in which operate emf, induzed from the zirzuit of the

framework and froi antenna circuit. Figures 7.33 gives th4 diagram in

which the antenna is not also inclined and it is inductivaly

circuital. It is obvious that in this case it is possible in equal

the case it is possible in equal measure to use any oE thaz systems

described above 3f antenna coupling.

Emf in duct, induced from the circuit of the framework E'v, in

this case will be out of phase relative to field to angle 900-00,

since is obtained supplementary phase displacement 0o in the circuit

of the unidjustel framework. Phase displacement 0 between two emf,

that operate in Juct, will be equal to a phase diffecena 00 andQ11-

where To datermi2es the phase of emf, induced in duct from antenna.

Thus, in formulas (7.86)- (7.88) and (7.90)-(7.92) hearth A should

understand resulting phase displacement:

cP? tiO,, -- o
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The amplitude of emuf E'-1 in duct will also differ from the

amplitude of exf within the framework. Specifically. vi.aiiE' k, one

should substituta in formula J7.85) instead of k'p.

RA Z2

Fig. 7.33. Pattera of determination of side in the casa 3f unadjustel

framp work.

Key: (1). To rec-iver.

Page 407.

For the zirctzit in qustion, disregarding the

capacitance/capacity of the framework, wa will obtain

Fj Ehp cos 0R,,.-= -j (t.+td ,0 (L.7• + Ef ,R -

-- -Eh" . ' (c I ' "-- J sin 11'T ) cos 0,
'.o (L. +CL1
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vhere .=:-goo+Lp.__

Emf in duct will be equal to

-E I ri s ±!, ~', ~ Cos '0) cos 0.Lit + L. (I n ''{ o

Module/modulus of this value

"Eh,,M
V= s.Lsin ', cos O.

Presented in this paragraph directly applicably to the

qoniometric sy,•te2 which, as shown, is completely equivil.nt to the

framewoik witt. inluctive coupling.

Tha xi•itio. of .-mf in separate duct in the majority of cases is

applied in gonio•,atric systems with the framework anl with the spaced

antennas, and als• in system with the revolving spaced .ntennas.

During as ta. anteana of the system of radio direction finder I
I-_

,~. -j
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one shoull take trasures for that so that between electromagnatic

field, which operates on the directed system and the 3mnilirectional

antenna, would not be the noticeable phase difference, which was

being changed with frequency. This is especially imp3rtant on

ultrashort-wave aid skip bands. Therefore, for example, in the ship

goniometric frame radio direction finder of short waves auxiliary

antenna is assembled in the center of frame system [8.16]. Further,

with reference by the antenna of system it is necessary 33 to select

the diagram ot irtiut circuits so that the phase of circuital currents

of addition from auxiliary antenna and from the directed system

changes in the rajo of frequencies according to identical law.

Page 408.

For simplifi:ation in the process of determining th- side, is

possible the application/use for the unidirectional

reception/procedure of the separate framework, arrange/lo-ated

perpendicular to fundamental and that which is included in diagram

instead of it luritng transition to the determination If •s•a. In this

case, the minimum and the maximum of ur~idirectional

reception/procedure are observed in the same position -f the

framework, as the minimum with direction finding. The supplementary

framew(ork uisually is made less than the funuamental, which

facilitates the s-lection of the relationship/ratio of t.B values of
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directei and notvtr&ctional et•f at small size/dimensions of thQ open

antenna.

Analgous with this in goniometric system is possibL[ the

applicatizn/use aE supplementary search coil, perpenlizulir t:

fundawentil azi utilized only for determining side.

Use of an antenna effect of the frameworLk and simplifial ;ircuits of

unidireztional rzeeption/procedure.

The antenna affect of the framework. examined in zhipter 5, is

equivalent to intcoduction into its circuit of supplementary emf,

which does not depend on direction. With its sufficiant vilue and

correct phase relitionship, can be obtained cardioid pattern of

reception/procedure without supplanmentary antenna. F)r this, it is

required by tha salection of the corresponding diagram ta increase

antenna .effett so so that its ewf would be equal to faE within the

framework in implitudo and it coincided in phase with the latteir.

Figures 7.3u gives this liagram.

Midpoint by the antenna of the system through self-inductor L

and resistor/resistance R1 is conthected with the earth/grounJ.
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Through this coil occur/flow/lasts the ftll current of Antenna

effect. Coil L by one of previously described methods is connected

with the duct of the selector of the goniometer or frimewvrk. This

diagram is applial more frequently with the spaced antannis than with

the locked framework, since for the first antenna effezt is

relatively higher.

1

RA

Fig. 7.34. Use of its own antenna effect for determining 3ide.

Page 409.

Use of tha grounried point of the field coils of goni:amt.r in a

system with the .?aced antennas.
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For attenlant reception/procedure, the peakirg of the minimum

with auditory diraction finding (compensation for dntaai effects)

and the daeterminations of the side of radio stations in ridio

direction finder instead of the omnidirectional antenna it is

possible to utilize a single-cycle current of receptionfprocedure to

the dire•ted systam ani thus to manage without itself the

omnidirectional antenna.

Let us exami.ae the possibility of uaing the curreit through the

ground wire of the field coils of goniometer for the nonlirectional

reception/procedure. In the case of the winding/coil :)f gniometer by

star the groundei F:oint is the common point of field coils. In the

case even iiumbar of antennas, symatetrical winding/coil of field coils

and use of each coil foL the connection of the opposite pLirs of

antennas the grouided point must be midpoint of field coils.

Farlier we will establish that for emf of the m antenna it is

possible to write (1.50)

E,, IJ.0 .J, (a) -+ 2 V j'i,, (a) cos p (0 8t,,)

where a=.--•bcos; 3._-=-.

Duria9 the ule of a common point of field coils, ill emf of

anteninras are :onnacted in parallel. Therefore total eaf aill be
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H. V ~, 0/z0 n.10 (a)-+-2 jJ,(a) cos p (0- ~n
M=1i P=I (7.931

We convert (7.93), taking into account that

pi

COS lt p 1 -•-'ttnpu p =ka,
mn•2

AAR Apyritx p,

Sill ( pill ) 0o tcerAa.

Key: (1. with. (2). for another p. (3). always.

Page 410.

Then with ev3n number of antennas

= E.h., In J (a) - 2 (- 1) 2 , (a) cos nJ --
+ 2 (--J,, (a) cos 2nOA+...

For six and more antennas usually it is possible t: lisregard

./.(a), . 2,,(a.)so forth in comparison with J.(a),, Therefore ippcoximately

-Eols,,nJ,(a).
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Maximum valu- E, is obtained with a = 0, i.e., with 2b h- 0.

In Fig. 7. 35 is z:)nstructed the dependence on 2b^ with
2b 2b

0. From figure we se. that when-. 0,765, E,O0 and when -KI, 2 2 E,=
-0,451ma,,i.

j\ Thus, if is placed the requirement to utili2e uidpoiat of field

coils for the noalirectional reception/procedure, then it is

necessary to satisfy requirement 2b/h < 0.,765.

With the larger separation of antennas, i.e., when 2bA >-

0.6-0.7, it is p33sible to select for the nondirectional

reception/pro-edure each time the pair of antennas, which lie/rests

at the plane, perpendicular to the direction of the 3rieited radio

station, but dia~ram and work itself on direction finding in this

case strongly become coMlplicdted.

Fig. 7.35. Change in emf of Undirected action depethding :3n separation

of antennas.

SI ..,r

#0,

0.2
0.4"

0..4

0205,i,0 . " "I. .
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* ~Page £411.

Chapter 8.

VISUAL RADIO DIRE-TION FINDERS.

8.1. Pixel loop rijio compasses.

Radio ivrictlon finc•ers with visible reading of bearing are

divided into two groups:

1) direction fiadeLs with manual inStal1lation by ttL3 antenna of

system on bearing from readings (§8.1)

2) the direction finders in which the beaLing can b3 counted off

on its image or :)a the posi~ion of the arrow/pointer of instrument

immediately after tuning to radio station without the aaal for

revolving antenna system (§8.2-8.8),

Are cavried 3ut works on the automation ot averalin4 and removal

of bearings in tha direction finders of the second group. The

averaged bearing is developed on digital signal panel (§8.9)
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The visual ridio direction finders, which determine bearing by

the installation of the directional antenna toward the 2i1imum of the

depth of modulati7n, will be called the name fixed loop radio

compasses (see Fig. 2.17).

Fixed loop c3dio compasses widely are applied ia ali;raft. This

is explained by the following reasons:

1) by high Literference level on aircraft (incluling azousti:)),

which are lec, to in increase in the suhjective error with the taking

of bearing by audition in the winimumi

2) by simpliity of the aetermination of bearing luring the use

of a visuil displiy in radio diLection finder; hence by the

possibility of ta. maintenance of direction finder by the less

qualified operators, that .specially importantly .-,a aicraft;

3) by simplizity of realization on the fixe;l loap cilio zompass

of flight to radii station.

Page 412.
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Overall sizes by the antenna of system are limital Jae to

mounting -onditians 3n aircraft; therefore in fixed loop radio

compasses is applied as by thu antenna of system almost exclusively

the combination of the framework and small omnidirectionaL antenna.

For the size decrease by the antenna of system frequently are appliel

the framework with ferromagnetic core. Voltage of one 3f the antennas

undergoes commutation or modulation and store/adds up with the

voltage of the sezond antenna.

It is expedient switchings to produce in the circuit of the

framework, since then in flight to radio station (torcgufzoment of

bearing) is absent the modulating voltage and is feasible the

reception/procedure of radio station without interfere.::a from

modulation. The JLssimilarity of diodes or triodes of switching is

led during switching of the framework only to different instrument

sensitivity during deviation to the right and to the left from

course. During switchiiigs of antenna, this dissimilarity causes with

direction findin4 also errors At,. Figures 8.1 gives the resulting

diagrams 3f the raception/procedure when switch is locatel in antenna

circuit and voltages from antenna change their value daring switching

of phase. The position of bearing is detarmineu h.th eccor ,,.

The commutation of the framework can be producel

electromchanical or with electronic method. Due to the inconstancy
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of contacts, short service life and limited switching rate of

electromechanical switches standard method is the ele=triic

swituhing. The devices with the aid of which is realized commutation

with sinusoidal envelope shape or modulation with the suppression of

carrier frequency, they are called the balanced modulators. In the

balanced modulators it is possible to utilize diodes jFi;. P.2),

electron-tube (Fig. 8.3) and transistors, and also multi;rid tubes.

8J

Fg oi s

Pig. 8.1. Displacanent of bearing during switching of ant-enna.
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[,K

gc oa

di Vims

-c T-84 E

It I --

A L4 qAe

Fig. 8.2. SchematiL- dicigram of fixed loop radio compis3 with use of

diodSos
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For an increase in the sensitivity, taking into accoant the

small effective height of the framework and the increasel inherent

noise level of tubes of the balanced modulator, between the framework

and the balanced modulator usually is placed amplifier stage (Fig.

8.2). In the chantiel of antenna, it is ; iible, as a rulm, to manage

without itself amplification..

At the output of the balanced modulator, occurs the addition of

the modulated voltage of framework and voltage of ante.am, which

restores carrier frequency. The resulting voltage will be

feed/conducted to receiver (usually the superheterodyne type), that

contains the cascade/stages of the amplification of the high and

intermc•%iate of Ercquencies, detector and low-frequency Amplifier.

Tha output voltale of receiver, which has modulation frequency,

supplies the rotor of indicator M, and the voltage of tha local.

oscillator is its statoL. Indicator is ferrodynamic instrument. I
(,i

Rea.iings is l.etermined by currents in stator "T anr rotor 1
1

and by phaf-e displacement between them i1p:

S=k,,,,l'I cCOS 1, (ý. j)
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YA11
'll-_•i•/fill

Lf

Fig. 8.3. Schasatic diagram of fixed loop rddio compiss with the use

of triodes.

Page 415.

Phas. displzemerxt of currents in rotor and stator must be
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small, otherwise the throw of pointer decreases and sensitivity

falls.

In formula (8.1) it is assumed that currents 1I, an1 I/t one and

the same frequency. If frequency I1 differs from frequency 10,

appears the altecnating/vdriable torque of rotor and rifl.aman/gunne

it comes into oscillatory motion. Because of the inertia of the

movable systei of frequency indicator, they will decrease with an

increase in the frequency, i.e., difference in the current

frequencies, whizc feed rotor and stator. The difference in the

frequencies, by which the amplitude of oscillations falls to 0.707

from the maximum, determines the band of the susceptibility of

indicator. The ba2d of the susceptibility ot indicators composes

several hertzes.

Let us examiae the work of the balanced modulator im which are

used the vaccum tabe triodes. The tundamental conclusions which will

be obtained, are retained for other circuits of the bilaized

modulators.

To the rid]3 of the tubes of the balanced modulator J1, and 212

will be feed/condacted in antiphase the voltage of the fatal

oscillator of Lr--uency ý?/2r = F. The voltage of the framework will

be feed/conductei to the grids of tubes also antiphase, ind their

'16
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anode currents stare/add up cophasally. Is possible anothar

construztion aE tie diagram when the grids of tubes Jli and J32 are

supplied from tha framework cophasally, but the ano4as ars included

antiphase, i.a., their currents are deducted. However, the second

version is less favorable (see page 422).

Let the current of tubes j7 obey the law (work 0::urs without -

cutoff)

f. + Ieg+ae+a. +....

A
where eg is a grid voltage: a,. a2, a3 are coefficients :f the

charactpristic of tubes.

Let us designate E.sin.1lh voltage from generator 3 of low

frequency, Eppoicsinlsin mt voltage fzom the f ramework during its rotation

thtough angle 0 from the direction of zero reception/procedure.

To tae grids of each of the tubes J1, and JI, fall the halves of

these voltages with phase displacement 1800. Amplitulas 3f these

stresses

Er, 0,5E 9  and E. -O=OE,,,a,,c sinlf.

Page U1h.
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Then
e,,. z- (l'o s +n 0 - sin t,,).

Being limited four by terms of expansion i, for the caucent of the -•

first tube, we will obtain

i=- -o a1 ,E si it fi-t- aE sin oit + aE sinIt f-- +

-+4- aE' sin 2 wt +- 2a.,EL'E sin t11 sin wt -4 aEc sin, at +---

+---- aE 5 siti ,,,t -+- 3a,,1E Esiil2 Of sin wt +
-+- 3a,l:70/E si ,tfIt si I, wit .

A

Let us isolate from this current the amplitude 1,. of component---

fur-.damental frequency w. Current of frequency t ± ,,uli as the
high frequency harmonies2s, 3 1,,,,do not interest us since they do not
pass through the high-frequency circuits connected in behind tubes 1.
and tuned re frequ~XUuYw.

For the current of the first tube of frequency we have

.sini at + I aE'+3a,6.2 E sin' Ot+... (8.2)

Thus let us write expression for I., the component frequencyof the current of the second tube:

I.a- aE.+2a,EoEsint -U

,3u3- a,EI -- 3a,E0 E sin'llf' +t.. (8.3)

A

.. ÷.
S. . . . • . .
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A -!

, ( --4

Through cail L,, accur/flow/lsts summed current w,. vith freguency

--4~ 4 oEin -. a.EuE,, •,,, sin 0 sin Mf. (8.4)

I

During the aldition of cutrents (8.2) and (8.3) we .ssutne

identical tubes J11 and J12 and equal of the voltage af Mteradyne,

supplicJ• n both tubes. With the disturbance of tnese zonlitions,

summed current will contain the unmodulated comporent ani component,

modulated by iouule fre:iuency. The first of them leads t3 the

asymmetry of the throws of the pointer of indicator from zero

position during the rotation of the framework to one ani %tnothor of

sidee.

Page 417.

The presence of :,).pononts, mnodulated hy the harmonics of the

frequency of the refeerece oscillation, zan cause errors. ýhe
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imbalance of the balanced modulator is undesirable for other reasons,

examined below.

N,

If n - radiation current and o- phase displa:_am~nt of the

current of the baLanced modulator" relative to radiation :urrent, then

of emf, induced in coil at input ultrahigh-frequency (Fig. 8.3)whose

inductance is further designated L3, it will be

e M--w Il,, sin ,1+ -- ,M,l,., sin (-t + y)
"-L- E [sin wt + M sin f0 sin (ot + y)] -- f sin ((#,t + - p,.),

where M, and M2 - wuitual inductance LI!,z and.,.pL 3 ;

La: eAtAI; Alz.T sin(J; Ell , a Ewl, Ea,,;

Er ,/ I + 2 A CI cp SWit 101 _+ AV, -sinI2ý t(;
M sin y sin 91_ - (8

6g O7= 1+ M cos ? sin Qi )

When the radiation currents and the balanced modulator ar: found in

phise, we obtain

E =-- E,, (I + Al si n L-2t. (8.6)

Signal is m~lulated in amplitude with the depth of madulition,

proportiraal tD tie -ine of beating, and phase modulation is absent.

After detection output poteitial is proportional El'sit'J.

When 0 = 90:n amplitudu ot ve'ultivq emf barely Japills on
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bearing and modulition frequency, but the phase

,pp. = arc tg (M sin (1t) (8.7)

changes with frequency Q. Thus, in this case signal proves to be

modulated on phase. It is known that sensitivity with phise

modulation in the mode of small ratio of the voltage of signal to

disturbing voltage and small index of modulation, as this is observed

in radio direction finders, lower than the sensitivity with amplitude

modulation.

Page 418.

The structure of receiver with phase modulation is more oromplex than

vith a-mplitude. For these reasons in fixed loop radi3 =3ipasses, is

utilized the ampliLtude modulation, which corresponds to the absence

of phase displacement between the radiation currents and the balanced

modulator. Howev-r, due to inaccuracies in the production and tuning,

is feasible certain phase displacement. With the phasing af the

circuits of the frantework and antenna, one should consider that emf,

induced in them, are distinguished by phas- to 900.

Modulation factor, as can be seen from (8.5), it is proportional

to sin 09. By the rotation of the framework (or by the crtation of

aircraft) oparator establish/installs the framework in the position,
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which corresponds of zeLro modulation factor: M=O. The

arrow/pointer of indicator in this case is located in the

mid-position. During the divergence of the framework from zero

position to one : the other side, the arrow/pointer of indicator

L also deviates, in one of the zero positions of rifleman/;,nner's

framework, it deviates the same side, as the framework. ro the secon-

zero position of the framework, which differs from the first to 1800,

rifleman/gunner it deviates to the side, reverse/inversa to the .72C

framework. Accorling ta this sign/criterion it is possible to obtain

one-sided bearing to radio station.

With an increase in the modulation factor, output v3ltage

grow/rises proportionally MEa thus far M<I.When begins the

overmodulatiou (M>I), stress component of the fundamental frequency

F on the 3utput of detector it is little affected with an increase in

the modulition faztor. At the same time grow/rise the constant

component and the dmplitudes of harmonics. During tha rtuation of the

framework from tha position of bearing, output current at first (when
E , sin < )

rgow/rises proportional to sin e. Subsequentl.y beginning with the

angle (==arcsin - , at which the modulaticn factor stops ejual to
Ep

unity, output current it remains almost zonstant (Fig. 3.%).

Sinca the c3nstant component of the voltage of late-=tor is

utilizel for the Lutomatic gain control (AGC), an increase in the
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Y constant zompaaeat with the onset of ovormodulation causes a fall in

the amplification of receiver. During application/use A3C, the output

r oK voltage oE frequency F after the onset of overmodulation loes not

remain constant, but begins to decrease (Fig. 8.5).

Page 419.

A similar depecd.ice impedes oLvrator, since in some positions,

revolviny the framework to the side of a decrease in the throw of the

pointer of indicAtor, it it does not approach the framework a true

position of bearing, but it dtives out from it. If maxinun modulation

factor does not axceed 1.5, a decrease in the output voltige because

of action of ASC comprises not more than 2o/o, that it is possible to

recognize permissLble. When M=2 a decrease in the output voltage

comprises already 1'4o/o..

The harmoniý;, which appear in output current with modulation,

do not cause the throw of the pointer of indicator, if v•itag- of the

generator, which Eeeds stator, does not contain harmonic components.

But if the currents of harmonics occur/flow/last also thr)uqh the

stator, then the interaction of any harmonic of the output current,

which takes place through the rotor, with the appropriati harmonic in

armattire current -duses throw of pointer and, therefora, ýrror.

Therefovz- to aLs? inexpediently apply large modulation f3-tors, sincp

..... °
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obtaining the cucrent of the reference oscillator, free from.!

harmonics, causes technical difficulties.

The affect of modulation factor on the sensitivity )f radio

direction finder is examined into §2.9.

The •ources 3f the errors in fixed loop radio compass are

different emf, i, ucad in the channel of the framework, besides the

fundamental of emf, induced within framework itself by re:eived

signal, and also sodulat'.on of the voltages in other cas:ide/staqes,

except the balanced modulator.

oC •og 600 goD o ,s :,4 24/4/

Fig.. 8.4. Dependence of current in instrument on angli of rotation of

framework without AGC.

Fig. 8.5. Dependaca :)f deviation of indicator from modulation factor

in the presence of AGC.

I-
;:

71.;
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Page 420.

!Erf of antenna effect, which appears within the framework

Q(§4.2), and emf, induced in it different kind by return evitters I

(§5.3), it is possible to decompose on two components: finding in

phase froa the fuidamental of emf of the framework and shifted

relative to it on phase to 900.

F.

FOOTNOTE 1. Raturi emitters induce supplementary emf not only in the

circuit of the framework as in the case of antenna effect, but also

in the circuit of the open antenna, which leads to the onset of

supplementary error from nonphase field zomponent of r3ecaiation, not

taken into consileration (8.8) and (8.9). Supplementary f.rror is

observed independent cf the accuracy of the phasing of the channels

of the framework and antenna and of the tuning precisin )f receiver

to signal. It is possible to show that the supplementary error is

proportional to the square of the relation of the amplitules of the

fiel:l of reraliation and ground field and usually weight is small.

ENDFOOTNOT E.

The first of them causes the same errors as in direction tinder with

the installation 3f the miitimum on audition. The modulat-- in the
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balanced modulato." comlponent, out of phase to 900. aftar addition

from emf of anteaia creates phase modulation in accordance with

(8.7). In the accurately inclined fixed loop radio campa35 this phase

modulation does a:t affect indicator.

During iniacarately the channel checkup of the frameiork, phase

U displacement 0 can prove to be different from zero. As a result of

phase displacement in the channel of the framework, the nonphase

component of antemna effect differs from emf of anteama (Fig. 8.6)

not by 900, but at an angle of 900 + o it contains copha~il from evifK of antenna companant E,,sinq'. where E., are emf of the nonphasa

component of antenna effect at the point of addition. MaiIlation

factor bezones egual to
is

E2.
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LiA

L--.

4010 Epcos sinP1-9

E,,

Fig. 8.6. Vect r failure diagram under the effect of the

extra-phase antemaa effect: a) with a precise phasing of the channel

of the framework; b) in the presence of phase displacement in the

channla ouf the fcimework.

Page 421.

Modulation factor anu together' with it the throw of the pzinter ef
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indicator they ara turned into zero not with G 0, but when 9 A,.

Error is letermimad from expression AI. i.e.,
E.

silIl A E- tg . (8.8)

If 0,1, then phase displacement must not exceel 230 so that

the error will be less than 20. The phase modulated signal, caused by

"antenna effect, ::n lead to errors also with the detuning of receiver

relative to signal frequency. Due to detuning phase molulition is

converted into amplitude cn the imps of resonance curve with further

detection by usual detector. The outp-uit zurrent of d-tatr contains

component modulation frequencies, caused by antenna effa:ct, over that

component which i3 due to the normal action of frame emf. Both these

components compensate for each other, ani full current i3 equal to

zero in t.tp position of the framework, different from the position,

which corresponds to hearing, to the angle of bearing accor A_. Error

A2 is proportional to relative value of nonphase antenna affect, to

modulation frequ•izy F and to the slope of curve of res•o•nce f'(Afi

at this detuning &f.

E? r Bf'(Af)4 r U•l'• (8.9) -

The slope of curv3 of resotnance depends on the degree of letuning and

struct.Urp of selective system.
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Table 8.1. Relti~va slope of curve of resonance on the band edge of

transmission.

CIIC~ ~ CaRO AA1j a I 11)1 1lltSPN~

1I 2 3 ] 4 cKoi calul,

OTrocuTeCAbhan 0,5 0,59 0,63 0,69 0,65
KpyT1r3118

Hf' (Af)

Key: (1). Sale:tive system. (2). Weakly coupled circuits. (3). Two

Ducts in critical coupling. (4). Relative slope/transcaniactance.

Page 422.

Table 8.1 gives :,3rrected values of the relative

slope/transconductance of resonance curve on the bani a3• of

transmission B, i.e., when Af = 0.5B, for different seleztive

systems.

If wa on baal elige allow error 1.50 when ý--0,12, than passband

must be 13 > 3F.

-- - • . "" , . .. .. •=-1
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Another source of the supplementary of emf in the channel of the

V framework are the direct/straight communication/connectiors between

antenna circuit and the channel oi the framework. In their action

they are completely analogous to antenna effect. The h3c ups of

antenn~a with the zhannel of the framework bear chiefly caipacitive

charact nr and induce on the grids of tubes 1l and j -ýci-phased

voltages. For th. determination of the oatput effect of zophasal grid

voltages :f the tabes of the balanced modulator, it is p:)sible to

use equations 18.2) and (8.3), changing in any of them signs for I
reverse/inverse and understanding by E tne value of parasitic emf.

During tha addition of currents, the terms 2a.EnE sin 2t mutually are

compensated and summed current does not contain by the component :1

modulated fundamental modulation frcquenzy. Complete :=3p-nsation

occurs with eguality in the absolute value of currents 1,, and I.,.

During the imbalance, caused by the dissimilarity of taba3 (different

coefficients a2 f)r tubes jg1  and /72) or by the inequality of the

voltages of low frequency, subjects on both tubes, the compensation

is disrupted and output current contains component modulation

frequencies, whi:i causes the errors in readings of indicitor.

Version mentioned above second of the switciiing on of tha tubes of

the balanced modulator when voltages from the framework ire fed to

both grids cophasally, worse thin the first version i% t•-a relation

to effect, the inlaced by antenna voltages, since parasiti- voltages

operate in it just as the voltage of the framework.

J
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Very powerful signals are accompanied by errors, sinze the

overloading of the cascade/stages of receiver causes tka appearance

of harmonics of i)dulation trequency. The latter interact with the

harmonics of the zurrent of the reference oscillation and can cause

supplementary beacing error.

As indicatar it is possible to apply the instrument af direct

current. For its ase it is necessary to rectify the output voltaje of

receiver with the aid of balance detector..

Page 423.

8.2. The automatic direction finders WITH the servomec7anism (radio

compasses).

In this type radio direction finders bearing is iat•:mined by

automatic unit by the antenna of system to the position -f bearing

with the aid of servo system.

Figures 8.7 Jepicts the block diagram of radiu iirection finder
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with the servome.ianism. Voltage from with the antenna of system is

fed to receiver. rhe output voltage of receiver with the! tid of

control circuit :ontrtls the motor which establish/instills dntenna

system in the position of bearing. The output voltages of receiver

must satisfy the following conditions: ,I
1) stress must be equal to zero in the position of baaring,

since motor in this position must remain motionless;

2) during deviation by the antenna of system from tha position

of bearing to one or another side output voltages must reverse the

sign (or phase) so that the motor rotates to the proper saIe, i.e., in

the direction, raturning antenna system to the position of bearing.

The placed :=nditions they satisfy radio direction finders with ..

the reading of beiring on the minimum of the depth of molilation.

This diraetion-fiidiag method is simpler thun others, it makes it

possible to carry out an automatic unit of antenna to the position of I

bearing. Radio direction finders with the automatic unit 3f the

framework into th? position of bearing, the operating from mothod

determinations of minimum (zero) of modulation with a:s9izsoidal

radiation pattern, they are called radio compasses. rhe field of

application of radio compasses the same as fixed loop radio I
comp :.';Pes, aircrift radio navigation.

.1
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Fig. 8.7. Blo=k liagram of radio direction finder with

servomechanism.

Key: (.). Antenna.,. (2). Receiver. (3). Cont. diagram.

Page 424.

Their fundamental operating advantage is that the operatac is

free/released from the search by hand for the position of bearing and

from supplementary operations regarding zide. Furthermore, is

realized continuously the indication of the value of bearing during

his changes. The antenna system of radio compass can be caferred up

to certain distanze from operator, and this considerabLy facilitates

the location of radio direction finder for the objective, especially

on aircraft..

Antenna systmrs and the receptors of radio compass aad fixed
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loop radio compass are analoqous. Output receiver current which in

fixed loop raiio :ompas- supplies tht indicator of bearing, in radio

k' compass is utilized fot roll control of motor. The power 3f output

receiver zurrents i: insufficient for the direct rotE-tiun of motor.

For power gain, ace applieu amplifiers: tube, thyratcra, vagnetic,

etc. Figures 8.8 ]epicts the widespread control circuit with the

magnetic -n.,plifipcs M, and M,. Since control of magnati: implifiers

is conduct.ed by diRect current, between the receiver ind magnetic

amplifiers is placed balance detector (tubes .17, and "R12), the

rectifyinj output receiver curvent with the

preservation/retentiou•/mdintainting of sign with respezt, t3 the phase

output current.

'C
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L;~r'~ I 1 '4--1 ,numaNtiA

C,-
-- L2

'1 I 1 C,

II C2

& Ienep,,#I

Fig. 8.8. Control circuit of radio compass.

Key: (1). Supply voltage of motor. (2). Reference generator.
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The output voltage of the receiver of the frequency of lozal

modulation U, -ijij2t is fed to thp grids of tubes 7,T1 and ,d/,
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antiphase. To their anodps is fed the co-phased voltage of the same

frequency from ta• refeence oscillation. Tubes work in the

mode/conditions of anode rectification on the lower hera )f

•i. characteristic (4rid bias E•,m) It the output voltage of receiver is

equal to zero, the anode currents of both tubes are identical. Is
identical, the value of the magnetization of the arms of magnetic

-amplifiers r and 1I. If output voltage not is equal to zero and its

phase coincides with the phase of reference voltage on the anode of

tube .7•. its anode current, that t:kes place on the contral winding

of the magnetic ipl.ifier M1, grow/rises, but he anode =urrent J1..

which takzs plac4 through winding M2, fails. With respect to this an.

the magnetizatiom of core I is greater than the magnetization of core

II. With an alternation in the phase of output current, tie

magnetization of irm II becomes more than arm I.

Magnetic ampLifiers are included according to bridge circuit.

Bridge is comprised from inductance L', and L'z of magnetic

amplifiers and inductance L, and L, of secondary windings of the

feeding transfornar. Feed is conducted from the grid/network of

alternating current. Output voltage is remove/taken from the diagonal

of bridge ab. During the identical magnetization of tie c-)res ot both

magnetic- ariplifiers, thp b, ; 1ye is balanced and voltage :n diagonal

ab is equal to zero. When unuer the effect of signal D~e )f the cores

(for 1,ip , I) it is tnagnetized more powetful than another, the
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inductanca of wialin4 L'" falls, current in it grow/ri3es, bridge

balance is disrupted and the voltage at point a becomes above than at

point b. In load flows the current from 3 to b. During ttta more

powerful magretizition of another core, the current in laid flows to

reverse side from one b to ne.:t. Thus, with an alternati)i in the
phase of output rceiver edrrent changes the phase of the current,

which feeds motor D.

As motor for the- rotation of the framework, is is commorly used

two-phase inducti3n motor. One of it6 windings is suppLies from

network of alternating current, the second, control winding, by thp

output voltage of magnetic amplifiers from diagonal 3b. Currents in

supply-line and control windings must be out of phase to 300, which

is achieved by thL, selection of capacitors C, and C2 .

1
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Then appears the revolving magnetic field. which carries along

short-cirzuitel rEtor P. With an alternation in the phase of current

in con.trol winding to 1800 phase displacement of its relative to

curreat in supply-line winding it stops - 900 magnetic fiold and

rotor P rotata t3 reverse side. The rate of the rotation of motor is

high. For its decrease between the motor and the framewark, is placed

the reducer.

Engine torque iE proportional to currei-t in control winding, who

is proportional to the output voltage of receiver, i.e., to the sine

of the angle of daflection of the framework from the position of

bearing. Because of friction in the cell/elements of system (in

motor, the beariass of the framework, reducer) the motor begins to

rotate only if its torsional moment will exceed friction moment and,

therefore, when the deflection of the framework will be the more than

determine! minimum angle, called the angle of insensitivity, or dead

angle.. Changes in the bearing less than this angle, they are not

mastered by servo system. Dead angle must be small in comparison with

the permissible error of system. Decreases in the dead iagle reach
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because of the usa of a system with minimum friction moment and the

selection of sufficient horsepower.

The most important parameters of servo system are its

aperiodicity, set-up time, the speed of final adjustment and dynamic

error-

Servo system must be aperiodic. During the deflection of the

framework from the position of bearing, the system must raturn it to

the position of baaring without oscillations, i.e., without the

transitions through the position of equilibrium to one aad another

side. For providiag the aperiodicity, must have the proper value

braking couple on the shaft of engine, for which are utilized the

supplementary hinlering devices. Their braking couple must be

proportional to the rotational speed. Under this condition it does

not affect sensitivity, since in rest position its dction does not

manifest itself.

The time of establishment he is called time interval from the

torque/moment of the deflection of the framework from the position of

bearing to the torque/moment when servo system returns thi framework

to position of equilibrium. Set-up time determines the minimum

duration of signal, by which can be undertaKen the bearing.
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Periodic voltages, for example stress component of noises, which

operate on servo system, are not caused the noticeable motion of

motor, if their period is shorter than the set-up time. The band of

the frequencies of the transmission of system inversely proportional

to set-up time. The value of set-up time is usually 5-15 s.

The speed of final adjustment is called that maximum angulaL
de

rate of rotation of the fraaevorkfl,,a,,%=1-vwhicb is provided by servo

system. This value has a value during a =ontinuous chang in the

bearing, for example the bearing of motionless station in flight of

aircraft. The usual angular rates are ssall, and obtaining a

sufficient rate of final adjustment does not represent difficulties.

Dynamic erroc arises during a continuous change in the bearing

as a result of the time lag of servo system. This error must be small

in comparison with the common/general/total error of radio direction

finder.

The methods of the calculation of control systems are the

object/subject of special discipline [2.4, 2.5] and hare they are not

brought.
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For the transmission of the position of the framework, is

applied the remote system: flexible shaft, selsyn transmission, etc.

Operator reads bearing on repeater. The transmission system of angle

must not introduce errors.

Raaio compass has two positions of equilibrium in accordance

with tvo zeros in the radiation pattern of the framework. One Of

these positions stable: during a change in it at the output of

receiver, appears the voltage, which sets to motion servo system to

the side of a decrease in the deflection. To the second p3sition of

equil~brium, a change in the framework causes the reverse on phase

voltage, which sets servo system to motion to the silI- at an increase

in the deflection. Thus, the second position of equilibrium is

unstable. Radio compass gives one-sided bearing.

Page 428.

Reasons for the errors in radio compass the same as in fixed

loop radio compass. Besides, that, are possible the dyna•ic error of

servo system and the error of the system of the teletransmission of

angle.: These two components of errors can be made very sm3ll.

Ln radio compasses is applied a modulation factor less than

unit, sin-e overmodulation is unfavorable for the work of servo
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system due to the appearance of sections with transimpedance on the

characteristics of the dependence of the output voltage 3E receiver

from the angle of rotation of the framework (Fig. 8.5).

Besides antennas with cosinusoidal radiation pattern, as in

fixed loop radio coapa3ses, in radio compasses it is possible to

utilize the pencil-beam antennas.

The :onstru:tion of circuit and in this case is most convenient

during use for the direction finding of the method of determining the

minimum of the depth of modulation. With the pencil-beai antennas are

created two those who were displaced to certain angle of the

radiation pattern whose commutation forms modulated valtage with the

depth of modulation, determined by deflection from the position of

bearing (see Fig. 2.15)

As a result 3f the sharpness of radiation pattern, is feasible

the reception only in the sector, equal to the aperture angle of

diagram. If is necessary direction finding from any dire::tions,

p:ovide for two made/conditions - search mode with long running by

the antenna of system and the mode/conditions of tracking in sector.

Radio directLon finders of the type in question are ipplied

mainly at the superhigh frequencies for which easily are fulfilled
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the antennas with acute/sharp radiation pattern.

8.3. Wwo-=hanasl iutomatic direction finder with visible reading of

"bearing.

Figures 8.9 lepicts the block diagram of this radio tirection

finder. Voltages from two mutually perpendicular framework or the

pairs of the spaced antennas are connected to the input of receiving

"indicator. Receiving indicator consists of two radio receiving

equipment. Figure depicts the receivers according to superheterodyne

circuit, which have common/general/total heterodynes and tuned by one

knob/stick.

Page 429.

The output voltagas of the IF amplifiers of receivers are fed to the

deflector plates of cathode-ray tube - the indicator of bearings.

Tn radio direction finder can be used goniometric antenna system

from a of the spaced antennas. Then receivers are connected to by

antenna to the system through the coordinate transformer (goniometer

with two mutually perpendicular search coils).

L=
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In correct work with the antenna of the system of vltage on the

iuputs of receivers, they will be

e,,z Ep. cos (i sin wt= E,,, cos 0 sin wi,
_ e,. Ep. sin O0sin t = E ,. sin 0 sin wt,

where I is strength. of the field of the oriented radio station; Pn--

is effectiveness by the antenna of system.

Let us desigaate by ki, k2 the factors of amplification of the

receivers:

"and k2== k3 c7-1,

where k1 , k 2 are sodule/moduli of amplification factors;

O, 02 - the phase shifts of the voltages in the ciczuits of

receivers.

The output v•ltage of the first receiver eas, usaally called

uptake, is connected to the vertical deflector plates of cathode-ray

tube, moreover
e,2 = kitm cos 0 sin (wo1,t - (f

where (,np--is an iatermediate frequency of receivers.

L • _
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-Fihe.9 Bockpu doagea of the scoandl recdioer ectio findedhr.zna

channel, is connected to the horizontal plates of tube and

/?:Em, sin 0 siln( 1T,

Let in the ileal case the receivers be absolutely identical,

i e.., k, = k2~ = km and *I 0 = 00, and the sensitivity of tube by

*vertical and horizontal plates is differing and equal to k. Then the

trajectory of the motion of electron beam along tube face will be

straight line, im:;lined relative to the axis of symmetr~y in vertical

* plates to the angle, determined from the expression

tg 'Z =- kE i 0sn(o. - T!') tg f, a=~j (8. 10)

Placing on the tube a scale vith divisions 0-3600 so that divisions 0
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and 1800 will hit to the axis of the symmetry of tube, passing

through vertical plates, on the glowing strip on screen, it is

possible to count off two-place radio bearing. (P',tbods 3f

determining the side will be presented lower). The length of the

gloving strip is proportional to the stretigth of the fiell of the

oriented radio Ltation.

The 3issimilirity of the module/moduli of the factors of

amplification of receivers and the appearance of a phase difference

of the output voltages of receivers in two-channel receiving

indicator affects so, as dissimilarity of etfective height and the 2

presence of a phase difference is such of the framework of

goniometric system (see § 4.6).

Let the module/moduli of the factors of amplificatiam of

receivers be egual, i.e., kz/k 1 = a f 1, but a phase difference is

i• absent. Then the imiage of bearing on the screen of cathode-ray tube

is obtained in the form of the line the angle of location of which

differs from azimuth by radio station by the value, latarsined by

formula (4.16)

tg -sin 20

- cns 20

Page 431.
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The maximum value of error A is determined from expression

(4. 181 :
a-I

4+1

The direction O(i,, by which the error has maximum value AMAC,1 is .

determinel from the expression

,•aic .---- . arc cos a- 7

For values a, clhie to 1, the error has quadratic character, moreover

& I siti 20 i I (a -- 1) sin 24 , - --

During the cinsiderable deflection of a from I quadrctic law is

disrupted. From (4.18) it follows so that the error woull be not more

than 0.50, is admissible a difference in the amplification of

receivers not morr than approximately 2o/o.

Let the module/moduli of the factors of amplification of

receivers be identical, but the output voltages of receivers are

distinguished by the phase:
e,, == E-,,, cos () sill (011t,'

Cal -E ,,, sin 0 sin (w,1 -,

where F.,_-Ep~k0; !.
I

0 - a phase lifference between the output voltages of receivers.

In this case on tube face, is obtained the ellipse (?ig.

8.10)whosa Pquatian in polar coordinates has an expression (111.2).

I, - , • ..
,"l '1 ~ ll F '• [ l l' IIII I l I l : rI
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The angle of the slope of the transverse of the relatively vertical

axis of tube is determined by formula (4.9)
tg 24t,.1 = tg 20 cos rp.

Page 432.

If bearing is is counted off along the transverse than is

obtained the errcr A2  a 9 which is designed froa formula (4.20)

tg7 ' n lrj4.- 261:- (8.11)•
SI - g cos48

2

For small A2 the value of error can be determined by the formula
I g 3- T - sil. 4 0

1 2
2-- "-• (8.12)

1 tg -2- Cos40

The maximum error A,.AC and the angle w,, which =orresponds to

"this nrror, are determined by the formulas

'~a~iIc I -- cs

()P-~l0=-arc cos (tg'-z

The ratio of the minor axis of ellipse to large has expression (4.21)

A , j V' -sin' 26 s,ýfshj?#~ "i n 1- 6i -si. ftI F1

At low value 0, counting sinp , I/coTs=, we obtain

A, • sin40, IAaai'c - red f or 0 22,50,

B -4 ±--),o rad for 0j45O

.. o* . . . .

• • -: : ; ; ; ~~ ~~~i l 1( 2;i i i i i i i i - ~ ~ I1 T I i
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With small o the error is octant, with au increase , is

EQ developed bioctant component (law sin 89).

For obtaininj accuracy of reading of approximately 10, is

•'• permissible a phase difference of output voltages not more than 200

(in this case A/B Ap 1/6).

Page 433.'

When 0 = 900 equation of ellipse (111.42 is convertel into

canonical:

In this case with any a the axes of ellipse coini:ile with the

coordinate axes and direction finding is impossible.

It shoull be noted that with the reading of bearing on ellipse

increases the subjective error of reading. it can be 3ecreased (but

it is not removed) by the application/use of the movable sight whose

line operator attampts to establish/install so that it had been

seemingly principal axis of ellipse.

The effect of joint action of the dissimilarity ýf the

amplification of receivers and presence of a phase difference of the

output voltages will be the same as in case examined earLier general I
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of the dissimilarity of the resistor/resistance of the framework in

value and on phase (§4.6).

The conclusion/derivations, obtained into §4.6 in the

examination of the communication/connection between the framework and

the field coils of goniometer in gonionetric system of tvw framework,

are used to two-c~annel receiving indicator.

.1

J • r • l ~ •" _ " - • . . . .. . v':.w,
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Pig. 8.10.,.Elliptical display.

Page 434.

Visual selectivity.

Two-zhannel ceception indicator devices vith cathode-ray tube as

indicator, under the condition of the linearity of processes in

receiving circuits, possess the important property ihiah :alls visual

selectivity. The assence of this property consists in the following.

With the incidence/impingement of two signals with freque3cies of f,

and fa into the passband of receivers, is feasible the reading of

bearings to both radio stations in their simultaneous work, if the

strength of the field of signals is such, that they give
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commensurable traces. Let us examine first the physical processes,

which occur on scope. Let us designate f& - AL.

Under the effect only of first variation of frequency f, and

under the condition of the identity of channels for amplification anl

phase blurs, of bearing on screen will be in the form of straight

line ab (Fig. 8.11a). Action only of signal with a frequency of f,,

gives the bearing, determined by direct/straight CD. During the

combined action of signals with frequencies of f, and f_ which

store/add up according to the principle of superposition, electron

bean describes complex trajectory. The addition of trajectories with

different frequencies can be replaced with the addition of

equifrequent trajectories, which have the phase differenze, which is

changed in time from 0 to 3600 with period I/Af.

If a phase difference of voltage with frequencies of f, and f2

changes not continuously, but irregularly after each at = 1/f, s on

(360*df/f 1 ), then for the discrete interval of time At on screen are

drawn ellipses with different by the relation of semi-axes and by

orientation.

If a phase difference is equal to 0 or 1600, the resulting

trajectory will be in the form of line A or PL. During a change in

the phase iifference from 0 to 900 and from 180 to 2700 ellipticity
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increases, while during a change in the phase difference from 90 to

1800 and from 2700 to 3600 - it decreases. Simultaneously with a
S.*,

chaug& in the fort of ellipse during a change in the phase difference

is changed the orientation of its major axis from position of fin toIPL and conversely.A
During the period of the beatings of the frequencies of the

radio stations 1/f. i.e., for time of a change in the phase

difference from 0 to 3600. occurs the complete cycle of the

transforms of imales on screen (into one and another side).

i . .. . _

i ii i ll .,, ,i °

•F,"
n a, , ,• ,- ...
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¶N

ff 0 L L

J

Fig. 8.11. Image of bearings of two radio stations: a) general view

of parallelogram and bearings of first and second raiio stations; b)

exemplary/approxiaate form of trajectory of ray/beam and

formationfeducation of parallelogram for time '..-t-: C)

paraltelogram of bearings on screen of cathode-ray tube.

%I
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The er~velope of all motions of electron beam along screen forms the

paralLelogram whose sides are parallel to lines of bearing on radio

station with frequencies of f, and f,, and diagonals are lines Mn and

PL.

Since in actaality a phase difference changes continuously in

time, the trajectory of ray/beam will be continuously moved spiral

whose component/link is formed during the period of freqpency at and

it takes the form of ellipse with the continuously changing

parameters (orientation and the relationship/ratio of axes). The

exemplary/approximate form of trajectory for time of a change in the

phases from 0 to 1800 is shown in Fig. 8. lb. The number of drawn

ellipses in parallelogram is usually great.

For example for Af = 1 kHz and f, = 50 kHz the numb,: of

ellipses will be fI/Af = 50. Therefore separate ellipses ire

imperceptible, on screen is obtained the lit parallelogram.

Lnalytical solution to problem and obtaining the equations of

the enveloping component/links of spiral for the target/purpose of

simplification are carried out for the case when bearing of one of

the two radio stations is 0-1800 or 90-2700.

L. .f.
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Let into the passband of receiving channels fall the signals of

two radio stations in the form of sustained oscillations with

frequencias w, ani w,. The bearing of the first radio station 01 and

bean deflection oa tube face along the axes O and O thay will be
:•{• ~X -- U, I sill W't',

Y. U 111sill ,

Here U.,=kU,,,,sinOl ; U,,; I kU,,1,CosO,; k- factor of proportioatlity

(sensitivity of tube).

The bearing :f the second radio station is taken equal to 0 (o2

O.%, and the be&a deflection under the effect of the output
voltages, caused by the signal of the second cadio stati3,

0,

where U, 2- kUg2.

Page 437.

The combined action of the voltages of the signals of the first

and second radio stations will lead to the resulting beam deflections

along the axes

X +, - ,--- sill I (R. 3)
S!J-----~~~Y,-+ 1 .- U:,sn" l -, Uyt2s ,.. ( l|

I i ",
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Let us desi4aate wa * +Aw and convert 8.13) and (8.14). The

equation of motion of electron beam will be

Y +~( + T2 'IE)' cos Awl)

,.2- 2S- / - __. \ iz n ft 0.
After substituting values W'/• Uu, and LUy,, we will obtain

i ' +x(ctg" " 2" '•

V-- 2COS ct 0, ,,,A U2  '.•,12  f 0.

(8. i5)
-t

The obtained equation is the equatioi. of the spiral, in which

continuously chan;e the form of component/links and their

orientation. The form of component/links is very close t: elliptical,

the frequency of a change in form and orientation of component/links

is equal to Aw. For determining the enveloping compoient/links of

spiral, one should solve together two systems of equations [1.17]:

x (Y, Awf)-O #,vd -')y"(Y, A 0) (

., 0 (A wtf)

Solution for jO.16) takes the form

-Y=xctgO,±--kU",• (R. 18)

Page 438.

This equation of two sides of parallelogram, parallel the lines of

bearing of the first radio station. Solution to equations (8.17)

gives

x - _ kU ,, sin 0,.
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L

This equation of two direct/straight, parallel axis zf the ordinates,

which form other two sides of parallelogram (,2 = 0).

L As alLeady mentioned earlier, the minimum time, necessary for I
the formation,,eduaatioa of the parallelogram of visual selectivity,

comprises tfm:-. It should be noted that the relationship/ratio of

the strengths of the fields of radio stations for time of tho

formation/education of parallelogram must not change. ntherwise, for

example with fadings, is impeded the use of visual selectivity.

Practice shows that minimum value Af fa - f, with which to

-ufficient easily it is possible count off bearings on pirallelogram

on tube face without afterglow, it is approximately 10 Hz.

For the reading of bearings on parallelogram in parallel to the

fundamental line of sight to the right and to the left ot it they

will deposit even on several lines. With direction finaing are

combined these liaes with the sides of parallelogram, taking a

reading on fundamental line.

The parallelogram of the bearings of two radio stations; is shown

in Fig. 8.11c.
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In the case of the incidence/impingoment into the pissband of

seunsing transducers of three radio stat.&ons on screen, is observed

the parallelepiped, from the sides cf faces of which aIso ara -A

determined the bearings to all three radio stations (Fig. 8.12).

[._
Visual sele=tivity is possible with ;,e modulated in signal

amplitude, but in this case the sides of parallelogram ace somewhat

are diffuse and the subjective errors of reading grow/rise.-

The direatio2 finding simultaneously of working radio stations

substantially is facilitated, if their signals telegraph and

manipulated in amsplitude, since on the screen of cathode-ray tube

simultaneously with parallelogram (in the case of two radio stations)

or parallelepiped (in the case of three radio stations) are visible

the images of the bearings of individual radio stations, which

correspond thereby to the torque/moments of the time whea emits one

of the radio stations.

Page 439.

Requirements for receiving channels.

I

I .
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The specifiz character of the work of each channel of

two-channel receiving indicator is first of all determiael by the

facts that depending on the azimuth of signal amplitude at the inputs

of channels they vary from 0 to- Em.

Consequently, both channels must have strictly linear dmplitude

characteristic within the limits of entire possible amplitude range

of signal. Limitations on linearity begin first of all f:L" maximumM

amplitudes, sinca can occur the overloading of final st4ges of one of

the channels.
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NI
Fig. 8.12. Image 3f bearings of three radio stations.

Page 440.

Output beyond the limits of the linear section of amplitude -•

characteristic of one of the channels is equivalent t3 a c-hange in

the factor of amplification of this channel, which is led to the

errors of direction finding, determined by tormula (4.16)1.

Is feasible the case when the overloading of some ca3cade/stages

of channel occurs under the effect of the sufficiently powerful

exissioa/raaiation of radio station, adjacent in frequency to that .

a
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which is oriented and sometimes even not giving display. Let us

examine this case for amplifier and transformative caszali/stages.

IThe module/moduli of the factors of amplification of receiving

channels in general form can be presented as

k l-- p,1SR2,,, (8.20)

.. .k,- f~p1 1 S1 11R,111, (8.21) . ..

where pi--is the parameter, determined by the type of the resonance

systems, used in receiving channel;

Si- the sl~pe/transconductance of the anode-grid

characteristic of tube;

R.i- the resonance resistor/resistance of the i caszade/stage:

n - the number of cascade/stages in channel.

If one assumes that as a result of applying the diffareat

methodW of the stabilization of the parameters the corresponding
fl Ii

values fR,1Rj, an! fplil?,,11, are made identical, then
k, 'I

kil

Let us assuma that for the assigned level of useful signal by

the adjustment of the slope/transconductance of the tubes of channels

it is obtained by a I and the amplification of signal iLi channels
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occurs on the linmar section of amplitude characteristic. Let on the

grid of tke cascade/stage of resonant amplification operate the

signal. UC U,,•sinw*,t and interference 'n-Urnsin•)t, moreover in the
presence only of signal amplifier works without overloadiags.

Page 441.

Let us examiae the case when disturbing voltage tI,,,1 is

considerably greater than signal U,,,. but in the region of grid

currents, still it does not go. Interference effect espazially is

strong in the first cascade/stages of receiver, since in the

subsequent cascade/stages interference is attenuate/Weakened as a

result of selectivity. Let us examine therefore only first

cascade/stages. The presence in the first cascade/stages of

disturbing voltage, which envelopes into the region of grid currents,

is highly improbable.

The presence of interference changes the slope/traosconductance

of tube for the fundamental harmonic of anode current with S1 on

(1.1, page 71]: =S+-iT-"2- + I_9 s,,,,Mi .+
s,•ý-- S + .gs 2 - + _L U _Ls~ .' +

S+ ...S.U+TS v2

where S1 is slopeltransconductance of the tube for I 3f tke harmonic

of anode current under the effect only of signal;
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S, (n)-the same under the effect of signal and interferences. .M

After consilaring thatU.mc<Ul..,an4 after being restricted by

terms of expansions with degrees U,, it i- not higher thin the second -A.

aqd S56I,, it is possible to obtain

.U2 +J-""2 u 2

a ---- ---- + 4 su:',.+32 uS u., (8.22) S

Further simplification in expression (8.22) we vill obtain,

taking into account that Sq'9'/S is very small for the majority of

tubes, a ?hen formula for an will be

I 1 so 2f.a
where a-- LU

Being given the p3rmissible error of direction finding from

overloading by interference AAO. and after determining tha allowed

value Non, we will obtain

U.,n.Ron < 2 J (8.23)

Page 442.

For the case of signal in the form of sustained oscillations and

interferences in the form of the modulated by tone oscillition with a

modulation factor of M, it is possible to obtain

U(m a)o< S (8.24)In 11 Ron I +t 2m S"
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In the case 3f the overloading of tbe mixer of ineguality (8.23)

and (8.24) they will be valid also, it we instead of S and Sol take

conversion conductance ,,,.and its second derivative oS"np.

VJ

I.n such a way as to attenuate/weaken the effect of overloading

by interference on the accuracy of direction finding, it is necessary

to select operating region on the characteristic of the tube of

amplifier ia=f (Us) in area of low values S0 /S and this

mode/coaditions of transform so that w mill be minimum.

The incorrect distribution of amplification and seletivity

according to receiving circuit, for example when passbanl sharply

becomes narrow in the output stages, and the common/general/total

factor of amplification of the precedingfprevious caszad9/stages is

already sufficiently great, it can lead to the overloading of

terminal and penultimate cascade/stages by the very powarful

interference, considerably detuned in frequency relative to signal.

As a result 3f the weakening of interference by the resonance

systems of the output stages, which stand after the ovarloaded

cascade/stage, it is that commensurable with the mark of the bearing

of signal smaller than its or in no way visible on scraee cathode-ray
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tube. This will n~t allow operator to note the action of

interference, and the direction finding of signal will be produced

with error.

Therefore during the design of two-channel receiving indicators,

it is necessary ta approach as far as possible to draw nearer the

network elements, which determine the selectivity of receiving

circuit, the input of channel, and the cascade/stages. which '

determine the overall gain of channel, to arrange after them.

For obtaining intensities of channels, it is necessary to have

identical component values and tubes in channels.

Page 443.

To ensure the maintenance of the equality of the parareters of

the corresponlinj resonance circuits of channels is especially

difficult in the circuits of hf amplification with their retuning.

The errors, caused by the nonidentity of channels in high frequency,

are unavoidable daring a change in the tuning, since it is not

possible to make a precise coupling of ducts. However, these errors

can be made sufficiently small, since the passbands of high-frequency

circuits ire zompiratively great. After using special adjustments, it

is possible even more to decrease them [8.16]. Requirements for the

I
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identity of the parameters of the resoiance circuits of the

narrow-band circuits of intermediate frequency are higher, but they

are here facilitated by the facts that the circuits are not

reconstructed in frequency 1,

FOOTNOTE ' Investigation of the effect of the ineluality of the

parameters of the resonance circuits of channels during

application/use ia the cascade/stages cf single resonant circuits is

given in (1.6, 1.9]. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Electron tubes have spread along the slope/transconiuctance of

the aqode-grid characteristics of order .10-20o/o on linear section

and even larger spreads on curvilinear sections..

Let us examire the question concerning equalization and gain

control of channels by changing the grid bias voltages of tubes..

By the adjustment of bias voltage U/, and by the tuaing of ducts

iqto one of the channels it is possible to attain the equality of

amplification factors in any operating mode. The identity of channels

is chocked using the bearing of the pilot signal which is connected

to the inputs of channels with identical amplitude and phase.

L

L-.
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Ln the equality of the factors of amplification of channels in

amplitude and phase in scope, is observed1 the line at an angle of 450

to axis 0-1800.

dovever, due to the duration of operations on memsutament and

equalization of the amplification of channels, occurs the loss of the

speed of the taking of bearing - the fund1amental property, which

characterizes two-channel radio direction finder.

Tubes have the considerable spread of the dependences

anad
Solluti 11 I 1 1 2 1S3 3II S, 'Is *=:"! f2(U 10 9

where n - a quantity of tubes in channel;

Uc~t-. the bias voltage, common/general/total, for all

cascade/stages.

Page 444.

If we consider that the parameters of the resonance system~s of

channels are identical, the control characteristics of tha
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amplification of channels can be presented in the form

k, u•) -- s.,,, ,(U c,,)
i¢, (UC.M) - °,•: (W. ,)

The exemplary/approximate course of characteristics for a

two-channel receiving indicator is shown in Fig.. 8.13.

The attempts to carry out a gain control of channels by one

control with the preservation/retention/maintaining of the

satisfactory identity of channels are led to very complex and

urireliable circuits [8. 16]. In this case, remanent/residusl

nonidentity gives errors to t20, ageing and the exchange of tubes

they require complex original alignmentsr but the dynamiz range of

control will be small.

For the fulfillment of the automatic flare function of the

amplification of channels with the possibility of gain control one by

kqob/stick, is applied the system in which is utilized special

control signal.
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K

x'K1

Fig. 8.13. ControL characteristics of amplification of channels..

Page 4545.

Control signal can be form/shaped in receiving indicator itself

or be formed from the oriented signal; and in that, an! ia the other

case it must simultaneously be connected to the inputs of both

channels. During Lhe passage of control signal along razeiving

channels, occurs the equalization of their amplification factol:..

Direction finding at this time is impossible; theref3ce far the

useful work of direction finder, control signal must be pulse with

sufficiently large porosity. The frequency of filling of the radio

pulse of control signal always must correspond to the resonance

frequency of the tunig of receiving indicator.

Let us examine one of the principles of the formation/education
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of pulse control signal in receiviriq indicator (Fig. 8. 14) To the

mixer of the control signal whose tube is triggered only luring the

V' supplying of the video pulses, which determine duration and the

,. repetition period of steering impulses, will be feed/cDnducted the

K |voltages of commom/general/total for two channels first haterodyne

with frequency f, and special hoterodyge,* the enerating fluctuation A

of the first intermediate frequency f'.n:

VA
The frequency of control signal at the output of the mixer

of control signal is iqual to

=c fr 1 upj:.
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Pig. 8.14. Circuit of formation/edecation of pulse contral signal.
4

Key: 41). VeLtical channel. (2). Heterodyne. (3). Sm of signal

control. (4). Signal. Control of pulses. C5). Triggering of

videopulses. (6). Horizontal channel.
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With the reception of signal with frequency fe and heterodyne

with upper tuning (Ir>h) in the mixers of channels is obtained

the frequency

Then

Thus, the frequency of high-frequency filling of the

momentum/impulse/pulses of control signal, changing with the retuning

of receiving indi-ator, always it remains to the equal C33onance

frequency of chanmel checkup. The momentum/impulse/pulses of control

signal are fed to the inputs of channels.

If in

this case the oriented signal is not disconnected from input circuits

of channels, then so that it woula not affect adjustmuat, control

signal must be several times the more than received signal.
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equalization oE tae module/moduli of the factors of amplification of

channels.

If k, # k2 , the voltages of contr'ol signal on the outputs of

channels will be also different. This difference can be utilized for

the equalization 3f the amplification of channels. The simplest

circuit of the equalization of amplification of one 3f the channels

is dkspicted on Fig. 8.15. This is circuit AGC with delay. The peak

detector of circuit works only during the supplying of the triggering

video pulses, synchronized with the momentum/impulse/pulses of

control signal. Duration and the repetition period of trigger pulses

are equal to duration (-.ý) and to repetition period (T.)

control signal. In time intervals Ty.-r, when is conducted

direction finding, detector is closed.
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Fig. 8.15. Circuit of the equalization of the applificati:n of

channel.

Key: (1). AIjustable cascade/stages. (2). The output stage. (3).

Filter. (4). Detector. (5). Trigger pulses.

Page 447.

The controlling v~ltage - Uc. that is obtained from deteztion of

control signal, is fed through filter PC to control electrodes of the

adjustable cascade/stages. The selection of the characteristics of

the detectors, wocking it is s, parate in each channel, it makes it

possible to obtain a good leveling of factors of amplification of

channelc. By the selection of the sufficiently slow response of the

dischargo of filter RC (Tp) they attain 4o that the

achiev,•/reached identity would not he distupted in time intervals
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between momentum/impulso/pulses whi.n is conducted directiun finding.I.

If the time -onstant of the discharge of capacitanoefcapacity C

of filter does not satisfy condition Ty-ly, voltige on

capacitance/capacity C can considerably decrease for time of the

interval/jap between steering impulses and the amp)ification of

channels toward the end of each period Ty will increase. As a result

of the possible n.ncoincidrkciE of the control charactaristics outside

operating point, :an change relation a = k,/k 2 for tine Ty-t-,

and this will lea3 to beaLing error (Fig. 8.16).

p|
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K Fig. 8. 16. onset 3f bearing errors wit h the noncoincidence of control

chaA~acterist ics.-

t ~Key: (1) . Discharge of capacitanco/capacity C.

Page ~448.

Since each subseqie-nt stoeeinq impulse (with is sutfizierit the fast

time constant 3f th'q charge of Cdpacitance/capacity Z) is restorpd

r ~the balance of amplification, on scope withll insufficiant Tp i s

observed the oscil~lation of line of bearing with frequen~y r

and this causes f-in-shaped irnaqe (fir;. 8.17). If simultaneously is
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observed the ellipticity of figure or interference, the reading of

bearing becomes impossible.

Let us deter.iiue the minimally permissible value TV-RC at

the assigned magnitude of the permissible error of direction finding,

caused by the diszharge of capacitance/capacity C. In this case, let

6 • us consider that the control characteristics of amplifi.--tion kl=h,(Uc)

and kg-[f2 (UC) are uniform and are approximated by exponential

dependence, i.e., k-kee-' where a is average mutual conductance I
of control; U, displacement on control electrodes of the .4

adjustable tubes; ka is an initial value of the amplification factor

when Uc=O.

We tike, that the time constants cf the discharge of the filters

of each channel are equal to each other ('lTl= 1pq=¶j)RC) and that.

toward the eild of the duration of each steering impulse occurs the

absolute equalization of chantels on the module/modulu3 3E factor of

amplification, i.e.,

ko•--° k ,eU. , (8.25)

From the torlue/mowent of the termination of the x-tion of

steering impulse, capacitors C in the filters of channels, charged to

potentials Ut(I and 'U12  respectively, in time TY--Y are

discharged, more~ver Ti.=RC (Fig. 8.16).

.. .. .
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For the tarjae/moment of the beginning of the subsqaqaent

steering impulse, the factors of amplification of channels will

change differently and they will be equal to

k, ==k 0 .p[ aUox(.!2)17 (8.26)

h, k,=k11 exp [;,U,,exp ( ] (8.27)

-1•

S"1

Al

A

A
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Fig. 8.17. Image 3f bearing with the fast time constant of the

circuit of the eqlialization of channels.

-4

Page 449.

Let us find the relation ap,- which daternines beariag error due

to the appearance of a nonidentity of channels accorling to

amplification toward the end of each period 1. (i.e. when i TV-IC).

From (8.26) and (8. 27) utilizing (8. 25), it is possible to

determine

S=:: . (8.28)

k0k,

where A-k- I

From (8.28) it f:1.lows that a,, depends on the initial imbalance of

4

1
.-
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channels A0 (when U,,=U, 7O),' With A0  I errors of lirection

finding, even witk fast time constants C, will not ba, if control

characteristic is exponential.

Considering that 1<ap<l,02 (error of direction finling is not.

more than 0.50), A.>I, ,n T,--,, it is possible to rez-ord

In - -- , (8.29)

exp (-- ) T 1

Utilizing (8.29), from (8.28) we will obtain

, (Ty + y).

For example, with A. 2, T,.+ TT.20 ms and a,,- .02 (errors of

direction finiing do not exceed (0.5°)) the allowed vilu? of the time

constant 3f the lischarge of the capacitance/capacity of filter will

be determined

S.

Control of amplification during tho use of a pulse coatc1l signal.

.g

•-• v• .... •"'i •v• ...... r . • - W• " • •', P~ m • ~ t•qsa"•• = ' .. . .
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* A chinge in the value of control signal at the inputs of

channels will cause the appropriate change in the outpat voltages of

control signals, which in turn, through the circuit of the

equalization of amplification will lead to a change in the factors of

amplification of channels.

Page 450.

The level of control signal at the inputs of channels changes

with the adjustment ot bias voltaye on the grid of the tube of the

mixer of control 3ignal.

Thus far tha values of the obtained in this case voltages of

control U(., and U,2  do not exceed the limits of tre range of

control (AU,1 :) Fig. 8.16). simultaneously with a change in the

amplification occtrs its equalization. Consequently, the lynamic

range of gain control will be the wider, the lesser the s.:atter of

control characteristics.

On the other hand, the dynamic range of the control of

amplification is ietermined by the value of the linear sa-tion of

function Lw.,,-(Un), where UnK and .,,,X voL tage on
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entrance and exit of channel.

The level of control signal can be regulated both by hand and is

automatically (Fig. 8&18).

_a• . . . ..
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riq. ~ P. 8. A.Ci cuit 'o I-autmai gair~ ntrol

ey: 8 (1). Circuit '(2).uCiratit ofir conpictrol. aace 3. ie

control of signal. (4). Detector. (5) . A~dding circuit in J buf fer q

amplifier. (6) . Tarige-ntial channel.

Page 451.1

The voltages of the oriented signal in receiving zainnels depend

on the value of b~ariiig. With the formation of voltage for theI

automatic gain control this lepond1encp must be exclude]. For this,J

the parts of output voltages of channc-ls store/add up in 3u~ariturv
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(with phase displacement to 900, usually realized by chaia/networks

RC).

The resulting voltage, equal to

U1 ! 0 3 =1U M -lcos' 0+• U, . sin'0=U,,,. Bu

and not depending on 9, is fed to detector of AGC. Detector of AGC is

included so that the unidirectional voltage of the signal of positive

polarity decreases the initial negative displacement on the grid of

the mixer of the control signal whose level in this case increases.

Thus, AGC and the equalization of the amplification of channels are

combined.

The time constant of circuit of AGC is determined by the time

constant of the filter of the equalization of amplification.
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"Fig. 8.19. Reasons for the oscillation of bearings with latuning. a)

the diffecent qualities of resonance systems; b) the mutual detuning

of channels; c) the mutual detuning of channels and the different

qualities of res~aance systems; 1 - resonance curve of uptake; 2 -

resonance curve :f tangential channel.

Page L52.

It is necessary to keep in mind that in system with the pulse

control signal, the frequency of filling of which is eguaL to the

resonance frequeai-y of the tuning of receiving indicator, the
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equalization of amplification occurs only at this frequen:y.

Therefore, if the resonance characteristics of channels lo not

coincide in form friend with other within the limits of passband,

dering imprecise tuning to signal, can arise the errors 3f direction

finding, caused by the nonidentity of the resonance chirauteristics

of channels. These errors are developed in the deviatia )f bearing

from true with datunings receiving indicator (the so-called

oocillations of bearing). Depending on the reasons for the

nonidentity of the resonance characteristics (different anergy factor

of ducts, staggering) of oscillation, they can have symmetrical and

asymsetric character with detunings to both sides from resonance

(Fig. 8.19).

So, in the zase Fig. 8.19a the oscillation of bearing they occur

to one side from the image of the true biaring; in the =a3e Fig.

8.19b, appear symietrical oscillations to both sides; in the case

Fig. 8.19c, occur asymmetric oscillations to both sides.

Equalization of the phase shifts of the voltage in chinnals.

The phase shifts of high-frequency filling of staaring impulses.

obtained after pa~sage by them receiving channels, are utilized for
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equalization within certaiii limits of phase characteristizs of

channels.

One if the passible circuits of phase compensation it is shown

-to Fig. 8.20. The steering impulses through the buffer stiges enter

the phase discriminator. The buffer stagas are open/liscl~sod by the

video pulses, synzhronous and cophasal with managers, Jua to what the

circuit of phase compensation works only under the PffEct of steering i

impulses and does not react to the oriented signal. Manuftctured by

phase discriminator regulating dirpct/constant voltages (U,,) are

fed to tha circuit of control of the phase of the stress of the

second heterodyne, common/general/total for two channals. This

circuit consists 3f two phase-shifting cascade/stages, zonnected S

between the secoal heterodyne and the second mixers of receiving

channels.

Page 453.

A. is known, the phase of the voltage of intermaeitte frequency

is determined by the phase of the voltage of signal and by the phase

of heterodyne (r,,p,=f((. TOr)). Under the affect of the =3ntrllinq

voltage of phase liscriminator, the voltage of the second heterodyn.

in the phase-shifting cascade/stagy acquires the phase shift, equal

in magnitude to the phase shift of governinj output potential of this

"46
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channel and reverap/inverse on sign. As a result of the paase of

output voltages, they are equalized.

The presecvation/retentioii/uaintaining of the identity of the

phasps into time intervals T.-T. is assured by selection

sufficient slow response of the discharge of a RC,-filter in the

circuit of shapia of output direct/constant controlling voltages of -

phase discriminator.

Bosides the 3ystem described above of the equalization of

channels with the aid of control signal, are applied other methods

(8. 3.

*1
*1

iA

!0

-'a
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Fig. 8.20. Circuitsi of phdse compensation.

Key: (1). Uptake. (2). T he out puit st age. (3). Pha se-sh ifti nq

cascado/st age. (4) . The buf fer stage. (5) . filter. (6) . he terod yne.

(7) . Phase discrimindjtor. (8) .Trigger pulses. (9) . Teaigsatial

channel.

Page 454.

It is possible ta d*?crease the requirements for the iientity of

channels with respect to amplificitiotn or at least cm)ticiwous to
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sontot it, without applying special pilot signal, if we it entrance

and exit of receiving indicator periodicilly change over channels,

changing by their places (Fig. 8.21) (8.17]. in this direction finder

the disturbance/breakdown of the identity of channels 3n

amplification and phase will lead to the fact that on scope they are .

formed two lattic_-type ellipses. Correct bearing is determined from

the bisector af tie angle between the principal axes of ellipses

(Fig. 8.22). During the equalization of amplification, the ellipses

will merge into one.

Such by shap., in this system is feasible the correct reading of

bearing with the sufficiuntly considerable nonidentity 3f channels

and it is easy to note the disturbance/breakdown of identity. But theq
accuracy of reading of bearing (on bisector) descends, and when

interfRrence and instability of the figure of bearing is present,

reading is extremely hinder/hampered. The minimum frpquency of

commutation with tube without afterglow must be order 20 4Iz.

Obtaining one-stled bearing.

J

The two-channel radio direction finler, working accr)ding to

these circuits, makes it possible to obtain bearing with
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indeterminancy/unzertainty into 1800. For the elininition of
ambguiy, t i •osibe t aplydifferent circuits. isually in -

majority of them, is utilized the superposition principle of the

nondirectional reception on the directional cosinusoilit rec ption.

MW

Zvi

S4I
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Fig. 8.21. Pig. 8.22.

Fig. 8.21. Block diagram of two-channel radio direction finder with

switching of chanaels.

Key: (1). channel. (2). the 1st hot-erodyne. (3). the 2nd heterodyne.

(4). input switching. (5). output switching.

Fig. 8.22. Image af bearing with the nonýqualized chianais.

Page 455.

Most conveniant, that not r,ýquiring supplementary 3perations of

operator, but als• most complex on execution is the three-channel

circuit of diraction finder. To the input of the third zhinnel, is

connected the central omnidirectional antenna, and t3 its output -
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the modulator grid of brightness or the focusing grii 3f :athode-ray

tube (Fig. 8.23).

The process of obtaining the single-valued bearing it is easy to

explain by diajran/curves Fig. 8.24. On diagram/curves 1 and 2, are

shown the voltages of vertical and tangential channels. The relative

phase of these stcesses depending on the direction of tha arrival of

wave can change by 1800.

On diagram/curve by 3 solid lines is shown the v3ltage of the

omnidirectional antenna, wattful of the directional antenna. The

phase of the omnilirectional antenna does not change with a change in

the bearing. The half-periods of the work of cathode-ray tube are

shown on diagram/curve 4.

The form of Line of bearing during control by the molulator of

brightness for case Fig. 8.24 is shown to Fig. 8.25a. With the

noncoincidence of the phases of the stresses of the omnilirectional

antenna and directed system (dotted line on diagram/curv- 3) (Fig.

8.24) the form of line of bearing will be such, as on Fig. 8.25b. If

a phase differenz: reaches 900, bearing will be two-place, with an

increase its mora than 900 determination of side will be incorrect.

• -••-• f -•'- --' r ... ..... ...... ; ....... •............• ......... •"- ' • 7 • --• • • -• • I
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Fig. 8.23. Circuit of raidio direction finder with the sepirate

channel of t~he vaLtage amplification of the omnidirectional antenna.

Key: (1). Uptake. (2). Heterodyne. (3) . Tangential channel. (4).

L Channel of side.

Page 456.

Thus, in three-channel system it is necessary to ensure very high

requirements for the ide~ntity of all channels uith respezt to phase

shift.

A sirpler pAttern of the determination of side, worker on the

same principle, can be realized without the third chaannel. Thp inputs
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of channels alternately are connected to the omnidirectional antenna;

the output of that channel which is connected to it at given

K. torque/moment, is connected to the modulator of the brightness of

- tube (Fig. 8.26). Second channel remains at this torque/moment

K connected to its -eflector plates. Such switchings can be produced by

hand or after include/connecting the spezial svitching

equipment/device (in the simplest execution relay). During manual 7

R, switching it is necessary to be guided by following. If baaring is

close to values of 0-1800, the omnidirectional antenni is connected

to the tangential channel whose output voltage will be feed/conducted

in this case to the modulator of brightness. With the beiting, close

to 90-2703, the channels are changpd by places. The diagcrms of the

voltages in channils and the form of displ , ,y are shown to Fig. 8.27.

If at the iaout of direction finder there is a goniometer, it

suffices to conne:t to nondirectional antenna and modulator grid only

one of the channels, since in this case the voltage of the

directional antenna is aistributed along channels by gami~meter. All

reguirements far the phase relationship/ratios of the voltages of

channels during the determination of the sides, given above, are

valid also for this circuit.
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KT,
•. I I f

0 I

/') § o

E I i Ii, mbly,,•

Fig. 8.24. Procesi of obtaining the single-valued bearing in circuit

Fig. 8.2-..

Key: (1). Uptake. (2). Upward. (3). Down. (4)}. Tangential channel.

(5) . -o the right. (6). Beam deflection. (7). To the left. (8).

Channel uf the determination of side. (9), Brightness or Eocusing

(10),. There is. (1 1),. No.

S. _ 0 • .
", i,• •,• • , • • - •, , • • •t,•,"-m~r• • . . .. . ...
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to 270

Fig. 8.25. Image :f single-valued bearing.

/138ePmM&WUKt,&, AI,,
MJ7IIH8 f'Au3oD N 0.

0M

0-

i III.1 ',QHJo, !\ 1mv

Ij neaee x JKpaofe

( ) 0 I

rem UN -

rOMMuOMMrf~ldpf /

Oi )Hem A 'tinem,
IEcmbl /,cl~ t
I I I

Fig. 8.26. Fig. 8.27.

Fig. 8.26. Patteri of the determination of side in two-channel RDF.

Key: (1). Uptake. (2). Ifetezody•re. (3). Tangential channel.
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Fig. 8.27. Diagraims of voltages and image -)n screen of zRr for
circuit Fig. 8.26.

FKey: (1). Uptake, beaving are close to 00. (2). Upwarl. (3). D)own.
(4).Uptkebeaingareclose to 1800. (5). Imarge on sz~raen. (6).

k 
-~

Bemdeflection. (7). Upward. (8). Down. (9). Tangential -hannel2

(brightness). (10) . No. (11) . There is.

8.4. Single-channel radio directiou finders.

The difficulties of the execution of two idpntical channels of

amplification lei to the creation of single-channel radio direction

finde~rs. Accuriinj to operating principle, they are two-uhannel, on

physical channel separation, it is replaced in them by frequency or

time/temporary. To this same to class can be attributel the radio

direction finders in which amplifier circuits are united partially,

channel i-:eaparation occurring iccot)31ing to fvoquency sign/-- riterion.

It should be notai that thfo association of amplifier zir--uits frees

from some difficalties and tho sources of the errors whiz-h are

observed during t.wo-channel amplification, but at the same time

complicates ciccuit (modulation or commutation, etc.) , ire caused tha

new sources of errors. The majority of single-channel PDP's is
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deprived of ong ot tile fundamental advantages of two-chirnnel radio

ki :direction finders - visual selectivity.

Direction finders with audio modulation (method of cosparison of the

depth of modulation of the taken signal).

Th? block liagram of direction finder is depi-tai of Fig. 8.28.

The voltages of signal ut1 and u2 will be feed/conducted to two

balanced modulators and MnoCulated ny the voltages of twa frequencies

91 and Pa respectively. The output voltages of the balanead

modulators will be

li,, Up, cos 0 sin QlI sill .l,

u U,,-U, sin 0 sin ,t sin wf.

After dddition with tha voltage of the omnidirectional antenna

-U11 sin tot

on the input of r'ceiving indicator, operates the voltlg3

U - --.. ,.
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Ua = U+UI, + ,--- UI,,, 1 + -f cos 0 sin fl, +

+ -q sin 0 sin Q) sin -t

Lima

or

u=Um alI + M, sin 0t 5 + M, sin it] sin.t, (8,30)

U,

where Al, Cos U; _ 3 sin 0.

Page 459. -.

From (S.33) it is evident that at the input of receiving indicator

operates the voltige of carrier frequency w, modulatei in amplitude

by the voltages of frequencies f;, and Vz with the modulition factors

M, and wh2 , •ich iepend on the ,zimuth of the DF radio st).ion.

Such by shape, the informdtion about bearing in thi3 direction

finder is includal in the value of the sido components of the

modulated by two tones signal and their mutual cophasaLity or

pushpulis (last/L/tter determincs the quadrant in which is located

the single-valued bearing).

"AI
I
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To avoid cross modulation in this circuit, the oveumodulation is

not admitted and is necessary satisfaction of condition III + A2 < 1.

It is obvious that for this it is necessary to satisfy the condition

U-N since the maximum value of sum cos 9 + sin 9 is equal to

After detection the variable component of signal 3t the output

of receiver takes the form

11A= U,,, A cos "sill ,' -U,,1 A sin Osin ,/. (R.31)
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mopJ~~~AJA AdU~o

~~~~A 'iauernne G~ lr

UAA

*Ke y: (1). The bal an ccd m odulIator. (2) . Genera tor. (3) . B ~ance

de tec tor. (4i). In t -rL upter. (5) . Phasi ny c irc uit. (6) . R e cei ver. (7).

* ~CRT bearingq indicator._

Page 460O.

Voltctqe (9.31) is fed to two synchronous balance dete~t c3 to which

are conducted reference voltages Ug1I =Uesin0,1t and u12 = Ugm %in lt'

During the phase cinicidence of the suipportinq/reterence and swor ke r

of voltages (or with their pushpull) the output voltagas :f balance

detectors will be

U, U., Cos 0' (8,32)
U11 =, Urn' sin 0.
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Diret/constant voltages (8.32) are utilized for the indication

of bearing with the aid of dial instrument (magnitoeleztric A

logometer) [8. 12).

. .. Wi-th. the sup..ly of voltages (8.32)_ to the- plates of -athode-ray

tube the focus will be deflected from center and its angular position I
will give radio station bearing. More convenient indiciti~n with the

aid of cathode-ray tube is obtained, if we include/ccnnezt T

interruptrs (Fi; 8. 29) converting direct/constant voltages (8.32)

in saw-tooth.

M
A J0
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UN??

"1 - 7Umcc'm# 
-

Fig. 8.29. Circuit of the formatiou•/educat:ion of saw-tooth vo].tages.

Key: (1). MomentuR/impulse/pu1';e c,•ntroJ of interrupter.

Page 461.

Image on the screen of cathode-ray tube takes in this •se the form

of the r'aial ray/bodni on• which is counted off single-valued bearing.

In the direiztio finder in question partially is cetiined tho

separate passage •L the vo]tages. of two lirectional ant~nsas along

independent channels. Tn this part of the circuit, is possible *he

-r

Fig 8. 9 Cir ui of th........ca in fsa -o h v lt g s
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onset of the errocs, examined into § 8.3.

The work of the balanced modulators is cxamin.d in § 8.1. The

obtained there conclusion/derivations can be attributed also to this

-circuit. "

The amplification of side frequencies w I P, an] A Q 2 in

common/general/total circuit must be identical. The diff•rent value

of amplification factors causes the errors, analogous to the errors

of two-channel radio direction finder. A difference in the envelope

phases of variations of frequencies Q, and "d2 is led to 3rrors, since

balance detector converts a phase difference into a lifftcence in the

amplitudes of output voltayes. Actually, if phase displac.ments of

envelopes of relatively reference voltage comprise A,., and Af,,,r2,

then the output voltages of balance detectors take the fcrm

U, = Un, Cos 0 Cos AoS ,r,,
Vi I U11 sin t Cos

The angle of deflection of ray/beam or, the screen of the zathode-ray

tube of indicator is determined by the expression
tg4•= U,, --tgO,

where • -. -- , A-,0, Bearing error (Ar) in this case is inalogous to

error with the inequality of the module/moduli of thi• fitors of

amplification of two-channel indicator and can be founi from formula

V
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(see § 8.3)

O"in 20tg4,l = - "°
S- coo 20

When selecting modulation frequencies, must be take into

consideration of condition, analogous to the conditions for the

selecting of the frequency of rotation in phase-meter calio direction

finders (see § 8.5).

Page 462.

Direction finders with the successive connection of antennas and

indicator.

In such dir_:tion finders the orthogonal pairs of antennas or

coil of goniometer diternately are connected to single-channel

receiving indicator. Simultaneously are switched the coils of the

needle indicator (logometer) or the deflector plates af 5athode-ray

tube. The simplest circuit of this direction finder is depicted on

Fig. 3.30. For the stabilization of bearing, the indicator must have

slow response. Di:-ction findeLs with switching did riot have
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extensive application due to the large number of deficien:y/lacks.

Two-channel reception indicator with the partial association of

channels.

The difficulties of the control of the amplification of ahannels

in systems without control signal led to the creation of two-channel

receiving indicator with the partial association of channels ( 8.3].

In t.his receiving indicator is conducted the special caaversion of

intermediate freqAency in one of the channels, so that tha-

intermediate fregiencies of chdnnels considerably woull differ from

each other (Fig. 3.31). Then the signals of each channel with

different intermediate frequencies are amplified on the whole,

usually the aperiodic, amplifier.
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ammwnorin ~ powvDPbM

1,4 .9y" 1W f Al

Fig. 8.30. Bloak liagram of sin<le-channel radio. direction finder

with the successive connectiont of antennas and indicator.

Key: (1). Arrow piasemeter (logometer). (2). Receiver. (3). Control

unit switch.

Page 463.

With a sufficient broad-band character of this amplifia ind linear

amplitude-frequency characteristic with the adjustment aE its

amplification it is possible within certain limits to change to

identical degree both signal level.

For obtaining the indication of bearing on cathoda-ray tube it

is necessary again to convert frequencies, in order to abtain then

identical. Since conversion before the common/general/total amplifier

compulsorily is lad to a supplementary difference of the signals in

-.- -.. .:..-. . I
. . •.
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channels iue t.) piase, for reverse/inverse transformition Is utilizel

V the same aeterodyne, but connected to the mixer of another channel
K-' (Fig. 8. 31).

Usually the dynamic range of the control of amplification by

such circuits logs not exceed 40O-50 dB. The automatic gain cor.-rol

also can be realized in common/genc-ral/tatal amplifier. is in system

Fwith control. signil, stress level on the input of dete~t~c of AGC

must not depend Dri azimuth (§8.3)

8.5. Instcument errors of IRDF's because of phase shifts in receiver.

During thea ?plication/use of methods of radio traffic, based on

the measurement of phase, vital importance acquire phase shifts in

receiver. Phase measurements in high Afrequency are utilized in phase

radio direction finders from motionless antennas with large

separation.
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Fig. 8.31. Block liagrani of receiving inlicator with the partial

association of channels. ApA

Key: (1). Filter. (2). heterodyne. (3). Apetiodic amplifier. (4)1.

Tuning. (5). Amplification.

Page 464.

The measurement of envelope phase of the amplitude- or frequency

modulated oscillation is applied in radio direction finders with the

long running of antennas and in radio direction `iders with the

cyclic measurement ot phase. In the enumerated systems the

information about bearing is included directly in phase. Therefore

any supplementary negligible phase displacement in rezeiving

I•
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indicator will give corresponding bearing error. At the sime time the

presence in the receiving indicata£- of resonance systems in the

amplifiers of the high and intermediate of frequencias unavoidably is
- led to phase displacement both the carrier frequency and of envelope.

An especially large shift occurs in circuit of IFA

[intermiediate-frejuency amplifier], where the there is thq narrowest

passband of resoaance systpms and the steepest phase respanse.

K' c As is known, the phase response of single duct and two coupled

circuits can be expressed by the fformulas:

arc tg a, (8.33)

and

2o~(? -arcg +* (8.34)

where a =(2Af/fý • - the generalized detuning;

fo- resonanze fcequency;

Af = f - fa detuning;

Q - a quality;

=--KQ coupling parameter;

4
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-. K- a coupling coefficient.

"The selective system uf receiver usually consists of several

free single ducts or pairs of circuits. Resulting phase displacement

I grow/rises proportional to n - to the number of single .ucts oLr pairs

"L-+ of ducts in syste,. If the resulting passband B is assigned, then the

: energy factor of lucts must be selected as being equal to

Q -- n- (8.35)

Function iji(z)in the case of applying the pairs of ducts depends

besides n and on the degree of communication/connectin. (zoupling

p28rameter -q). tabLe 8. 2 gives corrected values Vp(0), borrowed from

•2 8
Page 465.

Utilizing (8.35) and designating x 2af/B, we obtain

xS---- (8.36)

The phase responses of multistage selective system :in be, using

these (lesignations, recorded in the form

, -- i arc tg -(,l' (8.37)
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tor a single-circuit circuit, and

?,,ý-.arc tg+ -W (8.38)%,=-nrctg(I + V) (M -

for a two-circuit circuit.

'I The phase response of resonance system for an erivel.)e

sinusoidal oscillition, mnodulated voltage of fL-equency F, is
determined by formula (2.71

Yorf,7 Q" (8.39)

For tbt single di ct

I 2F
T -o + ,, (8.40)

for a system of two coupled circuits

(j .2 + ,, ) 4-2 1 (8.41)

?ur •)= -- 2(I -. * + :)'+ 4•'l,
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Table 8.2. Values

2 4(pe)ecm• a (3 /I)f~i'MJ ~K4f

OAhIOKOIITVp- BeC KnhuTy. 1,0 1 .5G 1.96 2,3 2,85 2,89
Ia8H pbl n pmZo-

iiaice ý

S- nYXKO IT. p fl- Y = ,5 n ,19 1,71 2,06 2.35 2.67 2,.1.
"a V- I 0,71 0,,.8 0.98 1,09 1,1I 1,22
I ... 0.3o.2 0,.46 0,6.. 0,6_1 D, 67 0,7_ .. .. .0

-Key: (1). circuit. (2). Mode/conditions oftuning. (3). tn& with the I

number of cascade/stAges. (4) . Siflle-c..iL'CUit. (5) All ducts in

resonance. (6). rwo-circuit.

Page 466.

As can be seeni from (8.41), the form of curve To, depends oN

So •hat curve 'or (0) would have one maxisum, is necessary

satisfaction of candiLion <I-

Phasa displacement of envc lopp is maximum durin. t.%a fine tuning

of resonance systam for sijnal carrieL frequency (a = 0). This shift

can be considered either by thP introduction of the corragponding

phase shifts inta tnn' referencre (modulating) voltages of low

frequc~ncy, or by rotation through the appropriate angle at the scale

of L-arirngs.

-.-.---
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The energy factor of ducts in the course of time is :hanged as a
".-A

result of ageiag, the r.ffect of temperature, change in the load of

the tubes and other rei.sons, which produces change phase Jisplacement

- of both carrier and envelope.

.A

I--.

............... •.. .
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-- ± ,0 l- -- " / €-:
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Fig. 8.32. Depen~lence of phase displacemant of envelope :3) detuning

for tuned amplifieLs with single ducts with different z = 2F/B: a) A

for n = 1; b) fr ac 2 (untroken curves) and n = 4 (dashed curves.

Page 467.

This variable part of phaste- 11isplacemont cannot be compensatpi for,

if in circuit is aot providea the possibility of fre:iunt checking

and adjustment of phase displacomont.

Durinq tuni.l of signal, any deviation froin resonance is led to

a change in the phase shift. Let us d.signate a change in phase

displacetnent of envelope with rietuning by Ap,,,.; then

• _._ :, , ' : . . ' . .. :_ -..-
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1-Wr - r -& rr (T)o

Utilizing (8.36) ind after designating 1+-•'--q and 2F/B = u, we will

obtain

for a system from single ducts from (8.40)

4?o r =--- -+ , (8.42.

for a two-circuit circuit from (8.,41)
,, .• + .00,(,,) (4 - 3q) ] ( . 3

Aor-- -- + 0 [xq + 2.02ji.(s) q (2 -- ).+ 44 1 8. 43

The graph/dimgraas of dependences APor(x) for different.

resonance systems and dependences x(a) are given to Pigs. 8.32-8.36.

Thsý analysis of formula-.; (8.42) and (8.431 and cu|rve/graphs

shows that best for obtaiuing minimum A :,,r are the systems of

single-circuit resonxance and two-circuit band-pass amplifiers when

.<l.C.rvelgraphs Fig. 8.36 make. iT possible to select the modulating

frequencies.
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1io 02 /, i6o# ao t._.

o A02 0.4 0.5 0.8 t.OX

Fig. 8.33. Dependence of phase displacement of envelope 33 "eturiing A
S]for a single-stage band-pass amplifip.r when -0.5 (continuous) and

SII-~l-I. (broken) curved.'i-

Page 468.

During thte L'tation of the highly directional radiation pattern

when the input of coceiving indicator affects the

momentum/impulse/?ulse, duration and form of which depeni on the rate

of rotation and form of diagram, also can be oL-serv:4 the specific

for this svstem errors of directiont finding and distortion of the

shape of pulse. hs is known, the attack time at the output of turied

amplifier depends on waveform at input and on the transient

characteristic of amplifier. If the attazk time at input (the leadiny

3tI
:i

• ". .. . . . . ..
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impulse front) t. and the transient response of entire circuit

of receiving indicator is specific by the time of establishment ly,

F:• then during satisfaction of the condition

4a> ty (8.44)

the form of output signal is close to that of the input signal. The

resulting passband is selected on thn basis of the condition

I IB (8.45)

The rise time af somentum/impulse/pulse can be approximately accepted

equal to

I, 2P 1(8.46)

where 270.1 is wiith of radiation pattern at the level. 0.1 frora the

maximum:

F - the freguency of the rotation of antenna.

Satisfying (3.44) and (8.45), they attain that, in order to the

distortioa of the form of the output pulse, the position of the axis

of symmetry of which determines bearing, it did not laii to

deterioration in the reading of bearing.
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o oZ 0.4 0.6 0.8 I'Dz

Fig. 8.34. Depen1dIkce of phase displacement of envelope on detuning

for a band-pass amplifier with n = 2 and ,i-I. I

Page 469.

A
Analogou6 distortions occur during the rotation of cosinusoidal

radiation pattern. They are developed in the fact that at output is

obtained the more or less diffuueF minimum, but not the zero values of

the voltage. Besides possible wave form distortions during pulse

advancing through the circuit of receiver display, will ozcur its

time lag in time. During fine tuning for signal frequanay, maximum -

and constant/invariable time lag can be taken into account by the

introduction of the corresponding correction to bearian by the

rotation of scale or deflection system of the cathode-ry tube of

I
:I

I4
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indicator. However, time lag in the course of time changes, that it

does not make it oossible to consider it completely and a change in

the envelope phase.

Imprecise tuning to signal will leal to a change in the time lag

and respectively to bearing error. Time lag in amplifier is _

determined by the slope/transconductance of its phase L-asponse [2.7,.41

2.81

I.. I
xi

I.1

I9
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A.0 .x

ti0*; -4 (do-e 0,5v s

- 02

* 2 44 4 DI I.D:-X

Pig. 8.39. Depenlence of phase displacement of envelope :)n detuning •

ifor band-pass amplifier when ,i-fl.5 and n =2 (continvuos) and when ,

; ,l=O.•.n= 4 (dot~ted cu've.s). 5

-U,:-
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I0,

Fig. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~. 8.36 .0,4ii~ck 0of 0,e pemisil deunn 0. 1.BOnt

2;I bad-as Ampli fie,4 4=5s 4n 1; 4, tune amlfir n 4
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- tuned amplifier, ni 2; 6 - tun.d amplifier, n = 17 7 - band-pass

amplifier, ,=i. n = 1; 8 - band-pass amplifier, ý-,. n 2; b) the

error of lirecti•n finding A = 0.50 (designation of curve3 the same

as in 8.36a).

Page 471.

A change :)f the time 14i (At) with detuning Af within tha limits of M_

passband B connected with phase displacement by envelopin; lependence

AtZ=A?-r can be determined:

for the singLe-stage tuned ampl4ifier

, .VI 1I••l, ---- LEA,7•' 8.47)

for an n-cascade tunied amplifier.

A t'flý (~ ~2. ~ B (8.49)

for an n- cascade band-pass amplifier

", [ . %4" + 4. 0 (,1 (4 - 30) I
4(n [. ( ] -' -. (8.49)

Minimum changes of the time lag with detunings within the limits of

band B will, be during the use of single-c-ircuit resonanc!"' arid

two-circuit band-ass ammplifiers when 'i<I.

IM
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In multistage implifiers with B = const because 3f le expansion

of the passband 3f each cascatde/stage At, it can be e.%en less

At,. Knowing the frequency of the rotatian of antenna F in hertzes
and change of the time lag At itt seconds. it is possible to easily
determine the obtained in this case bearing error in the legrees: .

A = 360FAt.

For example, with detuning x = 0.5 and B = 2000 Hz f~r a

single-stage tunei amplifier At, = 0.2 ms. If the frequency of the

rotation 3f the radiation pattern oi 20 Hz, this leads ta bearing

error A,=1,440 . Under the same conditions for a four-stage tuned

amplifier At, = 0.075 ms and A,=0,53.

Time lag and change in the time lag of the frequency modulated

signal also can be found by formulas (8.46)-(8.49).
A

8.6. Phasometric cadio direction finders.

In phasompetLic radio direction finders the bearin; i3 determined

from the envelope phase of the amplitude modulation whizh is obtaineid I
during thR long running of radiation pattern (§ 2.3).

!1

I
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Pre known different methods of formation and rotation of

the radiation pattern. Obtaining and rotation of cardi~i3 or

sinusoidal diagram can be realized with the aid of the rotatory

antenna with sinusoidal diagram and phased motionless omnidirectional

antenna (8.29], either by rotation of special reflector around

motionless antenna [8.281, or by rotation of the rotor of goniometer

with motionless antennas [8.14, 8.29].

The rotation Df narrow-lobe diagram widely is appliel in

wide-base direction finders of short and ultra short wavas and in UHF

direction finders [3.25].

Is applied also the method of the rotation of radiation pattern

with motionless antennas with the use of special eleatc)aic circuits.

Direction finders with the mn:chaiical rotation of radiation pattern.

The rotatioi Df radiation pattern causes modulation of the
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oriented signal iI dmplitude with thte frequency Q, velocity-dependent

of rotation and form of radiation pattern. The shape of the envelope

of this modulated signal is determined by the foxm of c3diation 4

pattern, and phase! - by direction in the oriented radio station (by

angle of irrival ýf wave 0). The reference point of envelope phase is

usually determined -by the torque/moment of the passage of maxi aun or

minimum of radiation pattern of the direztion in north. If the

strength of the field of the oriented signal E-E,,sinnot, the antenna

radiation pattern are determined by function f(8) and the frequency

of the votation of radiation pattern is aqudl to Q, then the voltage

of signal on the input of receiving indicator in general form can be

11C =- U... (LI1, 0) sin adl. (8.50)

During the rotation of cardioid whose equation f(e) = 1 - cos 6, we

obtain

10 U, [1 Cos (Q - 0)] sill wt. (8.51)

Page 473.

This Inodulated osQillation with modulation frequency 2 ani modulation

factor M = 1 (00o/o modulation), moreover phase displicaent of

envelope rel.ativa to referenc,- point (t 0) it is equal to the angle

of arrival of a~ve 0 (Fig. 8.3 7 a). Such a modulation is observed only

with idcoal cardioid (§ 3.8), in real systems usually M < 1 and uc--UM

o. . . ._A
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,[ - M cos (Ut-G) sir, wt.

"" If we consiJar that theb receiving indicator is not introduced

supplemeutary phase displacemeiut of envelope and other errors (§8.5),

- output potential of. cho linear amplitude 'etector of receiving

• .i.nrlicatar will be

Measuring with ph3scmeter value v, we obtain the single-valued

determination of bearing.

;01

p.•
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tici

C-4

0e

00

8.a tO*

Fig. 8. 7. Signal aspect with of the rotations: a) carliid radiation

pattel.,; b) .inu.ojijhal radiation pattern.

Page 474,,

It the antenna radiation pattern is sinusoidal (eight), then the

Measurement of sigrial amp•iitude in time luring the rgtPLIn of

diagraw will bE it occurs accordiLy to thl law

[(,O Sill (01 -- 0).
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signal at th-- input of recei.ving 2fldic4tor takes the form

Ie U,,, sin (Ut s j in o.1.(.2

These are modulated suppressed-carrier signal (Fig. 8.37b) during

its detection thLe modulation frequency' dnd phase displacement are

doubled.

The reading 3f hearing on phasemeter is conductel with

indetermiaancy/uný;'-rtainty +ýo 1800. For the elimination of ambiguity,

is utilized the omnidirectionial antenna.

Tne form of cactiation fiattcrn can differ significantly from

sinusoid or cardi~id. -1o, during the rotition of diagram with

sufficiently narr~w lug/lobce and distinct maximum modulation has

puls- character (Fig. 8.38). in this case tae bearin4 is Jetermined

by.,..ie ph~se angl-% between the reference point and the marimun vdlue

of motneutum/irnpulse/pulse- at the output of receiving iali..ator.

Usually on the axis of tho rotation of antenna or goniometer, is

located reference generator whose frequqncy is equal t:) the frequency

of rotation, and ~heis tequal to zero during the passage of the

minimum (or maxirnam) of r~adiation pattf-rn ot the direc-tion in north.
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' C,

Fig. 8.38. Rotati:n :f ndrrow-lobe radiation pattern: a) narrow-lobe

diagram; b) si~nal aspect at tne input of receiving indiastor.

Page 475.

Sometimes on the axis of rotation, is establish/installel selsyn

transmitter, and receiving syrnchro serves for obtaining

"scdnninj/sweep on tube. Are applied sweep circuits with

synchro-transformer and sine-cosine potentiometer [8.13]. Examples of

the block i]iagrams of direction finders with the revolvial radiation

jittprn ar* repieSented in Fig. to 8.39-8.41.
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flvSAfMNIK Au ~a

'H~Y ___

Fig. 8.39. Phase-meter radio direction finder with the rotatory

antenna and arrow phasemeter.

Key: (1). Receiver. (2). Detector and UNCh Elow-frequetncy

amplifier]. (3)° Motor. (4). Phasemeter. (S). Reference ganeritor.

ýIoI

I ! "

Fig. 8.40. Phase-meter radio diiection finder with dLlinaltion of

radiation pattern.

} -
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Key: (1). Receiver. (2). Motor.

i "Page 476.

Cardioid pattern in direction finder (Fig. a.39) is Ormel by the

addition of the stress of the revolving H-type antenni anJ motionless

omnidirectional antenna. the voltage of envelope, obtained as a

result of detection, is fed to the arrow phasemeter tj which will be

feed/conductel also referenco voltage from generator. the measured by

phase meter phase difference of these stresses gives single-valued

bearing in degrees.

Bearing is :-unted off with the aid of the phasemeters of

different types. rn this case, wide applicatior found arrcw

phasemeters with oalance detector and the instrument of iirect

current and phasemeters with cathode-ray tune.

Are applied also the circuits, in which is form/shaped the

narrow pulse intz the torque/moment of the passage of tha sinusoid

through zero in the direction of an increase in the current. The

obtained momentum/impulse/pulse starts flip-flop. The analogous
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momentum/impulse/pulse, obtained from reference voltage, inverts

flip-flop.

K _-

Fig. 8.41. Phase-iteter radio direction finder with revolving

qoniometer.

Key: (1). Input af circuit and. (2). Converter and UPN. (3).

A
Detector. (4) . Will supplement. detector. (5) . Amplif ier. (6) .

Modulator. (7). Sweep oscillator. (8). Balance modulator.

Page 477.

The time interval during which one of flip-flops tube is opened, and

its average curreat are proportional to a phase differenze in
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measured and refecence voltages r 2.9). The method of 53asa rement of

phase on the interval among the momentum/impuilse/pulses, formed, as

noted above, has 5 series of advantages in the relation tý accuracy

and possibility of the automation of the further treatment/working of

bearings. It is described in §8.9.

In system (Fig. 8.40) rotates the antenna with acatefsharp

radiation pattern. The output unidirectional voltage of raceiver will

be feed/canductei to the d*flection coils of the cathode-ray tube

which rotate syn:zronously and cophasally with antenna. With the

reception of the signals of radio station on tube face, i3 drawn the

antenna radiation pattern the axis of symmetry of which determines

bearing.

4

Direction fiader (Fig. 8.41) has the rotatable with the aid of

high-frequency goniometer sinusoidal radiation pattern. The modulated

with the frequenzcy of rotation stress from search coil of goniometet

is remove/taken with the aid of the revolving transformer. After

conversion, amplification and detection in receiver, the obtained

voltage of envelope in negative polarity is fed to the guid of the

modulator where it modulates the sweep oscillator voltage (frequency I
its 15-80 kHz). the phase of the modulating stress depenis on the

Ia

.1•

'U
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-he voltage :f sweep frequency enters through the ravolvin'-

transformer the rotor of the goniometer of scanning/swaep which

rotates in line with the rotor of high-frequency goniometar. The

stator coils of g3niometer of the scanniing/sweeps in which in this

case are formed two shifted to 900 voltages of sweep frelaency,

modulatel with the frequency of the rotation of goniom-ter, are

connected to the Jeflector plates of the tube on which is obtained

-_F' the circular sweep.

The voltage in the stator coils of the goniometer of

scanning/sweep is mcdulated by the voltage of the signal amplitude

envelope whose phase depends on azimuth. Since the modulating voltage

is utilized in negative polarity, on scope, is drawn reverse/inverse

radiation pattern in the form of the propeller whose blaia/vanes

corresponi to the minimums of figure-of-eight diagram.

Page 478.

Along the axis of tho symmetry of the obtained figure, is determined

two-place bearing.

The side is determined by means of the closing/shcrting of

key/wrenches K1 , K. drnd of interrupting key/wrench K2 (Fig. 8.41).

During the closin;/shorting of key/wrench K, to the input of
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receiver, is fed the voltage of the omniiirectional antenma, matched

on amplitude and phase with fLame voltage. The obtained ifter

detector voltage :f the frequency of the rotation of goniameter

during interrupting of key/wrench K2 additionally' is 1etazted in

negative polarity and modulates the sweep oscillator vltige.

Is simultana)us the voltage after the detector of rezeiver, out

of phase to 900 with the aid of phase inverter (()- 900), is fed to -

the input of the balanced modulator together with the sw•.p

oscillatoc voltage. output voltage from the balanced m)IaLator during

the closing/shortiny of key/wrench K3 is connected to gril - the

modulator of the brightness of cathode-ray tube. On tube face, one of

the lobes of the propeller of thp image :f bearing goes out, and can

be counted off single-valued beariny.

Direction finders with the electrical rotation of radiation pittern.

Tt.e electrizal rotation: Df radiation pattern usually is applied

in systems with sinusoidal or cardioid radiation pattecns (Fig.

II

!I
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IWlVIidrp fi

Fig. 8.42. Block diagram of radio direction finder with ttip

electrical rotati~n of radiation patternl.

Key: (1). The balanced modulator'. (2). Generator. (3). Btlance phase

discriminator. (4ý. interrupter. (5). Phasing circuit. (6). Receiver.

(7). thp indicatar of bearing. (R). Phase inverter.

Page 479.

For the rotation are utilized the balanced modulators to which

are contieztpd the voltages of the signal

-U COS 0 sin mt. (8.53)
Il ec Ut sin 0 sin ptf

and the modulatino voltag(p
a clae Us Msin f ig,

ug 22= U •mCosflI (8.54)
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Useful components at the output of the balanced modulat0cs

""JI U. cos 0 sin rit sin .t, (8.55)
U. sin 0 cos Ot sin wt.

In the existing systems (Fig. 8.42) usually is applied the

electrical rotation of cardidid pattern, for which is utilized also _

the voltage of tha omnidirectional antenna, phased with the voltages

of the directional antennas with the aid of the phasing circuit:

lit U n Silt at.

During the aldition of the output voltages of balanced

modulators and voltage of the omnidirectional antenna 3n the input of

receiving indicat3r, we obtain

=U,, a + M sin (D/ + 0)] sin .0, (8.56)

where M-- is a coefficient of mcdulation.

ThIP btainei expcession characterizes the modulated in amplitude

voltage, phase displacement of envelope of which relativa to the

phase modulating stre•s it is equal to hearing (8). After conversion,

., amplification ani detection, the signal of form ,,sin(Ci-±-)

(is not csnsiderel a. before phase displacement of envel)p- in

receiver) is fed to balance phase discriminators r1.13], where as
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supporting/reference will be feed/conducted voltages ei/s and 1122

(8.54).

Page 480.

..T-hrough the load impedances balance phase discriminators, flow

"1• the direct currents, which create the voltages

iU, Ur. c Cos 0;

"tii -U,,, sin 0.

Direct/constant voltages are utilizard for an indication on

cathode-ray tube just as in direction finder with audio i)du.ation

(§8..I). ..

In systems with the electrical rotation of radiation pattern, it

is possible to apply large values 9; the absence of the revolving

cell/elemwnts inzL-eases life and the reliability of systam; direction

finders with the Bll:ctrical rotation of radiation pattern cheaper

direction finders with mechanical rotation.

However, that that at entrance and exit of directi-ri finder with

electrical rotation are cell/elements, which require a precise

balance (the balanced modulators and detectors), creates the

suppleme.ntary sources of iistrunent errors because of tha nonidentity

of these cell/elemeurs. Furthermore, the maintenance :f ta*e balance
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of arms in the moiulator circuits and detectors in the pr~cess of

operation is very complex p,'oblem. In spite of these

deficiency/lacks, the circuits of direction finders with the

Plectrical rotati:n of Ladiation patterns find a use, in] work

proceeds on their perfection/improvement. specific f:r phise-Reter

radio direction finders with the electrical rotation of rdidation . -

LJ pattern is the use of the moduldting voltages, shift3d :a Faye to

900.

Let us deter'lne the error of direction finding dli- to deviation

from 900 phase shtift f the modulating voltages.

During the deflection of the phdhse shift between vlt ages ",.j ,nd

U from 900 on the angle o of output potential of the bilanced

modulators they will take the form

III,,, -= U, cos 0 si n / si n (4,,
!.,, -= Um si n 0 cos (W + -- ) sin mt.,

Page 481.

Totai voltage Dn the input of receiver in this case will De

u b', [ i + M A si n ( ill -l si Wmt.A

where
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i. , A -- l -- sill 20 5in T;

sin B COs
"rc'tg (8.)7)sin6$1(l)

"The phase shift tf envelope (•4) is the fuzction of both azimuth

0 and anqlc 0.

"Output potential of the detector of the receiver is aqual

u W -AU A ) + (t+I)).

If the reference voltages, supplied to the phasa .is:riminators,

have til- same suplementary phase shift 0, i.e.,

S1=U 9 sinfW it u 2 -- U,,coS(()1t+± ),

, x- ,wd,-7

that the output v3ItdgJes of balanco phase discriminatocs will be

- AU sint (1),
AU cos ('4) -- T).

The angl.. of deflection of the "cahlliny/sw~ep of ray/beim on the tuba

of indicator will be defined as

tga 'i 4 = tgo, a=---O,
Cos ( -- )

In this case, tha.-e is no .-ýror ot dirEction finding. Depending on

value 0 = const with a chang- in tl., azimuth 0, is changa3 by A and

respectively the itiplitude of thp h>ram daflection on tube, that it
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does not lf.ad to beaiinq ertor.

If in refar-rice voltages there is no phase displacement 0, i.e., j

Un,, ==-U.,sinnt Hjfl fUi.cos1ft.

the output voltaj--s of balance detectors are defined by the formulas

u,= AU si n P i u -AU cos 4),

-the angle of d2fIlection of ray/beam on tube will be Jafinefd as tq a

S= tgq, where a -- 0 + A; A is a bearing error. I
Page 482.

From formula for (1) (8. 57) it is possible to find error &:

sin • -sin 28 + sin 129 -V-

tg A =-- -+ ctos 20 + CtI ,- s (2 -- v)

For small 0 the error A is small and is determined by the

formula I
A y(I --cns?) ?0

2- -5 sn 2 0  
-

Maximum &orror will be at ý==900, 2700, it is equal to b.

The fielis of reradiation, which are located in quadratare with

ground field, caiise the Errors in J)has.-me+ter radio JirFztion finders I
Ii
I
4
I

I2

| ! ! !I
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both with mechanical and with the electrical rotation 3f radiation

pattern. The character of errors is completely analogous to the

character of the errors, caused by th,ý same reason in fixed loop

radio compasses (§8.1). Their value can be estimated by f~rmulas

(8.8) and (8.9).

Selection of the frequency of rotation (modulation) in phase-meter

direction finders.

SFrom the viewpoint of obtaining minimum errors Jua to a change

in phase displacement of envelopes during imprecise tuning and the

achievement of high interference shielding from the signals of the

mixing radio stations most desirable are small modulatioa

frequencies.

However, in this case are limited the possibilities of direction

finder on the stable direction finding of pulsed and short-term

transmissions. Far obtaining high-definition displacement in systems

with the tracing 3f radiation pattern, the duration of th.

premise/impulse of telegraph signal must be 5-6 times m£.e than cycle

time of rotation. So, for the duration of normal telegraph

promise/impulse 20 ms, the frequency of rotation must be order 250
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Hz. The direction finding of short-term momentum/impulse/pulses with

large porosity is possible, if they follow with high repetition

frequency (several times higher than frequency of intercmolulation).

During the rotation of narrow-lobe diagram, minimum duration of

signal is equal to the period of turn.

Page 483.

The frequency of modulation must be selected also from the conditions

of the absence of the coincidence of the frequencies of

intermodulation and modulation of signal. However, experiment shows

that this criterion on is definitL. The selection of the frequency of

modulation in the spectrum of word was not virtually led to the

noticeable errors of direction finding, since the coincidence of the

frequencies of internal and external modulations was random and

short-term.

In the existing systems with the mechanical rotation of

radiation pattern, the rotacional speed of design considerations does

not exceed 3000 r/min (modulation frequency 50 Hz). Therefore their

possibilities on the direction finding of pulse and short-term

transmissions are very limited. In the direction finders of short

waves with the electrical rotation of radiation pattern, are utilized
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the modulation frequencies from 50 to 250 Hz. In VHF direction

finders of modulation frequency, they lie/rest at the range higher

than spectrum of word and they reach 5-6 kHz.

For the purpose of an increase in the sensitivity, and also the

provision for direction finding of the pulse transmissions in radio

direction finders with the rotation of cosinusoidal radiation

pattern, are applied selective systems at the frequency of rotation

and th-e different circuits of the accumulation of signals [8.14,

8.34-8.36].

8.7. Radio direction finders with large-base antenna syst-am.

Amplitude direction-finding method.

In large-bas? radio direction finders greatest application/use

has motionless circular antenna system with antenna commutator, which

makes it possible to carry out direction finding from all azimuths

(0-3600) (see § 3. 11). As was shown in § 5.3 and § 6.5, in large-base

antenna system for a decrease in the errors due to the influence of

enviLcn'.ent and propagation it is expedient to take the separation of
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antennas as possible large. however, an excessive incraase in the

diameter of a circle of the arrangement/permutation of antennas

encounters structural/design and operating difficulties. At the same

time, if an increase in the diameter of a circle of system to 4-5 X

is led to an essantial improvement in the characteristics, then a

further increase in the diameter manifests itself much smaller.

Page 484.

Direction fiading can be realized visual either for audition on

the maximum, the iinimum, or according to comparison method (§2.3).

For the execution of comparison method, antenna commutator must

simultaneously create two equivalent, displaced to certain angle, the

groups of antennas, for example along lines AA, and BBI in Fig. 3.40.

Bearing corresponds to the coincidence of equisignal line with

direction in radio station. Is feasible the phase-meter mathod of

reading, for whizh is required the high-spin motion of antenna

commutator (Fig. 3.38 § 8.6).

Without the cotation of antenna commutator, is realized

automatic direction finding in certain sector 2•O',,cc in this

case they are utilized two subgroups of antennas and two-:hannel

receiving indicator. Formula for calculation 2&OPW;tI, (3.85) is

given in 5 3.11. 3y the rotation of antenna commutator the sector of
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direction finding is moved within limits of 3600. The determination

of bearing consists of the measurement of a phase difference of the

stresses of the antennas of subgroups. The methods of measurement of

a phase difference are presented in § 8.6 and in the sec3ad section

of this paragraph.

In tho antenma commutator of radio direction finder, the

electrical delay-line length between the separate plates of rotor is

designed, r-. the basis of geometry by the antenna of system for

certain mea. angle of the slope of a front of wave * For other

angles of the: slope 0, appears high-altitude error. Value PC is

select'ed such so that the high-altitude errors for anglas .Mai-na •M.h

would be approximately identical. Let us calculate high-altitude

error A, for by the circular antenna of system with the

simultaneous use of all antennas with direction finding fcom the

minimum or from maximum. To the reading of bearing corresponds the

position of the rotor of antenna commutator, when 0 - and the

differential voltage of antennas (3.97) is equal to zero. For

differential voltage it is possible to be faceted one first term of

series (3.97)

UA- Coh±ol bA sin (T + a,)- cosec -n.0,
(8.58)

where by formula (3.88), set/assuming sin 0'-sinA. .
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_ op- : (8.59)

- tha Ingle of the axis of the symmetry of commutator with the

nearest clockwise antenna (see § 3.11).

Page 485.

Let us designate 21 the angular widt5 of the plita of the
rotor of antenna commutator. We assume that there are no errors due

to the disturbance/breakdown of the electrical lengths af the line of

time delays. For the directions of radio stations, which ire

characterized by condition 2wI. avI from (8.58) and (8.59),

we will obtain

a ) 0 - c o 8 . 0

During calculation $, for the directions when 0<a,<l or
2. > C. >2n-_--,one should consider that into differential voltage

(8.58) instead of a difference in emf of the antennas af the n-th and

n/2-?zdl calculatel by (3.96) when m = n by the formula:

,--4Eoh 0jo,("j bA) cos (Y -),

will enter voltage difference of identical phase (respectively . =

0) : each of which is proportional to the capacitance/caplaities of
the communication/connection of the plate of the stator of the n-th
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(and the n/2)antenna with th, plates of the rotor of the intenna

commutator:

f*+ •-- -2- -'

U' ,•-4E~h.,J, (•• A COSy N'-- '

== 4E.h,.J) (•_-•bA) cos T

Kiyh-altitulh error is designcd from the expression

uA,- +, U".

or

sin cosec C-oso(,- .)+ a -. s) -=0.

(8.61)

Page 486.

Assuting that

cosec -• . - 7-,0"s "7 R' Cos ( X.- ) nd 1

and also oy t-king into iccount (8.59), wc- will obtain frDor (q.61)

initial expression for the calculation of high-altitula earor A-l

with 0 .c 2trn >/ an > 21/n - (i.e. for zo within limits

whence

L-i _ - :" -. ..
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vius- J (8.62)

the maximum vzlue ot high-altitude arror is obtaiaal from (8.60)

• and (8.621 when a _

I~A M.a-aK H (' cos~ '-a 1 (8.6C3)

whereo n - a number of antennas: N is a number of plates 3f the rotor

of antenna commutator.

Figures 8.43 depicts a change in the high-altitude error

deppnding on angLI- Oc. foi case of i = 16, N1 36, M.30", CurvP 1

corresponds 8 = 600, curve 2 isi designed for 0 = 3.
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3.6.-
M T0

II ' MP ,6=0

Fig. 8.43. High-altitude error of circular system.

Key: (1) . Curved.

ii
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Page 4870

With N = n, high-altitvde error is not developed. For a decrease

in the high-altitade error, it is expedient to decrease the number of

plates of the rotor of antenna commutator. However, in orler to

achieve the smallest disturbance/breakdown of the designu- electrical

lengths of the lines of the time delays in the situations, when the

plate of stator overlaps two plates of rotor, it is expelient to

increase the number of plates of rotor. Therefore the selection of

the number of plates of rotor is a compromise of the indicated

opposite requirements.

So that the shunting of the lines of time delays with the loads

of the feeders of antennas would not change calculated lengths, load

impedance must be 4-5 times more than line characteristic [3.4].

In large-base radio direction finder besides by the c ircular

antenna of system it is possible to use the rotatable rectilinear

series of antennas with the distance between extreme antennas, long

wave lengths. The method of the reading of bearing can be undertaken

by any, used in rotatable antenna to system (visual. 3r aulitory

reading on the minimum or on maximum during the manual rotation of
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antennas, phase-mater during rotation by motor or other).

Including in the antennas of a rectilinear series tha variable

time delays, it is possible to carry out with motionless antennas

rotation of the radiation pattern in certain sector. r.nally, with

established/installed motionlessly such ýL& 6trrajjof antennas,

usually with reflector, is realized sector direction finding

according to the principle of the measurement of a phase difference

of 'the stresses DE the halves of the antennas of system. rhe sector

of direction finding in both cases is limited to the allowed values

of high-altitude error and distortions of the form of radiation

pattern.

Phase-difference direction-finding method.

Let us examine phase radio direction finders with motionless

antennas. Phase-difference direction-finding method with four spaced

antennas is descrLbed in § 2.3. In the case when it is required to

determine only azimuth 0, are applied two spaced antennas.

Page 48P.
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If 2b - the 3eparation of two antennas, 0 - phase lisplacemsnt

of their amf. e - azimuth relative to perpendicular to tha line of

the arrangement/parmutation o! antennas, • - the angle of the slope

of a front of wave, then

4st
? --•- obcosP sinG

or 0 arc sin 4 .

Tb cos o

and t
p arC. COS 4, "--•- bslnSO

The lependea:e 0 and j on 0 is nonlinear. Only at low values 0

and P PO

(8.64)

vhere le, is a 3caling factor from 0 to 0:

le b cos C

For obtainiag high accuracy in phase radio direction finders, is

taken the separation of antennus much larger than wavolength.

Actually, if ye designate: A0 - the accitracy of reading of a phase

difference of the stresses of aitennas, tO - the accuri:y of the
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measurement of azimuth, AP - the accuracy of the measurement of

high-altitdde angle that,

A();=
"-b cos 0 •,s b sin I sin

i.e. 40 and Af they are improved with an increase 2b/k.

the best accuracy of the. mFastirement of azimuth 0 is obtained at

8 = 0 either 1803, the best accuracy of angle measurement of the

slope of a front of wave • - when 0 = 90 or 2700. When 2b/X > 1

appears the multiformity in reading 0 and •.
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For the resolution of multiformity, is applied one or svaral

supplementary antenna systems with smaller separation with the

phase-difference or other method of reading.

As it was mentioned, according to phase principle is realized

sector direction finding in by thL; circular antenna to system and in

the system of the antennas, arrang,4/located on straight line.

Besides the described in § 8.6 methods of measurement of a phase

difference, are applied even compensation methods.
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Figqurs 8.441 dopicts the block diagram of tie c31pajsative

method of measuraveiit with manual control. in the channel of

amplification of ono of the voltages, is included the pha3e inverter.

The circuit of comparison makes it possible to convert both compared

voltages so as frzm indicator to find the position of the phase

inverter when the phases of both stresses coincide. Somatimes in one

of the channels for the selected method of measurement of phase

coincidence, it is required to still provide the egudlizitio, of the

amplituies of str.sses. As the circuit of comparison are applied the

cascade/stage of sum or difference, the voltage convertec into

momentum/impulse/pulse, etc. As the indicator of phase coircidence

can serve dial instrument or cathode-ray tube.

Figures 8.44b gives tLe block diagram of the automatic

compensation for a phase difference with servo system. Phisp inverter

rotates by the motor which is supplied by the current :f the circuit

of control.
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N cpulnoe 'emop .

mnnlmyl$Au D u~ae*. emet mop

Fig. 8.44. Block Jidgcam of the comipensation method :)f th3 reading of

the. phasc:: a) with ianual control; b) with servo system.

Key: (11. Channel. (2). Phase inverter. (3). Comparis•n circuit. (4).

Indicator. (5). Ejualizer of the amplitudes of stresses. (6). Motor.

S(7). The phase discriminator. (8). Circuit of control.
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The cirzuit of cntrol develops voltage only it the current of the

phase discriminator is niot equal to zero.

As is known, the current of the phase discriminat:r is

determined by pr91uct sin-yAUNMU,,,Xsinr and bit when 0

= 0.
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Th ae utomati circuit of compensation possesses inertia and

"r therefore it is applied when it is not possible to expect a very

rapid change in the phases. The compensation methods of h omparison of

phases have accurAcy of measurement on the order of 10. it isf---

pto raise accuracy by means of frequency multiplization, but
in kho5ucase measurement within limits of 3600 becomes many-valued.

In the two-cimannel receiving indicators of phase radio direction

finder, Cin be applied sum-difI-rential method of the rearing of

bearing on cath a ode-ray tube.wI

Th iissiieixa rity of the factors of amplification of the n

channels of reeiver in amplitudt and in phase after sum-difference

block/modula/unit is led to tho errors of reading and to the

ellipticity of image, examined into 5 8.3. The azimuth error of phaseI

radio direction finder times is less tnan the error of reading

according to the scale of the. cathode-ray tube where

k, b cos 0 ,5k',.

Let us examine the effect of the, nonidentity of the zhannels of

receiver to sum-and-diffe--rence block/module/linit. I

A
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Let us designate: bcop sin and E bhef

- voltage on the input of the channels of receiving inlicator, b and ce "

- voltage on the input of sum-and-difference block/modulelunit after

amplification in zhannels, •, - the separation of the equivalent

pair of antennas, E0 - the strength of field at the center of system.

Then the 3um of voltages or. the input of sum-diff3rantial

block/module/unit

U,1=b-ce =(b c cos (D) jc sin (,. (8.65)
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The Jifferen~e in voltages, out of phase 900, will be

I'0 U,=i(b-ce')=csin+j(b-ccosJ). (8.66)

Is further included cathode-ray tube.

Equation for an image on cathode-ray tube face can be written in

the form

Ur cos a + UA sin = L

or L = [(b + c cos 4) + Ic sin 1] cos a +

+- c sin (P + / (b -c cos 0)] sina . (8.67)

Formula (8.67) is the equation of ellipse.
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We will use expressions (111.3) and (111.6) of appetiix III for

determining the angle of the slope of the transverse *MRH and of the

relation :f semiaxes of ellipse A/B.

On the basis of omparison of (II.1) and (8.67) we find

1--b+ccos14), fl9csinbD, n=--csinq?,

p =-(b -- c cos,).

From (111.3) we have

t(I'+ np- -- tg A1. (8.68)

i.e. independent of the amplitude L'atio of %tresses oa thea input of

the sum-aaid-difference block/module/unit

= -0,w5. (8.68')

Thus, the &nile of the orientation of the transversa of image on

cathode-ray tube is always equal to onc-half angle of a phase

difference of the input voltage of sum-and-difference

block/module/unit.
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The ratio of the semi-axes of ellipse from ({11.6) is expressed

by the formula

A 2( V-- ) b
B J'+m'+n'+p'+V/(n' T pM-I' -' m)' + 4 (In +ml,)'- (- + c(8.69)

indepeident of phase displacement D).

supplementacy phase displacement of voltages on the input of sum

and difference block/module/unit because of identity :ýf :annels

A1V= ,(, - ..K-b cospsino.

This phase displdcement creates a change in the inglt on the

scale of the cathode-ray tube

AO.-A0,S6.-05 (<,--b,ecososinO) (8.70)

and the azimuth erroL

k "--b#, cos

Thus, bearing erroL is cause, by the dissimilarity af the

arguments (phases) of the amplification factors of the -hainnels of

receiver to sum aid difference block/module/unit. The inequality of

4
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the modula/moduli .f the factors of amplification of chinnels is led

only to the ellipticity of image (8.69)

The reasons for phase displaceuent of voltages of chinnels can

be different. In § 8.5 are given expressions for phase .isplacement

o Of signal carriec frtquency in single-channel receiver due to an

inaccuracy in thf tuning for signal frequency in the cases of the

single and coupled circuits in tho cascade/stages of amplification.

If the channels of two-channel receiving inaicator hive ilentical

selectivity cucv;ý3 and identical resonance frequencies, then an

inaccuracy in the tuning for sig:ial frequency will not lead to a

supplementary pha3e difference of output voltages. Ilsing the given in

§ 8.4 tormulas, it is possibl] to calculate phase displacements in

the different casas of the nonidentity of channels ini lauing

imprecise tuning for a two-channel receiving indicator.
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In [8.38], are carried out the calcalitions of a supplementary

phase difference 'taic of the output voltages of two-chinnel

receiving indi7ator for the different rases of the nonidentities of

channels and to imprecise tuning on the frequency of sigal during

application/usa ia the cascad•e/stages of single ducts.

- - ---
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In Fig. 8.45 are given the dependences of supplamentiry phase

differences of output voltages *,,Ko from the number of

cascade/stages with detuning within the limits of passbani for

several special cases:

(, (4~)
I A -1,0 H 21w-O,2BO1 ,,
8a• A t=I,0 ma 2&w 0,3B.,,
4 EI•= ,1 lfv A-6 O,5 t==1,2 A,1 A--=O,

Key: (1). for. (2) . and.

where w., w,, w2 are signal frequeicies and resonances of first and

second ;hannels, a, and B2 - the bandwidth at the level 3. 707,

2 - B,

From curves it follows that most strongly is developed thp

dissimilarity of ths- resonance frequencies of the ducts of channels

(Aw), the dissimilarity of passbands in channels (F) it minifests

itself less.

S- fyt4J.r.rrtmri ~ a~trn ~ ~ ~ r
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2. 1A 5 6 7 jf

Fig. 8.45. Depanlince of maximum, phase differences on number of

cascade/st ages.
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Due to the nonidentities of channels and inaccuLacy in the

tuning, can appear larqe er-rors. Therefore In phase raiio direction

finder for obtaiiing high accuracy, it is necessary to systematically

control and respe:tively to regulate the identity of tft? parameters

of channels aad tmr~ir amplification factors in phase.
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In the receiving indicators of phase radio direction finders,

are applied the different methods of the complete or partial

association of channels, based on the same principles, as in

amplitude radio direction finders (see § 8.4)

Figures 8.46 depicts set-up with conversion of frequencies in

channels into close in the rating of frequency. Let the voltages on

the input of high-frequency amplifiers (UVCh) will be U, sin :t and

U, sin (wr + *). To first mixer (SMi) of one of the ch-Annais, is

given the voltage of the generator Ur sin (w•tPJ.-Vr).To the first mixer of

second channel, is given the voltage from the output of the second

mixer (SM2), obtained by the addition of the voltages of frequencies 'r

and 9, moreoverflwr,:

U"r sin [(a9r + (1) t + , + y-

The voltages of close in rating intermediate fraquenzies
Win = Wi. -

fand w"n--a--m-w4- are amplified in common/general/total amplifier

(UPCh).-After detector-mixer is obtained the voltage of frequency f.

If in channels UV-h and in channels UPCh phase displacements of the

amplified frequencies are identical, then on the output uf

detector-mixer voltage takes the formUsin(jt-+?i._).jhe measured phase

difference in frequency 9 is equal to a phase difference 0 in high

frequency in the input of channels.
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U.S 17t? )~ YIy CsN1

Fig. 8.46. Block liagcam of two-channel receiving indicator with

frequency conversion in channels into close in rating of value.

Key: (1). detectar-mixer. (2). Meter of phase difference.
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In (1.14], is described the based on this principle more compound

circuit of phase radio direction finder for the direction finding of

artificial Earth satellites.

Figures 8.47 depicts the block diagram of single-channel

amplification witi the transformation of signals according to the

method of heterodyning. One Of the voltages of signal U, sin wt is

fed to the inputs of two balanced modulators BI and B2, to which will

be feed/c3nductel also the voltage of the reference oscillation of
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low freqyuency.U9 sinf"t.

VoltIge o,' inlput BI, wherE they enter voltage U, directly and

voltage 119 with phase displacement 900 (in Fig. 8.47 cell/element •2

- 900) it will ba

u, U, sin mt + U, Cos (Ot+ yr).

Voltage on input B2, where enter voltage after phase

displacement to 900 ( ), - 900) it.d voltage Up directly, has the

expression

fill =ýU Cos (t + UI sin (•t0 + Y),

where Tr is an iiitial phaso of the voltage of r! -eran:3 frequency.

Output potential of the balanced modulators, connected to the

input of receiver, will be

,= kU,1U [sin ta cos (O f Yr) + TO+ M t sin (t + ?0r) 1

U Sin, [(w 4- 0)1 +

-- - - - -- ----. . . .~. - - --
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Fig. 8.47. Block liagram of single-channel receiving indi:ator with

the transformation of signals according to the method of

'heterodyning.

Key" (1). Receiver. (2). Indicator.
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The second stress U2 sin (wt + 0) is feri to the input of

receiver directly.

After square-law detection of voltages uO and u2 , is obtained

the stress component of frequency Q:

1112 nwx= 1 ' Cos + V±fp + CP). (8,71)
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A phase difference of stresses (8.71) and of referenze

oscillation is equal to a phase difference 0 of the voltages of

signal.

For the exceotion/elimination of crosstalk before the balanced

modulators in channels, can be provided the high-frequency

amplifiers. Howevar, this complicates diagram. To diagram are

characteristic the deficiency/lacks, connected with the

application/use of nonlinear cell/elements in recoiving circuit.

If in two-channel receiving indicator of phase radio direction

finder, is used sum-and-difference block/module/unit, then the part

oa the amplification it is possible to realize before sum and

difference block/module/unit according to phAse principle, the part

of the amplification after sum-and-difference block/module/unit -

according to amplitude principle. In this phase-amplitude receiving

indicator (see § 2.3), are somewhat lowered the requirements for the

identity of separate cascade/stages and is facilitated the

development of radio direction finder.

Let us Pxamine an example. Let the amplification and selectivity

j
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in receiving indi.atir be realized in essence six by cis:ide/stages

of IF amplifier. We are assigned k'.-8 and by permissible

instrument error 0.2a. in Table 8.3 are designed the permissible

nonidentities af the factor of amplification of one cascide/stage in

amplitude and in the phase on the assumption that:

a) all the amplification carried out according to

-iphase.-difference method;

b) all the amplification carried out according tý amalitude

method;

c) are 2 cascade/stages accorling ta phase method ani 4 on

amplitude.

As ran be saan from Table 8.3, requirement for the ilentity of

channels in the third version of receiving indicator s~mavhat they

descend in comparison with the first two versions.
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In [9.24], ace dascribed the results of the. tests of phase radio

direction finder for frequency Land 3-30 MHz with antenni system of

two ,outually p:rpandicular pairLi of the vertical wire antannas (Fig.

-. . . . . ... .- - --. o-
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2.11). For direction finding were utilized pairs 1-3 and 2-4 with

separation 120 m aud pairs 1-2 and 2-3 with separation 84.6 m with

two-channeýl rezeiving indicator. For the resolution of multiformity, I
was applied goniometric radio direction finder with diverse vertical

antennas. were compared the results of direction finding :n phase and

goniometric systemIs.

-71
The average jUadcatic instrument error of systems, letermined by

direction finding at frequencies 5-7 MHz of transmitter it a distance

of approximately 3-5 km (terres+rial wave), render/showel:

for phase ralio direction finder 0.20,

for goniometric radio direction finder 1.50.

With the direction finding of 95 remote radio stations in the

rangp of frequen-ies 5-25 MHz, the readings were taken during 30-50 s

for each performiice. Moan square errors render/showed:

of paase ralio direction finder with separation 120 m 1.240,

with separation 84.6 m 1.40;

of gqoniomptric radio direction finder 3.480.

,•-'"•' •mmN -=• • • d'• mm '• m~m m m • • u• n-•~mm q~m •-~m~n~m • - LI
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Is known tha application/use of a phase radio direction finder

in ultrashort-wave range (200 MHz) for radio-astronomical 'I

observations and the direction finding of the artificial Earth

satellites and the spacecraft. In radio direction finder were

utilized two parabolic antennas size/dimensions 8 x 18 and 11 x 22

m, spread up to distance on the order of 100 wavelengths when the

lug/lobe if radiation pattern was equal approximately t3 30 rain. the

accuracy if direction finding was -tl min (8.11].

1

I
.I

.I
I
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Table 8.3. Requiraments for the cascade/,taye of IF amplifier.
1'.

!• ~ ~I" l°."+"I,,+,.,

M n , It T y O i A ' io6a ±0, 12

(.'Ma3omo-aMnJniTyA- 1,8 +0,18

Key: (1). Direction-findinq method. (2). Permissible dissimilarity uf

amplification. (3) . on phase, deg. (4) . in amplitude, n/o. (5)

Phase. (6). Amplit ude. (7) . phase-amplitude. (8). Any.
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Pulse radio direction finder.

With the diraction finding of pulse transmissions, it is

possible to measure not a phase difference of the stressas of

antennas, but difference in time began the inductions ýf

L ,..
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momentum/impulse/pulses in diverse antennas of radio lire:tion

finder.

The simplest diagram of pulse radio direction finder with two

diverse antennas is depicted on Fig. 8.48.

The voltages of anterinas A, arid A2 with the aid :f synchronously

switching circuits P'1 and PP2 are fed to the input of receptor and

from its output to vertical. plates of cathode-ray tube. VltageA,

falls on the plates 3f tuibe directly, voltage A2 - after calibrated

delay unit and reverser of phase to 1800. Timer synchronizes the

frequencies of switchings (PP1) and (PP2) and the frequency of sweep

circuit which is coninected to the horizontal plates if cathode-ray

tube.
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N

; I I

Al1

q33

IMP•," L[~ ~ xr ,-.l Ma,,, l 18.,.

(,I-

Fig. 8.48. Pulse radio direction finder.

Key: (1). Peceivi-g arrangemeOt. (2). Delay unit. (3). F-verser of

phase to 1800. (4) Timer. (5). Sweep circuit.

Page 499.
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By delay unit they attain pulse coincidence. Time differance of the

arrival of momantum/impulse/pulses at two antennas is counted off on

delay unit, i.e.,

2b
At== 3.,o. sin TJ'cos

Delay time determines bearing. Countdown is facilitated laring the

use of gduging tille/temporary marks.

The accuracy of the coincidence of momentum/impulsa/pulses can

be sufficiently Large, approximately 0.03 pulse durations. At the

same time, the accuracy of directioii finding is obtained low. In the

directions where the accuracy of direction finding is graitest (about

perpendicular to base), with error in time 6t angular bearing error

will be

A=-•--3. lO';

for example if 6t 0.03 ps, 2b 500 m, A 10.

This method is applied for the direction finding af itomospheric

discharges at frejuencies on the order of 10 kHz. In [8.251, is

described the system of three spread up to distance 1/3 - 1/10

wavelengths of tha vertical wire antennas 38 m in height. The

determination of bearing is reduced to the measurement af time

differcnca of the appearance of momenti2in/impulse/pulses of
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atomospheric disciarges at the output of three identical implifiers,

connected to antennas. This system is named E - 0 by system. The

accuracy af direction finding is evaluated approximately it u.5-10 .

8.8. Radio direction finders with cyclic measurement af phase in high

frequency.

The •peratin4 principle of phase radio direction finler vith the

rotatory antenna is examined in chapter 2. The practical

implementation of the long running of antenna causes c~nsiderable

difficulties, sin:ce radius of gyration must be great in order to

decrease the interference errors and the errors of Ihca[ environment,

but he r:tationaJ. speed by sufficiently high, that would become

"possible the rapil direction finding.
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For overcaming the indicated difficulties in radio diraection finders,

continuous rotation af one antenna is replaced by the series

connection of a series of the antennas, arrange/located in

circumference (Fig. 8.49). It is posssible to change over antennas

with the aid :f .arichanical or electron commutator.
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On Fig. 8.50 is given the circuit of capacitive commutator. The

stator of commutator is a series of plates 1, 2, .... n,

arrange/located in the circumference to which are conaezted the

antennas. The plate of rotor is connected with receiver. It is

possible to supply several receivers from one by antenna of system

and to realize simultaneous direction finding of severil stations,

for which are provided several plates on rotor. Potor c3tates with

the aid of motor. When the plate of rotor is located anov? any (for

example, the k-thl plate of stator, is obtained the greatest

capacitivý coupliag of receiver with this antenna. The phase of the

stress, removed to receiver at this moment, corresponis tD the phase

of emf induced in the k antenna. When rotor turns itself ind its

plate will stop above the plate of following antenna (k + 1),

removable on receiver voltage has the same phases, as emf (k + 1)

antennas, in the intermediate positions of rotuL., the reiver is

connected with bpth antennas and voltage at the input of receiveL

gradually changes the phase from value, oorresponding t: emf in the k

antenna, to value, corresponding to emt in (k + 1) antenna.

I
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K{

Fig. 8.49. Switching circuit of antennas.

Fig. 8.50. Schamatic liagram of capacitive commutator.

Key: (1). To receiver.

Page 501.

J
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Change ui the phase of voltage on the input of receiver which would

be obtained during the rotetion of. s*ingla antenna, is shawn to dotted

curve in Fig. 8.51. A change in the phase during the rotition of the

rotor of commutator is represented in this same the figuc- ot

unbroker curve. This is the Lame sinusoid to which are superimposed
KM

the small oscillations, counectod with the transition )f the plates

L of rotor from communicatiorn/conziection with one antenn.a t9 the next.

Electranic :witching can le carric-:1 out by different means. Is

most expedient the al[plication/ase of semaiconduct',r diaes, which

possess a small capacitancL/capacity, small resistance to thae current

of forward direction and large resistance to countercurr,•nt. An

•--amrie of the ci:cuit of u1octLonic switci-iig is repris~nrEd in Fig.

8.52. Fach of the artennas is included to tihe input of the receiver

through thp same commutating circuit which is depictmi in figure only

for ont antenna. Point A of the commutating circuit through

resistor/resistance R, is coniected with tho impulser fr.) which

during entire period of T ot commutation, with the exception only of

short interval/gap T, is fe,] negative voltage. Positive pulses with

duration r are fed consecutively to each antenna and during

commutating periol fall or, who!,? n antennas.

A
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1..
7

Fig. 8.51. Depenjarnice of phase of output voltage from position of

rotor of commutator.

Key: (1). Phqse. (2) . Ang]•e of rotation.
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Negative voltage at point A cuts off diodes D2 and DI, zutting off

t~e antenisa circuit frow the input of receiver and turning on in the
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circuit of the antenna load resister Rz and triggers the liode D3,

£4 which closes p:int A to the earth. Throttle/choke L serves for the

transmission of the uirect current of diodes. Positive palsý makes

diodes D, and D2 those who carry out. Antenna is conne.tal with

receiver iuring siort-circuited resistor/resistance R2.

Simultaxie:usly is out off diede D3 and is removed short circuit to

the Partl.. A cha.ie in the phase of stress on the input. ot receiver

(Ri.s. 8.53) occurs irrreyularly in accordance with the c:naection of

the new antenna through time intervals r.

With any mpetod ,)f comnmutationi in the input of receiver enters

the voltage of the high frequency of alternating/variabla phase,

i.e., phase moduliteu. The period of modulation is equ•l to

commutating periol a the initial phase of modulation curve it is

equal to bearing. PhaFe-modulated oscillation is also frejuency

modulated, since frequency, equal of derived phase on time, in

alternating/variable phase will be variable.

For the manitestation of the phase of the curve uf midulation,

i.e., bearing, it is necessary to produce demodulation, isolating

modulation curve.

I- -
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,1 I

Fig. 8.52. Circuit of electron commutator.

Key: (1). To receiver. (2). To impulser.

Page 90.3.

It is possible to prsduce deJeodulation in frequency, utilizina the FM
-4

discriminator, or on phase, utilizing tha phase discri.•iintor.

AccordingLy, are iistinfuished two basic VeL.-ions cir'zlits of the

-' .. .. .. . ,
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radio direction finder in question.

Frequency change, caused by the displacement of obsecvation

point at constant velocity, he is called the Doppler effazt. In the

radio direction finders in question frequency change is obtained also

as a result of the real or equivaltnt displacement of antenna.

Therefore radio Jirection finders of the type in question, in which

is utilized fragu;ncy modulation for the indication of bearing, call

quasi-Doppler radio direction finders. Of two the meth3ds described

above of commutation, mechanical method is more adapted for use

during frequency detection. Actually, Fig. 8.51 shows that the

derivative of phase iri terms of time, i.e., frequency, changes in

essence according to cosinusuidil law with the period, eq.ial to the

period of the rotation of commutator. On this fundamqntal curve are

superimposed the fre-juency variations with the period, equal to

transit time from one intenna to following. These oscillations

subsequently easily can be filtered out. In the case of alectronic

switching (Fig. 9.53) the derivative is turned theoretically into

infinity at the torque/moments of switching antennas and it is equal

to zero (i.e. frejuency is constant) in the interval/gips between

switchings.
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Fig. 8.5.3. Change inl phase of output voltage with v!l•_tronic

switching.

Key: 711 Phase-

Page 504.

A

virtually transicit phenomena during switching occur not instantly

and tho overshoots of frequency have the finite quantity and the

final duration, w pich depend orn the character of transient pocess.

The use of the obtained frequetncy modulation cauises c~asiderable
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difficulties.

The realization of phase demodulation is possible 3nly by the

path of the comparison of two oscillations a phase difference of

which is isolatei by the phase discriminator.

During the Jascription of the operating principle of radio

direction finders with th• rotatory antenna and the phase-difference

method of reading (§ 2.3) was examined the easiest method -

comparison of tha phase of the stress of the rotatory antenna with

the phase of the stresses of motionless antenna. Usually is applied

another mathol: ace compared the phases of the stresses in two

adjacent antennas. -or this purpose, the voltage, removed from any

antenna (for example, the k-th), is delayed by the filtec of time

delay of time r. rhis delayed voltage and the undelayed voltage (k ÷

1)-i antennas are comparel between themselves on the phase

discriminator. Tha radio dir-ction finders in which is utilized phase

modulation by mea.is of the comparison of the voltages of two adjacent

antennas, they are called differential-phase radio dire.ztion finders.

Electronic switching makes it possible to carry out a

differential-phase direction finding simpler than mechanizal.

Let us examine the considerations, which determine the selection

of the main paramaiters of phase radio direction finder with the
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switched antennas.

Diameter of i circle along which are arrange/located the

antennas, it is desirable to make ldrgest possible for a decrease in

the local and interference errors. In § 5.3 it is shown, that an

increase in the sparation of antennas up to 2R/X = 3-4 sharply

decreases local arrorq. A further increase in the separation smaller

affects local errors.

Final dimension is establish/installed as compromise between the

given requirement and structural/design and operating requirements.

Page 505.

For Jetermiaing the necessary number of antennas, let us examine

the spectrum of signal during thR rotation of single anteana. The

voltage, removed to the input of receiver, is equal (2.19) with • = 0

e=.Em sin [0I + t1R cos ( - 0)1 . (8.72)

From the theory of frequency modulation, it is known thit the

A
spectrum of the frequency-modulated or phase signal c:)si3ts of the

infinite series of the side frequencies, vhich differ in frequency

from the carrier on +kQ, where k is a number of harmonia, and that

the essential for reproduction side frequencies range fcI 2 to MQ,

• n~=• •' r=• •' - _ o ii.•• . ... • • • • W . ....... .... . • _. . •,• •---T~ • "• ... . .
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where M is an index of modulation. In this caseM=AtR. Utilizing

the changed over antennas, we replace continuous modulatibn curveI

together Df its i~screte values at the points of antenna location. I

According to KotelniXov theorem for the reproduction lf curve to the T

limited spectrum together of its discrete values the distince between

discrete points At must satisfy the condition

(8.73)

where fo is a boundary of the spectrum of curve.

A !
2-n we obtaia for angular distance 60 between the Antennas

and for the linear distance d

d = ROO < (8.74)

Thus, the distance between antennds must be less thio the half

of wavelength. In the case of differential-phase direction-finding

method, this conlition provides the absence of *'iltiformity.

Actually, the diffeepnce of phases ' of the voltages af two

antennas, arrange/located at angles Oh and Of+i. it is equil to

~' =-mR sin (0 ,+g, --0) -- mR sin (8A -- )•

-22mRcos(1" '+'+° sin

Page 506.

I,

:•" . " " .- 5-. . . .. . .t

.-
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The distance between adjacent antennas is equal

d ----2RsinT 2R- sin ""
2 2

Thus, we obtain

in ,d cos L (8.75)

For proviling the uniqueness, a maximum phase difference must be less

w and, therefore, d < X/2. Virtually the distance between antennas

takes ordar X/3. It is possiLle to increase the distanza between

antennas to d = X. This corresponds to the contraction of the band of

the L'eprolucible fvewiencies 2 times, which still barely affects the

distortion of the form of curved phase modulation. For art

exception/elimination in this case of the multivalence of readings is

conducted the tw:EolM differential comparison of the phases: voltage

with differential phase (8.75) is delayed in the seconi filter of

time delay of ti-n? r and is compare~d with undelayed voltage (8.191.

The velocity of rotation or cormutation of antennas is selected,

proceding from the considerations, given in § 8.6.

As single antenniaz are applied syminetrical or asymxetric

vibrators. Th? interconnections of working antenna with inoperative
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cause supplementacy changes in the phase of the stress in antenna.

The frequency of thence chaiasyt is hi~ht.r than the fr uari:y of

fundamental phasa molulation, and during suificient filtrition they

do not affect beariu,;. Requirements for the degree of filtration are

reduced with a d-zrease in the effect of the inoperative intennas.

For this purpose, in the circuit of the inoperative antemias it is

possible to involve relatively high resistor/resistances (see Fig.

8.52).

The passband of the frequencies of the receiver in high

frequency must be selected in accordance with the wilth 3f the

spectrum of signal, i.e., must be more than 2MA-. In qu.si-Doppler

radio direction finders must be provided sufficiently smill phase

displacement of modulating cuiL-,.

j' Page 507.

The necessary pas3band is designed from data of § 8.5. In

differcntial-phas. radio direction finders phase displacement,

common/general/t:tal for both compared voltages, are not caused the

errors.

Preyuency stability of signal is especially impgrtiat for

differential-pha•_a radio direction finders. During the divergence of
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signal frequency from the nominal frequency of the filter of time! .I
delay, the signal carrier frequency undergoes in filter phase

displacemant. The value of phdse displacement must not b• great and

in sum with the maximum value of alternating/variable phase must not

exceed v. They usually limit phase displacement by carcying value
10-200 .

For operatioaal provisions of the filter of time feliy at stable

frequency, it is possible to utilize the circuit of conversion of

freguenLcics, in which the voltage frequency, which enters the filter

of time dlay, is equal to the frequency of the local oscillator. The

latter is stabilized by quartz (see Fig. 8.55).

Passband from low frequency is determined basically ýy the time

constant of indicator. It can te undertaken in accordaaze with the

necessary velocity ot search and trackings (§ 2.6).

The measurement of phase in output is conducted by one of the

methods, describel in § 8.6.

Because af tae possibility of using the different sditching

circuits, the diffeLent methods of the measurement of phase and

differr-nt structure qf rece-iving indicitor, is obtained the large

number of versions of tho fultillment of radio direction finders with
the cyclic measurement of phase in high frequency.
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Figs. 8.54 and 8.55 show two variations of block diagrams [0.20,

~8.21, 8.19] .5II 8.54

depicts the block diagram of quasi-Doppler radio dira:tion finder.

"motor revalves ca:acitive the commutator of antennas. On ane shaft

with motor, is located also generator of reference voltages, which

creates two voltages of frequency Q, shifted between themselves on

phase to 900. Initial phase of one of the reference voltia.s is such

that voltage is passed through zero at that torque/moment when

commutator realizes a maximum antenna coupling, which is found on the

initial line of the calculation of anagles (line north - s3uth). The

voltage of high frequency from commutator will be feed/conducted to

amplifier (UV~h).

Page 508.

Further it is converted in mixer (Sm) with the aid of the local

oscillator ani is amplified in amplifier of intermediate frequency

(UPCh). The intensive voltage is limited in amplitude limiter and is

detected by the FM discriminator. After amplification on low

frequency, output voltage is compared with respect t: ?h13pe with

reference voltages. Bearing is read from indicator.

Fiqure 8.55 Jepicts the circuit of differential-phiseI raiio

direction fin-!r. Th& electron commutator is controlled by impulser.

Momentum/imp'ilse/plulses from sensor come also electr:.miz reference

LI
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geiaorctor, converting into them two sine voltages of the frequency of

commutati3n, shifted one relative to another on phase to 900. These

two voltages suppLy indicatoi..

The auxiliary omnidirectional antenna is applied in this circuit

for the frequency conversion ot signal into the stable ifaquency,

determinel by tha heterodyne, stabilized by quartz. Voltages from

commutator and from auxiliary antenna enter the indepeni.nt

high-frequency amplifiers (UVCh) and mixarn (Sn. 1), 3upplied from

common/general/tztal heterodyne.
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Fig. 8.54. Blozk lidgrzam of quasi-Doppler radio direction finder.

Key: (1). CommutatDL if antennas (2). To antennas. (3). Limit. (4).

Ifeterodyrt-. (5).. nh, FM discriminator. (6) . motor. (7) . 7enerator is

sujpiorting/refereoiceo. voltage. (8). numerator. (9). Iniizator.
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h Page 509.
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finder.

Ke y: (1) . Commnutator. (2) . Impu1ser. (3). Peference generator. (4)

Indicator. (5) Amp]if ier (61 . Limitpr. (7) . Filter z~f ti me delay .

(8) . The phase di3crimninator. (9) . lietproayno (10). AuxiJ jary
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antenna. (11). Mixer.

Page 510.

The obtained volt ages of intermediate frequency separately are

amplified in IF •aplifiers (IPCI) and (PCh). The voltage of the.

intermediate frequency of the channel of auxiliary antenna is mixedI

in the mixer with the voltagr of tho quartz heterodyne of frequency J,,.

As a result of transformation, ic obtained tha frequency fv,,i-fH". The

voltage of this frequency is mixed in second mixer (5M21 with the

output voltage UPZh of fundamental channel, forming voltage of

frequency Taus, output potential or secoai sixer has the

stable fraquency, r•qual to the frejuency of quartz heterodyne and

independent of the frequency of 6ignal and frequencies of the first

heterodyne, and also from their possible changes.

After additi~nal voltage amplification of signal undergoes

amplitude limitation and is fed to the phase discriainit:) directly,

also, through tht filter of time delay. In this filter tha signal is

delayed to the time v = 2 1r/nl?, equal to timt of the swiLt:ing on of

one antentna. The phase discrimindtoV dOv3lops a voltage 'ýLi the

frequency of commitation. The latter is zomn.ared with res.ect to the

phase with referrice voltages ir to indicator it gives dircctly the

..
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q4.

value of bearing.

I

8.9. Autozation :) rr-moval and averaging of bearing.

Until now, wz! examined the radio direction finders in which the

bearing is countel off by operator. With direction finding the

operator takes either one reading, averaged for time 3f Dbservation

or he record/write3s several readings and is designed of them average

bearing.

Wetre develop/processed also the metiods of dUtOmatiZ, without

participation aparator, the removal of the readings of bearing and

their averaging :9.31, 8.32].

The block diagram of radio direction finder with automatic

removal and the averaging of readings is shown in Fig. 8.56. The

* converter of the 3utput voltage of receiving indicator -onverts the

voltage of receiving indicator so that it becomes conveaient for the

calculation of the anglo' of bearing. Under the action of the signals

of the circuit of cOntrol according to predetermined program, are

open/disclosed the cir-cuits of counter-summator of the values of

bearings and CourIt eL oj nuiMheL of readings, and on termination of
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averaging time is switched on resolver, which develops average

bearing as quotient of the division of counter readouts.

•Page 511J Instead of the. addition directly of readin.gs, it is

possible to summarize other parameters from which is determined

average bearing. Dur'ing addition and ca1~ulation of iver,~e bearing,

can be coasiderei the_ weights of readings, proceeding, for example,

from the signal amplitude, and character of bearing (•l1ipticity of•-

image iii two-channel radio direction finder, etc.).

Most simply p~ohl' len is solved in radio compasses with -•:

q411

installation on b~arirng of antenna system or intermediate element .

between antenna system and r eceivin'g indicator (gonioma•tr, phase

in vertrcr, the antennai commutator). For the readin g of beating, it is

not required to transforiui the_ output voltage of receiving indicator,

it is necessary to only determine the position of the axis of the :

A

rotatable cell/element. It is possible for this to the axis of

A

rotation to mount disk with s overl covcentic path/tdav• each of

which wit~h the all of commutator bdrs or photocells issues the bit of

the code of the position of axis. Fi',,res 8.57 shows ths location of

commutator ba5is, or the dadtkened bands on disk, with inti~ation with

accuracy t/6o about (6 bits). On lirme AA, are establicsd/itstalled

tha be dethabl btishes or the photocells, which recorl tfr angle of

axis. In Fig. 8.57 ann glar iodication corresponds to 110,101. This

Mostsimly E~obýým issolvd i raio cmpaseswit

installation~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :) ern fatnassemo nemdae la-i

br--------------- anen ytmadLciigidctr(oimtr hs
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means that the p~sition of axis coiresponds to 53/64 cir.::mferences

from the beginning of calculation. For the elimination of the errors,

connected with the reading of code on the boundaries of s-ctors, is

developed the spe:ial code of Gray, and are also proposea other

methods (8.30].

I
.. ..., m• •• _ • L. • l-•¢ ' rl" • • • • J•LI '• " - " '' -' • ... ... .. . I•
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Fig. 8.56. Radio iirection finder with automatic removal and I
averaging of bearings.

Key: (1). Countec is the summator of bearings. (2). Antenna system.

(3). Receiver Jisplay. (4) . Voltage converter. (5) . Zircuit of I
control. (6). Delivery of average bearing. (7). Counter at a number

of readings. i

Page 512.

Encoders with :ptical disk aie released for a reading to 16 bits

(65536 fixed/recorded points). For obtaining average bea:ing, must be

utilized the latter of four cell/elements of block diagram (Fig.(. 5-)

I1
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On Fig. 8.58 is given block diagram for taking of bairing in l

radio direction finder with servo system without the application/use

of code disk [ 8.32]. -9

3

By tie.. servorotor, controlled by output receiver current, search A

coil of goniometer is installed on the bearing which usually is

counted off for tie bearing which usually is counted off on the

scale. 3n the disk, rotated by special motor (25 Hz) and not

connected with the axis of goniometer, is establish/instilled the

photocell which creates current pulse in flip-flop 2, when on it

falls light beam ELOe mirror on the axis of goniometer. When the

photoelement on disk passes the position of reference p3int, is

closed by relay and flip-flop 1 ic creates momentum/impulse/pulse for

the beginning of :alculation. Time interval between the

premise/impulses of flip-flops I and 2 is record/fixed by

ultivibrator ani is filled with clock pulses.

The :lock puLies;, which are created by the gear of motor, are

form/shaped with flip-flop 3 and through the modulator fall on

counter 1. Simultanaeusly on counter 2 is checked the number of

readings, coLresponding to the number of revolutions Ef lisk with

photocell.

LI
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Resolver isses avorage bearing on counter 3. In levice lepicted

on Fig. 8.58, pulse separation of calculation (flip-flop 3)

corresponis to the displacement of disk to 10, since time of one turn

of disk is equal to 0.72 s. Thus, at the output of devize is obtained

average bearing in degrees for time of the switching on of

servomotor.

AI

Since the mechanism of reading is separated from cacaiving

indicator, readinjs does not affect the character of transmission.

k,

.4

Fig. 8.57. Disk f:r the reading of bearing.
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Page 513.

38
Vz4

U •/y I-

3
epfrf/tb4,' [Lf p

L20 jyIuoB L VeV?)

Fig. 8.58. Block liagram of automatic removal of bearing in radio

direction finder with servo system.

Key: (1). Goniomater. (2). Acoustic test. (3). Receiver. (4). Scale.

(5). Servo-motor. (6) . Mirror. (7) . Photocell. (8).

Momentum/impulse/pulse it began. (9). Relays. (10). Flip-flop. (11).

Multivibr~tor. (12). Counter. (14). Resolver. 15). Hz motor. (16).
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Gear wheel (17). teeth.

Page 51J4.

In phase-meter radio direction finder the removal of reaiing is

reduced t) the measurement of a phase difference between modulating

voltage of the frequency of rotation in the output of ree-aiving

indicator and the reference voltage. For the measurement af phase

difference, it is possible, for example, eacges of the mentioned

voltages to create the short-term momentum/impulse/pulses, which

corresponi to th? zero (with increase) instantaneous values of

voltages, and to fill time interval netween them with :l13k pulses.

For the averaging of bearing, it is pos.-ible to use :ir:uit,

analogous Fig. 8.56.

In phase-meter radio direction finder with the high-3pin motion

of acute/sharp raliatin pattern, appears the problem of ietermining

the middle of major lobe of the diagram which can be silvad by

following method. The limiter of receiving indicator isolates two

symmetrical points of major lobe. During the passage Df the first

point, begins the calculation of counter pulses of constant

capacitance/capacity (ori N of momentum/impulse/pulses). Between the

first and second points the period of pulses). Between the first and
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second points the period of pulses is equal to T, after the second

point they take r/2. Let between points it is containned by n of

momentum/impulse/pulses. Counting ot n pulses will end after the

beginning after the interval of time

T it T

S.tT+NT (8.76)

q From formula (8.76) it is evident that the

momentum/impulse/pulse, shifted against direction of rotation in the

angle, which corresponds count time NT/2, coincides with the middle

of the main lobe 3f radiation. After determining the midile of major

lobe, it is possible to determine single reading and then the

averaged bearing. I
Figuces 8..59 gives the block diagran of the devize, which makes

it possible to carry out automatic rpmoval and averaging of bearings _

in two-channel radio direction finder. -
I

The •utput vltiges of two channels of receiving indicator are

converted in mixers I and 2, roreover the voltage of second channel

simultaneously is shift/sheared on phase to 900, for this into the

common/ge.eral/t:tal heterodyne before mixer 2, is inzluled the phase

inverter, which shifts phase to 900.

Page 5'5.

L- -
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Output voltages by mixer U, = E cos 0 and Uz = JE sin 0

store/adi up and are d.ducted in sum-and-difference

block/module/unit; as a result is obtained the total voltLge
~<I

" U,-- (cos 0+ j sin 4) Een

the differential voltage

,' • U. • ~r~ E (cob t -- j sin f0) --- Fe- -

In the measring unit of a phase difference, is i.atarmined the

phase difference • of stresses U. and U., which is euail to the

doubled angle of bearing 2e. iwo-place bearing is defined as half of

a phase differen- q#.

A phase diffarence can be measured according to the method,

described for phase-meter radio direction finder. By the

application/use of supplementarv nondirectional antenna it is

possible to obtai. single-valued bearing. Reading circuit and

averaging does no. have special feature/peculiarities.

If the output viltages of channels due to the dissimilarity of

the amplification of channels will be-

£,=-Ecostj H E,=-aEsin •ie, "
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that

U, E (cos j+ la sin Ce")

Ua -E (os i - ja sin Oet')-E e'*',

where

a h tcos I-4,i
tg - aSill Cs..

+- a i l- .bsin

whence

Na tg 6i g9 , t9 ( ? I- ',d -- a ? t , C O S T . (8 .7 7 )
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Fig. 8.59. Block liajram of the automatic removal of readings in

two-channel radio direction finder.

(1). Channel 1 of receiving indicator. (2). To antenna system. (3).

Heterodyne. (4). Sum-difference block/module/unit. (5). Measuring

unit of a phase difference. (6) . Circuit of averaging and readings.

(7). Phase inverter. (8). Channel 2 of receiving indicatac.

Page 516.

From formula (8.77) it is evidhent that in this case is observed

the same eriror as in usual two-channel radio direction fiider [see

'a

r "
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Consaguently, in• a described manner iL letermined the direction

of the transverse of the image of bearing, nonidentity :f the

amplification af :hannels giving to by the same .3rrors, is in

two-channel radio direction finder.

Phase displazement - at an angle of 900 -6 (inst2a3 of 900)

causes supplementary ellipticity and the sdie error i.3 nonidentity of

the phases in channels. with the imagýý of parallelogran :a the

cathodu-r.y tubc af two-channel rddio direction finder, loes not

occur the readin.33 oi two bearing.. Separate reading-, correspond to

the direction of major axis of one of th? ellipf~es, drawn on

cathode-r;.y tube (see 8.3). The averaged reading must corr:espond to

direction of one :f the diagonals of parallelogram.

ft.

,. • -.
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During )aboratory testing of the direction finder as a whole by a generator of

standard signals there is required, analogously to normal measurement of receiverr,

use of an uquivaleont antennat. A pezulinrity of the given casu is that receiver- A,

direction finder is fed simultaneously from two antennass a loop and an open

antenna, where the virtual height of ,he loop changes in a wide range wlth change of

wavelength, and the phase of the emf induced in it differs by 90c from the phase of

the oma'•in the antenna. Furthermore, ordinary generators of standard signa]s have

an asytmetric output (one pole usually is grounded). Connection of output terminals I
of the generator to the loop creates a sywasetr-j of its circuit, whIch may not

correspond to real operating conditic.,is of the loop.

Tn Fig. 9.1 there a' presented the circuit of the equivalent of the antenna and

the loop, considering these peculiarities, Para.reters of the circuits are Celected

in such a nanner that L 2 + . 2 << Lot where L0 - inductance of the loop; La' Cap

Ra r --nduc'ant..', eapocI tarno, and renlstance of the antenr, a and capacitance

of its fairlead. Under these conditions the receiver has normal load both from the

loop and from the antenna.

Then we sel.ect R >> wLi, then the current

through wiinding L 1 with z iwolt , u¢L,,;¢i "icy

C L (with error of i7, if H > 7LZ, 1 ) 1sn be

it EJ' '.. expressed

where E - output voltage of Egeneratcr.
Fig. 9.1. Diagram of equiv-
a%,.2it of antenna and loop. The emf induced in coils L 2 and L .,

will be

and voltnge on resistsnce R.i corresponding to the emf in the antenna, is equal to

FE E.
Coupling between coila L1 and L 2_, 2 Is made variable by le law

At = ad vAriabl. sin ie.a

During real work the emf in the frame is

E,.•.IEA• sin O,

the emf in the anteuina 'i,

,5 m 5



I I
We equate E "Ea E Iloop " E and aE - E, where a - fw,:t.,r,•tii,, :

a - ~a'~ loop
c o nv .,L I u l•l y s e d. v q u , t-cl s n. ,,, r r jtl irl I/rPb,: ' ( 1, :,, . . 1/ 2 , V / r ,, i / I , v . ) .

",roan this we find

A= Mu., R, and _M---h"

PrS'N ýLZN
Si h isproportional to freqixency h ty)S

Since hloop ioop - I the lase equality

is realizable in the whole range of frequencies. From it we find M..., after which,

given a, we find R. The reading on the divider dial of the generator of standard

signals, multiplied by a, gives field strength in microvolts/meter.

By this circuit we can perform the following teatal

1. Determining sensitivity of the radio direction finder, i.e., the field

strength which is required to ensure possibility of direction finding with error

not exceeding, a given value. For this, there is determined that voltage from the

generator of standard signals at which bearing is read with the given accuracy. From

the voltage f.eld strength is calculated.

2. Check of exactness of determination of direction. Switching on the direction

flrir,-; wp fInd field strength EF And S. in twwn po. t'lons, r-orpntlt1nZ tn Ar-.r-

mination of the direction, with constant output vol.tage. Depending on the scheme

for determining direction these positions can be eetablished either in the receiver

itself by turning the variometer, switch, and so forth, or by turning the loop. In

the last case in the test circuit turn of the loop is replaced by turn of variometer
I" E,

L 2 -L 2 from the position corresp;onding to +Mnax to position -Mmax Relation

characterizes exactness of determination of direction.

3. Check of compensation for antenna effects. The problem j.s to determine the

relative emf of the antenna effect which can be compensated. It, obviously, is equal

to the maximum emf created by the compensator. To determine this value we determine

field strength E., creating normal output voltage with the position of the compen-

sator, corresponding to zero emf of compensation. Then we turn variometer L 2 -L 2

until we obtain zero emf in the loop circuit and the place compensator in the

position, giving maximum compensation em!. In this position we again determine field
EO

strength Ecomp, giving the same output voltage. Patio --. gives the value we
comp c omp

sought.

A"



4. It io possible to check remaining characteristics of the receiver

* (selectivity, fidelity, and so forth)*

Testing by the 'wo-signal method in accomplished with two equivalents, whose

inputs are connected to two generators, and outputs are parallel-connected.

Resistsnces and reactasnces of the equivalent should be doubled.

Another method of laboratory testing consists of placing the loop in a magnetic

field, which is created by current in a horizontal rectilinear wire (line) (Fig. 9.2).

This test should be conducted in a shielded chamber, since during tests with

the loop connected (and not with its equivalent, as in the preceding method) external

V interferences hamper tests a great deal. At a certain diate~nce d from the chamber

ceil•i ; we stretch a rectilinear wire, which at one end is Joined by a shielded

cable to the generator of standard signal.s, and or. the other through resistance R

to the metal wall of the chamber. E

Fig. 9.2. Ideagurng ine for The purpose of resistance R is to

testing a direction finder.
provide in the wire a traveling wave of

current. In traveling wave conditions current in wire, and, consequently, magnetic

field strength around it depends little on frequency. Magnetic field strength in

these conditions also does not depend strongly on shift of the observation point

along the wire.

Under wire there Is placed the loop direction finder being tested. With

rotation of the loop the minimum emf is induced in it at the time when its plane

is perpendicular to the wire.

Magneti- and electrostatic fields of a rectilinear wire at a small diutance

from thio wire do not have ,:s simple a relationship to one another as in the zone

of radiation. Therefore, use of the open antenna of a direction .f.1nder in its

normal position can lead to a relationship (if emf s induced in the antenna and loop,

absolutFely different frcm the relationship in real conditions. For testing it is

necessary to use as the antenna a special secetion of rectilinear conductor, located

in parallels to the test line. Thc length w.d distance of this conductor from the

mow--



line will be selected in such a way as to ensure a normal relationship of emf'n tSn

the antenna and loop. For feed of the antenna circuit it is also possible to use a

voltage divider (Fig. 9.3).

First of all it is necesiairy to select such a resLstance R that in the line

there is established a traveling wave. Wave impedance of a single-wire line with

diameter 2r at distanze d from the conducting plane is equal to

2d,p'-" lg(9-1)

By this formula there can be found the approximate value of resistance H - p.

Traveling wave conditions in the line are verified by one of the known methods. In

this case it is convenient to use the fact that impedance of a line, loaded on wave

impedance, is equal to the wave impedance. Due to this, connection to the generator

of standard signals of a line, loaded on resistanco R, if R - p, will influence the

generator the same as connection of the actual resistance R (will cause the same

decrease of its output current). By several tests it is possible to deftnJtize

magnitude R, initially found by the formula (9.1). Traveling wave conditions must

be verified in the whole range of frequencies of the direction finder.

TIne t'Alldbv-t.n.. ' P., t4. 1 "f of the fIpl !tr-t~ h corr '•!t,-n•.nZ t':.
the given output voltage of the generator, is produced by a comparator. The antenna

of the comparator should be loop-type and of approximately the same dimensions as

the loop of the direction finder.

If generator %oltage is U, and field strength is E, then ksf -w Is called the

scaling factor, determination of which is the purpose of calibration.

Calibration zhould be performed at several frequencies within the frequency

range of the direction finder. Independence of the scaling factor from frequency

is Qonfirmation of the fact that in the line there have been established traveling

wave conditions.

I is necessary also to Iroduec calibration for different distances of the

center of the loop from the line.

If there is no comparttor, calibration can be produced by a loop, whose

geometric dimensions are known exactly. The emf on terminals of the loop should be

measured by a voltmeter with a very large input impedance. As such voltmedter we use

receiver with supply of voltage to the cathode grid of the first tube. The receiver

is calibrated from a generator of standard signals.



If maximut emf in the loop is Eraxa and voltage from the generator Is U,

5.045

where he is the calculated effective height of the loop.

For selection of an auxiliary antenna or specificati.ons of the dividrr feeding

the antenna circuit, we Rhould . the effective height of the open antenna of the

direction finder h a

The emf introduced Into the antenna circuit of the direction finder in real
conditions is equal to

ISI

When testing wider a line with the help of a divider this emf is equal to

' C,
From this we find

C h, - "-k".h 1 . (9.3)

The sum of capacitances CI + C2 should be equal to the capacitance of the antenna

Ca. Formula (9.3) gives the possibility of determining Ci and C2 :

I- I

ILI

C,=Ca lV akr)• . (.95)

Testing under a line permits determining the same parameters of a direction

finder as testing with the help of an equivalent antenna. Furthermore, testing

under a line permits checking the sharpness of minima and the magnitude of errors

depending upon frequency, field strength and other factors.

For checking selectivity by the two-signal method there is stretched a second

line, perpendicular to the first and fed by a separate generator. Frequency and

field strength of the disturbing radio station are established on this second

generator.

It is necessary to note that neither the first nor the second method of

laboratory testing corresponds fully to real conditions of work and, thernfore, they

can give results, differing from results of tests in operation~l ý:onditions.

Nonetheless, laboratory tests are very desirable, since thanks to the easy of shifting

frequency, change of amplitude of the fed voltage, etc., tests car, be conducted more

widely and deeply than during tests on real work. Here, there can be revealed defects

which would be passed over during performance tests.

- ~ ~ ..



Of the two methods described, obviously, the second corresponds more close]y

to real conditions of work of the direction finder, but carrying it out is sonewhat

more complicated than for the first.

9.2. Laboratorv Tents of Direc.tion FPndersr of' a floni ometric Sy -.

Tests of Loops

Besides normal checking (determination of Inductance, self-capacitance, damping,

and so forth) for loops of gonlometric systems it is very important to check the

magnitude of mutual inductance between them. Absence of mutual lnductant=e simulta-

neously confirms their mutual perpendicularity. From smallnvsi of permicslble

magnitude of mutual inductance (permissible coupling coefficient is of the order of

0.3-0.4%) normal bridge and resonence methods are insufficiently exact.

A measuring circuit, permitting a reading, with the required degree of accuracy,

is presented in Fig. 9.4. B is a variometer with very small inductances of windings

(considerably smaller than inductance of loops), but with a fairly strong maxlmu•,

coupling between them (K - 0.1 to 0.6). The high coupling coefficient pernmitr

sufficiently accurate calibration of the variometer.

One .f. the .rindingc .f. the %.a...cte.r, serien-conn.ected3

fee with one of the loops, is fed from the generator; the

other winding of the variometer and the second loop are

also coupled in series and are Joined to the cathode

Fig. 9.4. Measuring grld of the first tube of the receiver. Audibility on
circuit of small mutual
inductance, the receiver output turns into zero when the coefficient

of mutual inductonce of the variometer is selected equal

to the coefficient of nu.-":al inductance of the loops.

The generator and receiver, and also the variometer must be shielded, and all

wiring is carried out in such a way as to exclude spurious coup3ings between circuit.s

of the two loops.

Testing of the Ooniometer

In the gonloineter K1l its electrical parameters - inductances and distributed

capacitancee of all coilz and maximum coupling coefficient between each of the field

and the searcher coils - are to be checked. It is necessary also to check the

coefficient of mautual inductance betweon the two field coils. This measurement can

ba made by the same scheme as analogous measurement for loopn.



The most important test of a goniometer is determination of the error curve.

Measurement of errob can be taken at high and low frequencies.

For checking at high frequency we compare the tested goniometer with a standard

one, connecting them as shown in Fig. 9.5. Let the rotor of the standard goniometer

turn about the first coil of the stator at angle

est. Assuming that the standard goniometer is

I . absolutely exact we can present the emf's induced

Stu.daWa lte, in stator coils in the form

Fig. 9.5. Comparison of Cs

goniometer with a stauidard - _,
one Ze

where Mi - maximum mutual inductance;

Z- impedance of rotor of standard goniometer;

E-. feed voltage.

Currents in stator coils will be

S=81W,) cosO.,

1• " "00, sin 0.,

wher'e Z,,, Z_, and Z_, - impedances of stator coils of the standard and investigatp

goniometers.

Normally impedances of two stator coils are equal to one another, i.e.,

Z1= ZAN= ZZ.

If the searcher of the tested goniometer is turned an angle Oxj then the emf

induced in it will be

£e ==-E• .f,z,,cos (t. -- d-). '
-(T, -+2.) Y.

where M2 - maximum mutual inductance between field and searcher coils of the tested
2 goniometer.

This emf turns into zero when 0.- W 4 900. Thus, setting the rotor of the

standard goniometer at some angle Ct' we should obtain disappearance of audibility

upon setting tno rotor of the tested goniometer at an angle est + 900. The diffeience

between this angle and the angle of setting, at which we obtain real disappeareance

of audibility, directly gives error of the goniometer. In an analogous way we cen

test a goniometer with three or four field coils.

The circuit of other method of testing at high frequency is present,. Iin Fig.

9.6,. If we se,.ect resiLtance so that R4 << (ULf, where Lf inductan'o ,' fl Jcid coil',

&4t
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i.
S~qbq

R- impedance of the divider, voltage division depends exclusively on the magnitude
K4

of resistances. Thus, voltage on one of the field coils will be

ga,

and on the other field coil,

Setc., where R., Rv ... , R- resistance from beginning of divider to the corresiponding

tap.A

Analogously to the preceding we find the emf in the searcher coil, assuming the

goniometer is free from errors. Thus, with coupling ot field coils into taps Fi and

R we obtain

where M -- maximum mutual inductance or the field and searcher coils of the goniorseter.
''he emf turns into zero when tsn 8-

3 R

If the goniometer gives error, then disappearance of audibility will occu~r at

nnM.•+er ensue 4•. Error of the c~n~te• ','ifl b eqie, to

A=j('j-----W-- Xs.
A=O-6A

Thus, attaching the ends or field coils to various terminals of the divider

and determining the position of the searcher corresponding to vanishing of audibility

in the telephone, we can dttermine the error of the goniometer at different angles.

It is possible to have a comparatively small number of taps in the divider (3-4), in

order to obtain sufficiently closely located points for construction of the error

curve.

Shielding of ýhe generator, receiver, and divider, thoroughness o" location of

wiring in this method are as necessary as in the method of a standard goniometer.

The divider itself should be made inductionless and
non-capacitive, possess a small skin effect, which is

11 4 o• necessary for preLervatiorL of constancy of the rutio

I a of resist.ances during chwige of frequency. One should

Smake it with the same care ab, e.g., attenuators of

generator, of ntandard signals.

Fig. 9,6. Testing a The circuit for checking a goniometer at low
goniometer by a divider.

frequenr-y I.s shown in Fig. 9.7. Ili it Ri and R2 -

!W



precision resistanece boxes; L, and L2 - field coils of goniometerl L, - its searcher

Ce1l, T - telephone (low-resistance).

The circuit is fed from an af generator G. Resistances Ri and R. should be

taken considerably larger than induced resistance of field coils with frequency of

measurement w, i.e., R1 >> at1 and R2 >> U120 In this ceae currents I1 and 12 are

determined by equalities

iumf and /=E

If the goniometer was made absolutely exactly, the emf induced in the searcher

coil would be

-Ce =Isom sin I = 1 C,4 Cos o.

Rotating the searcher coil until audibility disappears in the telephone, we

obtain angle e from equation

/,aM sin IUM c' os 1 0
or

SI(9.6)

if the goniometer has error, audibility will disappear at another angle -

- e + A, where A - degree of error. The method of checking consists in establishing

ratio conforming to angles e - 0 0 0 , 20 0, etc.,
R 2

and determining angle 0 at which sound disappears

in the telephone. Difference

I's *-arc

directly gives error of the goniometer. To eachFig. 9.7. Circuit for
checking of goniometer Ri
at low frequency, ratio y- there correspond two angles differing

approximately by 180°, at which audibility vanishes.

Thus, the goniometer is checked from 00 to 900 anxd from 1800 to 2700. To check the

second half of the dial the ends of one of the field coils are connected, which

corresponds to a change of sign in formula (9.6). During work it is necessary to

watch to see that the generator does not directly influence the searcher coil, and

that current in the telephone does not influence the field coils.

Analogous circuits can be easily composed for tenting multiwinding goniometers.

sib.



Fig. 9.R. Diagram for checking symmetry of
goniometer.

So that in the goniometric system there is no antenna effect, it is necessary

to ensure complete symmetry of field coils of the direction finder. Check of

symmetry of the goniometer can be performed by the circuit in Fig. 9.8. Voltage

from the generator of standard signals is brought to the field coil through a

symmetric transformer (see § 4.3) and a potentiometric circuit of resistances.

,,The searcher coil is connected to the receiver. In switch position A voltage

acts between endE -Jf the field coil, which corresponds to reception of a two-phase

wave. In switch po.ition B the emf acts between both ends of the field coil and the
"ground" (i.e., the frame of the goniometer, cathode of the first tube of the receiver

and its frame), which corresponds to reception of a single-phase wave. A completely

symmetric goniometer in the secona switch ipoz2tlon will not transmit voltage to the

searcher coil.

In practice measurement is performed in the following way. Setting the switch

in pesition A, tuning the receiver and turning the searcher coll to the pcsition of

maximum coupling with the tested field coil, we regulate the voltage of the generator

of standard signals to obtain a conveniently read receiver

output voltage U. Let us assume that here the voltage of the

generator of standard signals is equa' to E...

Then we shift the switch to position B, increase output

voltage of the generator of standard signals and turn theFig. 9.9. Circuit --
of asymmetric searcher coil to obtain maxi.mu receiver output voltage. Let
loading.

us assume that voltage of the generator of standard signals,

necessary for production of the same receiver output voltage U, in this case is equal

to EB. Then the relative degree of asý,mmetry of the goniometer is characterized by

ratic ,--
E2'

In carrying out tests it is necessary to ensure symmetry of the transformer,

equality o± potentials at points a und b, and also to avoid any asymmetry of the

M. 7



gonlometer (for instsnce, because of a.-yimstric position of wires to the switch).

Measurement of asyTmnetry by another method is carried out with the help of an

hf resitteace bridge. Asymmetry is caused by unequalness of capacitive or in

general, any Impedeances between terminals i and 2 of load Zload (in this case the

goniometer) and the ground. In Fig. 9.9 these impedances are designated Z and Z..

The asymmetry parpmeter is equal to

We take three measurements of admittaeucest I
i) between point i and grounded point 2 (Y

2) between grounded point i and point 2 (Y 2 )j

3) between short-circuited terminals i and 2 and ground (Y 3 )I

A•z,; v == +Zg , - 'Z

It is easy to see that

4ae = so4 '-

Both methods of measurement of asymmetry are applicable also to measurement

of +'I)-~' t inn~~t *'ne -reei'er =!9 t-f ct clcmn-"

Test of a Radio Direction Finder as a Whole

To test a loop radio direction finder of a goniometric system in laboratory

conditions there can be employed the same two methods as for testing a direction

finders with a rotating loop, i.e., testing with an eqvlvalent and testing with the

help of a :ine. The equivalent presented in Fig. 9.1 gives the possibility of feedt:.;"

emf only to onc of the field coils. The remaining field coils of the goniometer

should be closed to the same equivalents with closed input terminals.

When testing by the two-signal method there can be used a second field coil,

to which there is fed an emf from a second generator through an antenna equivi)ent.

In the case of an external system of two spaced antennas it is also possible

to compose an equival.ent. Its circuit is presented in Fig. 9.10. Here Ca' Sfed, C,

Cair - capawitances of spaced antennas, feeder, auxiliary antenna and fts faLr-leaý;

fai
L and La - inductances of the auxiliary and the spa-zed antennas. Selection of

magnitude6 R, Ra end M is analogous to the preceding case. It should be stressed

that testing by an equivalent han m•-ning only for those systems, for which natural

wavos of anteunas considerably difl from working waves. Z'

44
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9.3. Laboratory Tects of .Rallo

La tenria SjflF 1 rig
IIe

L'A to cobSeparate component parts of' the radla d1.rez=*c::

L -. finder (hf tranu:formers, time delay line, .witch -...-

LA C circuits, indicatorfi, etc.) (ire chec~ed by usual

Fig. 9.10. Circuit of the methods. A
equivalent for a system ofe finer
speed antennas. The atenna system of a radio directionf

with wide spacing antennas consists of P- large

number of antennas, ih which there are induced emfIs o-P idc!ntI. anplttu',i b".. :

different phases in accordance with geometric location of the antennas (§ 3.ii).

Antennas a'e connected to azi antenna swý,;, -,r c "

RI rec eption-inlicator.

During laboratory tests of a radio d4rectlo-

finder it is necessary to be abl.e to introduce to

inputs of the antenna switch (or receptrlon-indic .t:-

voltace of Identical amplitude, the chase of wh_-

varies by a given law. For this there is used a

Sspecial antenna equivalent. In Fig. 9.ii there • I
presented the circuit of the equivalent for laborm.-

t• tory testing of a radio direction finder with a

circular antenna system. It consists of a nature!

Ig Fig. 9.11. Circuit of the or artificial long line, fed by a generator of

equivalent of a circular
antenna system with wide standard signals and loaded on an impedance, equal
spac ir.•. to wave impedance. The section of long line is

designed in such a manner that on terminals of the long line of the equivalent a, b, a

c, etc., voltages have identical amplitudes and phases, equal to phases of the emf

of corresponding antennas.

Phaoes of voltagen are calculated for the case when there is produced recepticn.

of a radio station from a definite direction.

Between termAnals of' the long line and the ground there are coupled resistance

Ri-R2 such ,agnitude that Rj >> R2 and R2 - Pfd$ - wnere pfd wave impeda-nce of j
feeders leading into the antenr-a switch (matched loading of feeders from the antinrz i

is assumed).

I
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Thus, on the output terminals of the equivalent 1, 2, 3, .,, n there are voltages

of identical Lmplitude with phases, corresponding to phases of emf antenntes. Output I
resistances on these terminals are equal to Pfd" Application of decouplIng

resistances R removes influence of loads of the antenna switch on the anplituaL..

and phaae of voltages at points 1, 2, 3, ... , n.

The antern- equivalent permits checking the overall efficiency of equipment,

determining instrur.ent accuracy for fixEd directions and sensitivity. Instrument

accurfacy is determined connecting the output of the equivalent i, 2, 3, ... , n first

to terminals I 2 , 3 , ,,., n of the antenra switch. Here, on the &nternin switch

during direclon finding there should be read ,ti angle, corresponding to that bearing,

for which the lon1 line is calcule '. Then the output of equivalent i, 2, 3, ... , n

arc '% -w.¶thed to -erminals 2 , 3 , ... , n , i of' the antenna switch, 3 , , ... , n

, etc. Each switching corresponds to displacement of the direction of bearing

an rnglo, equal to the angle between the antennas. The difference between readings

on the "earing iidicator of the rriio direction finder and calculated bearings

correspond3 to instrument errors. To determine sensitivity it is necessary to

preliminarily find coefficient h of transnmissicn of voltage from input terminals of

the equivalent to its output termlnale 1, 2, 3, .... n with connected loads.
U

If to the equivalent's input there is fed voltage U, then E - - where hkheff eff

is the effective height of the &-;tenna.

With an uninitched loading of feeders instead of Pfd it is ri:cessary to couple

in at each fiequency t,. own Za' correspondtng to input impedance of the antenna

aiid feeder together.

By this method .2- also determine the directivity pattern of thc: antenna rystem.

9.4, Tests of Direction Finders !n Real Conditions of Work

laien testing a direction finder in t>e place of irnstallation it is necessary to

check separate pa-ts of the a,.'enna-feeder device (sngle angennas, feeders, etc.)

and correctness of their geometric lc-atl.on. Te.;ts are perlormed by methods,

descrited in [9.3).

Testo of v. radio direct'cn *ir-de- have the goal of dcterninrngi insti-unent

error of the dfrectl.rcn finder, magnitude and nature of local errors, G:.neral accurf.cy

of the directi.-rn fa'd-r, .;•ncral benrsitivity of the dlrrcti'.i finder, the cheato-ter-

isti- and coef;i'f't of 1'rectivity of its LfntennRa .y-ten.

I,
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Determining Instrument Error of a Radio Direction Finder

I*A
It io not possIble to determine Instrument error for all systems of direction

finders. Thus, dir.ect determination of instrument errors for ,ir,!ctIon finders with

a fixed r,utdcor aystem is impo6esible, if the latter is too bulky. In these cases It

is necessary to be limited to analysis of separate snurceq of instriument error on

the basis of laboratory tests and tests, which ai• described In the following point.

Instrument error is most exactly and simply determined for goniometric directlor.

finders, for which strutcture and dimensions of the outdoor equipment are such ar

permit rotation of it in the process of testing. For this purpose the externa-I M

device of the direction finder is set on a special machine, permitting us to turn it

at known angles. Tuning to some station, by rotation of the goniometer we find its

bearing. We then turi the outdoor system a certain angle (for instance, j0-5O) anrm
repeat fixing. 'iAhe new reading on the gonlometer should differ from the first by I
the angle of rotation of the outdoor system. Performing such tests for several

angles from 00 to 3600 and at various frequencies, we can obtain a sufficiently full

Judgement of instrmment accuracy of the direction finder.

Sp .•.... dfficult.e. are pr, .cntc.. •y•tcatr -4 "' .JL £riidrs witn ca.Lculat:.on

of polarization errors. Thus, to determine standard polarizaticn error one should

place the direction finder in an electromagnetic field with a known sl.ope of the wave

front and angle of polarization. For creation of such a field a local generator is

plc.ced at a considerable height (on a mast, ballon, etc.) and is equipped with e

radiating dipole, which i, set at such an angle as creates a field with the necessary

turn of the plano of polarization.

Distance from the direction finder'to the generator should be sufficiently great.

For direction finders of short waves this distance is prr.ctically of the order of

100 m or more. To cr2ate an angle of incidence of 45 , corresvondlng to conditions

of test of the error cf a standard wave, height of lift of the generator should also

be near 100 m. This causeŽs evidert practlcal difficulties, because of which in most

cai;es we are limited Lo smaller heighit of rise of the emitter. So that p .arization

error ir not small, the engle of rotation cf the pl.1anie of polarization Y is made

greater than 45°.

If tl:h angle of 1ric:.tntion of the wuv-"-o iz vern small, to satlify the

shown condition ragle -y should be close to 90. Inccnvený.ence of such a cornditIon

of tests io the snall ragnitude of the verte1l com.ponent of Vii]d strength anc,

consequently, tli, uea. recept.on power.



To produce reliable results of measurement It !.a niecesnary to ensure strict

-4 symmetry of the generator, nlnKe the presence if' a siigle-cycle wave In a radiating

dipole does not permit establishin!: the exact relitt ,nihIh between mag:Itudes of

vertical and horizontal components of the field. The dIreetlon finder should be

k located in a plane, perpendicular to the plane ;ontat.rlng the rridlatinA "

Otherwise the ratlo (of horizontal and vertical compcn.-ntq of fIeld strength Is n't

equal to the tangent of the angle of rotation of the dipole. Such a phenomen4n does

not occur with a radiating loopi therefore In installations for checking polarization

errors they chiefly apply a loop as the emitter.

Determining the Magnitude and Nature of Local Errors

i * To determine errors of the direction finder the generator shifts aroutnd it.

Direction finding Is produced at different positions of the :<,nerator, and results

are compared with true angles. These ang2.cs, depending u-,on the circoustanceS, are

determined either by visual direction finding, or on the man by known positions of

the mobile generator.

The mobile Generator is carried, trucked or is p2sced on a ship, aircraft, etc.

If the direction finder is placed on a mobile object (shin, aircraft), one can

deto-r.Ine error ty r. fixeic.-urcc cf radiatinnr .y :-..an. of ahiftlng the dircct',n

finder itself.

The distance from the direction finder to the source of radiation should be

sufficiently large, in order to consider the field near the directicn finder ar the

field of radiation, i.e., the distance should exceed the wavelength. Furthermore,

the distance ohould be sufficient, that there is formed an approximately flat wave

front:

where ?b - antenna aperture (spacirng of vertical antennas).

The generator should be located in an open locality far from objects which

could create a field of secondary radiation,

The error curve, found by the shown method, contains both instrrlent errors of

the rndio direction finder, and also locality errors. in order to separate errors,

it is neceera.y t- determtine Instrument errors by other methods (see the first point

of thiis pa.re.Craph) or conduct inspection of local err'ors by a radio direction finder,
who'ie insty'.ment errors ,tre sm.ll end are known. In separate cases judgement about
whether erro- .-. - or Instrament. is facilitated by consideration of the dependence

dip
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of error on the distance to the radiator, i.e., from shift of the heterodyne with

constant azimuth. Instrument error does not depend on range, and local error chsnges

with change of range.

With a separate re-emitter the dependence of error, caused by it, on the

distance between the heterodyne and direction finder has a regular sinusoidal nature,

which facilitates detection of such error.

The general character of the error curve also depends on the distance between

the direction finder and generator (§ :1.5). When this distance is small (for

instance, 100-300 m), influence of locale aa.d surroundings Is not transmitted

completely in the obtained error curve, since relative magnitudes and phases of fi.eld

strength of reverse emitters differ from corresponding magnitudes obtained under the 2SI,
influence of a wave from - very distswat source. _

It is possible to recommend such tests mainly for checking instrument errors

under the condition thdt local trrors are minute.

With large distances (for instance, 3-5 kin) conditions of testing are closer

to real conditions of work of the radio direction finder and more fully reflect local

errors, including and the influence of distant surroundings. These tests should be

cuvduueid uuriz'g the iniroduction ox tne raaio airection finder into service to

3udge its general accuracy.

It is ne'-essarx- to note that the curve of local errors, taken with the help of

a generator located on the surface of the earth, can not preserve its form during

reception of reflected rays, since reve .se radiations, provoking local errors, change

their character under the influence of an abnormally-polarized field.

Determining General Accuracy of a Radio Direction Finder

Becauise of the above-indicated difficulties separate determination of instrument

errors, although of considerable interest, cannot completely characterize general

accuracy of a radio direction finder. On the other hand, determination only of the

general accuracy of a direction finder, the most important of its operational

characteristiis, says little to the designer, since he cannot find which part of

eýrrors can .hte eliminated by improving the design of the instrument end which part

can be ci. ated by improving it:i location. Therefore, whenevcr possible, one

should make a -lull investieation of the direction finder, determilrkng both instrument

and local error*, and also the general accuracy of the direction finder.

To detenrine general accuracy of a direction finder we perform direction finding

,2



of different known objects, located an far e1 possible in different directions, at

different distances ane working on different waves. -A

Comparing the found radio bearing with the true one, determIned by calculation

or plotting on a nap, we find error. For the characteristic of general accuracy of

a direction finder we find the mean error. According to the theory oiV errors It is

most correct to take for mean error the mean quadratic error, but for simplification

of calculations we frequenr]y limit ourselves to finding the arithmetic mean error

(without taking into account sign).

For radio direction finders, working on short and medium waves, during direction

finding at night scattering of errors is so great that their average magnitude

insufficiently characterizes work of the direction finder. Methods of xnalysis of

observtions are presented in Chapter Ii.

Determining General Sensitivity of a Radio Direction Finder

To determina general senaitivity of a direcLion finder we simultaneously perform

direction finding and determination of field strength by a comparator. During

direction finding by hearing we note the angle of silence. During visual direction

finding we note the line width of the image of bearing or the magnitude of oscil-

lrttirnt! th- rn4nte- of the In~lcAttir from tho 1nf1iiiPnrp nf nnSp. s.

On ultrashort, medium and long waves sensitivity can be determined by means of

observation of different remote radio stations. On short waves observation of remote

stations because of the influence of fade-outs 2eads to very inaccurate determinations

of sensitivity. Thereforeon short waves sensitivity is better determined by using

a local generator, removed a certain distance from the direction finder.

Field strength in all cases is measured by a comparator. If there is no

comparator, sensitivity can also be determined by the local generator, equipped with

an ammeter in the antenna, whose virtual height is known. In this case field strength

near the generator is caloulated by the corresponding formulas, This method is less

exact than direct comparison.

Sensitivity of a radio direction finder may also be found by means of calculation,

if there are determined the sensitivity of the receiving equipment and the virtual

height of the antenna system (see §§ 2.7-2.1i).

One can determine virtual height in the follovwing manner (Fig. 9.12): at a

certain distonce 6 from direction finder DF there is located emitter 0. Exactly the

same distance d from the latter there is placed comparator C, so that field strength



for the direction finder and for the comparator is idertical. The distance between

the direction finder and the comparator should be such as to exclude their interaction.

Field strength cr'aroeae by the emitter is meanured by the comparator. Its value E0

should substantially exceed the level of field

strength of the external interferences. The j
d direction finder is tuned to the wave of the

c emitter, and its antenna syfstem or goniometer is

set in a position, corresponding to maximum

ireception power. Voltage on its output isFig. 9.i12. Diagram of
location of instruments measured by a voltmeter. By gain control instru-
during measurement of
virtual height. ments output voltage is set such that work of the

receiver in the linear region is ensured. To

ensure linearity there will also be turned of f the automatic gain control.

Then we disconnect the antenna system from the receiver and connect to it a

generator of standard signals through antenna equivalent. In the goniometer system

all non-operating windings of the goniometer should here be loaded on antenna

equivalents Eq (Fig. 9.13). Without touching receiver controls, we adjust the

vcltn-;e of the generator of vt+.nderd oiinals to Tbtr1r. on the re'elker out•ý't the

same voltage as was obtained earlier from the external emitter. Obviously, in this

case voltage in the antenna circuit E from the generator of standard signals is

equal to the voltage in the antenra circuit E0 Ha, which the external emitter created.

On the basis of this we can find virtual height as Ha 90

Fig. 9,13. Circuit diagram• of

receiver.

- a
Determining the Directivity Pattern and the Directivity Factor

To determine the directivity pattern of the antenna system of the direction

finder in the horizontal plane it is necessary to determine the dependence of output

voltrge of receiver on angle, which the direction of propagation of the wave forms

•Thio formula is valid when resistance of the equivalent is equal to resistance
of the antenna.

jN



with the plane of the antenna system. In a system with a turning antenna this angle

can be changed by rotation of the antenna system Itself. The radiation pattern of a

"F-i radio direction finder with fixed antennas can be found by rotating the device

intended for rotating the radiation pattern (goniometer, commutator) and noting the

dependence of output voltage on the angle of rotation of the goniometer or commutator.

Another method of finding the radiation pattern consists moving the sender around a

fixed antenna system on a circumference, whose center coincides with the center of
y

the antenna system.
One should equip the sender with an ammeter for measuring in it the current,

which should be maintained strictly constant. To ensure great accuracy it is possible

to recommend monitoring constancy of field strength in the direction finder by a

comparator.

Angular shift of the sender is measured by a compass, theodolite, or another

such instrument.

Output voltage of the receiver is measured by a voltmeter. It is necessary

beforehand to check the range of voltages, in which output voltage linearly depends

on input, and during the whole teat voltage should not leave the linear region.

Uout
Dependency .out F(0), presented graphically in polar or cartesian

coordinates, is the sought directivity pattern. The directivity factor in thV

horizontal plane is determined graphically from the directivity pattern:

where

P•--'Us ', ==

Thus, to determine the directivity factor it is necessary to construct the curve
2 2w

of the dependence of p2 on angle e and by planimetry find its area 21 p 2 dO. Number

27r, divided by the found area, gives the directivity factor.

If field strength is measured by a comparator, then before completing the shown

calculations it is ne:essaiy to introduce a correction in values of measured output

voltages, determining magnitude

U'w.w&-- Uus"

where Emax - maximum field strengthi

E - field strength, measured at the same position of generator, at which
Uo is measured.ou-t

L .- .. . .i. .



During construction of the radiation pattern we use values of U out and

nU Maxout,

Measurement of direc' ivity patterns in the vertical plane causes considerable

technical difficulties; with this purpose it in possible to use aircraft and

helicopters [9.3].

I '
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C HHAPTER 10

DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS OF RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS

List of Designations Appearing in Cyrillic

- i - (definition undetermined)

mamc - max maximum

- long - longitudinal

p loop

fl = RDF - adio Directional Finder
n - trans - transverse

Below are certal'n practical instructions on selecting the site, installation,
and adjustment of ship, aircraft and growud radio direction finders. In this chanter
we -,ed ,.tcr.alz cf ubi.h.. ". alb aia iecurrurendations [I.i0, i0.1, 2u.6, 1U.7).

10.i. Ship Radio Direction Finder
Selection of Site

For installation of the antenna array of a ship radio direction finder one
should select the place, nost renoved from metellic parts of the ship. Therefore,

the antenna array should be assembled as high as possible above the hull of the ship
and as far as possible from stacks, masts, antennas and metal superstructures.

To indicate beforehand the best place is difficult. At medium waves the ships
hull usually is the maln influence. Knowing dimensions of the ship, it ir possible
by the formulas (3.58), (5.60) to approximately calculate deviation, caused by the

hull when placing the antenna array directly on the deck or on a mast.

On short waves of greatest Influence are antenna-like objects (masts, stackJ,

and so forth), tuned in resonance with the frequency of direction finding, when on
their length there is laid-off a quarter of the wavelength or three quarters of the

wavelength (Fig. 5.14).
Thus, 30 m mast creates the greatest deviation at frequency f - 2.5 14c; the

captain's bridge 15 in high, at frequency f - 5 Mc; a 1i m stack, at frequency f
S7 Me. Range of frequencies at which such objects act depends on their trunnverse

dimension. An antenna made from a conductor practically has effect in a range of

+5% on both sides of reson~ance frequency; R stack, in rangc :-0/; a bridge, in
range approximately -3±0%, etc.

:~ ~ ~~A .....-'r••III



On ultrashort waves large structures shield reception, and direction finding

becomes impossible.

It is necessary before inspection on a ship to consider on the plans of equipment

of ship the most convenient places and to calcul].te for them on the basis of materials

of ChFapter 5 maximaum deviations.

Antenna systems with spaced loops or with spacing of antennas greater than X,

because of their somewhat sharper radiation pattern, are less subject to the influence

of fields of reverse radiation. An antenna array with spaced antennas with small

spacing reverse emitters is influenced to a stkll larger degree than a loop array,

because of stronger action of the electrostatic fields on vertical antennas.

After places for mounting of the antenna system are noted (usually several), it

is advisable to test them with a portable radio direction finder, if possible, and
select the best place. To find the fitness of the place we take the curve of

deviation along by one of the methods shown below. The best place will be the one,

for which maximum deviation is less in the working range of frequencies of the radio

direction finder. On medium waves the curve o1f deviation should be very close to

quadratic (quadratic deviation is easy to compensate) and vary little with frequency.

On .hort and ultrashort waves deviation should vary nmoothly with change of

relative bearing of the stati.on and with change of frequency. Furtnermore, there

should be obtained complete angles of silence for bearings of all directions u-•.6uo

in a sound radio direction finder, small ellipsea of images (not more than 15%) in

an automatic two-channel radio direction finder, and precise readings of bearing in

other systems of dircction finders.

Finding of the curve of deviation and.eheck of the quality of direction finding

should be done at sea. As long as ships are in the dookyard, it is impossible to do

these jobs, since around ship there usually are many foreign objects, creating

additional errors.

The place fnr mounting recelver equipment should be convenient for work. The

length of the high-frequency cable required for corunection of the anteniaa array (of

goniometric or other type) with the receivor should be as small as possibl,. The

receiver equ*.pment of a radio dJrection finder should be installed in the chart

house, since the navigatory uses tha radio direction finder.

Mounting of the Antenna Array of a Radio Direction Finder

Let us con.,ider casos, when in the ship radio direction finder as the antenna

array there are applied a rotatable loop, a goniometric system of two

$e
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mutur.lly-perpendicular loops, a rotatable system of spaced loops, and a system w1tV .

spaced awitennea.

The antenna array is installed in such a manner that its axle of ayiwnetry Ile.,

in the diametrical plane of the ships otherwise there may appear a coeffirlent of

constant deviation -', varying with frequency. Such deviatton is diff1cult to

compensate.

An auxiliary antenna, if it is not provided in the construction of the anten n -

array, is taken as far as possible vertical and located in direct proximity to the

directional antenna.

In a rotatable system with reading by the minimum the dial is oriented in suc:n.

a manner that it reads angle 90-270° when the plane of the system coincides with tV.

diametrical plane of ship, or 0-180° when the plane of the eyetem is perpendlcult..;

to the diametrical plane. In a goniometric system one loop or pair of antennas art -

usually mounted in the diametrical planel the second i1 mounted across the ship.

With unequal dimensions of loops (for a medium-wave radio direction fi.nder) the

smaller loop is installed along the longitudinal axis, thanks to whica' quarter

deviation partially is compensated.

For a goniometric radio direction finder it is necessary to check correctness

of connection of the ends of field coils of the goniometer to the loop device and

of ends of the searcher coil to the receiver.

For this we lieten to and fix any radio station, when to goniometer there is

Joined only one longitudinal loop (transverse is disconnected); the bearing should

0 0be 00 or 180°. If instead of 0 or 1800 the bearing is equal to 900 or 2700, then

to the longitudinal loop we join the other field coil of the goniometer.

Further we fix a radio station, when one transverse loop is connectedj bearinr

should be 900 or 2700.

Finally, we Join both field coils and check matching of fields. With rotation

of the ship counterclookwine the bearing sho-.:ld increasej if this is not so, one

should exchange ends in any of the field coils.

Correctness of determination of direction is attained by true connection of

'the ends of searching coil. If direction is determined incorrectly, we switch the

ends of the searcher coil.

In the same :a-nner connection to the receiver-indlcator of a two-channel radio

direction finder in checked.



It is very important that near the outdoor equipment of a radio direction finder.

all touching metallic parts (for instance, bulkhead of the bridge, guard rail, strut

etc.) have good contacts with the hullj otherwise with variable contacts, there is 4:

obtained variable deviation. Furthermore, during disturbance of contacts there Is

audible a crackling in the telephone of the receiver.

Cables Lad other metallic rigging nearest to the antenna array should have a

length, smaller than i/4 Xmin* If the antenna array is mounted on a separate mast, 14
LI

the upper part of the mast should be free of yards standing out tj the sides, and

. so forth. Guys for the mast should be symmetrically located about the antenna system-.,,

Taking the Curve of Deviation of a Ship Radio Direction Finder

The bearing q of a radio station, lying at heading p to the longitudinal axis

of the ship, under the influence of metallic objects located around the loop Ai

(antennas, guys, metal hull, and so forth), is incorrect.

Deviation f is equal to

The formuJa for f gives the absolute value and sign of deviation. Deviation 11Ii
generally' varies with heading and depends on the length of the fixed wave. After V•

installation of a radio direction finder before using it, it is necessary to determi.-.!

deviation for all directions from 00 to 360o and for needed waves (take the curve of 1!

deviation). Durin& subsequent work on the radio direction finder we use curves of

deviation to determine corrections to bearinrs.

The curve of deviation is taken chiefly by a visible radio station, transmitti.--

certain signals for this purpose. We determine visually headings p to the working I
radio station related to the longitudinal a&is of ship and simultaneously take

readings on the radio direction finder, i.e., determine angles q. Knowing p and q,

we calculate deviation f and construct the curve of deviation in the form of the

dependence of f on q.

The curve of deviation of a ship radio direction finder can be found by the

following methods.

i. We use worh of the sender of a non-directional radio beacon or auxiliary

ship. The ship with the radio direction finder turns every 1-0150 near the beacon

or auxiliary-ship. On every course there is determined visually the heading to tihe

transmitter p and there in made a reading on the radio direction finder q. Devi-

ation in defin•ed as the difference between these readiugs.

I1



Instead of lie on courses every 10-15°, it is possible to accomplish continuou=

circulation ind to take visual readings and radio direction finder readings every

iO-i5o .

The distance between the radio direction finder and the sender is more than

2-3 X, in order to be in the field of radiation of the sender.

2. The ship with the radio direction finder can be turned with the help of an

auxiliary tug. Such a method is employed for large ships, whose own movement is

costly.

3. The ship with the radio direction finder can stand at anchor, and the

" auxiliary ship with radio transmitter passes around it. Reading every 10-i50 of

movement of the auxiliary ship simultaneoualy visual headings p and radio bearings

q, we calculate deviation f.

4. It is possible to take deviation by an invisible radio station. We

calculate the bearing a from the point of taking the deviation to the radio station.

To determine the true bearing every O1-15 0 of turn of the ship we determine radio

bearings q and simultaneously compass courses (KK). 1'now' g deviation of the compass

LK and declination AM, we calculate p and ft

P----(K + AM-- -..p-q.

* When taking the curve of deviation it is necessary that at a rddius of at

least one nautical mile there are no other ships or harbour structures.

The power of radio station from which we take the deviation should be sufficient

so that readings are absolutely clear. With large range of wm.ves of the direction

finder we take deviation on several waves.

Deviation varies with change of the drought of the ship.

So that there is no error from parallax, the distance from the loop of the radio

direction finder to instrument, on which we read the heading, should be not more than

i/i92 of the distance between the direction finder and the transmitter.

If in the radio direction finder there is no means of compensation for devi-

ation, after determination of deviation and construction of the curve of deviation

we calculate coefficients of the expansion of the curve irn a Fourier serieg.

Calculation of coefficients of deviation is reduced to replacement of integral

expressions of coef:icients of the Fourier series by the sum of ordinates of the

curve of deviation at definite intervals of degrees. In Table 10.i (see ineert at

the end of the book) there is given the form for cal~ulating coefficients of devi-

ation using ordinates evey 15-
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After determining coefficients of deviation we inspect around t!Ae loop of the

direction finder to see if they are removable factors, causing any abnormally gre.•t

coefficient (see § 5.8). As a rule, after removal of factors causing deviation it

is necessary to again take the curve of deviation.

On the basis of the obtained results for subsequent use we construct curves ol

deviation or compose tables of deviation for approximately every 1`O cha a,;e of q.

If in the radio direction finder there in equipment to compensate for devi-

ation, then we first determine deviation only on eight headingst 0, 41;, 90, ... ,

at that frequency, at which compensation is provided. We calculate coefficients A, A

D, and 3, which compensate. Then we take residual curves of deviation by one of M

described methods.

10.2. Radio Direction Finder on an Aircraft

On an aircraft radio direction finder besides normal requirements there is

presented an additional one - strength of construction (loop, receiver, etc.) with

minimum volume and weight. Such a requirement is set because equipment on an aircraft

experiences irrong shocks. For combat shocks the receiver is fastened to special

Rhnck absorbers. .

Aircraft interferences, in two forms - acoustic and electrical - adversely

affect actual sensitivity of a radio direction finder.

In light of the impairment of the actual sensitivity from acoustic interferences -4

during sound direction finding, on aircraft t.hey apply visual radio direction finders,

most frequently radio compasses and radio compasses.

busic -electrical interferences are interference from ignition and interference

from electric generators and motors of the aircraft. The most effective method of

counteracting interferences of ignition is complete shielding of the ignition circuit I

Other methods do not lead to complete freeig from interferences in the wide band

width of the direction finder. Interferences from electrical gererators and motors,

mainly commutator noises, are cancelled by blocking their circuits with chokef and -•

capacitances, and measures are %lso taken to decrease sparking.

In spite of all the measures against interferences, the level of noises on

aircraft is greater than on earth, and, consequently, sensitivity of a radio direction i4

finder is worse.

The aircraf'.' radio direction finder is cfton used for flight on a radio station.

In this case the rotatable loop !.s installed acro,; the airplane ftselage (the



gonioi.0eter is set at 00), and the course of aircraft is regulated in such a manner

that the loop remained in the position of bearing (in telephoner, zero audibility,

or on the indicator of the Le:.icompass, A rero rending).

With such usp of a radto direction firider from wind there is created drift of

the aircraft and time of flight is extended. By nelection of' a leading c';urse, at

which the resultant speed of the aircraft and wind coincide with the direc:ton of

flight, it is possible to achieve a

-- - direct line of flight; for thu. we

""4- &. rotate the loop a bit. Correct rotatiorn
____-3*5J, of the loop can be Judged by preservation

L.. � IUof the compass reading, if we maintain

, ,fn -the course from readings of the radio

direction finder. With increase of

, , _ 2'O JOO 3 flight speed the influence of wind drft.

decreases.

'U ~,~24f~j60Orientation and check-out of' the
mounting of the antenna array of the

_1 • I 62O lJ'
* .__,_,_L___________ radio direction finder on an aircraft

, .•• ,s carrica out Just as on a slhi.

SplTaking of the deviation of an aircraftS~Fig. 10.1. Sample deviation curves.

radio direction finder in air presents
•,difficulties. Usually we place the aircraft in flight position on the ground on a

rotating circle and turn it at. different angles to a local transmitter, located a

distance of at 2eest 2-3 X from the aircraft (10.1). By comparison of visual

readings and radio bearings we determine deviation. The site where we take the

deviation should be free of disturbing objects (wires, antennas, trees, etc.). The

procedure for taking the deviation curve and analysis of results for an aircraft
radio direction finder do not differ from. the procedure and analysis for a ship

radio direction finder.

Sanple deviation curv~e of a mcdium-wave radio direction finder on an aircraft

are given in Fig. i0.1.

1O.3. C1_!.'11 _Onr.ation of Deviation In n Radi.o Directi~on
1`.11r10er 'Wi'.•'l a 1--.t ~ Je oo

There exist ,everal methods of compensation of' deviation of a radio direction

finder. They can be divided into two groupas methods of mechanical comperSAst5on of



deviation andl methods of electrical compensation of deviation.

In some installatione both methods are used Gimultaneously.

Mechani'cal Methods of Compensating Deviation

Principle of work of a mechanical compensator Is based on the fact that the

dial. (or dial indicator) on which the bearing Ia read fitted on the shaft (of the

loop or goniometer) by an auxiliary device. This device creates displacement of the

dial (or dial indicator) with respect to the loop or searcher coil of the goniometer

an angle, equal to the deviation, and thus deviation is compensated.

In Fig. 10.2 is depicted a system of four levers a, b, c, and d, connected at

points 1, 2, 3 by hinges. Between points i and 3 there acts a spring, thanks to

which hinge 2 and the roller attached to it constantly press on disk L. Lever a is

connected to the shaft of the loop (or searcher coil of the goniometer)j lever b is

connected to the dial indicator. With rotation of the loop shaft the dial indicator

tracks the loop.

If disk L has the form of a circle, then the angle between the loop and the dial

indicator remains constant, since their relative position does not change. Giving

disk L the corresponding form, differing from a circle, it is possible so to move the
Clal ij-dLaLu- w."., .c to 1 Iop. ýar, !ndt.t.tL. . ... - +

with a projection) as to compensate any deviation of the radio direction finder.

Sometimes inistead of disk L we employ flexible steel tape, whose form is

regulated by levers. The roller goes inside tape. The spring draws points I and .5

together.

The mechanical. compensator can compensate deviation of any law. However, it is

advisable to compensate only even coefficients of deviation D, E and constant devia-

t&1 im. b) af n tion A. Actually, if one were to compensate

semicircular deviation (B and C), then, reading

h the bearing not from the correct side (q t i_•S), .

make an error, equal to

e LI . 2(B sif l -}¢c~osq),
( ad with noncomperinsated semicircle of deviation,

if we do not consider deviation, error is equal
Fig. 10.2. Mechaniel
compengator of devia- only to
tion.

S .&.. . .s I
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The mechanical compensator cancels deviation on one wave. For other waves there 7

eire given tables and curves of renidual deviation.

Electrical Compencation of Deviation by Installing a Loop

As was sho'n, of greatest Imp-,t.ance in deviation of ship and aircrnft radlo

direztion finders, working on medium and long waves, is quadrant deviation. Therefoie

in practice we are limited to electrical compensation only of this deviation,

although in principle we can compensate electrically for other components of devi-

ation. We already saw that the body of a metallic

ship (aircraft, dirigible) creates deviation with the

same law, as a re-emitting loop. On the basis of this

it in possible to compensate deviation caused by the

emetallic body by installation of an auxiliary frame.t

The body of a metallic ship (aircraft, dirigible)

ie nI i0.N. Change cf it; Pquttlteiret to a closed Loop with characteristic
coefficient of' devri-

ation D with chan, e longth a 0e approximately eqdal to twice the length
tiof wavelength.

Socof the body. The law of change of D with change of the

posreceived wave . eat sho e in Figc i0.3. Ideal compensation on all waves could have

been achieved by construction around the direction finder loop of a closed loop with

: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v p.-LTmi• •,l• ••v,• h froame whiuh 16 equivulent "ov ihe body. in •

iipractice, thi i unrealizable, since we obtain very 3a.rge dimensions of the

compensating loop. It is possible to construct compensating loops of smaller
I ~dimensions, and couple them to the direction finder loop in such a manner as to

Scompensate deviation, e.g., on long waves. Since the fixed wave will be much

larger the characteristic wave of such an additional loop, the compensated devia-

tion will almost not vary, with change of the waves of direction finding. This will

occur until the wave approaches the characteristic wave of the fremne, equal to its

perimeter. It turns out that by an additional loop, practically relizabls, it is

possible to compensate coefficient D, constant on the wave r.zigs,

For a great many aircraft and ships in their working r.ange of direction

. finding coefficient D remains constant, and, consequently, for compensation It '.5

possible to choose a compensating closed circuit.

According to frmula (5.413) we had

9[ •..T -.... ..- ',' .. - ' . . .- - -. . .. -- 4 .. . -" -. ... t- -- -. - - - . a . .-,
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Z..o lLo..

Given the area of compensating loop S2 , it is possible to calculate Lo4 and

M1max and then ra (Ti an i s, - nu:iher i!' tt'j.• nli 1}i- ni,,n ',W t.'- H r,- , A tai :

loop - are known). Fromn m we calculkLe coefficient D, iompensated by the additiona]

loop. Thus, by approximation it is possible to find the required compenseting loop.

Sometimes for compensation they make the additional loop rigid, consisting of

two spaced steel rings, fixed motionlessly, sy•metrically to the shaft of the loop

r - on both sides of It, along the longitudinal axis of the

ship (aircraft).

By changing the inductance of coil, which closes

the rings (Fig. i0.4), it is possible to achieve

-- IW Ica. •-compensation of the required value of coefficient D.

The adjustaole magnitude in this construction is Zoi.
Plx~d 1eop i

- I" i0.4. Electrical Compensation of Deviation
L 100•------.-.-- in a (oIn Lo. otric tE-Jio D1raction 1:-1o cex

Compensation of Quadrant Deviation D sin 2q

compcnsatzng ioop•. Earlier it was shown that if fields created by

field coils of the goniometer are not identical and are equal to

N, mome#z Hs .,ake =al-, a

where a • i, then in the-direction finder there appears error, which is expressed

(4.i6),

tg a = I c

The dependence (3,.!6) of error on the arrival direction of .*Ae wave is

analogous to quadrant deviation from the hull of a ship (5.57). This view can be

used for compensation of quadrant deviation in goniometric radio direction finders,

creating in the goniometer an error the opposite of the deviation. Field coils of

the gonium~e~er are made identicall to produce of unequal fluxes one of the field

coils (lorigitudintl) is shunted by mn inductance of a combine inductance and

capacitancc.

, ..... .- _ *.-.. - : * " , . . . .. _-_ __ _.. . .. .. .



only an inductance, in which there is created an error opposite to quadrant devi-

ation D sin 2q, and ,otonrt.ant. In the wawve ,.

Let us designatet

Liong - inductance of longitudinal loop;

Lri'ans- inductance of r v., ,

Li - inductance of each field coil (we assume they are Identical);

L2 - shunting inductancej

he - virtual height or each loop.

Then the mrximum flux in the goniumeter from the transverse loop is equal to
kEh.

H, MAN a

maximum flux from the longitudinal loop is equal to

L,4 • -7-,'A-aH,"€

whence

I+

41 +7 44 (Le1

:f LL.-= L.. L. then

I+4

Knowing quadrant deviation of the radio direction finder, it is possible to

celect a in such a manner that

t-D (i0.2)

i.e., so that there is created a deviation, opposite in sign to deviation from the

hull. Then quadrant deviation of radio direction finder will be cancelled:
LL,

D- ".- 2(LL+ L=,.)"(.3)

From formula (1O.i) the expression for shunting inductance L2 will be

LI~ep(10.4)

Usually the coil for shunting longitudinal loop (compensating choke) is made with

leads, where they are chosen in such a manner as to •ompensate tha coefficient of

quadrant deviati on D approximately each degree. Then after taking the devizttion

" " " " ° s T. r . . .... _ • , • . -_ .: • .. .. . .. ., . . • ,
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curve it In simple to connect the corresponding lead of the coil,

Since from equations (io.0) and (10.4) it is clear that L2 does not depend on

wavelength, then the compensated quadreant deviation D will not depend on the wave.

Quadrant deviation, not depending on wavelength, is observed with waves, larger

than 5•.i0 lengths of the ship hu.l,

In this calculation we disregarded capacitance of feeders, connect.ig the loopc_

to field coils of the goniometer. If we ccnsider these capacitances, then it turns

OlAt that the compensated coefficient of quadrant deviation D does not renain constant

on different waves, but Grows with decrease of wavelength. Sharpness of change of the

compensated coefficient with the wave depends on the magnitude of the capacitance

of the feeders. In practice the coefficient of quadrant deviation of a ship

(aircraft) radio direction finder also grows with decrease of the wavelength. On

long waves the capacitance of feeders is small, and the compensating choke can be

calcu)ated by formula (10.4).

Sometimes after connection of the compensational choke designed for the longest

wave and determination on several waves of residual deviation it is found that on

shorter waves there is a coefficient of quadrant deviation, increasing with decrease

of wavelength. The means that abruptness of change of the compensated coefficient

D with the wave is less than abruntness of change with thp w~ve nir reel. on$'1r -ni

D. In such a case, in order to achieve the best compensation of quadrant deviation

in the wave range, it is necessary to couple an additional capacitance in the

transverse loop. Conversely, if steepness of variation of the compensated coef-

ficient D with the wave is greater than steepness of variation of the real coef-

ficient D, then one should couple the capacitance in the longitudinal loop [10.2].

In a two-patih automatic radio direction findei it is possible to compensate the

coefficient of quadrant deviation D, constant in the frequency reatge, by employing

unequal gain factors in the channels.

Compensation of Quadrant Deviation E cos 2 q

During the analysis of the goniometric system we saw that presence of coupling

between field coils of the goniometer leads to the appearancae of quadrant error of

form E cos 2q.(ý 4.6), where (4.27)

.,,--

-- (;Vr Vjn o ""m '•' "n " I• •" "n m q" -V. .W.=
S. .... , ..v . I
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where -- coupling impedance between field coilS l

Z - impedance of loop circultj

T- has totally roal value, it we dinregard active components of Z and Z.

Simultaneously there appears octant error .&;in 24q, where

t

By choice of coupling impedance Zc it in possible to compensate quadrant devi-

ation 3 cos 2q.

The simplest method of creating of coupling 'between field coils is connecting

inductances (compensational chokes) between the: field coils (Fig. 10.5).

In Fig. iO.5a we designatet

L - inductance of lop;

L - inductance of field coilj

L2 - inductance of coupling coil (compensational choke);2I
L - inductance of searcher coil.

Let us disregard active resistances of loop circuits. We determine the expres-

sions for Z &-id Zc. We designate (Fig. iO.51) resistance of the part of the circuit

& & below points as, but above points bb by

1 X. Impedance of the loop circuit is

Z Lp Zi(wL + X).
We find the expression for Z. from the

Compestedcoefficient o'deviati on

a,) F) will be

Fig. i0.5. Compensation of deviation
3 cos 2q,

is ZO +,•) LL + 2(, - L&4,

FormuOas (i0.4) and (10.5) for compensated coefficients of deviation 3 and D are

absolutely identical.

Consequently, inductnnce of coils L2 for compensation of deviation E eos 2q

should be calculated ,lunt a•i £nductsnce of the coil for conpensation of deviation

D sin 2q.,

SIs

Fg -5- C of deviation



A ship radio direction finder with a goniometer system usually is equipped with

three identical compens?.tional chokes with leads for compensation of deviation every

0I , One choke se.-ves to compensate coefficlent of deviatlon D, end we connect 1.t in

parallel to the longi tudinal loop of the radio dlrection finder. Two other chokes

ser•e to compensate coerficient of deviation Ej they are connected between terminals

of the field coils.

In comparison of mechanical and electrical methods of compensation of deviation

one should note the basic deficiency of mechanical systems - lowering of accuracy

of reading of bearing.

Let us assume that the design and electrical circuit of a radio direction

finder permit with a given certain field strength of the fixed radio station,

wavelength and averege observer a certain accuracy of bearing reading (error I q).

By a mechanical deviation compensator we compensate quadrant deviation

t=Dsin2q.
The true bearing, corrected by the mechanical compensator, Is

p=q+l= q+ Dsin2q.

Error of reading Ap will be obtained by differentiation of p with respect to q:

Ap- q(I + 2Dcos 2q).

When q -45, 135, 225 and 15i, Lp - Aq, i.e., accuracy of reading does nnt

change.

When q 0, 90, 180 and 2700, 1- - Aq(i i 2D), where D is expressei in radians.

Accuracy of the taken bearing depends on D. Thus, if D - 15 0 2D - 300 -. -

0.503 rdn, then Zq; 4 i.5Aq.

With growth of D inaccuracy of reading of bearIng on a radio direction finder

with a mechanical compensator of deviation increases, so that work will be especially

bad when D is great.

Electrical methods of compensation do not possess this deficiency.

The mechanical compensator of deviation creates additional error when there i*

an angle of silence (oscillation of the pointer of the indicator because of nf.ie.O,

etc.). Indeed let us assume that on the dial of the radio direction finder limits

of the angle of silence will be

p = q, + D sin 2q,,
p,=q-+Dsin2q,.

True bearing is equal to

S---'--- --- D sinIq .

_-.._.__-~~- =M .NO.. .W - ," . . .: .



Bearing on dial pO is deflned as the arithmetic mean of pi and p 2 1

p* Lt~ .47+9.(sin 2q ,4-sin2Q)
or

p-- Qe--2 D sn(q, n q% ) cos %q,- q,).

Error ti', reading of bearing will be determined from expression

I A I -- !p.-- PI= D sin(q, ÷Q,)1 -- COS {q, - .

For any angle of silence, determined by q1 - q2 , maximum error will be at q+ + q3
- 90. Then

~2)

If D - 200, q1 " 650, q2 2 50, i.e., angle of silence is 40°, then

IJa.....rI-==4Pein'2O"=40. 7.

10.5. Land (Airport, Shore) Radio Direction Finder

The antenna system of a ground radio direction finder should be installed as

far as posnible from re-emitting, current-conducting objects on a site with good

ground conductivity. At the place of Installation uf a radio direction finder there

should be no industrial interferences, impairing its sensitivity and accuracy. The

place should be selected so that it is convenient as far as access roads, power

supply, communication circuits, and so forth. It should be suitable for work in

the RDF network (see Chapter 11).

Let us discuss in greater detail the fitness of the place from the point of

view of ground conductivity and surroundings.

Requirements for ground conductivity are determined by the type of antenna

system of the radiodirrection finder. This quer~tion ir considered in Ch;;-Pter 6. If

there is installed an nntenna system, whose feeders must be protected from reception

of a horizontally polarized electrical f I. l, 1or instance a U-Chaped goniometric or

phase systera uf spaced vertical antennas, the ground conductivity on the antenna

IIsit soud e at least 1O-? o--. if the feeders are buried in the ground, and at

least i0-3 Z' ithere is applied a ground metallizing network.

Ground conductivity can vary from month to month. ior determinatior of average

or minlmum ground conductivity by separare measuremcnts see [10.8). Cr~und

conductivity hnould be measured not only on the surface, but at the depth of laying



of feeders (about 2 m ,4tth turyizng of feeders). During measurements In necesnary

to consider the depth of penetration of electromagnetic waves In the soll. In

addition to Fig. 6.') In Table 10.P there are given fo. soilr two values of Cepth

conductivity where field strength decreases to i/10 with re;r, ect to the field at

the surface. One should also turn attention to whether ground conductivity Is

identical within the ontenno site (see § 5.2).

In Table 10.3 there are given permilssible minimum distances to ctrtain reverse

emitters or permissible angles of visibility when i'zing an antenna system with a

cosine directivity pattern [10.6). With increase of separation of antennas errors

from the influence of reverte emitters decrens<

Table 10.2. Depth oi Pen- (§ 5.3) end, correspondine]y, distance to emitters
etration of Radio Waves,
at Which Field Strength can be decreased. Distances of Table 10.3 are given
Decreases to 1/10.

separately for long and medium waves (range of

S1 ,4c ...... e~ , , .frequencies 100 K2 to 1.5 Me), short waves (ranre

, 1 2,. 1 • of frequencies 1.5 to )0 Me) and ultrashort wave..

, , •0, ýr v- 1 ¢3s (30 to 400 Me) and for two casess

0.1 I 48 a) when expected P•,• .madratic error o fz,-r
, I 0.3 9 9

,,5 I •Limh infiueziv- o: -ne reverse emitter o nas a value
1.5 4 4
I0 II 2.1 on , medium eud short waves of I , and in l*,'
30 II 1,8

300 II 1.8 range 0.5°;

b) when expected mean quadrati: error a from

Influence '..;' reverse emitter has value on long, average and short waves of 50, and

1,- VHY range 20. The ea3ier requirements pertain to the case when it is possible

to permit the worst accuracy in light of other advantages of the place.

Simultaneously with errors there can be observed blurred minima dur'ing sound

direction f ding and an elliptical image of bearing In a two-channel visual radio

direction finder, if phases of fields of the forxward and reverse emitters do not

coincide. In composing Table 10.3 it was assumed that the re-emitter creates

maximum possible error without impairing the actual reading.

The table wan composed on the baois of experimental materials and calculating

formulao of errors from reverse emitters, having reg-alar geometric forms (Nphert.,

hemisphere, cube, mirror surface, vertical wire, horizontal wire, etc.).
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Table iu.3. Requirement to Ensure Normal Work of a P adio Direction Finder

Admisnible valuesi

Number Causes of error and - ,miSiore walesofra, paraeter Short waetednho.' wv
of parameters limited wa md1u0 c (1.5 to 30 Me) (Y) to RoJ00 Me:point by them o.•Me

I Slope of section, 0.5 2 0.5 2 0.5
deg

Ii Vertical conductors
- for a grounded 10
one o" length I '
- 0.1 X (vert.1cah
&ngle, deg)-- for

oneW "

goround - 71 17Z ý15 4

grounded (dis-
one 1 - tance)
- 0.5 >. Ifor _- I m 30 m
grounded
one length
several X

III Slanted conductors
I- Inr- '. I Approxirately an in point i1erAl I•

- e (dis- Half as large as in point ii

of incli- tance
nation
1450

IV Horizontal wireG I
- telegraph, 180- 45 See med!ium wavelengths 90
at heigh,.t 200
h - 6-7 m (dis-

hihr tance, (180- 45 i
--higher m

suspensi on M _O0 E

H h

V Wire barrier boon not influ- 40 5 180, go

(distance, m) once if '0
gr,•twned

V1 lr& -e <oadlu tltng
ob.Iec ;

-squ~arme See point MX 25 5 50 15
in area

X x N (dis-
-other tance, Varies in proportion t'.' area of object

area X)

Pipi



(Table 10.3 continued)

NumberI Causes o1' error and AdAveragee vedes __________leAdmis~bl values
oumbe Crauses of terrorand- Average, med i, Short wavea Ultrashort waves

pcInt by them waves (100 Kc (1.5 to 7.0 Me) (30 to : )

to I., V'C)
o -'o -50 0 - 0o-5• •. •.

VII Forest
-single 4~20 90 20 90 145
trees (di-
-large rp i 350 90 700 90 360 180
group of
trees

VIII Isolated hills 2 5 2 5 Should not black
(vertical angle, out
deg) j
Mountainous site ;st fit for installation of RDF

Ix Buildings 0
-small nonconduct- 2 90m 800 m
ing (vertical angle,dist•-noe)
-l-rge conducting 100

ones (distance, m)

x Builing~i .1iousIng I an,,vrina t: bail It iI - Z
RDF wooden

XI Takeoff and landing 45 M No in- X o in- X influence
reinforced concrete fluence luence
airport runways
(distance)

XII River (distance, m) n ii.- o influ- 300 No influencefluenc e •nce

XIII Ditches, embank- 30 30 30 30 90 30
ments (distance, m)

XIV Railroad rails 90 90
(distance, ri)

If the diftance to the reverse emitter differs from that shown in the table, one

should cons.der that field strength from the reverse emitter, and consequently also

the error vary on long, medium and short waves: if the distance to the emitter is

less than 0.1.)X it is inversely proportloncJl to cube of distance D (by dependence I

if distance is more than X, it var.es as I/JIj in xsrige of frequencies above 30 Mc2I
with distance of u;overai. wavelengths, it varies as I/D 2 .

4.1



Total mean quadratic error from several reverse emitters, each of which causes

error cis a2, 3' "...0 is, most vorrc'tly eaLcuJated by the fVor:mula.

The site chosen for installation of the antenna system after external inspection

at a radius of several we.velengths usually is inspected for faults by a portable radio

direction finder and local transmitter, carried or transported on motor vehicle,

ship, or alroral't around the anitenna system, or by direction finding of radio stations

whose locations are known. The site is considered suitable for a radio direction

finder, if mean quadratic error does exceed tolerable limits. So that it in possible

to use a local transmitter, around its antenna at a redius of about 0 .5 - thcrec

should not be reverse emitters.

Distance from the tvansmitter to the center of the antenna system of the radio

direction finder should be at least (i-i.5)%max and 3-4 times greater than the

separation of antennas in the antenna system of the radio direction finder.

Inspection of the site permits deternining the order of errors expected during

operstion.

When constructing the home for a direction finder one should avoid construction

Cof &i~r AL U.... zt.c "f abu."M " ° 'm from the

house electrical and telephone wiring must go into underground cable.

If the antenna system of vertical antennas is mounted arouid the location with

the receiver-indicator, then pa.- nntl commnunication cables should be brouglht in sym-

metrically to a pair of adjacent feeders, on the bisector of the angle between them.

Wiring inside the building should be very close to the floor, avoiding creation

of loops (frames). If the radio direction finder is installed together with the

tra.numitter, the antenna of the latter should be mounted symmetrically to the outdoor

arrey of the direction finder, whose vertical 1 i+ýnnas are set around the building,

In the case of insr.ilavion of several outdoor .ays on one site to solve 6he problem

of the permlso ole minimum distance between antenn,: systems one should be guided by

the fact that .,en1t. angle at which one car, see outdoor display from the center of

the other, should be no more than 2-3°.

With a slanted site with slope permissible according to Table i0.3 vertical

antennas in the system should be set normally to the plane of the site.



In a hilly site the beat paece is summit of a secluded round hill, which

dominAtes the remaining hills.

The installed radio direction finder befor'e use is calibrated by a local trans-

mitter, observing here the shown requisite distancer between transmitter and antenna

system and satisfying requirements on surroundings of the transmitter antenna, or by

distant radio stations.

The radio direction finder is calibrated also periodically during operation to

check its accuracy. To permit periodic calibration dimensions of the direction

finder site which are free from re-emitters are increased, since aound the antenna

of the transmitter there also should be no reverse emitters. As a result of analysis

of calibration materials we obrain an eatimator of the accuracy of direction finding.

If the obtained constant errors are confirmed by operation specifications of the

radio direction finder, they are considered corrections to bearings. Sometines

results of calibration help us to find and remove the cause of large errors.

It is necessary to consider that errors from a local transmitter can differ

from errors from distant radio stations because of noncoincidences of relative phases

of fields of forward and reverse radirtion

, LIP T when fixing local and distant transmitters.

Let us determ~ine such a minimum

) distance to a local transmitter that

( a) errors from local &nd distwit transmitters

- - ----------- ... " differ by not more than 10% (Fig. 10.6).

In the figure we designateds
Fig. i0.6. Direction finding of DF - radio direction finder;
near and distant transmitters.
KEYs (a) (Designation uncertnin, RE-- reverse emitter at distance X
R~t could be radio stationl, from direction finder;

LT - local transmitter at distance D from direction finder (D >> X).

Difference of phases of fields of forward and reverne radiator during direction

finding of a distant radio station will be

7-1

The same difference of phases from a ILv-n transmitter il

or

S.... , , .1
•. (,• " : • .
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Error in direction finding is pvoportional to the cosine of the difference of

phases of the fields of the forward and reverse radiators.

To satisfy the formulated requirement for permissible difference of errors 7-

Cos TO
during direction finding of local and distant transmitters, condition ----- O

should be satisfied. Since, for > 1 > k) cor 0.,~( + c'e") -r i-11 Ilad

Cos Ti
- I - AT tan eI and AT tan T, 0.1 or we should have

Consequently, when X - 100 m we should have conditionst

for X - 300 m, D i 1.7 kmj for X 1 ±2 m, D a J45 kmn. .

On short waves these requirements are not practically feasible. Even if calibration

is performed at the required distance, error varies with the frequency, azimuth and

height of location of the transmitter. In Table i0.4 there are calculated changes

* of frequency, Azimuth and angle of inclination of the wave front, corresponding to

, change of error of bearing from the influence of the reverse radiator from a maximum

value down to zero. It is assumed that the reverse radiator is a distance of 100 m

from the antenna system of the radio direction finder.

From the presented it follows that
Table 10.4. Changes of Frequency, Azimuth
and Angle of Inc11natintn o h' +Te a:., Front, eplibr-tion by a local t 4 znittcr
n'rrMnn~nlng. to Cha.- g -,f .frs- fL..,- a"
Maximum to Zero cannot reveal systematic errors of the

radio direction finder, which are found
Frequency, .Me 1 Mc 25 Mc

by selection of ocearings by distant

Change of frequenzy, % 37 1.48 radio stations, whose locations are
Change of azimuth, deg )4 i,75
Change of angle of known, rtnd as a result of prolonged
inclination of wave
front, deg 75 15 study of the oneration of the ratio

3
direction finder.

I

I
(2-
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C H A P T E R 11

ACCURACY OF POSITION FINDING BY RADIO BEARINGS

.List of Designations Appearing~ in Cyrillic

K - circ - circular

MxH - miln minimum
"3 u ell - ellipse
a -op - operational

n - RDF- radio direction finder

-n order t' ob:t.in ooý resuite ir direction fnloin-, it is neces-•.•y to. hevr%

radio direction finders, possessing sufficient accuracy and sensitivity, which should

be properly situated and correctly used. It is necessary also to be able for each

fix to estimate bearings and to find from bearings and estimations of ther, the most

likely place or region for finding the fixed target.

In the present chapter we consider methods of appraisal of a single bearing and

accuracy of position finding from bearings of n radio direction finders, and also

methods of construction of working zones of two radio direction finders.

At the base of chapter lies application of the statistical theory of errors to

radio direction finding.

ii.l. Methods of Estimating a Single Bearing

Errors during direction finding, as shown in § 2.4, arc divided in errorr of

the rystem, which can bp allowed for in the form of corrections, and random, which
A

cannit b. allowed for by corrections. Random errors characterize an individual

reading of bc.rinG.

In order to determino the position of a target and to calculate position error

from beArtntra of n radio direction finders, it is necessary to know natimater or



errors of bearings. On LIe banis of large number of obnervati )nn, conducted over

a prolonged time, there can be found the mean quadratic operational error of a

radio direction finder aup. However, estimated mean quadratic error of ar iridividual]

bearing may differ considr.bly from ap, especially on short waves.

Sometimes we use subjeotiive estimation of the bearing, by the operat,,r, for

which we beforehand establish 11-5 categories of bearinrs (for instance, hl qiuriity

of readings, by degree of their stability, etc). For each cateory of bearlnf we

experimentally establish the mean quadratic angular error. Subjective estirnatin

with known accuracy can be applied only on ultrashort, medium, end long wavec, -incrr

on these wave ranges mean quadratic error for the outlined categories of bLrar'nrz

should be preserved. On shortwaves, where there are too many factors sffectlni, the

accuracy of direction finding, subjective estimation may lead to incorrect resultz.

It is better to employ objective estimation of bearing.s [11.4, 11.5), which ic

based or the physical picture of propagation and conditions of direction flndinlg 'f

short waves. We give in [11.5] a method of estimating bearings on short waves.

Analysis of random errors of a short-wave radio direction finder shows that they can

be divided into three statisticallv non-connected groups wiLh dispersions Vi, V2 ,

VWdeg2.VV2

Is Errors varying very slowly in time - error of instruments and from the in-

fluence of the position (near and distant surroundings). For the dispersion of these

errors it Is possible to write:

V, V31 + V,,(1f,
where V11 - a component which does not depend on frequency. Vi varies from 0.i

deg 2 to I deg 2 depending upon the antenna system of the radio direction finder and

the site of its installation; V1 2 (f) - component, depending on frequency. On the

baesi of operational specifications one may assume that V1 2(f) - Ab, vn,•re A -

constant coefficient, depending on the quality of the installation site and separn-

tion of the antenna system; b - coefficient, dependent on frequency:

- for frequencies 2-11 Mc, b , I;

- for frequencies 41-9 Mc, b -;

- for frequencies above 9 Mc, b m 3.

2. Errors varying slowly in time - errors from lateral deviation of radio

waves during reflection from the icnosphere. This error depends on the distance

ani, to an extent, on thq time of day; because or thue large period of ehange thic-

Prror uoually In not averaged during the time uf tLnling a bearing (0 6.1,). vnlue.;

1%



of dispersion of lateral deviation V2 dege - O(D) are riven In rig. 6.18 for a small-

base antenna system.

3. Errors varying rapidly in time - errors from interference of radir) waves

and polarization; here there enters subjective error of operator readings. These

errors are averaged by the operator. The operator usually takes several (5-12)

averaged readings, each of which is the result of observations for 5-10 .ec. Witth

greater duration of each separate averaged reading the operator, who, as a rilr, rfý-

calls the picture of the bearings only for the last 5-10 sec, will waste part r.f th'.:

time of direction finding.

Let us assume that the operator took n averaged readings, obtained averare

bearing 0, the difference between maximum and minimum values of averaged reading

r dog, and observed during the time of taking of a separate averaged reading varia-

tion of the bearing 6 deg.

Dispersion V.3 is calculated by the formula

V,- VA, + V4.

Proceeding from the normal law of distribution of errors of bearings

Vai" 7#.-,' deg.

Component of dispersion V3 22 considers subjective error of the operator. It

depends on limits of variation of bearing 6 during the time of taking averaged

readings on a cathode-ray tube or on the angle of silence during a sound method of

direction finding by a minimum.

In [11.5J it is proposed to determine V3 2 on the basis of magnitude of play of

the bearing during the time of an averaged reading or the angle of silence within

limits:

0-3• V,, = 0 deg 2 ;
9--13 V,,=I dcg2;

14-18P V,,S=2 dog;
Y..-3 V=--4 deg 2 ;

2-.-370 Vn=6 dog 2;

to above W V81-- 9 dtg 2;

Thus, total dispersion of error of bearing will be

V. V1 + V, + Va,
where V,.#--V,, +V,(, V, i•(D), V,=V, + V,,.

DisrersiGn V, or moer, quadratic error c - •#, tognther with mean bearing 0 are

used for plotting.



Fig, II.i Plotting bearinrs.

The indicated coefficients for calculation of compr,.ents of dispersion are

empirical and must be definItized on the basis -;f a check direction finding VI' radi'

stations, w~hone positions are known.

*; 11.2. Ellipse of Error with n Radio Direction Finde-'s

Let us assune that a radio station, located at point 0 (Fig. 11.1) Is fixed by

n radio direction finders; (RDF)I, (RDF) 2 ,..., (RDP)n and there are obtained bear-

ings 0., 021 ... , 0n. From angular errors of bearings as a result of plotting we

rMd- C'.1. .. f fJ4rn (abI..de:).*

We designate;

Alt 2, ... ,I An- angular errors of radio bearings;

ci, a2, ... , an -- mean quadratic angular errors of bearings.

In rig. 11.2 there is depicted line of bearing of one (J-th) radio direction Q

finder. Let us place the origin of coordinates at point 0, the true position of the

radio station, axis OX we direct along parallel, axis OY along the meridian of point

0. Let us designate by pj the length of the perpendicular from point 0 to the line -

of bearing (RDF)jK: pj = DjAj, where Dj - distance between (RDF)j and 0.

Let us astume that as a result of plotting lines of bearings on a map for the

position of the radio station we take point S with coordinates x, y, at distance

C1 from line of bearing (RDF)JK. Jo

We consider that bearings can be plotted in the form of straight lines..

A-3d



/e7 For qj it is possible to write:

D " * qmpjx cosj--sin 1j.

- * Tho probability that the dintance from
point S t,- llnr, of' bearlng (RDF)K

tween q,, &id q, + dq.,, is determineri by

formuula

. p(qj) dq ___V2 D,_l • ,

Fig. 11.2. Calceulat2: g probabilitydensity. where cyD, - E, -- mean quadratic deviati.•n 4

of the line of bearing from the tru? position of the radio station.

Analogous expression can be written for other lines of bearings. Total prdb-
ability that the assumed location of the radio station S is found from n liner rf f

bearings, taken from points (RLF),, (D),.,(DFnatdstance frorm q, to :
(RDF)2, . RF~la i

q, + dq' from q to (12 + d q2A ... Ifrom qn to q + dqni

P(q= q0, .. dqn)dq,dq (...dq.---

From the principle of least squares coordinates (x 0 , y 0 ) of the most probablec

position of the fixed radio station are found from the condition of a maxinum of

expression (11.i) or n minimum of exponent c. To determine xo, y0 one should equate

to zero derivatives with respect to x and y of exponent e in (li.i). We obtain two

equations:

a

P, CO e + Ax - By 0,pi , i +;

from which it follows that

* W ~A/

"X . e(,~Cs 0, . •

j,. ,= p•=°--%-,,
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where

cal

Itst of, coo.S

1' :,nt (Xi.f yC) tt"'%s.):tt 1,Kf.1y place or f~ndrw tt.e-U r&a'L r. .nt.i ;n wrill 'r1:''

t!.r center c r

Le~t usa trnrtumfr the. or'Wirl of coolInatez. F ptrnt ( 1 ). Tt.~rh, U.' . .

,Rtiltty ~-C .01n'1in.. .tth ral.ý ztntton eat, any polite wl~ .'crlnt.(: ),~ 1.

'*. IAnr.uml.ror UvaL the *'ýq.-.nont Is f.juh! tco a Ccrnnan. 'wr~t 1t 4r.u~ :

o.ýntoturt onI whone b unrtnrieo3 tix probability oý4' I 'Injflei tlvý raell3 ,tntiorn wlttLin

1im1tn or oci e'ntozy nrortr d1xdy hnri a conatant valup' ~i, the equation ~-A,'n *

*.,ur .4* constAnt prol-M.111tyj density. Let uni dc-sinntit rxpc~ncnt e Vy eX1Sira.

4W.M Vien s sno

*1#'*rmlnea the 1~ceu ul' p 'Irtz with. identlen1. probnblit-y (1kn,)Lty P(x, y) dxdy

*c..rnGL. Rq'satirin (11..A) Is the ejunticon o." art r12.1pz with Itis center at point

Or', Y,,), I.e., c'~ntnurl oft constant probability drennity inre ellipses with thel.r

T, determlzwo thv! Int'erral prol.oh~ility P ell, 1'Inditrw th.' Object or (Iirfetli~

rwil!-?w ifawtiv- th- c-111p:.E cntructt.d for the fg!vrn vn1.mir o'A K0, one S~hould Inte-

,,rrit tim nApmr'rI.nii for di1 'renttal. probability (11,Z4) within the aron at' the

i~et Aailbl ft W'j xds1.
Coilbl py Adoo eqj~.4T"ij1AV I199
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We replace axc- x, by nven x', yt, turning them angle y, where tont ;2y

b

Then wp replace nxea x', y' by ax'.% x'', y',:

where ay and b -- rrmLaxec of a unit ellipso.1

Ltot us turn to polar coordlnate axes

and
Le dir-dpd?.

Mnking these replaccrenta, we obtain the following expreosion for intrrrnl

probabillty Pell:

We concider p2 . 2u, then pdp - du:

Inte';ral probability is determined by formula

from which

K=V2In (I - Pa). ( 6

Thus, K0 In equation (11.5) 13 calculated by formula (11.6), depending upon

thi glven Interril probability Pel. Below we give coefficients K0 for various

values of Pell. (Fig. 11.3 and Table 11.1).

If KO 2 , we obtain the equation of the so-called unit ellipse k%" - PBxy +

+ C Y2- ", and frlI - 39.JJ%.

We combine axon of the right-angle system of coordinates with principnl exes



of the llps of prc)Dbahlity. Eqwittura ( of' '4' P v.s~~l1PnP taKer thEo fo~rm

4w

O.~~~~ 112ll39 ~ .M52

0.1- - 0:02 1. 179 0. 989 3

* - IN1 0,2 O,:671"O.632 1:41

Fig. 11.3. Cur.'e of iflte- ~b -~nmjr~d~-rz"

of2 t1 ny vli . Oil thr I-a.'a of ~ (1.1';) rXrih8for somniaxer of eh' ll ip:;r'

will boc

~ i~~l () Lti-Luil~ti L.U ~ i a~i,. (rni~iorj , Lrnwer s ri'i(+ pertainr I.,t)

We cubstitute in (11.7) fornula (1:1.6.), and after trans forrnat Ions we obitain

40,bq= V=In-(I -Ps) - VX

Ani'.2e -y between tho major axis of the e~llipzc, 2a,) wird the mic ridiLan is; retor-

minod from (11.5) ey~prensslor

ACYA -- +4 B (±1.9')

For two radio direction finders forinula (12)for calculation of semiaxes of

the 0eiip!;O of probabil~ity is simplifi e d and taket the forni

ao, b. - r Ino ( 9I j

X ---- Z P(11.10)

where a,, (02 01o) -angle of intersection or btearirigs.
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Fr trie an,ýzI o o rientatlon of the majr, r oxis )f thr vlllpso grom (11.9) we

o'ta In

,"' + sn',. 21,(1.a

Knowini, a0 tod 1),,, we cua find the area of tie ellipse of probability:

4, ,. cm 21t I a (I --P,) lr-mr

For two Intersectin. b.rin, tVie area of th, ,llti;u;e will tae

In• (I Pj:

U- 1:117. furmnulaz (U - ) and (•i.9'), we can c~btain tije following exprr.serions

for zeniaxes of tVie ellipse:

b--A--B Tg"

the ellipse oV prco,:hility uýi.n(i a special plottingý board a8nd formulas (11.9) aWd3

(11.111) at distancez, w::(,re bearings can be plottrc4 in the form of straight line-s I
(see Table 1.2.1).

The method is as follows. I
Let us assumr, that os a rcsult of plotting bearings we hate found the center

of probability 0 (Fig. 1. 1.4a). Let us pass tc 0 from the point of location of the

radio direction finder (RDF) line of bearing (RDF)j0 at angle 0, to meridian OM.

We pass a sec'ond line (ItDF) K at angle a to line (RvF),O. We place at 0 a trans..

parent plotting board with rectangular axes, where axis OY is matched with the meridian i

at 0. We aark the points aj and bj of the intersection of line (RDF),K with axea OY

of the plattin• '.',rd.

From FPr. 1i.4a 't follows that

Do L Oaj = -Lý and Ob j

Axes CiY n, OX crn the plottiiig b, ard have scale with calibrations --- • and
± (OY)-

(,X--, corrospordinnly, where in the denominators are lengths in the scale of map
being usee. •

Therefore• reading:; on axes of the plotting hoard will be

..... .



S• Ilt Gb,- C ttI! azi v•cY~

We add readings on axes (if the Jalfttint,,

board for all radio diraectlon finders. Tlhn

00) =C, 'Obj -A and ' 4OaOb, 1zB

JOB I-1 II1

where A, B, and C correspond to formulas (11.7).
Sign for B is shown on the plotting board. H

Finding A, B, and C, it is posnible t,- cal-

culate a 0 , b0 arid -y from formulas ( a.d.1J) ad

+
The plotting board Is shown in Fir. ii.4b,

It is possible tio characterize linear error

l*S -15f~l 41 by the mean quadratic value. In this case it in

called by circular error of plottniý, (R). P,:;

Fig. ii.4. Principle of use of
a plotting board for determina-
tion parameters of the ellipse where p - radius, from center of ellipse of
of probability: a) diagram of errors;
plotting on map; b) form of 4
plotting board. )- angle of radius with initial line of

readinp, e.g., with the major axis of
the ellipse.

Let us rewrite (U.15) in the form

where bi and 6. - conjugate radii of the ellipse of errors.

Let us replace in (11.151) [i,171

and substitute for a0, bO expressions (11.8). Then

In (IiPS) 4+
(a~t .2 (1. 16
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If - 1(1 - Pt,) I, circular error is

Integral probbblilty of inean quadratic irinpar error fr a 0  b0 :'uor:icdr.;

with intfgral probabllLty Pell of elliptic (rror, and accejringý to Fig. ,

For other ratloq -00 inte(, ral probability of circular error H0 increaces nomto-
a00

what, anti as - ~0 it is equal to 68%.

Below thero arrý tiven values of Integral pr'obability of circular errorbo b

(in %) for vnrious for extreme o, - ad b I0 0

Table 11.2. Integral Probability Bcirc in % De- A

di ~ R b0pending upon 0ida

0 0
o.3 0.8, Ji 2 2

-be

L -1, 20 48 63 90 99 100

For two radio direction finders from general expression (11.17) for R,. wT have

sin al.l

where a and c. are expressed in degrees.

Let us return to expressinns (1i.2) for coordinates of the center of prob-

ability; we shall. find a metho§ of calculating them. First we determine the point

of intersection cf bearins from any two radio direction finders, for instance,

(RDj and (]F)3 . Equation-s of lines of bearings we obtain from Fig. 11.2:

Pj#,+-OS~j-Yi -O. }(j9)

Coordinate Df points cf Intersectlon of bearings fronm (RDF)) an' k from

(11.19) will be:
ZIA., sin at -- pi ",'f '.

•" --- •n(O•--•) •'

• ,, , ,so•.•. e ..- picot 0 ,

u • n'm~mm• '•sin
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Let us introduce for characteriqtle of tho welpoht of the point of Inter-

section of tie J-th and k-th bearings ao an estimate of the weight of mrnitude

m ik the inverse of the square of the area of the unit eilipre of probability, ob- [
tained if the radio station is fixed by two radio direction fizidero, the ,.-th and j
k-th:

lwhere S - area of unit ellipse of probability,

ell/ *, i

-- agle of Lnter.,ction of J-th and k-th bearings, equal to -k 0j,
.Ja, (,- o- --- •-1-

//•Ji -,_;%(11. 21 )

We obtain from formulas (11.20) and (11.21) products xjkmjk and YjkmIk.

' (PAS 6 0 '6, -0

FJORaJ y - (A CS 0, - Cos Qj ) sin (1,-- 6,).
je, Est

It is possible to -h.ew that

PAIIIn !.q Cos
yl•' m _ AsinS,--acose, " (il.2'9)

); ', t~n -= '('-B•7 '-- -

•il ml .,v I El E-

where A, B, a.rd C are determLned ear, ier and are expressed by formulas (ii.•). Con-.

pailng expression (11.2) and (11.22), w'p arrive at the conclusion that coordinatce

of the center of probability x 0 , y. can be calcultted by formulas

a A.|

=. $ ,at

lei a-,l
#I L



Formulas (11,23) are analogous to formulas for calculatint, the center of

gravity of masses mik, located at the inter.ectton points of lines of bearlnfgn.

Thus, coordinates of the center of probability xO, YO can be defInedI as

coordinato of the cent'r of gravity of the flgurr of fliingý abcdef ... (Fig. 11.1),

at vertices of which are placed masses mjk (11.21), charactc-rizing there vertirce.

For two bearingjr, the center of probability colncldes with the point if rinter-r_

section of bearings.

For three radio dirtection finders masses of vertices of the fixing trianf le

will be:

gJn ls, En'.,, Pi__

NEI '.4

or, multiplyine numerators and denominators by identical factors, it is possible I
to write them otherwise:

Cancelling identical denuminaturs in expressions (11.24), we obtain for masses

m.= a' sin , a = (i .i2no, a)

Graphic determination cf the

center of probability for three

bearings consists Irn finding the

point of intersection of straight

line3, drawn from vertices of theI

fixing triang!e so that opposite

~ sides are divide.d by these linev

into segrmentz, inversely prcrportijrinr.l

Ic e-e~~ S~ to masnet. of' the vertices, adjavent

* X4ýleto Dides.

I '~ In practice we usually mark

Fig, 11.5. Constrct~on of centers of prob- the center of probability lntul-
ability with three radio direction finders.

tively, proceeding from the position

-I



that the sharper the angie of intersection of beuringr at a vwrtex and the smaller 0
-3

the product bJ for the bearing oppocite the vertex, the more one shoull be remcved

from this vertex.

N OOOOk~

:000000 "9

- go 0 a 0-

- ---

',,•,.• ---. -e e , •-
tr i n 0 e 

',

<n C *et aoO 000 42 '

4= CIO a u 1 , a ' , 1rc c it AV !-P
4= 42 0 0 4b 0 1*~ loo c=:)- - m *41@.-

Fig. 14.6. Construction of ellipses of probability for the case of a

mean quadratic error of 20 and Pell " 50%: a) two radio direction n9

finders; b) three radio direction finders at vertices of right-angle
triangle; ci three radio direction f inder at vertices of an equilateral
triangle.

If the center of' nrobability is found and a., b 0 and -r, are calculated it Is

possible to construct the ellipse of probability graphically. ii

In Fig. ii.5 typical examples of constructicri of' centers of' probability are

shown for the case of' three radlc direction finders, located at points K, L, M whc-re

-"-2

iri Fig, 11.6 are g1,.vcf const~rtcteu eiliipfce of ;)(~~iiyfcr several cases ,

of' diutlibutic'n .of radio direction finders 1.)

Calculatiorns of the ocr.t'-r of probability, dirnen~lonr of the ellipse orf

1:-
-• • . . . . ... .. .•.•."l'w•'•'' ra're' -'e''-'''r•.=. .. . _ • . .rr,• •,m., • • .. . . n-,,m:n'e T-I



probatility, and orientation of the major axis o;. the ellipse are given for the

case of flat ground, I.e., at distances from the radio direction finders up to

500-800 kr. With grenter dietances it Is necessary to allow for curvature of th,'

earth. Equations of lines of bearings must be modified accordingly.

If the lines of bearings are plotted on a map taking Into account curvature

of the earth and we obtained a fixing figure, then the center of probability and

parameters of the ellipse (or circle) of probability can he calculated by the

presented theory or by the described graphical method.

11.3. e n, Serviced by Two Radio Direction Finders

Let us determine boundaries of a region, within which linear error of direction

finding with required probability will not exceed a given value. The area inside

the boundaries of this region is called the working zone of two radio direction

finders.

For a given probebillty the maximum distance at which an object of direction

'llný 0 be fr i" t: =::t pr ,J.a JO!,EIt, Lim majur isemiaxis ox The

ellipse of probability.

Thus, determination of the region of direction finding for a given maximuw.

linear error it reduced to finding the region where the major semiaxis of the

ellipse does not exceed the given linear error.

For calculation of semlaxes of the ellipse of proba.ility and the angle of

orientation of the major axis in the case of two radio direction finders we use

formulas (11.10) arid (li.ii). For simplification of calculations it Is conveniently

to introduce there parameters (Fig. il.7): @ - angle between median ON of line

(RD?)1, (RDF)2, connecting the direction finders, and the line (RDF),(RDF),; 0. -

length of the median.

Let us designate (RDF) 1(RDF) 2 - 2D, ON - m. (rTF) 1(RDF) 2 is called the gont-

meter base of the two radio direction finders.

Area of triangle (RDF)i0(R0F) 2 is determined by expression

bD, lacm 2mD s-!!

whence 2

s r "-7,- . (i.n26 1
Fro. triangles (IMF)iCo; Pnd (Rr)F) 20; it follows that

} (ii.Z - ° )

low"
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K 'a11r%- :i-1gnet 1,.n r . - -, w• ta•.n tt~e- foll.wltu• *'qUnl ?y: '

2f.-It ( -TP, Dr s, X,

•~~~cs I=,(l.?; '

,, " re U -- f' 4 U00- 16 to_-

Co?, (- r')

'rE p,~r¢..ln, (tL.Z,3) it 'oil~a that when t, - 9k; the fcormula for the a€.mir, a,j, r

ftXlz- Of ta,• ,'l1!I.• t',i,'.1 tt" fornr

a,.v- /-r- g ~ e .x
of 4. DO )-

V/,"$ + mD) (I + W') - I'L+)i t' ,if -. .

Wr-n q. 9'and ( 7, - a,

whr,n D > , ...J

when i., > D. In all these formuilas c,

and cT. are expre-sed in radians.

When q) 90 and n & D, i.e., the

point of Intersection of bearingz is at

Sthe distahcc of a seuibase (lenCtn of thr.

Fig. 11.7. Construction of the ellipse base is e~qual to 2D) from both radio de-
uf probability.

rection finders, then from (11.29) it

follows that

ruid the ellipte of probability turns into a circle witn radius 2j---n(l -P,)2D.

This case corres;z'n'.d to mininmiur linear error

a, , 2 /2-WTZ ---" O,• O3= 2- I -- Ps) 31D.



When mn L Mi, i.e., fOr a point b.ing an identical distance from both radio di-

rectior, finders, equal to the length of the base,

** 5 V'-• n (! -- P.):D--- 2.5a. •,..;
a..

Let u: conider methodn of constructing the working zone of two radio direc-

tioei fCnder,.

Let us designate the maximum permissible linear error with probability P

given by conditions of operation by AL.

The condition for finding the working zone of the direction finders will U2

a S AL for the given values of P c, e, and D.

We introduce in formula (11.28) such a parameter Q that

a =2V-an(1Q-PaDeQ=AL.(±.)

In this formula

It Na V -21Q= / ki)'+'-4(i)'ostv , (I'..33)

when a , CI a c;

,.,-U +r +, Up,. +,.- 16 ) ,,,,,, n,.?,

wlhen a I= a, C+ oo.

For given AL and Pell, and also a, e, and D, for the considered radio

direction finders it is possiblu to calculate by (11.31) Q, which depends on r, e,

and 3. Knowing Q and e, it is possible, using (11.32) or (11.33), to calculate tUs

dependence of 3 on ýV and to obtain initial data for constrnuction of working zones

of the two radio direction finders.

For construction of boundlav.ies of the working zone of direction finders one

should:

--to line (RT)F) 1 (RDFl) 2 1 ;onnecting the radio direction finders, pass medians

at various angles C,;

- on medians CA plot segrents in.



:4 : Obtained final points of medians determine boundariev (if the workinfg zo,ne, of

direction finding,.

If e = i, i.e., accuracies of both radio direction findern are Identionl, thir,
J boundaries of the zone are symmetric with respect to the perpendicular to center

"line (RDF)I(RDF)2; therefore, for angles T and 1800 - I we obtain one and the value
•iof 1. If c ý 1, i.e., accuracies of radio direction findern differ, tnr!e curve ,,

the w.orking zone is asymmetric. For every value of i there are two values: an,]

Sm, bounding on two sides the wnrking zone of direction finding.

To facilitate calculations we rive Tables 11.3 and 1i.4 of values of Q for

various vM and T when e - I and e = 2, calculated by V. V. Shirkov [11.2J.

During construction of the zone fu, r
Table 11.3. Value of Parameter Q for
Case 3f Equally-Exact Work of Direc- unequally exact radio direction finler.-kr
tion Finders (e - 1)

one ý.hould consider that (RDF) 1 Ir the

I I' more exact radio direction finder and
93 a 0 4I •' •5 &0 that angles q should be plotted fr'm

0,04 13.6 7.08 5.01 4,09 3.66 3.54 c(RDF)"
0.1 6,69 3,51 253 2,10 1.911 .84 With e4u.ly MiftUL La&6U direLCrI
U.7 3.16 1.14 1 ..42 1 1.14 1 1.05 1 1.0-
0,3 1.88 1.17 G19, 0,68 0.82 0,80
0.4 1.19 0.96 1 0.,8 0.82 0.76 0.72 finders the maximum range of dirr-'ti'n
0.5 0,99 0.97 0,92 0,87 0.79 0,71
0.6 1.34 1.14 1.06 0.99 0.01 0.86 finding, or least error for any dlzta:nee
0,7 2,00 1.43 1,26 1.16 1.8 1.050.6 2.82 1.81 1,52 1,38 1.29 1.260.0 2.82 1,8 2 1,2 812 17 from the middle of the line of the j:oni.-

10 4.83 2,79 2,20 1.93 1.81 1.77
1.2 7.22 4.CI 3.06 2.64 2.45 2.39
1.4 10.10 5.47 4,09 3,48 3.21 3,13 meter base, is obtained along the per-
1.6 13.34 7,15 5,27 4,46 4.09 3.98

pendicular to the middle of the line or"

the goniometer base.

It is possible to construct boundaries of the region of the working zone, prm-

ceedi..g 'rom obtaining on the boundary of region of the given Inean quadrati'! linear

error.

Table U±.4. Value of Parameter Q for Case e - 2

0,05 22,8 11,.808.30 1.70 5.89 5.60 5.70 6.28 7,0 10.0 20.5
0.1- 11.76 6.1314.3.1 M.52 3.1h 2. 93 2,91 3.12 3, 66 4.P~8 9.32
0.2 6.18 3.25 2.422.03 1,. 8! 1.7 1.59 1,. 60 ,. 74 2.18 3 89
0.3 3.73 232 1.89 1.67 1,.51 1,37 1.24 1.16 1,,r 1.32 2,04
0.4 2.33 1393 1.75 1.62 1,'4B 1.30 1,17 1,00 0.0D4 0,99 1.21
0.5 1,95 ,9.311,85 1.7 1.,59 1.41 1.22 I.,,0 0.02 0,97 0,9)
0.6 2.6"7 2,212.09 1.95 1,78 1,64 1.39 1,19 1,10 1,16 1,36
0.7 3.97 2.79 2.47 2.26 2.,06 1.85 1,64 1,47 1.40 1,52 2.09
0,8 .63 3,M54 2.96 2.64 2,38 2.16 I.'15 1,80 1.79 2,00 3,05
1.0 9,1 5 5.34 4,16 3.58 3,18 2.93 2.7:3 2.64 2,75 3.29 5,531.1 1 13. ,21 5.G5: 4,75 4.26 3,91 3.72 3,54 3,99 5.00 8,72
1.4 28.7 10.,17.27 6.07 5.46 5.00 4,80 4,90 5.!0 706 12,69
1,6 24.33 12.96 9,40 7.76 6.88 6,40 6.23 6.43 7,25 9,49 17:29



For mean quadratic linear error of two radio diredtion finders we obtained

eand ' in radi i

S(01 and a02 In degrees).

If we express R0 depending upon m and p (see Fig. 11.7), for aI W n2 t

the formula for R will take form [11.3]

In order to construct the boundary of the zone of direction finding, for which

mean quadratic linear error RO will not exceed a given value AL, i.e., R0 i bL,

we use the series of curves of Fig. 11.8, on which there are depicted dependence.':

0 • f(m) for various values of q. Minimum error ALmin is obtained at point

S= 900, in - 0.7D, where a$2 = ±09, i - 0.032iD, a in degrees.

Frequently for the line of the working zone of direction finding we take two

o1Plep with redlu. 2D, pa.,sing through diection flziderb (KDF)i and (.DF) 2 . At

all points of these circles bearings cross at angles 300 (external circle) ard 1500

(internal circle).

Calculation shows that linear error for boundaries of the first circumference

in its central part is approximately equal to 7a0 min linear error for boundaries

of the second circle is equal to 2a0 min"'

In Table 11.5 there are calculated linear errors.,

up fcr the central part of circles of various angles of U
intersection of bearingn. o /

15 , In Fig. 11.9 there are constructed for two/ca.-

Ali - I1 rection finders contours of zones of direction finding

All on the boundary of which there is observed constant

Aft maximum error (a0 - semimajor axis of the ellipse of

A U U L' 3. .SD probability) or constsnt mean quadratic linear error

Fig. ±1.8. Dopendcnces of (R - circuler error). On the same figure there are

R0 in drawn neighborhoods of construt angles of inter-
YT on 5 for various valuer;
of q). section of bearings (a12 -const).

In the described calculations it was assumed that mean quadratic errors of the

radio direction finder kept constant within limits of the whole zone of direction

S4mI
i , .. .. .... .. .• . -.• . I



A
Table 11.5. Linear Errors O for Various Angle

a0 Mir.
of Intersection of Bearings

411, 0n oror esIn' 0 and 10 45 und 160 10 at 170 223

""finding. In fact these errors vary with distance, and when we allow for this con-
['4

I: struc'uion is considerably complicated.

I[! If direction finding is carried

out on mediuLm and long waves, the

It mately constant for the whole working aA

zone. There are limiting distances,

' beyond which direction finding becomes

Y 04.71 unreliable. Therefore, after con-

- struction of the working zone by mean

#I'~~jOf .c man quearatic error one

should sketch around each radio direc-

•f I tion finder naximum regions of direc-

1i Xc tion finding, beyond whch direction

angu l r m cs ame q•adratie or a finding becomes unstiir.factoryn ander

Mot Line r Idenil beW the f of thus cut off areas which are beyondini:er.0ction or bearPSW (U•12)

the boundaries of these regions.

Fig. 11.9. aones of radio direction finding imhodilec(ione of slec)
for two radio direction finders. Windersrwor iowithnreduced shcracy

waves is possible to speak of varying

angular mean quadratic error at various distances from the radio direction finder.

Most simple will be (he following characteristic of direction findtige
-- at a certain radlue r direction finding is Impossible (zone of silence);

-- at distances from r to R radio direction finders work with reduced accuracy
characterized by of (zone of steeply Incident waves);

-- tit, distaceo Lrorj R. to R2 radla direction finderpi work with norimal accurfAcy,

characterized by a''.

With suc" assumnpb.ion for determin-ation of the region covered by two radio di-

rection finders it i& necncsary to conaturut zon±e of direction finding for the

following conditions;



I) both radio direction finder work with identical accuracy cj

2) both radio direction finder work with identical accuracy all;

3) first direction finder has accuracy, characterized by all and the second,

characterized by ca';

4) first radio direction fIndor has accuracy ot'; and the second, accuracy a'.

Furthermore, it is necessary to construct circles with radius r and R

*' separating zones, within which direction finding is impossible,

As a result of such construction we obtain a region of complex outline, some-

timres embracing several sections, not interconnected. Individual curves of arcs,

bo-ding the region, intersect at acute or obtuse angles, i.e., there is not a smooth

treansition of one curve into the other. This is caused by the fact that there is

alLowed intermittent change of conditions of direction finding. In reality condi-

ticns of direction finding vary smoothly; this permits us after construction to

so-fewhat round sharp transitions of one curve, bounding the working zone of direction

fir-ding, into another.

When situating a group of radio direction finders for servicing a certain region

It Is necessary to taKe into account requirements ot obtaining permissilbe liriear

error and normal passage of radio waves from the regionti to radio direction finders.

For more on situating of a group of radio direction finders see fli.i].

.3
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Page 598.

Chapter 12.

LAYING OF RADIO BEARINGS ON MAPi•0*4.

12.1. Orientation of radio direction finder.

Grou ad rali3 direction finding stations are estiolis2/installel

and orient so that the redding would be Dbtained equal t: zero, when

the oriented station is located in the direction of true iorth. In

any other direuti~n the bearing will give the angle of this

direction, counting from true direction north - south :1)kwise,

i.e., the true b.iring. before the separator of its beiriig it is

necessary to correct to the value of radio deviation wfii• is taken

from tables.

..------------- -- ..
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During the ilstallation of stationary radio direction finders,

they use precise jeo-letic instruments. Mobile ground-bised radio

direction finders it is required to orient after each installation. I
In appendix IV, are given the easiest methods of det-ciLaing the I

direction of tru? north.

In mr)bile stition (ship, aircraft) the scale of lira:tion finder

is oriented so that the null read4.ng is obtained in X lircction and

readings ire coniacted clockwise (heading/course angl?). For a

separator on map/:hart, it is necessary beating to coavert for true,

i.e., counted off from the direction of the true meridian. As can be

seen from Fig. 12.1, true geographical radio station beirings (IP),

i.e., counted off from the line of true north, are eqail to the sum

of the counted off radio bearing (q), raiio beam devixtia)s (f), the

compass heading (KK), compass error (AK) and magnetic dezlination

(AM)

Page 599.

The 3btaineJ thu,; true bearing gives direction from ship or

aircraft in ralia station; with the laying of bearing from radio

station, ona shoald take reciprocal bearing.

From the jiven formula it is t.-vident that the accuri:y of

S. .. .. .. . . .:.• ..
o. , ..
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JI
bearing dpenIs oan the accuracy of compass and accuracy 3f the

determination of ieclination and deviation. Furthermora, so with

running speed is always possible its divergence from -ourse of 1-20

(but sometimes aml is more), it is necessary to simultaneously count

off the compass heading and radio bearing.

Ii

12.2. Short infociation about map/charts.

For the imaja of the Earth in pla-e, are appliel liv~rse

cartographical projections. As a result of the globularity Df the

Earth, its image )n plane is always accompanied by the ýistortions of

one or the other 4eometric elements. Are utilized it pcr.ent the

diverse forms of :artographical projections. is given Dalow the short

information about the most widely used forms of map/charts.

The projectLin af Mercator i 3 related to the discharge of

cylindrical projections and possesses th_- following pro:)pcties: is

isogonal (conformil), i.e., transmits witlout distortion angles and

the form of small figures on the earthvs surface; ortho)g3al, i . e . ,

the grid of merididals and parallels mutually perpendi::altr;

loxodromic, i.e., the line, whic:h intersects at sphere meridians at

constant angle (loxoiroinic curve) is depicted straight lime.

S. . . . a .
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Last/lattau ?arpeLty is especially valuable for nivigation,

since providens the possibility of the laying of the zapasss headiny

in the form of stcaight linos. The map/charts of Mercator are

fundamontal navigation charts.

Fig. 12.1. Translation ot Learings.

Key: (1). The trua bearing. (2). The true course. (3). rha compass

heading.
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Page 600.

Gno;anic pr:jectioii - promising, is the projection of sphere

from its =enter 31 tangential plane. Its most important property,

which are iiiherent only in this tur. of projection, is 3rthodromism.

All arcs of the g:ear circle on sphere (arc of great :ir:le) are

--depicted on qnomonic .nzp/chart in the form of straight liaes. This .. -•

property is very important with the separator of radi3 bairings,

since eleztromagnatic waves are prop igated on the shortest distance

between two points, i.e., on arc of great circle * .

FOOTNOTiE 1*. Divecjenceo from tie iShortCst path during raiiowave

propagation are examined in chapter 6 and are relatel t3 the eri-ors I
of direction finding. ENDFCOTNOTE.

However, angles in gnotnonic projection are transmittal with

distortions.

Tha valua ofl angular distorti.ons depends on distince of point of

contact of tangency (center of the projection of map/chart) and is

detorminel by the foraula

tg''= cosCtg(L, (121)

i'-
I,
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where a is true a z inu t h; M1 its image on map/chart: Ci:; the zenith

distance 3f the p~int in question from point of cont~ct 3E tangency.

With small. zenith distances (C < 200), it is possibl3 to use the -A
approximation formula

22Y.2sin T= - - - 0,353 ( a:)sin1 2a.
- .(12.2)

At the given point the error depends only on aziimatf m. It is :

possible to construct at the given point azimuth dial/1ima tiking tile

correction into acýcount. Pot: zenith distances less thin 130 (C < 1000

kai. error does D:)t excec.d 0.50.

fj International map/chiart of scale 1:1,000900 is c~iastrcicted in,

polyconlic projactiun. On eachL sheet is reproduced the surface between a

two meridians, which differ in longitude bi 60, and twa piral~lels,

which differ in l3.titudle by 40 This map/chart within the limits of

one sheet can be --,n~idc~red as approximately conformal ani

groat-circle: the (list crtior, of aiLgles does not exceel 71 on middle

latit~ude.

Page 601.

Due to thR pri~ecities of polyconic projection during the -loipound of
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four sheats between them are obtained disruptions. II
The topograpaic maps of scale from 1:2000 to 1;500,000 are

comprised in conformal projection of Gauss. The distarti•.s of angles

and divergence of arcs of great circle from straight linas within the

limits of map/chart are imperceptible.

Besiles the enumerated and entered the universal usa map/charts

for the laying of radio bearings, can be created the spezial

map/charts, whicn provide the image of the azcs of great :ircle,

which proceed from the points of the standing of radii liiection

finder, in the fcm of straight lines, in this case are r.tained true

angles. This property can ý- provided not more than at twi points of

map/chart. A lafiziency/lack in such map/charts is the absence of the

universality: for each pair of points, is required special map/chart.

Frequently is utilized not two, but larger number of iJic-rtion

finders in group.

12.3. LayLng of radio boarings on map/chart.

Arc uf great circle is depicted on the map/charts )f Mercator as

curved line. Let in Fig. 12.2 point. 0 designiate the position of a

4
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ship on tne map/:lart of Metcator, point S - the position of the

orientRI transmitting radio station, line CO - the true meridian,

passing through p~int 0, and CS - the true meridian, passing through

point S. The stralght line OwS at an angle a* is loxodromic curve,

arc of great cir:le (arc of the great circle) will be lapicted as

certain curve OVS. Radio station is orieuted by radio lirection

-finder on vessel 3 at an angle a. if we lay on map/chirt from point 0

"straight line at an angle a to meridian (tangent to arc at great

circle OVS), theft this straight line passes not through point S, but

at certain distance from it.

With the smiLl ranges of laying the curvature of arc of great

circle and difference between angles a' and a are so smial that it is

possible iirectly on map/chart to run the radio bearing, zalculated

as is shown above.

-4

0A Sq

F£iq. 12.2. Arc of great citcie and loxodromic curve on ta• map/chart.

-I

'A
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of Mercator.

S ,fage 602.

Tabls 12. 1. Maximum distances for laying without greit-.ircle

correction.

Hanpahi~4eapa~i~c~d~u~k.- -. ~. P-) Cpe.!.fif~~ imqipra. :n

pa "00 1800

"X I!

71

10 170 190 350 56 84 110 140 167 196 224 280 334 421 545 791 1130 2289

S20 '60 200 340 28 42 56 70 84 98 112 140 168 210 29)1 370 569 1140

' 30 150 210 330 20 29 39 49 5)3 69 79 98 118 147 191 260 395 800

40 140 220 320 15 23 30 38 46 53 61 76 92 114 148 200 307 620

"50 130 230 310 13 19 26 32 38 45 51 64 76 96 124 170 258 520

60 120 240 300 12 17 23 29 35 41 47 58 70 87 113 154 235 470

70 110 250 290 I1 16 21 26 31 36 42 52 62 78 102 137 210 420

80 100 260 280 10 15 19 24 29 34 38 4 58 72 94 127 195 390

90 270 9 14 18 23 28 32 37 46 56 69 90 122 187 375

Key: (1). Direction on radio station, deg. (2). Middle latitude,

deg. (3). Maximum distances, miles.
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Page 60.3.

Table 12.1 gives the maximum distances at which is possible the

laying of radii b!arinqs oni the map/chart of Mercator in the form of

straight lines without corrections. Tht difference of angles # -Q4

at these Jistance3 does not exceed 0.30.

With distancas, exzeeding indicated by table, it is iecessary to

consider in angulir difference = - a. This difference,

approximately aquil t3 one-half angle of the convergence of meridians

6, he is called 9:eat-circle correction. It is designel from the

formula

--- - -- tgYSin (12.3)

where I is difference in longitude of direction finder ini oriented

station;

- their middle latitude.2

Table 12.2 siows the signs of correction for diffar-at middle

latitudes and the location of transmitting station relative to
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direction finler. The sign of correction is given in ti313 such, that

ccrrection must b3 algebraically addded with this sign to the true

radio bearing IP in order to obtain loxolromic bearing.

From formul, (12.3) it is evident that the great-cic•le

correctioa the 13ser, the lesser difference in longitude and middle

latitude. Thus, it is equal to zero, when direction finling is

conducted on mariiian or when direction finder and the oriented

station are equally removed from equator on both sides it3.

Tables 12.2. 3n the calculation of great-circle correati3a.

wupcra tl.pC lK,.•eI IKUr~l'BUJeIIIWT 3, 3K "eA"•e18 T
"W1pr ne( "ItII iiiiWII UH

(•4 Ce-eplaR x ) K 3anaAy
c'. Cenepuan 61 K socTnicy +

1, ) Ki.a4 ]QC K 3anaiiy -
- MOnKIaR[ (-'K ISOCTOKY

Key: (1). Middle Latitude. (2). Lozation of transmitting 3tation.

(3). Sign of corc.action. (4). Northern. (5). To west. (6). To the

east. (7). South.

Page 604.

4

-1
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For determining groat-circle correction, it is necessary, at least I
approximately, to knDw besides the position of transmitting station

also the position of vessel (this approximate position if vessel must

be known, also, fir determining compass bearing). In the first

approximation, it is possible to count that the unknown place

lie/rests on the line of loxodzomic bearing.

If the obtained location of vessel considerably iiffars from

that which was assuming, it is necessary to convert for a second time

bearing, after taking into cousideration the new value of the

magnetic declinatiorn and correctioi,,

During the use of othets except mercator map/charts for the

separator of radio bearings up to small and average distances, is

permissible dire:t separator without corrections within the limits,

indicated in § 12.2. At large distances from point of :ý3%tact of

tangency on gqnmDnic map/chart, must be taken into az:ount the

correction for the distortion of angles (12.1). Art internitional

map/chart should ae utilized within the limits only of 31& sheet. At

very large distanzes (on the average more than 1000 ntutizal miles)

the separitor on nap/charts of any type no longer is not sufficiently

precise. The map/chart, which contains both points (Jir? tion finder I

,I
',~" -~ - .
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and the oriented station), extra-fine scale, and detecrinrtion is

obtained imprecise. In these cases they resort on the :ail:ulation of,

problem of which Ls to apply to map/chart near the unknown point the

small section of the arc of great circle, which correspoais to the

obtained bearing. Bearing can be considered as direct/strLight on I
map/chart any type cut. On the b~sis of the approximate position of

the unknown point, we are assigned by its latitude cp.i aai we I
P-A

determine tue loa8itade y,, of the point of intersection of arc of

great circle with this latitude by the formula

Cos (y,-- ) tg h th t ,P,' (12.4)

where i

sin h = sin a ca;s .
tg = ctg a coscC y:

-- IiCTMIFii',ii rIe.ieHr:;
-- llll1pOT.l pajimoneJieturaTopa: A-)

r,- ,ojirora JhIliionejieHraTopa; 3)_

T i - TA Yxi --- Pa311OCTh ;LoJirOT. (q)

Key: (1). the tra. bearing. (2). the latitude of radio Iicection

finder. (3). longitude of radio direction finder. (4). ALEference in

longitude. .

We further find the slope/inclinati3n of arc of greit circle at

the particular point:

A• ----- 'y., sin (si-nkY (2 )

l.I
, • ... .. . " '"... .... .•'" ' ...:' ";; • -: n • .. . 3 ... . • .. . .. ...... "• -- ' • " •I
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9o On base map, we !irry out straight line with the obtiinal

slope/inclination through the point T.,. yVq,.

Page 605.

-This straight Lia.-, is the line of position of the oriantal object. If

there is a seconi line of position, their intersection determines the

position of object and its refined coordinates I,.2, V12. Th? second

approach/anproximation can be obtained by the repetition of

calculation on th• basis ot the new value of latitude Ws.

During the ,se of several bearings, the described construction

makes it possible to determine the ellipse of error in 3z'ordance

with § 11.2.,

12.4. Automation of position finding.

The simpl.est automation of position finding consists in the

automatic separator of bearings on map/chart according to the data of

radio dir-ction findrors. On transparent actual chart area from the

old I Z "I -
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point/it.is of the adran'gement/permutation of radio dira-tion

finders, are djsiln/projected the light lines, which correspond to

the true radio beirings. In the point of intersection of lines, is

located the fixel object. Laying is simplified, if in ralio direction

finders are utilized the dial instruments these which, tcansmitted

into point/item separators, they serve for control of the design of

ray/beams. Is known the use of the equipped thus map/zharts with a

size/dimension of 100 cm X 100 cm for the maintenance of 0.rfield.

The lines of radi) bearings can also be design/projected from the

screens of the cathode-ray tubes of radio direction fin-ers or their

repeaters to larga-size map/charts.

By the more i-vanced method of separator is the iutouati:

separator of bearings electroaic method on the screen 3( the

cathode-ray tube 3n which is plotted/applied the actual chart area.

In (12.4], is i.•:ribed the similar tube with a size/dimension of 40

cm X 40 cm with afterglow on which the signals, obta.Lned from six

direction-finding point/items, removed from the center of processing

up to distances t0 60 nautical miles (2 groups on 3 radio direction

finders), automaticdlly are processed in line of bearing. Operator

can apply the seventh line for determining the coursa of tircraft for

any objective. The ini-jes of bearings design/project f)r the large

screen with a size/dimension of 1.5 m X 1.5 n. The desigai of radio

bearings is reilizd by successive reproduction of lines 3f bearing
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whose dicsctians 1ut3matically are established with freguancy 400/7

Hz.

Page 606.

To run beariags ini the form of line and to determin- the place

of object on the intersection of lines is possible only at small

distances from raiio direction finders, thus far arc :f the great

circle cda be approximated by straight line. For the automatic

determination of the coordinates of the fixed object at aiy distances

from dire-tion fiadprs, it is possible to use electronic-.-omputing

digital computar. Processing the results of direction finling

consists )f:

1) c:ordiuat3 determinatiot. of hie points of intarsa:tion of

bearings;

2) the detecmination of most probable place of objezt;

3) tie calculation of the parclmeters of the ellipsa of

probability (siz?/dimensions of semi-axes and their orientation) for

the assigmed prohability of determination.

Ao tie basi3 af the solution of the first problem, zin be plicel

S. . .. . •. -: • - __ [ -A
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the formula of ta3 calculatioi of azimuth (12.6'. For Any twon

direction-finding point/items are known the azimuths for the

objective (beariajs) and the coordinates of the points of theI

standing of radio direction finders. It is required ti cilculate th_:

coordinates of the point of intersection of the pair of bearings.

Formulas fzc tree calculations of the secoad and thirl tasks are

given in chapter 11. For their solution it is necessary t1 feed into

the machine estimited average quadratic angular bearing arrors.

12.5. Cal.ulatioa of azimuths.

During the cilibration of direction finder, it is rajuired,

knowing the cooriinates of direction finder (v. Yd) and transmitter
to determine the true bearing (azimuth) of the latt•R for a

comparison with radio bearing. This task it is possibla to easily

solve, utilizing not only map/charts, but also the formulas of

spherical trigonometry.

The true bearing ; and distance of transmitter C are

determinel with the aid of the formulas
ctg a, =-.• sin (p,.. ctg 7 - - tK T, c0)s?,:,.c osec L (12.6)

sirn C • cos y CseeC % si "y. (12.7)

I

.I .
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where Y •-.Ty is difference in longitude.

In the genevil case of any location of transmitt.c aid direction-

finder for Jeterminitig the quadrants of angle a, it is necessary to

proceed fcom the Jepndences of spherical trigonometry.

Page 607.

One should add signs to latitudes and longitudes: to north latitude

and eastern longitude plus sign; +o southern latituda i•i western 4
longitude minus sign. Then oite should deterwine sign ctg ao and use

Table 12.3. Q-

During calculation according to formula (12.6) a difference in

the terms can pass into sum.

Reciprocal baaring 0 due to the nonparallelism :f ZRLidians is

not equal accurataly to value a - 1BU can Le determinaJ ay the same

formula, but witri tho corresponding replacement of inii::?s.

It is re•ui-d t3 d•$termine siwultaneously direct/straight and

reciprocal bearings, it is possiblo to use Napier anatgi35s:

S1I

I

r - - -_ _ _ _-
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+ s- (12.8)

Ig -2 2
sin 9

tgctg 2'
t 2 T -- + T r

cog --

"-2 -- 2' (12.9)

2 2-*(12.10)

•4) vh);lOelmle ilwpe. a : t (( u -a

)wrmIIIKa O " I |, 31ilK KIaA .I;Ir ii l-tl e

K nICTOKM + 1, .
SK 3annAy Iil, 1800 +a,

FK 3ancot IV, 360" -CL.

Key: 1. DetarMi atino (12). the quadrant of hearing. (3i. true.

(4). Position of the transmitter of relative direction finder. (5).

Sign ctg ao. (6). Quadrant and the value of bearing. (7). To the

east. (8). To we-t.

Page 608.

• I
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The listanc: between the direction finder and transmitter D can

be determined by the formulas

D , . ., , 7- --- 1 1 1I C ° , :

Sill 2

or

C Y- + - s- 2tK< -• : cig ., . ..; -- . (12.12)

Formula (12.11) is applied. when l.- is small, witile formula

(12.12) - when - is small.

Page 609.

Appendix I.

Calculation of th? parameters of the framework.

In the subsequent formulas it is marked:
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L - the inductance of framework, Ha; C are its

capacitan.:e/capazity, pF; S is its area, cm2; N - turn nuaber; 1-
td =2r - diameter of wire, rm!)

the length of wica, cm; g - the space of winding/coil, c.;lN)X - the -A

natural wavelengtL of the framework, m; f are frequency, MHz; x is a

wavelength, m; p are specific resistor/resistance, Q/cm: R - a radius

of circular framawork, cm; a - side of square framework, :m; b is L

width of frameworc, cm; . - magnetic permeability of material (is

relative).

1. Inductance of framework. Inductance of the singl_•-turn

framework of any form

L=42I ~In-i.d---0.1) 10-i.
IdI

An error in this formula is not above 2-2.5o/o with .S/ld > 1000.

With other relatinsbip/ratios of size/dimensions, one should use

particulaL formulas for the different figures from whizh let us give

two:

thDi inductaize if the single.-turn circular framework

the inductance of the single-turn square framework

L%-84 In-j +--•--0.774 10-2.
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Page 610.

The inductaa.e of the multiturn circular solenoil frimework

SL-OdRN. Ir'\.n---0.333 +(N--1) in ý---2) I: 10-1=• X+.

S2RN (A, + B,) I0-',

where A, and Bt are the values, indicatei in Table I.1 aml 1.2.

Induztance 3f the multiturn :ircular framework with the turns,

arrange/locatel (in section) on the apex/vertexes of the regular

polygon;

L-4nRNIn -1" +a0,333+ (N--1) -2-n InN 10-0,

where ro- a distance of turns from the center of section, v

The inductance of the wultiturn square framework

L-aN~ a (N-PgL ,-, n, (N ++0. 2236+0•726(- o (B .,

where A and 5 are constant, determined from Table 1.3 and I.4.

Formula is u.ed both to three-dimensional/space and to the

tiat/plan_ framewvrk. In the latter case under a, it is necessary to

I!

i -
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"* .' understand the average value of the side of the square of turn.

Tables I.1.

" I R

1 1 400 800 2000 4000 10000 20000

A 97 4404 4982 59.94 38

Tables 1.2.I,.

5 IR

N 70.0021-.W71 '0.oog j 0.02

132.4 110.4 81,7
10 255.1 216,1 176.6 125.4
14 346, 21289,9 232.5 159, 0
18 429,8 355,0 281.5 189,0
22 507,7 415,3 324,2 212.426 .591,2 417,2 363.2 2,10,r,
30 650,9 523,4 307,7 243,6

Page 611.

t -•A 
-
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2. Capacitan:e/capacity of framework. The capacitinra/capacity

of the sqdare framework

C C.a,

where Co is the caefficient, determined on Table 1.5.

. Table 1.3. Tables 1.4.

7 A.

1,0 +0.557 0,18 -1.160 --
0,9 0.452 0,16 1.280( 01 071 20 0.0270.8 0.,334 0,14 1,410 2 10.0571 20 0.,050 .7 0 ,2 0 0 o ,0 1 2 ,1 15 0 3 ~ o , I0.6 +0,046 0,. 1,50 7 /0.055 40 0.008

0.6i750 
- 4 0,049 G0 0,005oi0.5 -0,136 10,08 1.970 6 I0,039 100 0,00330.4 0,35H 10.06 2.26 8 0,032 °0.35 0 .443 1 0 o0 2. 66

0,3 0.647 0,02 -3-,36
0,25 0:830 1: 0 ,2 1 , 0 5 0

liKey: (1) LaFgew N I I Br~j

C, 0,031 0,072 0,102 0,129 0,152 0,167 0,28

" I

Fig. 1.1. Phase -:nstant for calculation Xo.

Page 612.
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3. Natural wavelength of framo-work: a)

k.L

where k. is coefficient which it is determined for framework from

small turn number from Table 1.6, and for multitura squire framework

from Fig. 1.1 with different b/a, designatod above curve;; where A is

coefficient whose values are given in Table 1.7.

4. Resistor/resistance of framework

R=RE +Rm +RA-+ Ra

where R, is radisti~n resistance, ohm; Rm is resistor/resistance of

wires, ohm; Rn is resistor/resistance of dielectric losses, ohm; Ra

- resistor/resistince of losses in earth/ground, ohm

RE --- I6• -X•"

where ', - effective height of framework, m;

Rm = R,ki, ,A
R,

k, - is determinei from Table 1.8 depending on value x = 3.1EdV .

x-107d Ir(for copper).

Tables 1.6 (b1R 1.7.
SI KOB 2 4 6 tITKJR 4 5 1 u

. 2, -2,8 2, 7 3 2ITKOI'
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Key to tables 1. 5 1). Turn number.

Key to tables 1.7. (1). Turn number. (2). and more.

Page 61I•.

At large values Df x k, is determined from the formula
x I,"" I

k, 4
X2 - the coefficient, which considers the proximity affect of wires.

k2 it is Jetermitaed from curve/graph (Fig. 1.2) depenling on ratio

g/d - space of wiiding/coil toward the diameter of wirt. Figure gives

two curves on the basis of different scurces.

Tables 1.8.

I
." 'IS.•!I
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£ f , A, k _ _ __. *

0 1,000 4,0 1,678 8,8 3,376 19,0 6,97.1

1,0 1,005 -1,4 1,826 9.2 3,517 20.0 7,328
2,0 1.078 4,8 1,971 9,6 3,658 22,0 8,134:1
2,2 1, 111 5,2 .,114 10,0 3,79 24,0 l.7.1-
2,4 1152 5,6 2,254 11.0 4.151 26,0 9,447
2,6 1,201 6,0 2,394 12,0 4,504 28,0 10, 15-•
2,8 1,256 6,4 2,531 13,0 4,856 ",0,0 10,88
3,0 ,318 6,8 2,673 14,0 5,209 34:0 12,27
3,2 1,385 7,2 2,813 15.0 5,562 38,0 13,:9
3,4 1,456 7.6 2,954 16,0 5,915 42:0 15, II
3,6 1,529 8,0 3,094 17,0 6.268 46,0 16,52. ........................ "
3,8 1,603 8,4 3,235 18,0 6,621 50,0 17,93

X,5

5.0

0 z 1 ' -

aA

Fig. 1.2. On the zalculation of the resistor/resistances of the

losses of framework.

I

i

I:
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Page 614.

"For the lop ante.nas, which consist of very small turn number, the

curve/graph of Fig. 1.2 we will not use.

The iesistor/resistance of dielectric losses is cha2ged over

wide limits depenling on the type of constLuction and cannot be

determined by calculation.

The rosistoc/resistance of the small framework, equivalent to

losses in the earth/grouind, is usually negligibly small. For the

large framework, suspend/hung from masts, this component )f

resistor/resistanue can have prevailing value.

Appendix II.

DERIVATION OF FORMULAS FOR MAGNETrC FIELDS IN MULTLWOUND 3ONIOMETER.

Equations (3.50) and (3.63) are simplified, since 3f periodicity
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condition of trigonometric functions it follows

2 npu p /kn-+ I (rAe k MOMeT u13-
Cos 2I C MeHRTbC, H npene.rax k=O Cc), I-. = •COj-Jrnc 1 f pu p=kn-I (ki= I -. OL),"

= 0 nIpH ApyrfiX 311faqICNIRX p,
2n 2

cos - pi sin -IF a - 0

2ls n 2n
sin --- pin cos M = 0

2 npti p = kn + i (k =0 +co).
sin - "- si,,sn •-" /it n = , .

=-- np p= k -- I (A

S=0 np4 Apyrux p.

Key: (1). with p = kit + 1 (whetLe k can vary within the limits of k

0- -) and with p =.kn - 1 (k = 1 - -), at other valuz! af p. (2).

with. (3). with oth. n.

Page 616.
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For a pro~f Dne should utilize the transformations:

< o -h l m o '-[r= • cos'- I~), co , (2 -- I)m 1
.L~2 2.,ao2. I 21t 2i ]tCos - J r -n- in Cos -ýr (p + 1 In-+-- (p - 1) 111

2n 2K " r 2n 2LT [8-,n- (P+-1)"+-sln-(p'--))In

2n 2n I r 2n w
ino-s pin sin -- m -- icon-W (p+ l)m-- coS - *- ( ).

-:

and consider that

Co [2 ,(p+ I) =-C os (i . (, - + +.)]

for p ( 12n - 1) k, where k can vary from 1 to 1 -

cog[ 2x-(p-+.l)m ==Cos "7 (p + ) - +'-. In

for p (2n - 1) k, where k = 1 - -

for p (-'n + 1) k, where k = 0 -

Cos 2n-(p--l),. =Cos3 7('- -1 ,.n-

for p (2n - 1) k. where k = 0 - -
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gill[ .-(P± = -- •(pt ) -,7- -+ m ocer, n;

""os (p[+ T 7 1 y i 1),,/'- k -It ;I's (/+ 1) m 0 n A pyrix c apias i :••lx;
Cosf -(1 ) - -]) I 11 

Il,) ,' --kkt -+-I :

=I 

i

cos (Q - I) m -- 0 .Al))rIJX c.',yanx; "

In I 

OIC• C .",fX
-'n (,-+ I) --=0

rn=I no n e Ivn x

I is
-u41

4

Key: (1). always. (2). with. (3). in other cases. (A). is all cases.

Page 6 16.

J
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TheL-efore
'U;m

2n 2
I k-zA
p= |0 mmi --

= + " At+ toll x sill- --- ,11 cos --- "III+Sn OX+

(k , + 1 ) + 1 Co S (k n 1)O 0

co'

. ,, A sCos n C os pi- m sill
=: --- A•,,+1cos (ktl Si ll )I 0s A•=In o (- -- /it .

It l

,I h,,,+1sill (kti 1) 81 - Aj,_. sill(kn -- 1)O .
2Lk.O A- J

k -- 0

1As
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APPENDIX III,

COMMON/GENERAL/TC)AL EXPFESSIONS FOPI THE PARAMETERS OF ELLIPTICAL

FIELD.

Let us eximiie the general case of the equation of ellipse, when

in (4.7) when sin a and cos a are tho composite coefficients: -:

LI

L-(I-[J- m)cos*'--(ni+ip)sln,ý=Micosc-- MisicLm, (111-1) 5

S. .. .. .. .... .. .. . ,T~e M jý I l+ Pit; M l, --- 11- I iCp.! '

We cotivert I11,,1:

L cons'l (1' + 1') - sin' % (n2 + ps) -- sin 2a (In + mri). (111.2)

Tr order to Jeterwiine the angle -f the orientation a[ the

transverse ow,, let us equate zero derivative of L2 ii ta-ns of a:
sin 2L (n' + 1,- l')- - cos 2[2 (In + mp)] O.

Solving. we wiil obtain expression for , -

tg2a i= 2 (In + mp) 111.3) '
V+ p' -- rn' -

Page 617.

Front formula (111.3), utilizing foritulas of the trinsformation

of trigonarietric fanution.I, we will obtdin
n2' + pt _ I, _ M2 "

•':oq 2a.m""1 -- t --1- p1  - I' - in')' + 4(1 -it +~lp)'

Sin 2acmitm 2 (In + inp)

.1@

S--7-

- - - - - - -- - - -- -
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Let us find fromn (111.2) the relation of suall and mijor axes of

the magnetic fiell of the qoniometer:

12 + 3 2 Vn + 1' -1 i2 + 4- J 1a "i)

12+ ~J+ /I, + P2 + 1(2 + I~ 1 '- 3' + 4 (1i r

or

A __2 (ni'm iIp)

12 jtit~ ' + n~' + p, + i(A+..2....n)+t,~n~2il;

A simp1or characteristic of the ellipticity of fiall is obtained

.1from~ (111.6) in the form:

2 A )2 p2 (in - ,

IT p2 l- inxIB 4~III (lit +I.
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Formulas (111.3) and (111.7) are used further for Ji~ferent
special cAses.

Lct us demonstrate that in the small ratios A/B thera is the

"eq uality:

/ A Al, + ju

Page 618.

It is decomposed tne left side of tae equality

tg + sin 2bc wnp

"cos 2m.u + ch 2-

i! (III.8)4

cos 2 ,, -•,",-+

where at the low values A/B

• -1
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sh 2 (r

P 2 +j
A ý2

c I 1 2 +y A )2 -2 •

-~~~1 ______I+ 1ý1 + fit 4. p

A 2 (0+2 ,l+) -l

Let us saUDstituta e~xpL'pssion. (111I.4) and (111.9) into formula

(111.8), then we obtain

The right side of eqpiality (i11.8) can be presented in this form:

-- _ 2 -, + (1/) I.

(Ill B)+thn/w oba n -j
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From expressions (III 10) and (III.11) follows the validity of the

equality

We convert this equality, after substituting •MK. = 9 + A, where

A is a reading error of bearing on the ainimum:

tgA j A '+/ MM 1CaSOM $inS (s1. 1

Page 619.

Appendix IV.

Determination of the direction of the true meridian.

The direction ot th,: true meridian can be determinei by the

different method3, examine/considared in practical astrcaomy and

geodesy. We give the easiest methods, u.'hich do not require complex

computat ions.

1. Daterlinat.iio. of direction of true north in c)apass, compass

and other instrulaent5 with magnetic needle. The advantage of this

r..... .
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method is the possibilitv of its application/use at any time and

.independent of the conditions of the weather. For obtainiig accurate

result, it is ne-egssary to dispose of exact value of the magnitic

declination for this met. (of one hundred, which not i3 aldays

possible. In areas of magnetic anomalies, a precise value of the

magnetic leclination cannot be shown. The magnetic declinition can

change in the periods of magnetic storms.

2. Determination of direction of true meridian in ,ap/chart. The

. map/chart, used f)r determining the direction of the true meridian,

must be suffiziemt large scale, for example 4: 100,000 or 1: 50,000.

It is first of all necessary to apply on the map/chart a precise site

of installation 3f radio direction finder. Further with the aid of

compass or theodDlite, they sight any noticeable object/sabject

(belfry, factory tube etc.), plotted/applied to map/chart. Distance

of object/subject to scale of map/chart must be not less than 100-150

mme

Let the counted off according to instrument angle be equal to a.

Is determined direction in object/:.ubject relative to seridian p in

nap/chart. They tarn alidade to angle a - (clockwise, if a > 1) is

establish/installad in this direction the landmark, whi.-h determines

the diiection of the true meLidian. For an increase in the accuracy,

one should repeat the observationIs of relatively seconi

......................... t
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object/subject. If is obtained disagreement, it is necessary to find

and to remove its reason (most frequently incorrect mark of the

position 3f radio direction finder on map/chart).

3. Daterxination of direction of true meridian in Polaris.

Polaris, entering the constellation Ursa Minor, is the cLosest star

to celestial to tie North Pole. It is removed from pole up to the

* distance, equal approximaLely 10, and ir. its apparent motion is

described around oole small circle. Direction in Polaris coincides

with the lirection of the true meridian only during its lower and

upper culminations. The approximate local time of the passage of

Polaris through the meridian is given in Table IV.1. For the

calculation of daylight saving time, it is necessary to local time

(on table) to add the number of time zone, to take away (for eastern

longitud4.) the longitude of place, expressed in time units, and to

add unity.

4. Datermination of airection of true meridian by the sun. The

direction of the true merididn can be determined by the position of

the Sun at true noon.

Page 620.

For ,etexmining iaylight saving time, which cor:respouls ta apparent
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noon, it is n3cessary 13 hours to add the number of time zone, to

+ away the longitude of place, expressed in hours ar. ainutes, and

to add the correztion whose approximate value is given in Table IV.2

(in min).-i-

flours, the used determinations apparent noon, must be I
preliminarily checked, and their error must not exceed 13-15 s. For

certain time to t.ie calculated noon they induce the tube of

theodolite or another similar instrument on the sun 1*. so that cross

hairs in tube would divide the visible image of the Sun in half.

FOOTNOTE 1 For the observatiou of the Sun necessary to apply the-.
appropriate filte- in ocular (can be used smoked glass). ENDFOO']NOTE.

Further during the motion of the sun, they revolve smoothly alidade

wif.h tube so that the inte-section of filaments in tube would

coincide with the center of tne visible image of the San. The second

observer at this time follows the hours and with the onset of theL

torque/moment of apparent noon feels the signal to the first, which

stops the displac.ment of tube.
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I•R~ ( ) lPeM, n F110xU)NA~e,,, (j-)
A Io tIM ofi 3Re3AW

tlepe3 MepUAinaai, 'inc

"(3)200 1118

41) 20 (I)enl),.'i 11 20 4

nur~cT.1
(5)20 t'FTj ti 20 2

(d 0a afIcjsR it 20 0 -

OKTM6()n20 WI if " 20 ow- 22

KI' -(..20 jitalm it 20 (c9)112

Key: (I). Date. (2). Transit time of Polaris through the meridian,

the hour. (3). -•anuary and 20 July. (4) .eb..uary arnJ 20 August

(5). Smpt a-mber;(6)20 A,.ril x/nd 20 October;('7)2 Miy ani 20

November. (1)7i ane and on 20 December. (5). and.

A

J

4

,I

S.... • ,, -- o ••--
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I fa" (e.a .26 (

j ~t ]°t~ ~ I jt•a IhIIImtIR.I lu-s -~IIIle~i~fnKa -

RniM %1, 5 -- 2, I c i'r161 " , P5 0.

I, 13,7 1 Brliq (-'1 --- 24, IV)nK psl -- 10i 2
.15 4,enius 7 , I1 3 1,915 mllll c3 ,112 I15 OKTI6pR ()- 14 1
" MapmTH 1' 12,15 I AIII ,IS 3.5 It l . (, -I( ;+-+ : ~ ~~15 "aI nallr' C!:i 9I,1 1.5 l i L jý i :1, H 1 1 -5 lill tll. - 1,5 4

I a11PCe A•l(' 4,1 I ;1 . l (1, II 3 tcKlcfit I { II..

: a t. 0,2 15 113*rYCT- r+ 4.5 1.5 AeIaf pp• .• 5.7

Key: (1). Date. (2). Correction. (3). January. (4). May. (5).

september. (6). Fbruary. (7). June. (8). October. (9). larch. j10).

July. (11). November. (12). April. (13). August. (14). Dazember.

Page 621.

"In the obtained Jirection is establish/installed the lanimark, which

determines the direction or meridian.

For an increase in the dccuracy of observation it i3 possible to

repeat several tiiies. For example, the first signal they feed after

half-hour to apparent noon. The first observer, after li3:ontinuing

the displacement )f alidade, is record/written the angle, indicated
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by instrument (*I). Further it renews guidance by the SuA before .

obtaining of the 3ecand signal accurately at noon. At this moment it

ceases the displi.zement of alidade and record/writes new ingle (a2).

1

Similarly he is cacord/written the third reading of the ingle (a3)1,

which must be priluced accurately as later than noon (for example, 1

half-hour), as the first readIng was produced earlier thin noon. The

control of accura~y is the coincidence of values a, + x3/2 and a2-

For the true dira•tion of meridian, one should take

S+; *+ 20L2
4

4

:j

-N
I

iýa

A
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